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ABSTRACT
Spatial attributes of reproduced sound have typically been described using primarily verbal 
descriptors. To gain an alternative perspective, the development of a communication medium 
is discussed which enables listeners’ auditory spatial experiences to be represented 
graphically.
Graphical descriptions of auditoiy spatial experiences were sought from listeners when 
multichannel audio was reproduced within an automotive setting. In order to avoid biasing 
results by adopting traditional assumptions relating to spatial audio evaluation, the listener 
was acknowledged as the originator of meaning and valid results sought by the exploration 
and understanding of the listeners’ individual experiences.
Because experiences are pre-linguistic and distinct from language, a communication medium 
was required for the structuring and representation of listeners’ auditoiy spatial experiences in 
order that these could be understood by the researcher. A descriptive graphical language 
(GAL) was systematically developed and evaluated for this purpose.
A series of investigations was conducted during which GAL evolved from a system of 
individually elicited descriptors to a universal language of graphical terms, capable of 
representing the salient spatial experiences of listeners with vaiying levels of critical listening 
expertise.
At each successive stage in GAL’s development, ambiguities which could impede the 
researcher’s understanding of listeners’ graphically represented spatial experiences were 
identified and minimised. A graphical model was presented for visualising instances where 
ambiguities occurred in the descriptive process. One notable anomaly was found to be related 
to the provision of unsuitable written instruction in listening investigations. The effect of this 
ambiguity was minimised by listeners developing their own verbal descriptors to accompany 
their graphical language.
When a mutual language - developed by the listeners themselves - was evaluated, an 
unambiguous route through the descriptive process from listener to researcher was identified. 
Within the context of the research, it was concluded that this particular language enabled the 
researcher to acquire a valid understanding of listeners’ auditoiy spatial experiences. It was 
further concluded that the method employed in the development of the language (an iterative 
process comprising descriptor elicitation, clarification, development, evaluation and 
ultimately validation) could be used in alternative contexts within subjective audio evaluation.
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1.1 Introduction
Listeners will always be the final judges of reproduced sound quality. Accordingly, the involvement of 
listeners in the evaluation of audio devices' is imperative to provide an indication of the devices’ sonic 
qualities as perceived. Essentially, by including listeners in the evaluation process, a correlation 
between physical and perceptual attributes is possible. However, as well as providing perceptual 
measures of physical qualities, subjective evaluation has the potential for eliciting novel information 
from listeners regarding their experiences2 when auditioning reproduced audio. This more exploratory 
research is beneficial as it enables an understanding to be obtained regarding the salient perceptual 
qualities of audio devices, and consequently it is particularly advantageous in the early stages of an 
audio device’s development.
The development of multichannel stereo and surround sound systems3 has provided the listener with an 
opportunity to experience enhanced spatial characteristics4 when auditioning reproduced audio. 
However, the comparatively early stage in the development of multichannel audio means that the 
salient qualities of listeners’ auditory spatial experiences have yet to be fully explored or understood. It 
is therefore essential that researchers and manufacturers look to elicit descriptions of auditoiy spatial 
experiences from listeners in order to discover valid percepts for the future evaluation of spatial audio 
quality and the continued development of multichannel audio.
Nevertheless, eliciting descriptions from listeners is not without ambiguity. Fundamentally, 
experiences are independent from the way in which they are described. Specifically, at their inception, 
experiences are without the structure of a particular language; the role of language being to mould 
these pre-logical experiences into a form which can be communicated. Consequently, rather than 
accept a description as an inherently effective representation of an experience, it is advantageous to 
consider the process of getting from the unstructured experiences to their linguistic representation. 
Furthermore, to ensure the researcher can understand the listeners’ auditoiy spatial experiences, it is 
essential that this stage in the communication process (from listeners’ representation to researcher’s 
understanding) is also investigated.
Thus, the challenge becomes one of identifying an effective communication medium; a medium which 
enables the listener to structure, represent and communicate their auditory spatial experiences in a 
manner which allows for the understanding of these auditoiy experiences by the researcher.
1 An audio device is defined as any product or technology used in the recording, manipulation or reproduction of 
audio, or any effect of this mechanical reproduction process (for example the recording itself).
2 An experience is defined as the "felt apperceptive mass to which we can inwardly point” (Gendlin (1962) 1997, p27).
3 See Rumsey (2001, pp82-118) for a comprehensive account of multichannel stereo and surround sound systems
4 Definitions of spatial attributes are provided later in this chapter (section 1.2.6).
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It is the aim of this thesis to describe the process of developing and evaluating a descriptive graphical 
language suitable for the structuring, representation and communication of listeners’ experiences of the 
spatial attributes in reproduced audio.
Section 1.4 of this opening chapter presents the research objective in more detail and displays a model 
which visualises the descriptive process required to fiilfil this aim. Section 1.5 identifies how the 
effectiveness of process will be evaluated. Accordingly, this section introduces the criteria used to 
determine the success of the research project at each stage in the development of the graphical 
language. In section 1.6 a statement is provided proposing the original contributions of the author 
(within the context of contemporary and historical subjective spatial audio evaluation) in the 
development of the descriptive graphical language. An overview of the thesis is provided at the end of 
this opening chapter in section 1.7. Although brief, the section outlines what the reader can expect to 
find in the thesis and where this information can be found.
The main body of this chapter (section 1.2) concerns the context into which the research will be placed. 
Specifically, the section expands on the rationale for using listeners in audio evaluation; introduces 
suggested methods for obtaining meaningful responses from subjective evaluation; provides an 
alternative perspective on the role of the listener in audio evaluation; further unravels the issues 
involved with communication and the associated problems of obtaining meaningful responses; presents 
an overview of some historical and more contemporary methods used in the elicitation of responses 
from listeners; and finally makes the move away from using a primarily verbal descriptive medium to 
other descriptive (and in particular graphical) languages, concentrating primarily on the responses that 
have been obtained using alternative communication media. The principal arguments presented in 
section 1.2 are then summarised in section 1.3.
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1.2. Historical perspectives -  setting the research context
1.2.1 Perspectives on the use of listeners in the evaluation of reproduced audio
The involvement of listeners in the evaluation of reproduced audio is not novel. In 1980 Lipshitz and 
Vanderlcooy suggested there to be real benefits to subjective evaluation since,
not eveiy audible characteristic of some components (for example, loudspeakers) can yet 
be objectively measured in a way which correlates meaningfiilly with what is heard. 
(Lipshitz and Vanderkooy, 1980, p2)
The distinction between subjective experience and objective measure was earlier acknowledged by 
Heyser, who wrote in the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society that “One of the worst kept secrets 
in audio engineering is that what we hear does not always correlate with what we measure” (Heyser, 
1974, p674). Twenty five years later, a similar rationale for conducting subjective audio evaluation was 
offered by Moulton who stated,
it is essential to know what ‘sounds good,’ in order to develop effective and valid 
correlations of the psychological quality of ‘sounds good’ with physical design qualities. 
(Moulton, 1999, pi)
Thus, audio professionals were, and continue to be in agreement about the necessity of using listeners 
in the evaluation of audio devices to provide a human, subjective measure of the qualities of a physical 
audio system. For Toole, this subjective measure was required to be universal, defined by the author as 
possessing “meaning outside the time and place of a specific listening experience” (Toole, 1982, p432). 
But what actually constitutes meaning?
Throughout the history of subjective audio evaluation, the pursuit of meaning has been strongly 
correlated with a search for objectivity. For Lipshitz and Vanderkooy an individual’s preference or 
opinion about a device could only become meaningful to others when this had the attributes of an 
objective measure, and demonstrated some “elements of objectivity, consistency and repeatability” 
(Lipshitz and Vanderkooy, 1980, p3). Meaning in subjective audio evaluation could therefore be 
equated with the more objective concept of reliability; defined by Coolican (1996, p50) as the 
consistency or stability of a measure.
Since the listener provides the measure in subjective audio evaluation, the next challenge is ensuring 
the reliability of the listener. But, as Toole explained, obtaining meaningful measurements using 
listeners is never easy:
People like to please and will satisfy an experimenter by producing reams of responses. 
Without adequate experimental procedures and controls, however, the responses tend to 
be rather variable. (Toole, 1982, p431)
The implementation of strict controls in listening tests is vehemently supported by Lipshitz and 
Vanderkooy, who argued that these controls are necessary to,
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transform subjective evaluation to an objective plane so that preferences and bias can be 
eliminated, in the quest for determining the accuracy of an audio component. (Lipshitz 
and Vanderkooy, 1980, pl)
It is therefore pertinent at this stage to identify the nature of the controls necessary to effect this 
transformation.
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1.2.2 Methods for obtaining meaningful results from subjective evaluation
In his 1996 publication, Coolican listed many of the causes of unwanted variability when performing 
subjective evaluations5. More specifically to audio evaluation, Toole’s research into the subjective 
measurements of loudspeaker sound quality and listener performance (1985) listed a number of factors 
which he believed could have a bearing on the formation of a listener’s judgement and thereby disrupt 
the reliability of any results obtained using this subjective measure. Included within Toole’s list of 
nuisance variables were;
(i) factors of the physical environment (for example the listening room, loudspeaker position,
listening position, relative and absolute loudness of the devices to be compared and the 
programme material).
(ii) bias caused by the investigation procedure (broadly speaking, any variability introduced as a 
result of the listener’s participation in the evaluation).
(iii) factors associated with the listener themselves (for example, knowledge of the product under
test; familiarity with stimuli, room or task; judgement and hearing ability; and any relevant 
accumulated experience).
A great deal has been written about controlling the various influential factors within subjective audio 
evaluation. The following sections serve as a reference to this body of work.
The influence of the loudspeaker and listening location in the listening room
The performance of loudspeakers in different listening environments has previously been documented 
by authors including Allison (1974), Salmi and Weckstrom (1982), Olive et al. (1994) and Toole and 
Olive (1994). Investigations undertaken by these authors identified how a loudspeaker’s location within 
a room modified both the timbral and spatial content of an audio reproduction. Results from the 
preference studies of Olive et al. (1994) and Toole and Olive (1994) indicated that altering the location 
of a loudspeaker could have a greater influence on a listener’s opinion of reproduced sound quality 
than altering the loudspeaker itself. Data from Toole and Olive (ibid.) further suggested that when the 
same loudspeaker was rated in a different listening location, a variety of preference grades could be 
obtained. When Zacharov investigated multichannel audio reproduction in 1998, he identified that 
listening location had a significant influence on a listener’s judgement of envelopment and spatial 
naturalness6.
The choice of stimuli for subjective audio evaluation
Most researchers involved in subjective audio evaluation are familiar with the importance of choosing 
appropriate programme items (stimuli) for use in an investigation. In his 1985 paper, Toole stated that 
“choosing program material represents one of the most obvious opportunities for prejudicing the results
5 See chapters 2 and 3 in Coolican (1996)
6 Spatial Naturalness was defined by Zacharov (1998) as the similarity between the (non-specified) spatial qualities of 
the presentation and a real-life experience. Envelopment was defined in terms of whether the listener felt enveloped 
by the sound. Listeners were asked whether the rear sound events enveloped them completely - an effect likened to 
standing in the rain - or not at all (mono).
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of listening tests” (Toole, 1985, p6). In a later investigation, Toole and Olive (1994) found the choice 
of programme material to influence listeners’ preference for different loudspeakers; a result which they 
primarily attributed to the stimuli revealing different problems in the loudspeakers and occasionally to 
listeners’ tastes in music. In the preference study, four commercially available recordings were used. 
However, the use of existing recordings may be criticised on two counts. Firstly - as cited by Lipshitz 
and Vanderkooy (1980) - the researcher’s relative lack of familiarity with the signal processing or 
recording technique used in the creation of the stimuli and, secondly, the possibility that a listener may 
describe a stimulus based on their pre-existing knowledge of how this should sound7. Other 
considerations when choosing the stimuli for subjective audio evaluation were mentioned by Rumsey 
(1998). He stated that stimuli should not be too complex or variable over time, since either would make 
them hard to grade reliably. Olive et al. (1994) stated how using short, repeatable material could 
increase the efficiency and ease of the listeners’ task, since this would allow the spectral and temporal 
characteristics of the material to become more static. Both Rumsey and Olive et al. affirmed the 
requirement for the chosen stimuli to reflect the demands of the particular evaluation.
The influence of loudness
Toole (1985), Bech (1998) and Aarts (1991, 1992) all acknowledged that the perceived attributes of an 
audio device can be influenced by differences in the relative loudness of the individual reproduction 
channels, suggesting loudness to be a potentially confounding variable in subjective audio evaluation. 
Both Bech (1998) and Aarts (1992) investigated how to objectively calibrate the relative loudness of 
the individual channels within a reproduction system so that they would be perceived as equal when 
evaluated by listeners. Results established that loudness aligned using a B-weighted pink-noise signal 
corresponded closely to a subjectively equalised loudness level for a pink-noise signal when 
reproduced over loudspeakers. Aarts (1991) also identified that using a dynamically varying signal 
(including extracts of classical and pop music) made no significant difference to the correlation 
between perceived and measured loudness. Suokuisma et al. (1998) and Zacharov et al. (1998) provide 
further details about the identification of appropriate signals for use in loudspeaker loudness 
calibration.
Bias introduced by the experimenter and experiment process
In Pitfalls in Human Research, Barber (1976) highlighted five pitfalls to be avoided when running an 
investigation. Consequently Barber argued the case for double-blind investigation procedures (where 
neither participant nor experimenter are aware of the hypothesis being tested), declaring that a 
participant in an investigation can be influenced by factors as diverse as the friendliness of the 
experimenter, to the experimenter’s desire for a particular result. Thus,
7 Although problematic for descriptive studies, it is believed that the knowledge of how a source should sound is 
beneficial when assessing the fidelity of a system. Olive (referring to Toole (1985)) stated that, without this 
knowledge, the task of the listener is complex since they must “form opinions on the accuracy of the test objects by 
listening to recordings through loudspeakers, without knowing how the recordings should sound or whether they are 
indeed accurate” (Olive, 1994, p1).
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the only way to ensure that the ‘experimenter’ is unable to ‘bias’ the result is to prevent 
him from meeting the subject or to know anything of the context from which the data was 
collected. (Banister et al. 1994, p7).
Another cause of unwanted variability in subjective evaluation is the presentation order of items within 
an investigation. Order effects can be minimised by randomising the presentation order of the various 
factors within an investigation. Further information about order effects and how to reduce their 
influence is provided by Meilgaard et al. (1991, p37) and Coolican (1996, p27).
The importance of blind testing in subjective evaluation
Another important finding was that listeners in subjective audio evaluation can be affected by visual 
cues when assessing the sound quality of an audio device. In their 1994 study, Toole and Olive 
established that a listener’s preference for a loudspeaker differs according to whether or not the speaker 
can be visually identified. The authors went so far as to state that “when listeners knew what they were 
listening to, the opinions were dictated more by the product identity than by the sound” (Toole and 
Olive, 1994, p6). Toole and Olive’s results illustrate why blind testing - where the aim of the 
evaluation is not made known to the participant prior to their participation - is advocated for subjective 
evaluation8.
8 For more information on blind and double-blind testing see Coolican, 1996, p34. 
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1.2.3 Conducting dependable evaluation using human subjects
Other methods of obtaining meaningful results from subjective evaluation have been identified away 
from the broad discipline of audio engineering. In particular, the established area of food science can 
provide practical examples of how to conduct dependable subjective evaluation. Furthermore, 
researchers in this discipline face many of the same issues as those encountered by audio evaluators as 
illustrated in the following excerpt:
Only human subjects can measure sensory attributes and are, therefore, needed to 
correlate with and explain the physical and chemical measurements recorded with 
instrumentation. The detailed description of the chemical and physical sensory attributes, 
their precise definitions, and the exact procedures used during evaluation can often 
provide the starting place...[for] establishing protocols and direction for the instrumental 
analyses (Civille and Lawless, 1986, p213)
According to Meilgaard et al. (Meilgaard et al., 1999, p2) several factors require optimisation before 
“dependable sensoiy analysis” can be realised. Firstly, the precise definition of what will be measured; 
secondly, the employment of a test design that leaves “no room for subjectivity” and acknowledges 
sources of bias, thus minimising “the amount of testing required to produce the desired accuracy of 
results”; and thirdly, the training of test subjects to give reproducible verdicts. For the authors, 
problems in subjective evaluation are caused because people (i) vary over time, (ii) are variable 
amongst themselves and (iii) are prone to bias. To obtain accurate responses, Meilgaard et al. suggested 
that, amongst other things, repeats are made of “tasters” judgements, a large enough sample of 
participants is involved (between 20 and 50) and that an appropriate response scale devised.
Devising an appropriate scale for obtaining accurate responses
Subjective audio evaluation exists in many forms, from the more emotive expression of a preference 
for a particular product, to the judgement of the characteristics of - or similarities and differences 
between - audio devices. If the aim of the subjective evaluation is the latter, the participant may be 
provided with a set of descriptive scales on which to indicate the degree to which a particular 
characteristic defines a specified audio device9. When using descriptive analysis10 to obtain an 
“objective description of a product in terms of perceived sensory attributes” Civille and Lawless (1986, 
p203) noted that product descriptors - and accordingly response scales - required the use of words. 
Consequently, with language playing a central role in “determining the accuracy and potential benefits 
of a given evaluation” (ibid.), the authors believed choosing appropriate descriptive terms (to anchor 
the descriptive scales) to be an important issue. To obtain the most accurate responses from their tasters 
Civille and Lawless proposed that the temis used in the response scales should enable differentiation 
between products and each product to be recognised from its verbal description. Furthermore, the 
authors proposed that:
9 Exemplary response scales are provided by Toole (1985) and Gabrielsson and Lindstrom (1985)
10 Descriptive analysis is defined by Hootman (1992, p1) as “The sensory method by which the attributes of a food or 
product are identified and quantified using human subjects who have been specifically trained for this purpose.”
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(i) verbal terms should be orthogonal (uncorrelated with each other)
(ii) terms should be based on the underlying structures (the texture, aroma flavour, colour etc) of
the products being evaluated - as “errors in identification of natural categories often stem from 
ignorance or inattentiveness to attributes, and ignorance or exaggeration of the underlying 
structure” (ibid. p209)
(iii) a broad set of references should be employed (for example when referring to the concept of 
blue, more than one shade of blue should be employed as a reference)
(iv) terms should be precisely defined
(v) tenns should be primary (elementary) rather than integrated (combining several terms).
In defending this last prerequisite, Civille and Lawless asserted that,
inexperienced observers in a new problem solving task will often represent stimuli 
holistically, rather than breaking them into their analytical parts. While such integrated 
terms may be usefi.il for advertising purposes, they provide little actionable information to 
product formulators who need objectively anchored and elemental sensoiy information in 
order to adjust ingredients. (Civille and Lawless, 1986, p212)
Civille and Lawless maintained that the development of precise and reliable descriptive terminology 
would enable the taster to characterise attributes of a product and identify anomalies where objective 
measurements would lead to confusing results. Furthermore they believed it would help detect 
problems when a product did badly in a consumer test and could be useful in the construction of 
consumer questionnaires.
In addition to basing descriptive scales on the underlying factors of the product being evaluated, 
Meilgaard et al. (1999) were in support of training participants in descriptive analysis investigations. 
Essentially, where the aim of the subjective evaluation is for the measuring device (the taster or 
listener) to provide an account of the object under study, the participants are themselves responsible for 
some of the unwanted variability in the evaluation process. One source of variability in a participant’s 
judgements is believed to be their previous experience11.
Defining experience
Toole defined experience as “the sum total of critical listening practice, memories of reference sounds, 
expectations of reproduced sounds, sensitivities to various audible defects, and so on” (Toole, 1985, 
p7). Experience was defined by Bech (1989) as any prior (accumulative) experience with factors which 
could influence a listener’s ability to assess reproduced sound. Amongst the factors cited by Bech were 
attending live concerts, the ability to play a musical instrument and experience of critically listening to 
either live or reproduced sound. Mattila and Zacharov made the distinction between listening 
experience and listener expertise. The authors stated that experience was less desirable in participants
11 Authors who have written about the influence of listener experience include Kirk (1956), Gabrielsson (1974), 
(1985), Bech (1989), (1992) and Toole & Olive (1994)
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than expertise; defined as “definable discrimination skill with associated reliability” (Mattila and 
Zacharov, 2001, p2). The definition of a listener as an expert was investigated further by Shlien and 
Soulodre. In their investigation, the authors looked at the ability of experienced listeners to detect 
artefacts in digital audio. It was identified that although a listener may be sensitive to one type of 
artefact, they may be relatively insensitive to others. Shlien and Soulodre concluded that “the ability of 
an individual to act as an expert listener in a subjective test depends on the type of artefacts to be 
detected in that test” (Shlien and Soulodre, 1996, plO).
Selecting listeners for subjective listening evaluation
Since a listener’s experience affects their judgements - with experienced listeners identified (by Bech 
1989 and 1992) as having an improved capacity for consistency and a greater aptitude for detecting 
small differences in reproduced audio - researchers have concerned themselves with devising listener 
selection procedures to identify those listeners best suited to participating in subjective audio 
evaluation. For both Bech (1992) and Mattila and Zacharov (2001) the selection process begins with 
applicants responding to a questionnaire about their audio history. Amongst the issues addressed by 
Bech were whether the prospective participants listened to music on a daily basis, if they played an 
instrument - and if so, how many years instruction had they had, whether (and how often) they listened 
to live music, if they had participated in previous listening tests, and the type of music they preferred.
Mattila and Zacharov’s Generalized Listener Selection (GLS) procedure was believed to offer a “rapid 
means of evaluating the suitability, discrimination ability and repeatability of an individual in a number 
of different audio evaluation tasks” (Mattila and Zacharov, 2001, p2). The GLS procedure consisted of 
three distinct stages: (i) a questionnaire; (ii) an assessment of applicants’ hearing acuity and; (iii), 
listening tests to establish applicants’ reliability and discriminatory ability. Although the authors 
believed the selection process could identify those listeners best able to reliably discriminate between 
audio devices they also asserted that - since only highly sensitive listeners were chosen for the listening 
panel - caution should be taken when attempting to infer results from this panel to the opinions of a 
more general public.
Benefits of experience and expertise
In his 1992 investigation, Bech compared responses from professional listeners with those from less 
experienced listeners. His results indicated that experienced listeners were in more agreement about 
their judgements than inexperienced listeners. This difference in consistency allowed Bech to calculate 
that fewer experienced listeners (one compared with up to seven inexperienced listeners) were required 
to obtain the same statistical result. Bech concluded, “thus there appears to be quite an advantage in 
using groups of subjects with a high level of preexperience in critical listening” (Bech, 1992, p594).
Gabrielsson et al. (1974) asked three groups of listeners (listeners in general, musicians and hi-fi 
listeners) to evaluate the qualities of various loudspeaker reproductions. Results identified that no 
significant differences existed between the listening groups, but the least experienced listeners used
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higher fidelity ratings than the remaining listeners. When listeners were required to state their 
preference for a particular loudspeaker in Toole and Olive’s 1994 investigation, similar results were 
found. In this study, listeners who had previously participated in controlled listening tests used lower 
ratings than their less experienced counterparts. It was of further interest to observe that both groups of 
listeners responded similarly when they could visually identify the loudspeakers; further justifying the 
preference for blind testing in subjective audio evaluation. In another investigation, Gabrielsson et al. 
(1974), found there to be a significant interaction between the type of reproduction - which differed in 
terms of loudness and frequency - and the listeners’ experience; either as a hi-fi listener or a listener in 
general. When summarising the results of both investigations, they stated that listeners in general were 
less reliable than either the hi-fi listeners or the musicians and tended to give higher ratings to the 
poorest reproductions.
In a later experiment (Gabrielsson and Lindstrom, 1985) listeners were once again divided into three 
groups: (i) hi-fi experienced (ii) musicians and (iii) inexperienced. It was established that experienced 
listeners provided the most reliable ratings and differentiated more clearly between the loudspeakers 
under test. It was further determined that experienced listeners and musicians used the various rating 
scales similarly. However, the inexperienced listeners provided inconsistent ratings and preferred the 
system considered poorest by the more experienced listeners. In an earlier study of 210 students by 
Kirk (1956), a listener’s prior auditory experience was also found to influence their preference for 
reproduced audio, with more advanced musicians responding differently to those listeners who were 
comparatively new to musical study. Musicians in the investigation preferred stimuli Which matched 
their existing knowledge of how the material should soimd; an intuitive result since a person can only 
ever hear in the context of what they currently know. Kirk’s research was cited by Gabrielsson and 
Lindstrom as a plausible explanation for the least experienced listeners in their experiment preferring 
the cheapest system. Kirk went on to manipulate the current knowledge of his listeners and in doing so, 
altered their preference for different audio reproductions.
Training listeners
According to Meilgaard et al, when responses to the same object show there to be differences between 
individuals, sensoiy analysts should be aware that this could result from differences in
the sensation [participants] receive because their sense organs differ in sensitivity or by a 
difference in their mental treatment of the sensation e.g., because of a lack of 
knowledge... or because of lack of training in expressing what they sense in words and 
numbers. Through training and the use of references we can attempt to shape the mental 
process so that subjects move toward showing the same response to a given stimulus. 
(Meilgaard et al., 1999, p3)
Training is thus acknowledged as a means of manipulating a listener’s experience and acuity to achieve 
greater discrimination between objects and more reliable results12. In their 1980 paper, Lipshitz and
12 The benefits of training participants is covered by Meilgaard et al. (1999), Olive (1994) and Bech (1990, 1992)
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Vanderkooy stated that using trained listeners increases a test’s sensitivity. Accordingly the authors 
declared that “only trained, experienced listeners should be part of the listening panel if greatest 
sensitivity is desired.” (Lipshitz and Vanderkooy, 1980, p7). Bech contended that training is “an 
attempt to eliminate 01* control a number of variables that will otherwise have an influence on the 
reported results” (Bech, 1990, p il l) .  In a later paper, Bech maintained that even listeners who 
commence an experiment consistently able to differentiate between objects, need to “familiarize 
themselves with the task” by participating in training investigations (Bech, 1992, p590). For Bech, the 
aim of training was to ensure that listeners had reached a point where their performance in listening 
tests was constant over time, indicating that the learning process had stopped. Bech determined that 
65% of listeners would reach stability after four training investigations. Another statistic of interest was 
reported by Olive. He suggested that, since trained listeners are “more critical and consistent in their 
opinions” (Olive, 1994, pi), they can produce more statistically reliable data than untrained listeners. 
Olive demonstrated that the ability of a listener improves 23% after five training sessions. In a more 
recent 18-month study, Olive (2003) compared the abilities of 256 untrained listeners with 12 trained 
listeners when stating a preference for different loudspeakers. Although preference was comparable 
between listening groups, trained listeners were found to be better able to discriminate between 
different loudspeakers and provided more repeatable judgements than their non-trained counterparts13.
In his 1994 study, Olive advocated the use of a computer-automated training tool to improve the 
listener’s ability to recognise, describe and reliably rate timbral differences on a 10-point preference 
scale. Olive suggested that the results of his training programme could be used as a basis for selecting 
the best listeners to participate in subjective audio evaluation. Shively and House (1998) studied 
listener training to establish a method for improving listeners’ repeatability in automotive audio 
evaluation. Like Olive, the authors used a self-administered computerised training tool and supported a 
two-phase training method. The first phase was to educate listeners about the identification of spectral 
peaks and dips in programme material, whilst the second trained listeners in the use of preference 
ranking and timbral balance14 scales, ensuring that the first part of the training was being applied 
correctly. Listeners trained using Shively and House’ method were subsequently assessed to ascertain 
the number of trials required before they could repeatedly rate to within 0.5 points on a 10-point scale. 
It was established that stability was reached after 5 tests.
Concluding remarks
Where the aim of subjective evaluation is to obtain from the listener a reliable (objective and thus 
meaningful) measure of the perceived qualities of an object under study, the rigorous control of 
numerous factors is advised throughout the reviewed literature. Physical factors (such as the listening 
location or loudness of the stimuli) can be equalised or included in the investigation as factors of
13 It was noted by Olive, that listening position could have introduced a confounding factor into his study. Trained 
listeners participated individually in the investigation and sat on-axis in relation to the loudspeakers. The 256 
untrained listeners participated in groups of eight and were randomly assigned a seat from two rows of four.
14 Timbral balance scales divide frequency into three bands (treble, midrange and bass). Listeners were trained by 
Shively and House to associate timbral changes with the appropriate frequency ranges.
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interest, whilst the randomisation of stimuli, and the use of (double) blind methods, can compensate for 
the unwanted affects of variability introduced by the investigation itself. Finally the test methodology 
and listener can themselves be manipulated, with the response method selected for its descriptive 
accuracy and the listener selected on the basis of their prior knowledge or expertise, and trained to 
improve the reliability (the objectivity) of their measurements and the correctness of their responses.
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1.2.4 An alternative perspective on the measurement of meaning
As demonstrated by the review of available literature, meaning has traditionally been ascribed to a 
measure of the external object (the audio device under examination as perceived by the experimenter) 
and not to a measure of the listener’s perception; meaningful results occurring when the listener 
provides a reliable measure of what is already known about the physical properties of the object. It is 
this object which provides the benchmark for evaluating accuracy, and this object against which the 
listener’s responses are validated. The higher the correlation between the listener’s response and the 
object’s known characteristics, the greater the accuracy and meaning associated with the results.
Although rigorously controlling factors in subjective audio evaluation provides a means of acquiring a 
highly reliable measure of the audio device under scrutiny, there is a risk that the obtained results will 
bear little relation to the device as perceived by the listener.
The problem of neglecting an individual’s perception
The opportunity for the researcher to overlook the listener’s actual perception is alluded to in the 
following statement by Toole:
Humans, in most real-world situations, are notoriously unreliable as judges not because 
they are inherently capricious, but because they are sensitive to a host of factors other 
than the one that may be of particular interest (Toole, 1982, p431).
The presence of an additional “host of factors” alongside those being examined, suggests that 
researchers may not always measure the most salient percepts of the participants in their investigation. 
Instead the researcher may choose to focus on a dimension which, although objectively measurable, is 
not found to be perceptually relevant. Since “you only get an answer to what you ask” (Kjeldsen, 
1998), it follows that a listener’s true perception could remain hidden if it is not the focus of the 
investigation. According to ICoster, asking inappropriate questions is a problem for human research 
because “whenever one puts a question to a subject, one always gets an answer, even if the question is 
in principle unanswerable.” Koster continues, “of course there is no harm in asking useless questions, 
as long as one does not base conclusions on the answers” (Koster, 2003, p364).
To avoid this possibility, Guski believes that, rather than assume they know the possible responses of 
their listeners, researchers should - as least as a first step - use more exploratory methods to obtain 
“free descriptions of the sound, unconstrained by suggestions or by a certain response format” (Guski, 
1997, p768). Toole notes that allowing listeners to provide their own comments (alongside any 
required responses) provides a useful means of correlating the questions asked in an investigation with 
the listener’s actual percepts, as “we are still learning what questions should be asked” (Toole, 1985, 
p30).
Once the relationship between physical properties and perceptual attributes has been defined, Guski 
contends that it is possible to move on to undertaking more psychophysical, confirmatory studies,
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getting listeners to judge audio attributes using response scales. When considering judgements about 
sound quality, Blauert and Jekosch15 believe that measures should avoid using psychoacoustic 
techniques that disregard any meaning a listener may associate with the auditory event. Rather, sound 
quality evaluation should be regarded as more psychological in nature since “the output of auditory 
perception is not at all predetermined solely by the acoustic input to the auditory system, but results 
from a complex interaction of auditoiy input, non-auditory input, expectation and mood” (Blauert and 
Jekosch, 1997, p751). When measures are more psychological an important task of the researcher is to 
“select representative listeners for evaluation procedures” however Blauert and Jekosch also note that 
these representative listeners are “not necessarily expert listeners.” (ibid.)
A counter-argument for listener selection and training
Selecting and training listeners for participation in subjective audio evaluation provides the researcher 
with obvious opportunities for biasing an investigation in their favour. Rejecting listeners at the outset 
of an investigation, excluding them following training, or omitting their results from any analysis - 
because of a lack-of-fit with other participant’s data or a conflict with existing assumptions about what 
constitutes an accurate measure of an audio device - can result in conclusions which only fulfil the 
researcher’s prophecy of what should happen in an investigation.
For Meilgaard et al., training the listener increases their sensitivity to the factors under investigation 
and puts them “in a frame of mind to understand the characteristics” the researcher wishes them to 
evaluate (Meilgaard et al., 1999, p37). However, not only can this manipulation once again result in 
findings which neglect the listener’s actual perception (if these are different from the researcher’s), but 
training influences how the listener will react to an audio device on subsequent meetings, resulting in 
accurate responses for the researcher, but questionable validity for the listener. Although training 
appears appropriate when the qualities to be measured are known, as Berg declares; investigations 
which employ highly trained listeners “may suffer, especially in relatively unexplored areas of 
subjective judgement, from the danger of ‘training out’ real and important differences between 
subjects” (Berg, 2002, p3, publication 1). Berg continues “it is possible that using such rigorous 
training one might end up getting the answer the subjects were trained to provide, rather than that 
which they might have provided if left more to their own devices” (ibid.). Thus more experienced 
listeners - although able to provide consistent, uniform responses - bring with them the ‘baggage’ of 
their previous listening tests and any training they may have received, and this may prevent the 
researcher from uncovering a listener’s actual experiences.
When offering an overview of Personal Construct Theory, Bannister contended that traditional 
investigations describe ‘real’ situations from the point of view of the experimenter, “the situation as the
15 Sound quality was defined by the authors as “a descriptor of the adequacy of the sound attached to a product. It 
results from judgements upon the totality of auditory characteristics of the said sound -  the judgements being 
performed with reference to the set of those desired features of the product which are apparent to the users in their 
actual cognitive, actional and emotional situation” (Blauert and Jekosch, 1997, p750)
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experimenter conceptualises it”. Consequently, “responses which are not meaningful in terms of this 
view are regarded as without content. The subject failed to leam, the subject was unmotivated, the 
subject did not perceive a, b, or c” (Bannister, 1962, pi 14). Similarly, Kelly - the author behind the 
psychology of personal constructs - stated that, rather than ascribe failure to a participant in an 
investigation, it should be acknowledged that they simply did not complete the investigation in the way 
anticipated by the experimenter. He continued,
let us put the burden of discovery on the experimenter rather than on the subject. Let the 
experimenter find out what the subject is thinking about, rather than asking the subject to 
find out what the experimenter is thinking about. (Kelly, 1963, p77)
Forty years later, Koster produced a paper grappling with more of the peculiarities of human research. 
The first fallacy to be considered by the author was that of participant comparability; the belief that 
participants should perform the same task in the same way with any variability between them stemming 
from their ability rather than individual differences. According to Koster, although much effort has 
been made to divide subjects according to their responses or develop new scaling methods which 
reduce variability “there is usually little attention paid to the underlying factors that determine the 
individual differences. Do people perceive the stimuli differently or do they perceive the task 
differently?” (Koster, 2003 p360). The second fallacy to be examined by Koster was that of 
consistency; the (mistaken) belief that people did not change over time.
It is assumed silently that an experiment when repeated under exactly the same 
circumstances will produce the same results...In all of this, it is forgotten that the subject 
really might change, because he or she has a memory and therefore the second encounter 
with a stimulus may not mean the same to him or her as the first one. (Koster, 2003, p361)
Historically then, meaning has been positioned with the object and not the subject of the subjective 
evaluation. In their work on Qualitative Methods in Psychology, Banister et al. noted the curious 
anomaly associated with the terms object and subject when used in much quantitative psychology; 
where individuals are called subjects but treated as objects, “and we pretend to be objective but are still 
always deeply subjective” (Banister et al., 1994, p5). Accordingly, what appears to have been taking 
place in much audio evaluation is not subjective, but a form of objective evaluation using a subjective 
measure, where the aim of the evaluation is to provide a measure of the object under study, and the 
stringent control of potential sources of variability leads to accurate (valid for the object under study) 
results. However, it should be argued that these results can possess poor validity (not measuring what 
was intended) when considered with respect to their ability for providing an accurate measure of the 
listener’s perception.
Rather than strive for objectivity in subjective research, Banister et al. assert that
It is in the nature of human beings, and a ‘power’ they have, to reflect upon their actions 
and to give account of those actions, and this means that a properly scientific approach to 
the study of action and experience should employ methods which engage with rather than 
try to screen out these powers (Banister et al., 1994, p9).
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Furthermore, according to the authors, knowledge should be accepted as constructed, “as one version 
of reality, a representation rather than a reproduction. It is understanding in process, which is open to 
multiple interpretations.” (ibid., pl43). Thus, even though participants in subjective audio evaluation 
may change their responses over time, or may respond differently to one another or the experimenter, 
response diversity should not necessarily be restricted. Allowing listeners freedom in their response 
enables an insight to be gained into alternative perceptions and a valid knowledge and understanding to 
be obtained by illuminating the individual’s experiences of a phenomenon. As Banister et al. affirm, 
this provides us with “an attempt to capture the sense that lies within, and that structures what we say 
about what we do” (ibid., p3). The following section provides an overview of work concerned with 
establishing the individual as the true originator of meaning.
Positioning meaning with the subject rather than the object of subjective evaluation
As human beings, we attempt to make sense of all our experiences. Through our mental 
acts, we strive to impose meaning upon the world. (Spinelli, 1989, pl)
When Kelly developed the psychology of personal constructs16, the underlying philosophy was that 
‘reality’ only exists as construed by each individual. According to Kelly, “Man looks at his world 
through transparent patterns or templets (sic) which he creates and then attempts to fit over the realities 
of which the world is composed” (Kelly, 1963, p9). Without their individual patterns, Kelly believed 
that people would not be able to make any sense out of the undifferentiated world. When Bannister 
offered a critique of Kelly’s theory, he wrote that items assume their meaning as a result of this 
creation of patterns. Hence, “the substance which he construes does not produce the structure, the 
person does” (Bannister, 1962, pll5). In developing his theoiy, Kelly believed this creative process 
emphasised the capacity of the individual to represent rather than respond to their environment. 
Accordingly, each individual
can place alternative constructions upon it and, indeed, do something about it if it doesn’t 
suit him. To the living creatine, then, the universe is real, but it is not inexorable unless 
he chooses to construe it that way. (Kelly, 1963, p8)
In the psychology of personal constructs, each construct consists of a unique similarity/difference 
dimension with meaning obtained through the consideration of both poles. Tindall provided an 
example using the construct ‘friendly’, declaring “we would recognize that two people using the 
construct ‘friendly’ are experiencing different realities if we also know that the difference pole for one 
is ‘not so friendly’ and for the other is ‘hostile’.” She later confirmed that “it is our construction, the 
meanings are inferred by us. These meanings are not part of the event, not statements of reality.” 
(Banister et al., 1994, p74)
A second philosophy dedicated to the view of reality as experienced by - and meaning as inferred by - 
the individual is phenomenology. According to Koster, in phenomenology, consciousness is viewed
16 Personal constructs are defined by Landfield as "the system of dichotomous contrasts employed by the individual 
as he tries to make sense of his experience” (Landfield, 1968, p135)
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not as a receptive box that is filled with images from the outside world, but as an active 
principle that is always directed outwards at its object and that in doing so, by its 
‘intentionality’, provides ‘meaning’ to the objects it is directed at. (Koster, 2003, p368)
Giorgi presented a description of phenomenological understanding where intuitions or objects exist “in 
terms of the meaning that the phenomena have for the experiencing subjects” (Giorgi, 1997, p237). He 
continued with a visual example of how two people may view the same painting in different ways; the 
first person calling the painting ‘ugly’ and the second ‘beautiful’. Thus for person one, the painting will 
have all the properties of ugliness and for the second, all those of beauty. However, “no claim is made 
that the painting is in itself either ugly or beautiful; only its presence for the experiencer counts, and an 
accurate description of the presence is the phenomenon” (ibid.). Thus, reality only exists as it is known 
by (or given to) the individual, who only knows the givens they are aware of.
In positioning ‘meaning’ with an external reality, traditional subjective audio evaluation may be
considered anomalous. Indeed, as Cherry wrote in On Human Communication'.
We speak of the “real world” as being “outside us,” a curious phrase -  outside what 
exactly? Strictly, this is putting the cart before the horse, for if anything is “real” to each 
one of us, it is our experiences, our sensations. (Cherry, 1966, p263)
The rejection of an ultimate reality also negates the possibility that only one correct interpretation of an 
event can occur in any given situation. Spinelli (1989) states that what most of us term a ‘correct 
interpretation’ is not based upon objective laws or universally accepted truths, rather it is influenced by 
the viewpoint of a cultural consensus. Consequently, although (with adequate control) the listener can 
be trained to confirm subjectively what is objectively known about an audio device, it is advantageous 
to consider an alternative perspective on the role of the listener in subjective evaluation: A perspective 
which acknowledges and attempts to understand in more detail the listener’s experiences: A 
perspective which places the meaning of subjective evaluation back with the subject of that evaluation - 
the listener - and evaluates the accuracy of the subjective evaluation through its ability to measure what 
is known of the listener’s experiences. For, as Moustakas asserts, “only what we know from internal 
perception can be counted on as a basis for scientific knowledge” (1994, p45).
In positioning meaning with the listener, subjective audio evaluation is provided with an alternative
perspective from which it can acquire knowledge. From this perspective, rather than attempting to 
answer a pre-detemiined question (one reflective of the researcher’s and not the listener’s experiences) 
subjective evaluation can explore and further understand a phenomenon through the listener’s 
experiences. In doing so, the research removes meaning from the external object and places it with the 
listener, accepting that each listener will have their own reality, their own experience of the physical 
attributes of the object. But how can the success of such a subjective evaluation method be measured?
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Practical considerations for a more qualitative understanding of listeners’ experiences
“Qualitative analyses can be evocative, illuminating, masterful -  and wrong.”
(Miles and Huberman, 1994, p262)
Assessing listeners’ experiences is complex, since the phenomenon being measured is intrinsically part 
of the participant. Amongst the measures proposed by Miles and Huberman for verifying quality in 
qualitative analysis include:
(i) an assessment of the research population’s representativeness, with an acknowledgement of 
any implications for the subsequent generalisation of research findings to a wider population
(ii) an investigation of surprising results
(iii) a check on the meaning of outliers or extreme results (an examination of which tests the
suitability of the research findings and enables the evolution of a better explanation)
(iv) the negotiating of findings with participants: “An alert and observant actor in the setting is
bound to know more than the researcher ever will about the realities under investigation...In
that sense, local informants can act as judges, evaluating the major findings of a study” (ibid.
p275).
Ultimately Miles and Huberman commented on the importance of acknowledging the researcher’s 
involvement in the study and any subsequent bias this may introduce into the results. When 
understanding any text, Gadamer observed the importance of recognising the present situation within 
which the text is being read by a researcher. Gadamer believed that the (necessarily) current 
perspective of the reader undoubtedly influences their interpretation of the work and that it is 
impossible for a reader to leave their immediate situation without adopting an attitude. Accordingly 
Gadamer suggested that rather than consider a reader’s understanding of a text as a reconstruction of 
the text as presented by the author, it should be considered more of a mediation; with both text and 
reader “fused into a common view of the subject matter” (Gadamer, 1976, xix).
The researcher’s central position in qualitative research and its consequent influence on any 
conclusions was identified by Banister et al. as an outcome of the work’s existence in a complex world. 
“It involves researchers’ active engagement with participants and acknowledges that understanding is 
constructed and that multiple realities exist” (Banister et al. 1994, pl42). Furthermore, “the ways in 
which we theorize a problem will affect the ways we examine it, and the ways we explore a problem 
will affect the explanation we give” (ibid. p i3). As with Miles and Huberman, Banister et al. suggested 
obtaining feedback from participants when interpreting the provided data, declaring “there are no 
techniques or analytic procedures that escape the dangers of exploitation” (ibid. p67).
Since the inception of personal construct theory, the repertory grid technique (RGT) has been 
employed to understand more about a person’s constructs. For Tindall, “the aim of the repertory grid is 
to illuminate a person’s current understanding of whatever it is they are concerned with” (Banister et 
al., 1994, p75). For Kjeldsen (1998), RGT “brings into focus the individuals reflections,...thus opening 
a field of investigations into not only immediate responses, but the reasoning that makes people
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respond as they do”. In RGT, information about how an individual understands their world is typically 
elicited by asking them to describe similarities and differences between three different “elements” 
(anything from people to loudspeakers), specifying similarities between two of the elements and 
difference from a third. According to Tindall, the way each participant views their world emerges 
throughout the process, with any understanding thus “framed by the participant.” (Banister et al., 1994, 
p77). Although any results from RGT may be framed by the participant, the reflexive nature of 
personal construct psychology dictates a central role for the researcher. Consequently Tindall states 
that it is once again necessary to consider the researcher’s influence; in essence, how could their 
particular interests, skills and understanding have affected the process?
For Giorgi (1997), the use of phenomenology in the context of psychological research involved a five- 
step process of data collection and analysis: (i) the collection of verbal data in terms of a faithful to the 
experience description of an individual’s experiences; (ii) a global reading of the data; (iii) a slower 
“discovery-oriented” re-reading (sufficiently open to let unexpected meanings emerge) and division of 
the data into identifiable “meaning units” (as defined by the researcher); (iv) the organisation and 
expression of the data in the disciplinary language of the researcher and; (v) the synthesis or summary 
of the data for purposes of communication to the scholarly community, identifying the meaning units 
essential for the phenomenon under study.17
In analysing phenomena, Giorgi makes the distinction between unwanted interpretation and desired 
description, contending that the former is distinct from the latter because, whereas description “is the 
clarification [in language] of the meaning of the objects of experience precisely as experienced” 
(Giorgi, 1992, pl22), “in order to account for a phenomenon [interpretation] brings a perspective to the 
given, either from theory or for pragmatic reasons, that is not necessarily demanded by the intuitive 
evidence” (Giorgi, 1997, p241). To counter the claim that it may be necessary to interpret the data in 
order to account for any incompleteness or ambiguity, the author asserts: “There is no rule that data 
must be aesthetically elegant or logically consistent. Whatever shows up is described precisely as it 
shows itself’ (Giorgi, 1992, pl27). Thus, according to Giorgi, “with the help of free imaginative 
variation one describes the essential structure of the concrete, lived experience from the perspective of 
the discipline” (Giorgi, 1997, p247). When describing experience, Giorgi asserts that this description 
should not be claimed as total or complete, but that it effectively
comprehends the phenomenon being presented to consciousness, and that there is a 
difference between accounting for a presence that gives itself as doubtfiil, uncertain, or 
plausible and one that presents itself as effective and fulfilling. (Giorgi, 1992, pl22)
Through the representation and illumination of people’s experiences, Banister et al. focus on the aims 
of qualitative research as acquiring valid knowledge, a definition of which is given as the “adequacy of 
the researcher to understand and represent people’s meanings” (Banister et al., 1994, pl43). For 
Moustakas, “In accordance with phenomenological principles, scientific investigation is valid when the
17 Moustakas (1994) provides a thorough account of analysis in phenomenological research in the latter part of his 
work
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knowledge sought is arrived at through descriptions that make possible an understanding of the 
meanings and essences of experience” (Moustakas, 1994, p84).
Thus, to assess the validity of the research, the researcher moves away from correlating research 
conclusions with an external reference. Instead, the researcher’s aim becomes one of attempting to 
elicit from the listener a full description of what it is they have perceived. And it is this experience that 
provides the initially valid premise on which conclusions can be founded. If this more 
phenomenological perspective is obseived, it becomes necessary for the researcher to regard the 
process of subjective evaluation from the opposite direction to the historical perspective presented; 
essentially from the inside outwards. Here, the only objective certainty is the subjective experience of 
the individual who is tasked with listening to the reproduced sound.
The significance of a subjective audio evaluation can therefore be measured according to the ability of 
the listener to communicate their experiences of what they have heard; the listener’s experiences, and 
not an external reference, providing the meaning when the aim of subjective audio evaluation is to 
understand more about the experiences of a listener. However, the process of obtaining this meaningful 
information from the listener is not straightforward, as will be demonstrated in the following section.
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1.2.5 Communicating experiences
Experiencing is concrete. It is the felt apperceptive mass to which we can inwardly point.
It is a “this” or a “this way I feel.” It is not to be equated with logical definitions and 
schemes, for these are abstract only. They represent something, but are not in themselves 
something. (Gendlin, (1962) 1997, p27)
Saussure concurred with Gendlin when he described “thought” as a “vague shapeless mass” or a 
“swirling cloud, where no shape is intrinsically determinate”. He continued, “were it not for signs, we 
should be incapable of differentiating any two ideas in a clear and constant way...nothing is distinct, 
before the introduction of linguistic structure” (Saussure, 1983, pi 10). But, as Cherry declares, what is 
communicated with a sign is not the actual thought, but rather “a representation for carrying out this 
function under the severe discipline of using the only materials he [the communicator] has... Speech is 
like painting, a representation made out of given materials - sound or paint” (Cherry, 1966, p74). Thus 
a sign, or language of signs - be it speech, writing, drawing, semaphore, Morse code, or a chain of 
binary numbers - is necessary to structure, differentiate between and represent experiences in order that 
they may be communicated. There exists, however, a notable distinction between experience and 
language, a distinction captured by Gibson in his work on the Perception of the Visual World (\95Q>).
Gibson’s work chronicled a series of experiments which had previously been performed with patients 
who had recently had their sight restored. In these experiments, the patients were essentially asked to 
describe what they were seeing. But, the patients’ response to this question was bewilderment.
The patients all had the use of language but they found it difficult or impossible to 
describe what they saw or to apply words to it. The question “are things projected in 
space?” simply did not mean anything to them.... the patient could not assign to his 
impressions terms like black and white, moving or still, far or near.... He could not, in 
fact, say anything about his visual impressions. He had these terms in his vocabulary but 
they referred to tactual and muscular impressions only. (Gibson, 1950, pp217-218)
Gibson attributed the patients’ behaviour to the fact that people have to learn how to see the world. 
This process initially involves learning how to identify and discriminate between objects and only later, 
how to recognise and describe the qualities of, or differences between, these objects using the facility 
of words. In his Cours de Linguistique Generale18, Saussure introduced the linguistic process as being 
one of inter-mediating between ‘chaotic thought’ and ‘sound’: At the heart of the process, “what takes 
place, is a somewhat mysterious process by which ‘thought-sound’ evolves ... and a language takes 
shape with its linguistic units in between those two amorphous masses” (Saussure, 1983, p il l) .  It is 
useful therefore to identify these “linguistic units” and how they are related to pre-linguistic 
experience.
18 Translated in Saussure, (1983).
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The definition of a linguistic sign
Rather than as a link between a thing and a name, Saussure defines each linguistic unit - or sign - as the 
combination of a comparatively abstract concept (the signification) with a signal or sound pattern. The 
signal is, in essence, a “representation of sensory impression” such as the consideration of linguistic 
activity or the process of talking silently to yourself. The signals most often used for communication in 
subjective audio evaluation are words. According to Ogden and Richards (1966), these verbal signs can 
be symbolic (whereby items are identified, catalogued or related to one another) or emotive, where 
signs are selected to elicit certain responses in the reader or listener. Crucially for Silverman, signs 
derive meaning as a result of their difference from other signs “so the colour red is only something 
which is not green, blue orange etc” (Silverman, 1993, p72).
Regardless of their categorisation, the sign, as recognised by Saussure, is innately arbitrary. More 
specifically, the link between signal and signification is arbitrary, with rales - rather than any intrinsic 
value - affording the signal its character. In his review On Human Communication, Cherry (1966) 
stated that words are simply signs that have achieved significance by convention. Those who are 
unaware of, or fail to adopt, the convention simply fail to communicate effectively. But, even when the 
convention is adopted, there is an inherent vagueness to signs. This vagueness led Ogden and Richards 
to claim that the completeness of any reference should be regarded in terms of its ability to grasp its 
referent, since words mean nothing by themselves (Ogden and Richards, 1966, plO). As early as 1689, 
John Locke, in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding, wrote: “When we begin to fix by means 
of words... abstract ideas... there is a danger of error. Words should not be treated as adequate pictures 
of things; they are merely arbitrary signs for certain ideas - chosen by historical accident and liable to 
change” (Locke (1689), cited Cherry, 1966, p70).
The arbitrary nature of signs
Thus, the arbitrary nature of language means that any word can be invented and used to describe an 
object, and any referent could just as easily be known by some other name. Take, for example, the 
object known as a ‘pen’ in the English language. Depending upon cultural and linguistic boundaries, 
the object has many different names, yet the object (either a female swan, small animal enclosure or 
writing implement) remains constant in its appearance and purpose. Emotive language was believed by 
Cherry to be an even more ambiguous communication device than symbolic language, since words 
which act solely as “emotive stimulants” do not name objects with precision. He provided as examples 
words such as ‘democracy’, ‘happiness’ and ‘civilisation’, which may be interpreted differently by 
each individual depending upon their history. Spinelli (1989) also positioned personal history central to 
an individual’s use and understanding of language. When responding to the question “what would we 
perceive a simple object to be if the sign we know for that object was removed?” Spinelli suggested 
that the object would still be something, but the definition or meaning given to that something would 
have as much to do with the individual, and the meaning system employed by the individual, as it 
would have to do with the object itself.
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The context dependency of language in communication
Not only should language be understood according to the unique history of those who use it, but - when 
used in communication - the meaning of a sign should also be considered in context. Cherry believes 
that the full meaning of a word does not appear until it is placed in context; the word’s meaning 
altering according to the relationship and communication experience of the communicators and the 
situation in which the communication is presented. As summarised in Gadamer’s discourse, “language 
is not the possession of one partner or the other, but the medium of understanding that lies between 
them... [with] the meaning of words [depending] finally on the concrete circumstances into which they 
are spoken” (Gadamer, 1976, xxxi). Olson and Bialystok (1983) likewise contended that the 
description assigned to a particular event is dependent (not only upon its particular characteristics) but 
the context in which the event occurs and the prior knowledge of the perceiver. Furthermore, for 
Cherry, the representation as presented by the communicator will only have meaning for the receiver if 
it represents a continuity of their own experience. Cherry states, “we may never fully understand if we 
are not bred in the culture and society that has moulded and shaped the language” (Cherry, 1966, p74).
Consequently for Levy, the interpretation of any event never occurs in a vacuum. “The event being 
interpreted is part of a context that consists of other events upon which some interpretation has already 
been placed, the individuals involved, who have already been characterised in some fashion, and the 
particular language system or theory of the interpreter” (Levy, 1963, p90). The complexity and 
ephemeral nature of interpreting a communicated event, whatever the medium, was summarised by 
Gadamer, who contended
The text or art work lives in its presentations...The variety of performances or 
interpretations are not simply subjective variations of a meaning locked in subjectivity 
but belong instead to the ontological possibility of the work. Thus there is no canonical 
interpretation of a text or art work; rather, they stand open to ever new comprehensions. 
(Gadamer, 1976, xxvi)
Language needs therefore to be understood both as a variable within the creative context of a 
communication and as a variable in itself; dependent as it is on arbitrary signs. Yet, in employing this 
vague, context dependent, personalised language, we attempt to make sense of our experiences; 
structuring and differentiating between objects of experience in order that they may be represented in a 
(hopefully) meaningful set of terms which effectively communicate what we have experienced. As 
Cherry wrote: “The only way to pin down a thought before it can slip away and fly out of the window 
is to jump on it with both verbal feet, to pin it down with language, by diagrams, or by mathematical 
symbols”. Though, Cherry continues “such language may be inadequate” (Cherry, 1966, p79).
The idiosyncrasies and inadequacies of language
Much linguistic inadequacy occurs because of a language’s inability to represent the subtleties of 
thought. A useful analogy was provided by Gramont, who, in his introduction to Language and the 
Distortion of Meaning, likens the shift from thought to linguistic representation, with a shift from an 
analogue information system to a digital system (Gramont, 1990, plO). Briefly, not enough words are
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available to express all experiences. Consequently, as Levy (1963) asserted, something is always lost 
when words are used to describe events. Similarly, Cytowic (1993) was of the opinion that not 
everything we do or know can be expressed in language. Koster acknowledged that, although people 
enjoy eating and drinking, they are rarely asked to analyse their experiences. Consequently, “when they 
occasionally do analyse them, they have great difficulty finding the right words to express their 
experiences” (Koster, 2003, p365). Koster later continued, “true meaning is based on very intricate and 
often hidden motives which, if they can be brought to consciousness at all, are difficult to express 
verbally” (ibid. p369). Remaining with food and its description, Civille and Lawless remarked upon a 
known occurrence in sensory evaluation, namely the “tip of the nose” phenomenon. Here, the 
individual smells a familiar fragrance, but finds “an annoying mnemonic gap from the sensation to the 
name” (1986, p206). Language’s insufficiencies in this respect can be summarised by Kelly;
A person is not necessarily articulate about the constructions he places upon his world. 
Some of his constructions are not symbolized by words; he can express them only in 
pantomime. Even the elements which are construed may have no verbal handles by 
which they can be manipulated and the person finds himself responding to them with 
speechless impulse. (Kelly, 1963, p i6)
Kelly (ibid.) further identified that when language is used to promote - rather than to describe - an 
experience, the language used makes us sensitive to certain events and not to others; language therefore 
moulding our ways of thinking and dealing with events. Along similar lines, Novitz (1977) stated that 
“one’s ability to describe an object, and more particularly the way in which one describes it, often 
affects one’s ability to recall it.” When Schooler et al. (1993) conducted numerous experiments into 
people’s ability to communicate their insights, they found that verbalisation (converting thought into 
spoken word) occasionally impaired participants’ ability to solve problems. The authors explained that 
their results demonstrated how verbalisation can cause non-reportable aspects of a task to become 
overshadowed by those that are more readily reported.
With any language, the key criterion for Gendlin is that it does not replace the felt (pre-logical) 
experience of the individual. “If we do not have the felt meaning of the concept, we haven’t got the 
concept at all - only a verbal noise” (Gendlin, 1997, p5).
Personal meaning in language
Not only are thoughts difficult to express in language, but the signs eventually used by an individual 
are likely to be applied to their experiences with relation to their own personal meaning. Kelly 
therefore believes that even though each sign will possess meaning for the individual, the meaning 
associated with this terminology may not be universally held and consequently the terminology may 
represent an alternative experience in another. As Kelly asserted, “since constructs are primarily 
personal, not all of them are easily shared. The particular nature of a person’s construct or his unusual 
use of terminology may be misleading to his listener” (Kelly, 1963, pi 16).
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In an investigation setting, the individuality of personal language is potentially problematic. As 
Rumsey contended it is “quite likely that each individual using these terms19 will think that everyone 
else understands the same thing by them, but the literature is full of subtly different interpretations” 
(Rumsey, 2002, p661). As Letowski surmised, the number of terms used when describing a sound “is a 
blessing for artistic freedom, but it is a problem when it comes to meaningful communication between 
people” (Letowski, 1989, p2). And for Toole, “the language of critical listeners tends to be closer to the 
language of poetry than of scientific measurement” (Toole, 1985, p9). Accordingly it is not possible to 
say with certainty that each individual within an investigation is using the same language in the same 
way as each other or as intended by the experimenter. Ogden and Richards similarly reasoned that 
participants in conversation will, normally, spring spontaneously to the conclusion that “the speaker is 
referring to what we should be referring to were we speaking the words ourselves” (Ogden and 
Richards, 1966, p i5); a conclusion that can be misleading.
The individuality of language was borne out by the findings of Bannister (1962). In his experiment, 
participants were asked to rate 20 photographs of different people in terms of seven adjectives which 
were not defined for them20. Results identified that, although participants agreed when rating on the 
different adjective dimensions (applying universal definitions to adjectives), there was little agreement 
in how the participants rated the different photographs using the same adjectives. It was apparent for 
Bannister that, even though individuals were assigning common meanings to the adjectives, these 
adjectives were being applied differently. Thus Bannister concluded that it was more meaningful to 
describe construct systems as independent of the particular elements construed. An overview of the 
ambiguity which can occur when applying terminology to experiences is provided in figure 1.2.1.
Figure 1.2.1 Shaw and Gaines, Model of Conceptual Structures (1995). Cited Berg (2002)
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According to Shaw and Gaines’ model (1995), the transfer of information between people (defined as 
experts by the authors) is three times more likely to result in erroneous assumptions being made, than it
19 Rumsey was referring to terms relating to the ‘immersive’ qualities of a sound field as experienced by a listener.
20 Adjectives included; likeable, mean, good, narrow-minded and sincere
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is to result in consensus; whereby both experts are using the same terminology to represent a concept in 
the same way.
Hence subjective audio evaluation faces a challenge. It is tasked with obtaining from each listener a 
comprehensive description of their experiences as they appear when structured and represented within 
a context dependent language. This linguistic expression of a listener’s experiences can never be as 
complete as the experience itself. Moreover, the representation (when communicated) can be affected 
by (amongst other things) the knowledge and personal histories of the communicators, and the context 
of the communication. Communication - be it in written text, spoken word, or graphical depiction - is 
required at many stages within an evaluation, from the issuing of instruction to the collection of 
responses. At each of these stages, (from researcher-to-listener when presenting the subject to be 
studied; from listener-to-researcher when representing their experiences; and from researcher-to-reader 
when analysing what has been communicated and recording conclusions) the transfer of information 
between parties is susceptible to anomalies, each of which may affect the consequences of the research. 
However communication cannot be avoided since, through this mediated form, the researcher must 
attempt to understand each listener’s unique experiences; the validity of the evaluation determined by 
the “adequacy of the researcher to understand and represent meanings.” (Banister et al., 1994, pl43).
Historically, verbal language has been used in subjective audio evaluation to elicit from listeners 
representations of their experiences. The following section provides a brief overview of the verbal 
methods favoured in contemporary research and the information that may be obtained using these 
methods.
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1.2.6 Eliciting verbal descriptions from participants in subjective evaluation
In 1985 Gabrielsson and Lindstrom conducted numerous investigations whereby they asked listeners to 
describe the perceived characteristics of different sound reproduction systems using adjective scales 
which had been developed in earlier experiments21. In these original investigations, Gabrielsson and his 
colleagues had asked listeners to rate (amongst other things) similarities between different sound 
reproduction systems and to describe these audio systems using their own verbal descriptions. Since, as 
Bech asserts, “only in a very few cases is it possible to state that the total auditory impression is 
determined by a single attribute” with most auditory impressions “based on a combination of a number 
of underlying auditory attributes” (Bech, 1999, p488), it was assumed by Gabrielsson et al. that the 
auditory experience of the listener would also comprise numerous dimensions. The authors therefore 
attempted to identify the constituent uni-dimensional perceptual attributes underlying listeners’ 
similarity judgements using multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). Results of the analysis established that a 
small set of contrasting experiences existed for listeners when presented with the different audio 
devices which remained constant throughout the investigations. These dimensions (and those found 
pertinent following the analysis of listeners own verbal descriptions) were given the following 
descriptive labels by Gabrielsson and Sjogren in 1979.22
• brightness - darkness (brightness was opposed by dullness by 1985)
• clearness / distinctness (clarity was introduced besides clearness/distinctness by 1985)
• loudness
• sharpness / hardness - softness
• feeling of space (spaciousness was introduced besides feeling of space by 1985)
• fullness - thinness
• disturbing sounds (renamed absence of extraneous sounds before 1985)
• nearness
Through the specification of the various attributes, Gabrielsson and his colleagues had provided 
evidence of the multi-dimensional nature of reproduced sound, and how the individual dimensions 
within this multi-dimensional event could be verbally identified. To evaluate the appropriateness of 
each individual dimension (and their verbal labels) Gabrielsson and Lindstrom created 11 point (0 - 10) 
adjective scales for the attributes and asked listeners to use these when rating various loudspeakers 
(Gabrielsson and Lindstrom 1985). Results from their investigations indicated that although listeners 
tended to use different parts of the rating scales - this being partly attributed to differences in how the 
descriptive end points of the scales were comprehended - listeners were reliably able to discriminate 
between the loudspeakers.
Gabrielsson et al. had therefore identified verbal scales which could be used successflilly to evaluate 
audio devices in terms of their timbral attributes or perceived distortion. However, although defining 
timbre in terms of several dimensions, the spatial qualities of the reproduced audio were only
21 See Gabrielsson et al. 1974 and Gabrielsson and Sjogren 1979
22 Although presented here in English, it should be noted that the original labels were in Swedish
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considered with respect to one scale;23 spaciousness. Although this simplified view of spatial 
characteristics may merely have reflected the research’s position in history, current research is 
positioned alongside the development of multichannel audio systems capable of delivering more 
obviously spatial information to the listener. Thus it is necessary for contemporary subjective audio 
evaluation to consider the listener’s experience with respect to these spatial characteristics. But what is 
a spatial attribute?
The definition of a spatial attribute
In providing the following definitions of spatial qualities or attributes, an attempt is made to render 
these spatial characteristics distinct from other commonly elicited attributes of reproduced audio. 
However, more dedicated critiques of the terminology used for the various spatial attributes of 
reproduced sound have been provided by Berg (2002) and Rumsey (1998 and 2002).
Rumsey suggested that the term attribute be defined as “a characteristic quality of an object that one 
may use in describing it” (Rumsey, 1998, pl23). More specifically Bech described an auditory 
attribute as “a perceived characteristic of a sound stimulus, for example pitch and loudness” (Bech, 
1999, p502). Thus, a plausible explication of a spatial auditory attribute would be a characteristic 
spatial quality of a sound stimulus. Accordingly, it becomes necessary to determine what constitutes a 
spatial quality, or spatial attribute. As recognised by Rumsey,
until recently there have been relatively few attempts in the world of reproduced sound to 
isolate any more detailed spatial attributes than all-encompassing ones, such as 
spaciousness, spatial impression, sound stage or stereophonic impression. (Rumsey, 
2002, p652)
Spatial impression had earlier been defined by Rumsey as a multi-dimensional attribute, “having a 
number of [not yet precisely defined] sub-attributes such as ‘envelopment’, ‘source width’, ‘image 
depth’, ‘stability’, ‘phasiness’, and so on” (Rumsey, 1998). In 1993, Lehnert provided an overview of 
the terminology then believed to be allied to auditory spatial impression. Lehnert declared that 
“auditory spatial impression” consisted of both “auditory spaciousness” and reverberance. The author 
went on to characterise auditory spaciousness as the “spatial spreading” of an auditory event, typified 
by the apparent “enlarged extensions of the auditory image compared to that of the visual image” 
(Lehnert, 1993, p41). In 2001, Mason and Rumsey proposed spatial impression to be a multi­
dimensional entity consisting of “location, dimensions, and other physical parameters of a sound source 
and the acoustic environment in which the source is located”. (Mason and Rumsey, 2001, pl)
Letowski, used the term “spaciousness” to provide the macro level to his definition of spatial quality. 
Spaciousness was itself described as:
That attribute of auditory image in terms of which the listener judges the distribution of 
sound sources and the size of acoustical space. Spaciousness enables the listener to judge
23 ‘nearness’ having been omitted in 1985
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that two sounds which have, but do not have to have, the same pitch, loudness, duration, 
and timbre are arriving from different locations. (Letowski, 1989, p4)
For Berg, spatial qualities referred to “the three-dimensional nature of sound sources and their 
environments” (Berg, 2002, publication 2, p3). This could be more explicitly defined as comprising 
“those perceptual constructs that relate to the sensations of directionality, size, depth and width, of 
reproduced sources, groups of sources and acoustical environments” (Berg, 2002, p 14).
Eliciting verbal spatial attribute descriptions from listeners
Not only did early adjective scales concentrate on timbral and distortion characteristics of reproduced 
audio rather than its spatial characteristics, but there was also a propensity for these scales to be 
provided by the researcher rather than elicited from the listener. Bech offered a definition of the 
differences between provided and elicited constructs in his paper from 1999:
Provided constracts are presented to the subjects and they are trained in using them in the 
given experimental context. Elicited constructs are generated by the subjects themselves 
without any influence of an experimenter. Results based on elicited constructs are 
therefore more... reliable as subjects are using their own words (Bech, 1999, p499)
For Gabrielsson and his colleagues, multi-dimensional scaling had uncovered the underlying perceptual 
attributes associated with the reproduced audio devices. However, the verbal terms used to define the 
eventual uni-dimensional adjective scales and to differentiate between these individual dimensions 
were primarily provided by the authors themselves. Regarding the reduction of a multi-dimensional 
entity into its uni-dimensional components Berg notes, “it is also important that the scales or 
dimensions defined are meaningful” (Berg, 2002, publication 1, page 3).
Since the experimenter is most likely to be the person able to define the factors of interest to them 
(ibid. pi), it is (arguably) valid for the experimenter to provide participants in a study with the attribute 
scales upon which they will be making their judgements. Adams-Webber’s 1970 paper on elicited and 
provided constructs in repertory grid technique provided a review of investigations in which 
participants had either used their own verbal descriptions of their own constructs or conversely, 
investigations where constracts had been provided for them by the investigator. Based on his literature 
review, the author concluded that individuals found their own systems of personal constracts more 
useful than provided constructs when structuring their own social environment. However, it was also 
noted that “normal subjects...exhibit approximately the same degree of differentiation in using 
carefully selected supplied lists of adjectives as when they employ their own elicited personal 
constracts” (Adams-Webber, 1970, p352). Landfield (1968) also looked at the use of provided 
constracts in the repertory grid technique to establish whether these were less meaningful to individuals 
that their own elicited constracts. Landfield based his conclusions on the hypothesis that listeners 
would demonstrate more extremity when rating using more meaningful construct scales. He concluded 
that listeners did indeed find their own constracts more meaningful than those provided by another. 
Landfield stated that his data gave “considerable support to the contention that one’s own language is
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more acceptable to one than is the generalized language of others” (Landfield, 1968, p i38). As noted 
earlier in this thesis (section 1.2.4), using provided scales may focus the attention of the listener 
towards attributes which do not correlate with their actual experiences when auditioning the reproduced 
audio. Consequently, results obtained using provided language may demonstrate poor validity for the 
listener. The following sections will therefore concentrate on methods which allow listeners to describe 
and structure their own experiences using their own terminology.
RGT and the use of elicited terminology
The Repertory Grid Technique (RGT) was introduced in section 1.2.4 of this thesis as a method of 
eliciting information from individuals regarding their own personal constructs24. Briefly, the technique 
involves asking people to describe the ways in which two out of three presented events are alike and 
yet different from the third. Bech (1999, viewing the process from the perspective of an audio 
evaluator) declared that the technique thus enables the generation of constructs, or more properly, a 
number of terms representative of these constructs which can be used to fully describe the reproduced 
audio. For Berg, RGT “encourages personal reflection upon the qualities of the stimuli under 
examination, and definition of a personal set of constructs that differentiate between them” (Berg, 
2002, Publication 1, p6). Consequently, RGT may be thought of as a method which enables an event to 
be understood in terms of how the individual experiences it.
Berg (2002) used RGT to involve listeners in the process of defining a set of verbal spatial attributes 
which could be used to structure their experiences of reproduced audio. Specifically the RGT method 
was employed to obtain from listeners descriptions of the similarities and differences between six 
different stimuli - each recorded with a variation in either microphone arrangement or multichannel 
reproduction mode. The characteristics elicited by Berg were believed to equate to a listener’s 
constructs and, for Berg, “it is important to know what the constructs are, whether there is a common 
set, and also to adopt meaningful and appropriate methods of scaling that relate to the psychological 
continuum and to physical attributes of the sound field” (ibid. Publication 1, pi). Within the elicitation, 
Berg asked several participants to listen specifically to the three-dimensional nature of the sound 
sources and their environment, whilst other listeners were not restricted in this way. Even though 
unrestricted, this second group of listeners also provided verbal attributes which were predominantly 
spatial. Listeners rated the various reproduced stimuli on their own bipolar construct scales and Berg 
inspected the resultant information to detect similar constructs which existed for each listener and 
between listeners. Berg’s analysis led to the identification of the following groups of similar constructs 
for the listeners25.
24 Personal Constructs are the system of dichotomous contrasts used by the individual as they try to make sense of 
their experiences (see Landfield 1968 and Kelly 1963)
25 Although presented in English, constructs were elicited and structured by Berg in Swedish
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Group 1: Authenticity or naturalness, for example:
natural -  unnatural, authentic -  artificial, ‘feeling of presence’ -  absence, participating -  observing. 
Group 2: Lateral positioning and source size, for example:
narrow sound source -  wide sound source, a point -  width, mono -  stereo, limited -  open,
Group 3: Envelopment, for example:
sound everywhere -  sound from a part of the room, in the centre of the event -  outside the event,
Group 4: Depth, for example:
frontal depth -  rear depth, sound source in the loudspeaker -  sound source between the speaker and me, 
sound source is placed on a line -  more depth
In a later analysis (see Berg, 2002, publication 2) listeners’ original constructs were further categorised 
as: localisation, left-right and front-back; depth / distance; envelopment; width; room perception; 
externalisation; phase; source width; source depth; detection of background noise; and frequency 
spectrum. Berg noted, however, that his analysis showed no consistent division of the attributes into 
specific groups, with several attributes found in more than one group. Berg suggested this could be a 
result of the listeners using the same terminology for different attributes, or an indicator that the stimuli 
were too complex; exciting many dimensions simultaneously. Berg further highlighted the possibilities 
of bias when attempting to derive a common set of spatial attributes from individually elicited 
constructs acknowledging that “the relatively free, and thereby low-bias, approach at the elicitation 
stage in this experiment results in more dispersed verbalisations at the stage of analysis” (2002, 
publication 2, p6). But, interpretation has to be done by someone and, as Berg declared, “an advantage 
with this [method of elicitation] is the availability of relatively unbiased original data, for the event that 
other methods of analysis will be used later on” (ibid.). Thus Berg believes his work to be “a valid 
starting point for designing new experiments aimed to investigate the aspects of spatial sound 
reproduction.” (ibid.)
The use of Descriptive Analysis in spatial audio evaluation
In 1999, Bech proposed that Descriptive Analysis (DA) could be used as a beneficial tool for 
establishing the multi-dimensional spatial characteristics of reproduced audio devices as determined by 
a panel of listeners. Already established as a method of evaluation in food and consumer sciences (see 
Meilgaard et al. 1999 and Hootman, 1992) DA required little additional alteration before being applied 
to the analysis of reproduced audio. For Bech, the purpose of auditory Descriptive Analysis was to:
• identify individual auditory attributes
• devise methods for obtaining a measure of the magnitude of sensation for each attribute
• establish the relation between the auditory attributes and the total auditory impression
The descriptive analysis process was outlined by Bech as consisting of the:
• selection of subjects
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• development of a descriptive language (free from leader influence), and training of subjects
• quantitative reporting of evaluations, analysis and presentation of the data
When selecting listeners, Bech ascertained that, as well as basic listening aptitude, listeners should be 
able to quickly recall verbal attributes and apply these to different products. With respect to these 
requirements, competence could be assessed using pre-screening questionnaires, acuity tests and (more 
specifically to DA) an interview to get a feel for the listener’s communication and other social skills.
The development of the descriptive language in DA is itself a complex process involving several 
stages. The first step is for the panel of selected listeners to generate (with minimum intrusion from the 
researcher) a list of terms which may be used to describe the characteristics of a representative sample 
of audio stimuli. Panelists then remove duplicate words from the original list of terms and group the 
remaining terms according to similarities in the characteristics being described. The aim throughout the 
language development process (during which time the panel’s language continually evolves) is to 
create a comprehensive set of verbal terms, capable of describing all the characteristics of the 
representative audio samples using the minimum number of words. Within themselves, these verbal 
descriptors need to: (i) discriminate between stimuli and relate to the physical measures defining the 
stimuli (ii) be orthogonal and use singular rather than holistic terminology (iii) relate to concepts that 
influence consumer preference decisions (iv) be precise and reliable (v) generate consensus among 
(and be unambiguous to) the panel (vi) have communication value and not use jargon, and finally (vii) 
the verbal descriptors should relate to reality. After developing their descriptor set, listeners are 
required to establish descriptive end points for attribute scales using their verbal language. These scales 
can then be used in the assessment of reproduced audio, specifically in defining the extent with which 
each reproduced event correlates with each verbal attribute.
Training panelists to use their verbal descriptor scales also forms an integral part of the language 
development phase. Panelists are initially introduced to simple audio examples which represent the 
developed verbal terminology and demonstrate a wide spread in intensity on the different scales. 
Following this initial training, panelists begin to rate less obviously different examples. According to 
Bech, results of these trials may be used to verify the response system and to examine the consistency 
of both panel and individual listeners. Following training and validation, the resultant scales and 
trained panel can commence the evaluation of audio devices.
Because of the level of discussion involved in the generation of the verbal terms and evaluative 
adjective scales, Bech noted that descriptive analysis may suffer from the adverse influence of the 
researcher (panel leader), or bias resulting from the in-depth discussion of the panelists. Similarly, Berg 
described the DA method as “something of a cross between provided and elicited constracts, as 
subjects are influenced and perhaps biased by each other”, yet it is still capable of providing the 
listeners with an “opportunity to influence the choice of scales and their definitions” (Berg, 2002, 
publication 1, p2).
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Zacharov and Koivuniemi (2001a, 2001b) and ICoivuniemi and Zacharov (2001) devised ‘ADAM’ 
(Audio Descriptive Analysis and Mapping) to obtain an “understanding of the multidimensional 
structure of the perceptual space, in the form of salient perceptual attributes” (Zacharov and 
Koivuniemi, 2001a, p273). As in standard descriptive analysis, ADAM involves the complex process 
of developing a descriptive language and set of magnitude scales which can be employed in the 
attribute rating of reproduced audio events. In a specific investigation using ADAM, 12 panelists 
generated an initial list of 1400 attributes to describe audio stimuli representative of a wide range of 
acoustic environments.26 These original attributes were reduced to a more manageable 532 terms, a 
process which was possible since words could be omitted which had the same stem.27 Group 
discussions took place over five weeks to give panelists time to argue or concur about the descriptors 
which should be included in the common descriptive language.28 The outcome of the language 
development phase was a set of verbal attributes which, although requiring further analysis and 
refinement, was believed by Zacharov and Koivuniemi to provide valuable information about the 
salient percepts of spatial sound reproduction. The terms included the following spatial attributes:
Sense of direction 
Sense of depth 
Sense of space
(how easily the location of events can be discriminated)
(how strongly the sensation of distance is perceived)
(how well the space where the recording was made is perceived)
Sense of movement (whether a sound source is perceived to actually move in the sound space)
Penetration (a positive value means that spatial information seems artificial; the sound
seems to originate very close to, or even inside, the listener’s head) 
Distance to events (the actual distance to where the sound events appear to originate)
Broadness (how wide an area the perceived sound event seems to have)
Naturalness (how well the perceived events conform to the listeners’ model of realism)
Concluding remarks
Contemporary subjective evaluation has increasingly looked at verbal elicitation methods to provide 
information about the spatial attributes of reproduced audio as experienced by the listener. These 
methods have the advantage of increased validity over more traditional methods (when examined from 
the perspective of the listener), since it is the listener’s own words, or those of a panel of listeners, 
which are present in the resultant descriptive terminology or attribute rating scales.
No matter how useful verbal information is, it is worth remembering that verbal communication is not 
our only means of exchanging knowledge, and this is especially true when what is being communicated 
is not inherently verbal - as is the case with listeners’ experiences. It may therefore be possible to 
obtain additional information about the spatial characteristics of reproduced audio if an additional 
communication medium is employed. As Levy declares,
26 see Zacharov and Koivuniemi (2001a, pp278-282) for a detailed description of the stimulus set.
27 Terminology was elicited in Finnish, the native language of the participants.
28 A process which is thoroughly documented in Koivuniemi and Zacharov (2001).
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language makes one sensitive to certain stimuli and not to others, to the ways in which 
language seems to mould our ways of thinking and dealing with events. This it would 
seem, could account for the fact that when different languages are invoked to deal with a 
problem, we find different items of information brought into the foreground (Levy, 1963, 
pl9)
Novitz concurs with Levy, affirming that the way in which events are described influences not only a 
person’s attitude to these events, but also what they notice about them; the particular features which are 
singled out for attention (Novitz, 1977, pl09). He continues, “One’s ability to describe an object, and 
more particularly the way in which one describes it, often affects one’s ability to recall it” (ibid. pl 19). 
The malleable nature of an event when described in different media is further discussed by Levy, who 
asserts that “while some events seem to resist description in more than one language system, others are 
not so recalcitrant. In each case however, we select the language which we expect will maximise our 
ability to deal with the problem at hand” (Levy, 1963, pl2).
As previously noted, linguistic descriptors can be a limiting factor in an individual’s ability to express 
their experiences. This situation occurs in part because an individual’s experience of their environment 
is continuous (although selective), but the linguistic descriptors available to the listener when 
describing their experiences are somewhat limiting. If we are to place our confidence in Levy’s 
assertion that “events may be viewed from many perspectives and each may suggest a different 
interpretation” (Levy, 1963, p92), one assumption is that using an alternative medium, when 
representing a listener’s experiences of their environment, enables the researcher to elicit alternative 
attributes of this experience to those obtained through verbal communication. As Levy contends, “what 
we are in essence trying to do is take the individual event along various different paths until all 
interpretations of it have been exhausted” (Levy, 1963, p92).
Thus, by altering the communication medium, the message being communicated may itself be altered, 
providing the researcher with an opportunity for acquiring different and novel knowledge about the 
experiences of an individual. The following section provides examples of instances where alternative 
communication media have been employed in research on spatial perception. In doing so, the section 
also considers the necessary requirements for communicating experiences in a different language.
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1.2.7 Alternative methods for representing spatial percepts
A different approach calls for a different lexicon (Kelly, 1963, xii)
The egocentric nature of directional spatial experiences
Hart and Moore (1973) asserted that when an individual endeavours to represent externally their 
internalised perception of a physical environment, they employ a reference system which allows for 
their spatial orientation within this environment. Similarly, Wickens and Prevett explained in their 
paper (Exploring the Dimensions of Egocentricity in Aircraft Navigation Displays, 1995) that any 
navigator through any space, whether real or virtual is required to perform two generic tasks: (i) local 
guidance, which involves maintaining the desired path and (ii) global awareness, which requires a 
knowledge of where things are in their surrounding environment. When identifying how an individual 
relates to objects and spaces around them, Hart and Moore believed that individuals used an egocentric 
system of reference. Howard and Templeton (1966), defined egocentric as the positioning of an object 
with respect to the body of the individual with no reference being made to any external point.
Since our spatial awareness is considered egocentric, Evans suggests that participants in listening 
evaluations (where judgements about directional experiences are sought) should be allowed to respond 
with reference to themselves, stating
if we are giving names to particular directions, do not assign names based on (to the 
listener) abstracted angles of azimuth and elevation. Instead, name the directions 
according to some pattern that listeners will be familiar and comfortable with. In general, 
this system of response should be inherently egocentric; effectively taking its reference 
from the position that the listener perceives him or herself to be. (Evans, 1998, p3)
It is useful therefore, to start with egocentric response methods when exploring alternative media for 
representing an individual’s experience of directional spatial information.
Eliciting directional information from participants using non-verbal methods
According to Montello et al. (1999), there are a wide range of egocentric response techniques to choose 
from when studying directional knowledge. Freeman (cited in Hart and Moore, 1973) states that 
direction is “represented in the mind” in terms of moving the body, either through turning the head or 
pointing, both methods aligning the individual with the required direction. It was similarly suggested 
by Montello et al. that participants in directional estimation investigations can point (either with their 
hands or some other object), turn their heads or eyes towards the current direction, rotate their bodies 
or, in some cases, walk along a particular course. An investigation by Montello et al. compared two 
different directional estimation methods, one of which was egocentric, the other external to the 
participant. The study involved a group of 24 participants who were either blindfolded or had their 
sight partially restricted for its duration. The participants were instructed to indicate the location of a 
particular visual object (the position of which they had previously memorised) within a 360° field of
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reference using either an external ‘manual dial’ device29 or by rotating their body towards the direction 
of the item. Unusually, the results indicated that eliciting directional information using a manual dial is 
as effective as the more egocentric body-rotating method. Montello et al. contended that this result was 
adversely affected by the performance of the blindfolded participants when rotating to face the 
estimated location of the object. The authors suggested that participants can estimate direction quite 
well when they are able to see their feet and the surrounding floor, but once blindfolded have to rely on 
their short-term vestibular memory to orientate themselves: If a person falters whilst rotating, they will 
have no access to their initial heading and thus their position with respect to objects becomes confused. 
The equivalent results for the manual dial technique showed no such errors, indicating that participants 
can maintain orientation at all times during pointing. However it should be noted that participants in 
this part of the study may have relied as much on their memory of object placement as their ability to 
indicate location using the different estimation methods.
The results of the Montello et al. study contradict the findings of a similar study by Haber et al. (1993). 
Haber et al. asked 20 blind participants to estimate the direction of a pure tone audio signal reproduced 
over one of five loudspeakers within a 180° field of reference. Nine directional elicitation methods 
were employed by the authors, including three egocentric pointing techniques, two less egocentric 
methods (where the participant pointed with an external device) and four further methods requiring the 
participant to use an entirely external estimation method. Two of these latter methods involved a 
similar manual dial to that employed by Montello et al., which was either fixed at the participant’s 
waist, or positioned on a table at waist height. A further method used the same manual dial board, but 
with the pointer replaced by a piece of paper so that the participant could draw a line to indicate the 
perceived direction of the sound. Finally a single verbal estimation method was used, whereby the 
participant was asked to indicate the location of the object as if it were a position on a recumbent clock 
face with 12:00 occupying the location straight ahead. For Haber et al., the greatest accuracy was 
obtained using the egocentric and less egocentric pointing methods, with their two manual dial, 
drawing and verbalisation techniques eliciting more variable results.
Sources of ambiguity in non-verbal response methods
In his review of techniques for obtaining responses in directional listening tests, Evans presented 
several sources of ambiguity which had been identified in previous research. The first method to be 
critiqued by Evans was elicitation using azimuth and elevation notation. Evans noted that asking 
listeners to describe sound by verbalising degrees of azimuth and elevation could produce inaccurate 
results, since listeners would not necessarily be familiar with this type of verbal terminology. However, 
even with training, listeners could still have difficulty in translating their “directional percept into a 
correctly formatted angular response” (Evans, 1998, p2). Thus Evans believed the “cognitive overhead 
associated with giving non-intuitive responses might yield an increased rate of general mistakes in 
communicating angular estimates” (ibid. p3). To provide an alternative to verbalisation using angular
29 The manual dial device consisted of a smooth circular piece of cardboard with a rotatable length of wire attached to 
indicate the estimated direction of the object.
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terminology, Evans referred to an earlier study of his where listeners had been asked to indicate the 
perceived location of an auditory event with respect to the time on an (imaginary) horizontal clock 
face. Although listeners in Evans’ study found the clock-face method intuitive to use, this method fared 
the worst out of all the methods tested by Haber et al., A reason for listeners’ inaccuracy when 
responding using the clock-face method was suggested by Haber et al. to be unfamiliarity, since “some 
devices used in the research literature on the blind such as dial pointers or clock-face referents are 
rarely used by the blind in their everyday lives” (Haber et al. 1993, p46). The authors accused 
researchers of using these ‘artificial measures’ “to determine responses more easily and with greater 
precision” (ibid.) without thinking about the respondent. Correspondingly, the authors concluded that 
“in selecting response measures for study, researchers would do well to begin with behaviors in which 
their subjects normally and naturally engage.” (ibid.)
In Evans’ study, listeners had been asked to estimate a sound’s direction with respect to hourly 
positions on the clock-face. Hence the listeners were required to estimate the position of a sound to 
within the nearest 30°, somewhat limiting listeners’ responses. Although Haber et al. encouraged 
participants in their study to use a continuous scale when indicating the estimated direction of a sound 
on to the clock-face, the units of measurement most frequently used were those of 15 or 30 minutes. 
This finding would suggest that the participants were unable to use the continuous scale or were unable 
to translate the perceived direction satisfactorily into the verbal position. Alternatively this finding 
could indicate a trend in individuals for time-telling in a certain manner. Research by Nielsen indicated 
that participants like to quantise their responses into “nice” values. Nielsen asked his participants to 
estimate the distance to a particular sound (reproduced over loudspeakers) and to indicate the 
placement of this sound using a computerised graphical response form. Results of his experiment led 
Nielsen to believe that “when subjects hear a sound they tend to place the marker on whole numbers or 
simple fractions thereof’ (Nielsen, 1991, p9).
Even egocentric elicitation methods are not without problems. According to Howard and Templeton 
(1966), in a pointing experiment, accuracy is not only a factor of how well the individual can localise 
the sound, but is limited by the ability of the participant to position their hand with relation to their 
experience30. This finding is in agreement with the Haber et al. study where a source of constant error 
was in the positioning of the pointer, with participants finding it difficult to maintain a straight arm. 
This error is accentuated when an external pointing device is used, as the participant has to control both 
their own movement and that of the device. Furthermore, as recognised by Montello et al. “material 
objects and landmarks have width; they subtend several degrees of azimuth in some cases” (Montello 
et al. 1999, p990), accordingly this factor could contribute ambiguities to all directional estimates 
including egocentric pointing methods.
30 It could be argued that a participant’s natural ability will be a limiting factor in their use of any response method (be 
it verbal, graphical or egocentric).
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Although the reviewed literature is by no means conclusive, it appears (for the most part) that 
participants estimate the perceived location of an unseen object best when using egocentric or intuitive 
pointing responses. Yet, as indicated by Haber et al., pointing has its limitations; “pointing alone 
typically defines only direction” (Haber et al. 1993, p36). Pointing is therefore not an immediate choice 
of elicitation method when what is desired is an adequate description of the total auditoiy space as 
experienced - it appears immediately unintuitive to point to an auditoiy object’s size for instance. In 
such cases, an alternative method of elicitation must be employed. According to Evans, “an extremely 
elegant mechanism for listeners to give their responses with complete directional freedom is [to] use a 
graphical representation of apparent direction” (Evans, 1998, p7). Furthermore a pictorial description 
enables a two-dimensional representation of the auditoiy scene to be displayed in its entirety.
It is interesting to consider whether a pictorial, graphical language could be used to elicit from 
listeners, representations of their experiences of spatial attributes in reproduced sound.
Translating egocentric spatial experiences into graphical representations
When identifying the viability of a graphical medium for communicating a listener’s perception of 
spatial audio, it is necessary to consider whether the listener will be able to map an event which occurs 
in auditory space onto a space defined in the visual modality. In brief response to this consideration, 
Auerbach and Sperling (1974) provided a review of the literature on directional information and 
conducted an investigation which confirmed the existence of a ‘common space’ dimension. ‘Common 
space’ was defined by the authors as an underlying single dimension existing independently of the 
modality (either visual or auditoiy) of the stimulus having the direction. Thus, rather than existing on 
two separate direction dimensions, the authors concluded that auditory and visual directional 
information was immediately referred to a common spatial framework. The existence of the ‘common 
space’ led Auerbach and Sperling to assert that no translation would be required when comparing 
visual and auditory directional information.
Woszczyk likewise noted how auditory and visual perception complement each other. In his paper on 
the Quality Assessment of Multichannel Sound Recording the author suggests that a “sonic picture” is 
constructed by a listener to provide a model of the world. While they are listening “the listener creates 
in his mind a visual representation of auditory scene which consists of sound sources and of acoustical 
environments, including their complex spatial and qualitative relationships” (Woszczyk, 1993, pl98). 
Woszczyk also mentioned a previous informal investigation conducted in two concert halls to assess 
the importance of a vertical dimension in music perception. In this investigation, orchestral concerts 
were attended and visually described. Woszczyk noted that, although similar images of instruments 
were heard in the different concert halls, these images varied substantially from instrument to 
instiument. He writes:
The total image produced by the orchestra was like an ensemble of pulsating shapes 
harmonized with the music. Some images were tall and narrow (like flutes and 
woodwinds)...or sharply defined as point sources (like trumpets), while some changed
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with dynamics and intensity (like strings which produced tall and narrow image at 
pianissimo, but low and wide image at fortissimo), still others occupied the entire vertical 
and horizontal space. (Woszczylc, 1993, p200)
Because of the capacity for individuals to visually represent their auditory percepts, Woszczyk 
contended that a graphical tool may be used to record the characteristics of sonic pictures, and - in this 
way - help in the assessment of multichannel audio by identifying, amongst other things, balance 
problems, lack of symmetry, poor separation or incomplete surround information. Woszczyk believed 
that only basic drawing skills would be needed for the task of drawing the perceived auditory image. 
He further suggested the use of a two-dimensional response form.
Accordingly, not only does using a graphical response medium require the individual to switch 
modalities and move from an egocentric reference to a graphical plan on paper or computer screen, but 
a further consideration is the translation of three-dimensional space into two dimensions. For Evans, 
although listeners can be given a diagrammatic representation of the listening environment, (believed 
by Evans to be a generally straightforward means of describing the relative directions of sound sources) 
this representation can still only be a two-dimensional projection of three-dimensional space. Evans 
continues, “for the listener, translating the perceived direction into such a representation may encounter 
similar problems as expressing a direction in terms of azimuth and elevation angles” (Evans, 1998, p7).
Difficulties of translating three spatial dimensions into a two-dimensional representation were also 
acknowledged by Amheim who believed that, no matter how useful plan drawings could be for 
inferring infomiation about internal representations, they should not be seen as a simple translation 
from perception, as “misinterpretations are inevitable if the picture is considered a more or less correct 
replica or derivative rather than a structural equivalent of the object in terms of the medium” (Amheim, 
1956). Amheim suggested that when three-dimensional space was represented in two dimensions, the 
simplest and most characteristic aspects would be depicted. This was exemplified in Amheim’s study 
of children’s scribbles; where space existed only in two dimensions, nothing distinguished between a 
flat or a voluminous object and the spatial qualities of a dinner plate were treated no differently from 
those of a football.
The problem of visually depicting internal spatial perceptions was also studied by Shemyalcin (cited in 
Hart and Moore, 1973). The author established that when young children draw a plan of some locality 
familiar to them, they usually do so by means of a route map. These routes typically begin at the edge 
of the paper closest to their body and are drawn away from the child so that left and right turns occur as 
they would be experienced. When Shemyakin asked the children to draw routes towards themselves - 
essentially inverting the plan - it was noticed that the number of errors increased.
Describing the spatial attributes of a sound event does not explicitly suggest the drawing of route maps, 
however, the listener may be asked to estimate and graphically represent the perceived location of an 
auditory event within a space. Since the placement of this event can be considered a form of mapping,
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it is prudent to contemplate the implications of using a two-dimensional plan. Further to the direction in 
which the plan is presented to the listener, participants may also find it easier to construct a 
representation of what they have heard when they have reference to fixed landmarks - for instance the 
position of the walls within the room or the position of their outstretched arms. Hart and Moore (1973) 
attributed this requirement to each individual’s fixed system of reference, whereby orientation within 
space is partially co-ordinated by the use of landmarks.
Using a graphical medium in subjective audio evaluation
Previously, graphical methods have been used for the provision of information regarding the perceived 
location of a sound within a space. Researchers who have used a graphical method in this manner 
include Nielsen (1991 and briefly outlined above) and Moller et al. (1996) - who used an 
approximation of the method proposed by Nielsen, by asking listeners to indicate (with a digital pen on 
a computerised pad) which of 19 visible loudspeakers was perceived to have produced a sound. A 
graphical response method was also employed by Wenzel (1999, for estimating the azimuth and 
elevation of, and distance to, a virtual source of broadband noise) and Martin et al. (1999) who, in their 
study of phantom image localisation in multichannel reproduction systems, instructed listeners to 
indicate the perceived location of each phantom image by placing a dot on a computerised map of the 
listening room.
Moving away from purely directional information, Blauert and Lindemann (1986) asked the 12 
listeners in their study to map - by drawing on a response form depicting a representation of a head 
viewed from the top and the front - the single or multiple auditory events they perceived during the 
presentation of various noise signals. Listeners were required to draw the edges of the stimuli (as 
perceived) on their paper response forms. The resulting circles on each response sheet were filled with 
black, placed one by one in front of a camera and exposed onto the same piece of film. The result was a 
density plot showing darker regions where more listeners had depicted the stimuli and lighter regions 
where fewer listeners had represented the sounds. Martens (1999) used a graphical method to obtain 
informal responses from participants in an experiment looking at the influence of low frequencies on a 
listener’s spatial perception; more specifically the nature of the perceived location, shape and “spatial 
extent” of a reproduced sound when two subwoofers were employed rather than one. The response 
form provided by Martens consisted of a representation of the speakers, a line between these speakers 
and a line from the listening position to the speakers. By implying the range of acceptable drawing with 
this blank form, and issuing instructions about what to draw, Martens noted the experimenter bias 
which could influence listeners’ responses; a necessaiy consideration for all subjective audio 
evaluations regardless of the language employed.
Recently, Usher and Woszczyk (2003, 2004) investigated the use of a graphical response tool for 
visualising and revealing perceptual spatial differences in reproduced sound scenes. In brief, Usher and 
Woszczyk’s graphical user interface (GUI) enables the evaluation of multichannel loudspeaker systems 
by mapping the spatial characteristics of sound regions onto a two-dimensional plan (viewed from 
above) using ellipses. In their earlier investigation (2003), listeners were asked to describe “hot-spots”
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(or “local regions of certainty about the listeners perception of a sound image at a particular location”, 
ibid. p i57) within sound regions. Results of this investigation satisfied the authors that the graphical 
tool could be used to represent source-related (as opposed to environment-related) sound images. In 
2004, the GUI was employed to investigate perceived spatial extent and “definition” (whether a 
reproduced sound is defined, diffuse or fuzzy). The authors concluded that the tool could be used to 
describe a listener’s perception of both attributes.
Thus, graphical response media can be - and have previously been - used to elicit representations of 
spatial attributes from listeners in subjective audio evaluation. It has been identified that the medium 
may be used to provide directional information about a reproduced audio event, the spatial extent and 
shape of a sound and (more recently) regions of perceptual certainty and definition. Additionally, ways 
of minimising errors due to the necessaiy translations from egocentric reference to external response 
and three-dimensional auditoiy environment to two-dimensional visual plan have been identified. 
Methods include adjusting the view of the response sheet to reflect the listener’s perspective and the 
addition of landmarks on the response sheet to provide scaling information.
It should, however, be recognised that in earlier studies there has been little evidence of the systematic 
evaluation of the graphical response method itself. Rather, researchers have tended to accept the 
medium as suitable or have included graphical responses as an informal approach to viewing listeners’ 
perception of reproduced audio. Typically the medium has been used to obtain from listeners specific 
information about auditory spatial attributes (for example, direction or spatial extent). There is a 
notable distinction that needs to be made between obtaining responses using a medium and eliciting 
from listeners a representation of their experiences using a graphical language: The former obtains 
information about a specified reference object, whilst the latter explores and identifies the experiences 
which can be structured and described using a graphical medium. It should also be noted that listeners 
have frequently been provided with the graphical descriptive terminology to use when describing the 
spatial attributes under investigation, rather than being allowed a more free response style.
It has already been mentioned that enabling listeners to use their own language when structuring and 
representing their own experiences allows for a greater understanding of these experiences. Verbal 
language has already been used to elicit from listeners information about their underlying experiences, 
but altering the medium from verbal to graphical provides researchers with the opportunity for 
uncovering novel knowledge from a different linguistic perspective. And, as Novitz maintains,
pictures play a special and veiy important role in communication. We know, for instance, 
that by using a picture one can reveal in a matter of seconds what it would take minutes 
to describe. A picture appropriately placed can often disclose in a flash what many pages 
of writing would fail to convey. And this, or course, suggests that pictorial describing, 
reporting or explaining differs radically from its verbal counterpart, since in some cases 
at least, it is much more effective than using words. (Novitz, 1977, p68)
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1.3 Summary
In subjective audio evaluation, meaning has historically been associated with objectivity or reliability. 
Consequently, the rigorous control of variables (other that those under investigation) has typically been 
advocated to obtain from the listener a meaningful (objective) measure of the perceived qualities of the 
object under study. Included amongst these extraneous factors are environmental variables - such as the 
loudspeaker location, listening position and programme material (stimuli) - the investigation setting 
(for example, order effects, visual bias and experimenter bias) and the listeners themselves. To obtain 
meaningful infomiation, listeners have been trained to improve the correctness of their responses (how 
well these correlate with known physical parameters of the object) and have been selected for their 
listening expertise. Thus, for the majority of researchers working in the field of spatial audio - and 
specifically the subjective evaluation of spatial audio - it is the external audio device that provides the 
motivation for research. Questions are built around this external focus, listeners are asked for their 
perception of the object, and responses are read or viewed with respect to furthering the experimenter’s 
knowledge of the audio device.
Rather than associating meaning with a reliable measure of the object being studied, an alternative 
perspective is to position meaning with the subject of the subjective evaluation. Meaning here is 
constructed by the individual when presented with the external stimulus. Thus, instead of asking the 
listener to characterise the external object as known by the researcher, the “burden of discovery” 
(Kelly, 1963) is placed on the researcher. For a subjective evaluation to be considered meaningful in 
these circumstances, the researcher is encouraged to acknowledge the validity of the listeners’ 
individual experiences and to explore and understand these in more detail. Here, accuracy is assessed 
by the researcher’s ability to understand the listeners’ experiences. Within this more qualitative 
research ethos, the rigorous control of the listener is less effective, since the listener - as originator of 
meaning - should be permitted the freedom to respond to their valid experiences as experienced. These 
experiences may remain hidden if not chosen as the focus of the investigation by the researcher, or may 
be trained out, or omitted through the process of listener selection. Hence, if the listener is too highly 
controlled, responses may only reflect the researcher’s prophecy of what should happen in the 
investigation and consequently (although considered meaningful for the researcher) these responses can 
have poor validity for the listener.
This is not to say that qualitative research is always meaningful. Controlling extraneous variables of the 
environment and investigation setting can be just as beneficial in qualitative subjective evaluation as in 
more positivist research. Furthermore, qualitative research is ill-advised if (amongst other 
considerations) it fails to: (i) adequately investigate unusual responses; (ii) understand limitations 
concerning the population being studied; (iii) acknowledge the researcher’s role in data acquisition 
(and resultant bias in the interpretation of these data); (iv) consider returning results to respondents for 
feedback.
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Evaluating the accuracy of a subjective audio evaluation is therefore not straightforward, since the 
criteria for the evaluation - either exploratory (subject-focused) or confirmatory (object-focused) - will 
determine where the priorities for the evaluation should lie and which controls should be in place. 
Should the listener be required to provide information about an audio device as known by the 
researcher (confirmatory), it is prudent to control all variable aspects of the investigation (including the 
listener themselves) to ensure the reliability or the objectivity of the results. However, if the researcher 
is attempting to explore and understand the listeners’ experiences in greater detail, less restrictions 
should be placed on the listener and the onus for providing an adequate description of the listeners’ 
(originally valid) experiences should lie with the researcher.
However, acquiring knowledge about listeners’ experiences is not a simple process, since experiences 
are distinct from the languages which enable their structuring, differentiation, description and 
communication. Effectively, what is communicated in language is not a listener’s experience, only a 
representation of this experiences in a communication medium. Here, subjective audio evaluation faces 
a challenge. Whatever the medium, the application of linguistic sign to experience is arbitrary (only 
achieving significance via cultural consensus) and the use of these signs within the creative context of 
communication is itself variable. Furthermore, as previously noted, the linguistic representation of 
listeners’ experiences can never be as complete as the experiences themselves. Thus there may be 
difficulties finding the right words to express experiences (language unable to represent the subtleties 
of thought), or the chosen language may mould experiences or prevent listeners from describing 
difficult percepts. Moreover, it is difficult to state with any certainty whether the participants in an 
evaluation will use the same language in the same way as one another or the researcher, since language 
has a personal meaning for each communicator.
Accordingly, from the listeners’ individual understanding of what is required of them, through the 
representation and subsequent communication of their experiences, to the researcher’s comprehension 
of what has been communicated (and the description of their understanding using their own personal 
constructs) it is clear that what is later digested by the reader - who may, or may not, fully understand 
the language of the communication - cannot be thought of as a complete description. Rather, what is 
attempted is the effective description of the listeners’ experiences using a descriptive language, a 
representation which makes an understanding of the listeners’ experiences possible when 
communicated.
The researcher has therefore to provide listeners with a means of describing their experiences. As a 
result, it becomes necessary to raise further questions, such as what are the experiences of reproduced 
audio that need to be communicated and how are these experiences best represented?
The development of multichannel audio has brought with it an opportunity for listeners to experience a 
greater diversity of spatial information than previously attainable. Thus the focus for much 
contemporary research has moved away from identifying and evaluating timbral characteristics and
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moved towards distinguishing the underlying percepts that constitute the spatial attributes of 
reproduced audio. Moreover, research has undertaken to label these perceptual dimensions using either 
provided or elicited verbal terminology. Verbal language provides listeners with a means of structuring 
and communicating their experiences of spatial audio. Furthermore, when elicited, this language 
supplies the researcher with information about salient perceptual spatial qualities, infomiation which 
can later be used to evaluate the spatial characteristics of different audio devices. But, verbal 
communication is not the only medium open to the listener and researcher in subjective audio 
evaluation. Correspondingly, it may be possible to obtain novel knowledge about listeners’ experiences 
if these experiences are represented using an alternative medium.
Graphical communication media have been used previously as an alternative to egocentric pointing 
methods when estimating the direction of a reproduced audio stimulus. Although requiring the listener 
to translate between an egocentric reference and an external perspective, these pictorial methods enable 
a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional auditoiy environment to be displayed in its 
entirety (within the constraints of a response form). Thus the medium can also provide information 
about the spatial extent and shape of a reproduced sound. However, even though graphical responses 
have been solicited in subjective audio evaluation, studies have shown little evidence of the systematic 
evaluation of the graphical medium itself; with the research typically conforming to a confirmatory 
rather than exploratory model. In other words, such research has focused on using a graphical medium 
to provide information about specified spatial attributes (defined verbally), rather than the acquisition 
of knowledge about the listeners’ experiences using a different communication medium. Moreover, the 
style of graphical response has - more often than not - been prescribed by the researcher, rather than 
elicited from the individual listener or developed by a panel of listeners. Essentially, rather than 
exploring how a listener can structure their experiences using a graphical language, researchers have 
asked listeners to use the medium when representing specified attributes of an external reference. It is a 
subtle, yet nevertheless important distinction; a distinction that needs to be made, and one which 
provides the foundations for the remainder of the thesis.
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1.4 Statement of research objectives
The research reported in this thesis seeks to explore listeners’ spatial experiences of reproduced audio 
in order that these auditory experiences may be understood by the researcher. It is envisaged that such 
an exploration will provide the means of discovering valid percepts for the future evaluation of spatial 
audio quality and the further development of multichannel audio devices. However, the evaluation of 
audio devices will not form the primary aim of this work. Rather, since listeners’ auditory spatial 
experiences need to be structured, represented and communicated to the researcher using a 
communication medium, the thesis considers the development of a graphical language for fulfilling this 
purpose.
It is the aim of the research to meet the challenge of developing a descriptive graphical language which 
enables listeners to structure and represent their auditory spatial experiences of reproduced audio. 
However, it is not only necessary for the listener to be able to describe their experiences using a 
graphical medium; if the researcher is to obtain an understanding of the listeners’ experiences, these 
need to be communicated to the researcher via the listeners’ graphical representations. Moreover, to be 
usefiil to the wider research community, the researcher’s understanding of the listeners’ experiences 
needs to be further communicable. Accordingly, the specific objective of the research can be elaborated 
as follows:
To develop a descriptive graphical language which enables the structuring and 
representation of listeners ’ auditory spatial experiences in order that these experiences 
may be understood when communicated to the researcher.
Achieving the research objective involves a descriptive process whereby the aim is to arrive at a 
position where an understanding of listeners’ auditory spatial experiences is possible. The process 
necessarily commences with the listener, for it is the listeners’ experiences that require exploration. 
Thus, for this thesis the listener is the originator of meaning. Since a listener’s experiences cannot be 
directly accessed by either researcher or listener, the next step in the descriptive process is for the 
listener to structure and represent their experiences within a communication medium. The choice of 
medium moderates the message being communicated, and the decision to use a descriptive graphical 
language enables an alternative perspective on listeners’ experiences to be obtained. Correspondingly, 
the next stage of the descriptive process involves the communication of the listeners’ experiences to the 
researcher using the graphical language.
The successful completion of the descriptive process occurs when the researcher can comprehend the 
listeners’ auditory spatial experiences via their graphical representations. Having acquired an 
understanding of these experiences, this knowledge can be used to further communicate listeners’ 
experiences to the wider research community and enables any use of the language in the subsequent 
evaluation of audio devices to be based on valid foundations. This final stage is beyond the scope of the 
current thesis, which goes as far as to evaluate the developing graphical language.
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Figure 1.4.1 displays the descriptive process as a graphical model. As visualised in this model, an audio 
stimulus (St) can give rise to any number of different experiences in a listener (Exp1 - Expn) and these 
unique experiences (rather than the external stimulus) provide the primary topic of investigation for the 
research. When viewed with respect to the model, the research objective can be separated to form two 
integral parts within the descriptive process. The first of these is the structuring and representation (R) 
of listeners’ auditory spatial experiences (Exp1) within the graphical language. The graphical 
representation (R) is then used to communicate the listeners’ experiences (Exp1), and to enable the 
researcher’s understanding (or comprehension, ‘C’) of these experiences. A key to the descriptive 
process model is provided in appendix 1.
Figure 1.4.1 Graphical language (GAL) development model
To successfully fulfil the research objective, the researcher needs to acquire an understanding of 
listeners’ auditory spatial experiences. To meet this objective, the successful completion of both stages 
of the descriptive process is imperative, since a failing at either stage would disrupt the progression 
between the listeners’ experiences and researcher’s comprehension. Specifically, it is necessary for the 
graphical medium to enable the structuring and representation of listeners’ auditory spatial experiences 
of reproduced audio - progressing from (Exp1) to (R) in the descriptive process - and subsequently to 
allow for the communication of listeners’ auditory spatial experiences to the researcher, progressing 
from (R) to (C) in the model.
It is therefore necessary to establish a measure of success to identify if the research objective has been 
attained. But how can this success be measured? In essence, at what point can a graphical language be 
said to have successfully structured, represented and communicated the listeners’ auditory spatial 
experiences of reproduced audio, and when can the researcher’s understanding of a listener’s 
experiences be identified as adequate?
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1.5 Evaluating the effectiveness of the descriptive graphical language
In subjective audio evaluation, quasi-objective experiments are common. Here, the listener provides a 
measure of the stimulus under study and the effectiveness of the measure is verified by identifying 
whether listeners can consistently describe statistically significant differences between stimuli. Since, 
in this thesis, meaning originates with the listener (and the listeners’ auditoiy spatial experiences are 
accepted as valid), it is not sufficient to correlate the listeners’ graphical descriptions with the external 
stimulus as known by the researcher, as the listeners’ experiences of stimuli may differ from those of 
the researcher.
Consequently, it follows that the effectiveness of the descriptive language should not be exclusively 
evaluated by correlating listeners’ responses with physical characteristics of the stimuli as known by 
the researcher. This confirmatory style of analysis can ascertain where listeners are consistent in their 
graphical depiction when repeatedly presented with the same stimulus; or when there are differences in 
representation which correspond to physical differences in stimuli. But, quantitative methods are less 
appropriate for determining the effectiveness of the descriptive language where there are apparent 
inconsistencies in listeners’ representations, or when differences in description do not relate to the 
physical stimuli.
In these anomalous situations, where quantitative methods would suggest the inadequacy of the 
listener, qualitative methods provide a suitable means of evaluating the effectiveness of the descriptive 
language. Miles and Huberman (1994) proposed that a check on the meaning of any outliers 
(exceptions) within a data set would help build a better explanation of the data. Furthermore, the 
investigation of any surprising results was also undertaken. As Miles and Huberman explained, “when 
you are surprised, it usually means that something has occurred well outside of your expectations” 
(ibid. p270).
Accordingly, and alongside the traditional quantitative methods of analysing consistency and 
differences in responses, listeners’ graphical representations have been examined for ambiguities, 
outliers and anomalies. The aim of this more qualitative analysis was firstly to detect any unusual 
responses which suggested difficulties for listeners when graphically representing their experiences. 
Moreover, this identification process has been used to identify the existence of ambiguities which could 
prevent the researcher from understanding listeners’ experiences through their graphically descriptions.
Since the revelation of ambiguities in either categoiy could impede the attainment of the research 
objective, it was also considered prudent to continue the investigation of these anomalies and to 
provide answers to the following questions:
• Where are ambiguities occurring?
• Why may ambiguities be occurring?
• How can these ambiguities be minimised?
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Thus, the systematic development and evaluation of the descriptive graphical language according to 
both a quantitative analysis and the identification and understanding of ambiguities and anomalies in 
listeners’ responses, should provide a clear indication of the extent to which the research objective has 
been fulfilled.
Accordingly, the development of the language should be able to provide answers to one further 
question:
• Within the context of this research31, what are the salient spatial attributes (experienced by 
listeners) that can be structured and represented using the developed graphical language?
Finally, further to establishing the effectiveness of the descriptive graphical language and identifying 
the salient spatial experiences that can be communicated graphically, it is appropriate to consider the 
external validity of any conclusions that can be drawn from the research. More specifically, since the 
descriptive graphical language is being developed to structure, represent and communicate listeners’ 
experiences, it is sensible to identify the listening population for whom the language can be considered 
an effective communication medium.
Even though, historically, subjective audio evaluation has favoured the use of experienced listeners 
when confirming the perceptual attributes of audio devices, highly experienced listeners may hinder the 
exploration and development of a descriptive graphical language because of their existing knowledge. 
Furthermore, the use of only experienced listeners will restrict the external validity of the language, as 
it camiot be known if a wider cross-section of the population will graphically describe their experiences 
in the same way as the expert listeners. Miles and Huberman actively encourage the inclusion of 
“extreme cases” (for example individuals known to have a strong bias in any direction) in any 
population sample as a means of “verifying and confirming conclusions” (ibid. p270). The authors 
believe that obtaining surprising responses from extreme cases (for example understandable graphical 
descriptions from participants with no previous listening experience) enables a greater degree of 
confidence to be placed in research conclusions. It has therefore been considered essential to 
investigate the complexities and diversities of the listening population during the development of the 
descriptive graphical language.
31 It is acknowledged that investigation settings, the choice of programme material, listening environment, and even 
the choice of listeners will influence the auditory spatial experiences that are considered salient.
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1.6 Original contributions of the author
The purpose of this section is to briefly summarise how the author has contributed to subjective audio 
evaluation through the development of the descriptive graphical language. The originality of the work 
when placed within the context of contemporary and historical subjective audio evaluation can be 
demonstrated by:
• The positioning of meaning with the listener
This work offers an alternative perspective to that favoured in more traditional subjective audio 
evaluations. Here, obtaining an understanding of the listeners’ experiences (and not confirming the 
researcher’s knowledge) of the external stimulus, provides the motivation for the work.
• The use of elicited or developed graphical terminology
Although researchers have previously elicited verbal terminology from participants in subjective 
evaluation, the elicitation (or development) of a language of descriptive graphical terminology is 
novel.
• An investigation of the perceived spatial characteristics of reproduced audio
The graphical language is used to describe spatial attributes of reproduced audio (as they are 
experienced by listeners). Although, with the continued development of multichannel reproduction 
systems, research in this area is becoming increasingly popular, perceived spatial qualities of 
reproduced sound remain less well documented than timbral or distortion artefacts.
• The evolution of a novel method for developing descriptive languages
As a result of developing the descriptive graphical language, a novel language-development 
method has evolved for use in subjective audio evaluation.
The thesis will therefore provide details of the systematic development and evaluation of a descriptive 
graphical language for communicating listeners’ experiences of spatial attributes in reproduced audio.
Although each of the following is allied to the current thesis, research has not been conducted into:
• A listener’s preference for particular spatial attributes: The thesis concerns the graphical 
description of auditory spatial experiences.
• A comparison of descriptive media: The graphical language is proposed as an alternative or 
complementary (rather than superior) descriptive medium to those currently in use within 
subjective audio evaluation.
• Any systematic correlation of subjective responses with objective measures.
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1.7 Thesis overview
The thesis is divided into three sections; an introduction, a development section and a presentation of 
the research conclusions.
Introduction (Chapter 1: Historical perspectives; research objective; evaluating 
the effectiveness of the research; original contributions of the author)
The task of this chapter has been to introduce the research. Chapter 1 commenced by outlining the 
rationale for the research project and continued by summarising the historical perspectives framing the 
development of the thesis. With the proposed research placed in appropriate context, the specific 
research objective guiding the development of a descriptive graphical language has been presented, and 
the means for evaluating the effectiveness of the research project outlined. The chapter has concluded 
by briefly stating the original contributions of the author to contemporary thinking and practice in 
subjective audio evaluation.
Development (Chapter 2: The development of a descriptive graphical language; 
a summary of three initial investigations)
Chapter 2 charts the early development of the research project. In its inaugural stages of development, 
listeners were involved in three investigations in which they described their auditoiy spatial 
experiences of reproduced audio stimuli using their own graphical descriptors. Chapter 2 contains 
summaries of these initial investigations, detailing procedures, notable observations from the analysis 
of listeners’ responses and conclusions based on the findings of each study. Other than obtaining 
preliminary information about the auditoiy spatial experiences that could be represented graphically, 
the objective for each of the investigations was to identify ambiguities and limitations that could 
prevent the attainment of the research objective and for each subsequent investigation to improve on 
the insufficiencies of its predecessors. The chapter is written with an emphasis on the development of 
the descriptive graphical language with respect to the findings of the individual investigations.
Development (Chapter 3: Clarifying individual listener’s descriptions; the 
development of a universal graphical language)
Following the initial investigations, it was determined that the ambiguities which were present in 
listeners’ responses required more in-depth exploration. This decision was made by the researcher 
because it was essential to identify where and why these anomalies were occurring (and ultimately how 
they could be minimised) in order to improve the likelihood that the research objective would be 
fulfilled. In the opening part of chapter 3 (clarifying individual listeners ’ descriptions) a summary is 
presented of an investigation which elicited individual graphical descriptions from listeners and then 
returned these responses to the individual listeners to obtain a verbal clarification of what was being 
depicted. Using this method, ambiguities in the descriptive process were identified. Following the 
discussions with individual listeners, it was determined that one way of resolving the problematic
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ambiguities in their responses would be to develop a language of descriptors which could be used by all 
listeners for the description of their individual auditory spatial experiences. The development of this 
universal graphical language (U-GAL) involved a process of inter-subjective discussion, whereby 
listeners agreed on the descriptors that would be included in their mutual language and the individual 
experiences that would be represented by these common graphical terms. Further details of this process 
are provided in the second part of chapter 3.
Development (Chapter 4: Evaluating U-GAL)
In this last chapter of the development section, details are provided concerning the formal evaluation of 
the universal language (developed by listeners and summarised in the second part of chapter 3). 
Chapter 4 presents an account of the evaluation process and a review of how individual listeners 
represented their experiences using the universal descriptors. An assessment of the suitability of the 
universal language for structuring, representing and communicating listeners’ auditory spatial 
experiences is presented in this part of chapter 4 alongside an evaluation of whether the objective of the 
research project has been attained. Chapter 4 concludes by presenting a model of the routes through the 
descriptive process which are possible at this stage in the development of the descriptive graphical 
language.
Conclusions (Chapter 5: Conclusions; further work)
The thesis concludes with a brief section summarising the research project and outlining the author’s 
original contributions to contemporary thinking and practice in subjective audio evaluation. The 
research conclusions are presented together with an acknowledgement that any statement regarding the 
effectiveness of the descriptive graphical language should be made with reference to the context in 
which this language was developed. A second section in chapter 5 outlines the further development 
proposed for the current descriptive language; a process which continues to employ the novel 
language-development method evolved during this research.
Appendices
The main body of the appendices (numbered from 2 - 4 to correspond with the development chapters of 
this thesis) contain illustrative accompanying information from the development and evaluation phases 
of the descriptive language. Within these appendices are copies of any instructions provided to 
listeners, exemplary graphical responses, transcripts of discussion sessions and graphs and tables from 
any statistical analyses.
A special observation needs to be made about the appendices. Since the majority of the work 
completed for this thesis is in a graphical format, the appendices for the development chapters 
(chapters 2, 3 and 4) are extensive. Consequently, the appendices have their own contents page, listing 
the tables and figures contained within its pages. The decision to include comprehensive appendices of 
graphical data may be criticised for being cumbersome. However, it was believed that the inclusion of
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listeners’ original graphical responses would offer the interested reader an opportunity for undertaking 
their own interpretation of the available data. Thus, appendices contain all graphical responses for 
listeners who are referred to in the main text. But, for puiposes of brevity and immediate illustration, 
only selected responses from these appendices are included within the body of the thesis.
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2.0 Chapter overview
Chapter 2 provides a detailed summary of three separate investigations conducted in the early stages of 
the development and evaluation of the descriptive graphical language.
The first of the investigations to be detailed in section 2.2 of the chapter is a small scale pilot study. 
The first aim of this investigation was for the researcher to acquire an elementary understanding of the 
auditory spatial experiences that listeners could structure and represent graphically using their own 
descriptive graphical languages (GAL). A second aim was to ascertain how the graphical data elicited 
from listeners could be analysed. The section contains a review of the investigation’s procedure and 
provides a rudimentary analysis of listeners’ graphical data before highlighting limitations identified as 
a result of conducting this preliminary study.
Section 2.3 details how the second investigation addressed the inadequacies recognised in the pilot 
study, specifically with respect to the limited listening population, the complexity of the programme 
material and the investigation procedure itself. Improvements to these conditions are presented before a 
detailed analysis of listeners’ graphical descriptions is described. The section concludes with a 
summary of the investigation’s findings and proposals for further work.
Section 2.4 describes the last of the initial investigations. This third investigation once again sought to 
improve on limitations and ambiguous elements from earlier studies. Briefly, the listening population 
was expanded (to include a greater number of less experienced listeners), programme material altered, 
and differences between the physical stimuli used in this investigation minimised to ascertain whether 
the manipulation of these variables would have any influences on listeners’ graphical descriptions. An 
overview of the investigation procedure and a detailed graphical and statistical analysis of listeners’ 
responses is provided before acknowledgement is made of the limitations of the graphical language at 
this stage of the research.
In section 2.5 a summary outlines the principal findings from each study. The chapter then concludes 
by acknowledging the positive outcomes, limitations and future direction of the research at the end of 
the initial GAL investigation phase.
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2.1 Introduction
To reiterate the objective of the research: the aim in developing a descriptive graphical language is to 
elaborate a medium for structuring and representing listeners’ auditory spatial experiences, in order that 
- when communicated - these experiences may be understood by the researcher.
Fundamentally, the accomplishment of the research objective necessitates that listeners structure and 
represent their experiences in a graphical language. In chapter 1 (section 1.2.5) it was shown that, 
although an individual may find it difficult to express their experiences linguistically, the language 
system eventually constructed by that individual will have meaning for them; a certainty not 
necessarily associated with provided language. It was established in section 1.2.5 and later in 1.2.6 
(when the work of Berg (2002) was discussed) that the use of an individually constructed language 
system enables the structuring of a listeners’ auditoiy spatial experiences and the representation of their 
own personal constructs within the constraints of the chosen medium.
Because the research concentrated on the development of a descriptive graphical language (GAL) 
capable of structuring and representing listeners’ experiences, it was resolved that listeners would 
develop their own individual graphical communication systems. It was envisaged that the development 
of distinct languages would provide individuals with a means of exploring and structuring their own 
auditory spatial experiences and enable participants in audio evaluation to bridge the gap between 
experience and representation. However, the use of an individual GAL by a listener would not 
automatically guarantee the successfi.il accomplishment of the research objective. For although the use 
of an individual graphical language would ensure that a graphical representation was meaningful to the 
individual listener, the meaning being communicated through the graphical representation (a listener’s 
auditory spatial experiences) needed to be understood by the researcher. Only when the researcher had 
an understanding of listeners’ spatial experiences could the GAL be said to have successfully met the 
research objective. And, since it was not known whether individual graphical representations would be 
understandable to the researcher, initial investigation was required.
Accordingly, when the initial GAL evaluations were conducted, there were numerous questions to be 
addressed. Firstly, with listeners using their own individual graphical languages, the investigations 
provided the earliest opportunity for listeners to describe the spatial characteristics of reproduced audio 
as experienced. Thus, the studies provided the researcher with a possibility for acquiring an 
understanding of the salient spatial qualities of listeners’ experiences that could be represented using a 
graphical medium. Correspondingly, these investigations gave the researcher an initial indication of 
whether a descriptive graphical language could be used by an individual as an effective communication 
medium. But what could be considered a measure of effectiveness in this context?
Since meaning originated with the listener, and the task of each listener’s descriptive graphical 
language was to communicate a representation of this meaning to the researcher, it was not sufficient to 
determine the success of a GAL using a confirmatory analysis founded on the researcher’s knowledge
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of an external stimulus. Essentially, even though it would be possible to obtain an indication of whether 
a GAL could be used consistently to describe differences in external stimuli, it was considered unwise 
to base a measure of GAL’s success entirely on an evaluation using quantitative criteria.
Consequently, and as outlined in the preceding chapter1, the initial investigations provided the earliest 
opportunity for the effectiveness of the communication medium to be evaluated using qualitative 
processes. Miles and Huberman (1994) had proposed that the examination of any outliers within a data 
set (and an investigation of surprising results) would help build a better explanation of the data. Thus it 
was decided that - further to identifying consistency in listeners’ graphical language use and 
ascertaining whether listeners were representing differences in external stimuli - it would be prudent to 
examine listeners’ responses for ambiguities, outliers and anomalies to highlight any potential 
problems for the researcher when attempting to understand listeners’ experiences through their 
representations and to obtain a clearer understanding of what was being described. Whilst considering 
the effectiveness of the descriptive graphical language, the initial investigations also provided the 
opportunity for identifying the listening population for whom the language could be said to be effective 
and any limits to this population.
Further considerations for the initial investigations were made with respect to the practical aspects of 
conducting audio evaluations. For example, it was necessary to identify how to analyse listeners’ 
responses for similarities, differences and ambiguities. Furthermore, the investigation setting ~ the 
means of evaluating the graphical language - required deliberation; in particular, how would listeners’ 
graphical representations be elicited and what conditions would be manipulated within the studies to 
give rise to listeners’ experiences? Although the foundation for this thesis lay in the development and 
evaluation of the descriptive graphical language, it was essential to contemplate the audio devices that 
would be used in the initial investigations to provide the external stimuli for the listeners’ auditory 
spatial experiences; the eventual role for the developed language being the provision of a valid method 
for evaluating audio devices.
Thus, the initial investigations were required not only to identify the salient auditoiy spatial 
experiences that could be structured and represented using a graphical language, but to establish the 
practical means by which the success of a GAL could be evaluated.
1 See practical considerations for a more qualitative understanding o f listeners’ experiences in section 1.2.4 of this 
thesis and section 1.5.
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2.2 A pilot study into the graphical description of spatial attributes
The aim of the pilot investigation was to establish the type of spatial information that could be 
described graphically using a listener’s own language and to identify methods for evaluating graphical 
data. The investigation was on a very small scale and used only three listeners, all of whom were 
musically competent students at the University of Surrey. The investigation required that participants 
graphically describe their experiences of the spatial characteristics of two-channel stereo programme 
material. The various musical extracts were reproduced over three loudspeaker pairs which were 
positioned behind an acoustically transparent curtain at three locations in a specially designed listening 
room. The listeners were themselves required to listen from three different locations within the room. 
The pilot investigation therefore looked at manipulating many of the variables considered influential in 
subjective audio evaluation - specifically loudspeaker location, listening location and programme 
material. Although using multiple variables added to the complexity of the investigation, a pilot study 
was believed to be the perfect opportunity to experiment. Thus, the greatest breadth of infomiation 
could be elicited about participants’ experiences, and data could be obtained about how the 
manipulation of the various factors influenced listeners’ graphical descriptions.
2.2.1 Details of the investigation setting 
Stimuli
The five musical extracts used as stimuli in the investigation were taken from commercially available 
compact disc (CD) recordings. Music is by its very nature a complex stimulus. As identified in section
1.2.2 of chapter 1, the use of complex programme material may cause problems for listeners when they 
attempt to describe their experiences as this time-variable stimulus makes it difficult for listeners to 
describe their experiences. However (even though the selected music was not simple with respect to 
instrument content or the complexity of the melodic line) it was decided that this initial investigation 
would be an opportunity to examine how participants would describe these complex but recognisable 
stimuli, and in particular to identify spatial attributes that could be graphically represented.
Musical items were chosen for their spatial characteristics. It was decided (by the researcher) that a 
combination of small and large ensembles would be used to obtain a variety of descriptions from 
listeners. Two small extracts were selected (a jazz and a blues ensemble) as the location of instruments 
within each of these ensembles was well defined within the stereo scene. An extract of choral music - a 
live recording consisting of a soloist, choir and organ in a church setting - was chosen to present 
listeners with a less well-defined stimulus and a sense of a larger environment. An orchestral ensemble 
with violin soloist was used for the spatial differences between soloist and the large orchestra. Finally a 
live stadium recording of a folk-rock ensemble was selected. This extract contained well defined 
instruments, a sense of space between instruments and distance cues; the sound of an audience 
applauding was present on the recording. A 90-second segment from each musical item was looped 
onto digital tape. The editing of the programme material required carefiil consideration in order that
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auditory spatial experiences be revealed by each musical extract. The principal instruments and spatial 
content of each stimulus - as defined verbally by the researcher - are outlined in table 2.2.1.
Table 2.2.1 Information about the pilot investigation programme material
Name Principal and key Instruments Characteristics
Jazz trumpet, drums, piano, string bass Well defined instruments (localisability or locatedness)
Blues male voice, piano, drums, guitar, bass Well defined instruments
Choral female voice, choir, organ Location & size of ensemble and individual instruments, ‘space’
Rock lead guitar, guitars, audience, percussion Distance to ensemble, size of ensemble and instrument location
Classic solo violin, orchestra, (wind, horn, strings) Location & size of solo instrument and instrument groups
Loudspeaker and listening locations
Figure 2.2.1 Loudspeaker & listening locations
The three loudspeaker locations and listening positions employed in 
the pilot investigation are illustrated in figure 2.2.1. The first 
loudspeaker pair (the light grey pair depicted in the figure) was
located at ear height and subtended an angle of ±30° around the 
central listening position (seat ‘2’). This pairing of loudspeaker and 
listening location represented the optimum for listening to two- 
channel stereo material. Other loudspeaker and listening locations 
were not so favourable for two-channel stereo listening. Yet the 
inclusion of these speakers was not completely arbitrary, since they 
were representative of the more practical domestic listening 
environment. The second loudspeaker pair (figure 2.2.1, black) was 
positioned at the wider angle of ±60° around the central listening location and the final loudspeakers 
(dark grey) were positioned in the rear comers of the listening space and elevated to position the
tweeters at 1.65m above the ground. Loudspeakers were level-aligned to ensure that the loudness of
their output was equal for all pairs at all locations. Although listeners were not comparing and 
evaluating the loudspeakers themselves, this level alignment minimised the opportunity for listeners’ 
auditory spatial experiences to be influenced by differences in loudness.
For the listening locations, both sub-optimal positions (seats 1 and 3) were situated one metre away 
from seat 2, with seat 3 located one metre further back from the other seats. The different listening and 
loudspeaker locations were ultimately chosen to identify whether listeners’ graphical descriptions of 
their auditory spatial experiences would be influenced by their own listening position and the locations 
of the (hidden) loudspeakers.
Investigation procedure
The graphical investigation was part of a larger informal study of elicitation methods. Prior to their 
involvement with the graphical investigation, the three listeners had participated in a verbal elicitation 
stage. In this earlier stage, listeners were presented with triads of musical stimuli (the same as
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employed in the graphical investigation) and - using a ‘repertory grid’ based technique2 - were asked to 
describe how each stimulus was similar to or different from the remaining stimuli with respect to the 
spatial attributes experienced. As all three listeners had been part of this verbal phase, no definition of 
what constituted a spatial characteristic was provided for listeners when they came to participate in the 
graphical elicitation. Rather, listeners were only instructed to draw what they perceived to be the 
spatial attributes of the reproduced stimuli.
The graphical investigation required the three listeners to participate in seven sessions or runs. These 
runs allowed for each musical stimulus to be reproduced over one pair of loudspeakers and for two of 
the extracts to be presented a second time. However, only one of these presentations may be considered 
a repeat, since the other reproduced the same stimulus item over a different loudspeaker pair3 in a 
different location. Listeners were not aware of the loudspeakers reproducing the material or their 
location, as speakers were positioned behind the (acoustically transparent) curtain. During each run all 
three participants were present and heard the same extract of music. Additionally, within each ran, the 
listeners were required to change their listening location to include each of the three seats. The same 
programme material was repeated during each ran until all participants had described the spatial 
characteristics of the stimulus from all listening locations.
Figure 2 .2 .2  Guide sheet for graphical responses Figure 2 .2 .3  Illustration of potential drawing style
!_i
V
b ^
□
The participants were instructed to record their descriptions using the pencils and sheets of tracing 
paper provided. Although the tracing paper was blank, an A4 sized guide sheet (figure 2.2.2) was 
provided which illustrated the three listening locations, the sides and perceived centre of the room, and 
the acoustically transparent curtain (the thick black line in figure 2.2.2). Participants were required to 
mark their current listening position with a cross and draw all guiding lines onto their tracing paper at 
the start of each ran. Guiding lines were provided for listeners as it was established (section 1.2.7 of 
this thesis) that individuals use a system of fixed landmarks to co-ordinate their orientation within 
space. Listeners were therefore provided with this information to aid in the two-dimensional 
representation of their three-dimensional auditory spatial experiences.
2 A  method introduced in section 1.2.4 of this thesis
3 It should be noted that loudspeaker pairs (although aligned for loudness) were from different manufacturers and 
could therefore be perceived as having different spatial (and timbral) characteristics.
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Although listeners were familiar with the programme material and verbal elicitation, when asked to 
graphically represent the spatial attributes of these reproduced extracts on the tracing paper response 
sheets, listeners were initially bemused because they were not sure how to draw sound. In answer to 
queries about how to depict their spatial experiences, listeners were informed to use any appropriate 
graphical style - since the aim was for them to develop their own languages of graphical descriptors. 
Following further quizzical expressions, a rough sketch (figure 2.2.3) was produced for the listeners to 
identify a potential means of graphically representing their experiences. However, listeners were still 
encouraged to develop their own representation style. Furthermore, although a potential graphical 
response style was (reluctantly) provided, listeners were not issued with any information about the 
spatial attributes they could draw, since these auditory spatial experiences had to originate from the 
listener and not from the researcher. The task for the listener was completed when they had provided 
graphical descriptions of each stimulus from all three listening locations. Depictions were analysed by 
the researcher to obtain a preliminary understanding of the spatial characteristics of listeners’ 
experiences that could be represented graphically.
2.2.2 Analysis of responses
Listeners responses were analysed using three different techniques. Firstly the depictions were studied 
individually to see if any trends could be established. Secondly - by overlaying the responses of the 
different participants to the same stimulus - plots were created which indicated whether there were any 
similarities between listeners’ descriptions. And finally, using the graphical analysis of listeners’ 
individual and group descriptions as a guide, a selection of spatial attributes was identified and a 
numerical measure of each of these graphical attributes was derived for further analysis.
Analysing listeners’ responses
By studying listeners’ graphical descriptions, it was immediately obvious that each had employed a 
slightly different drawing style, and that some similarities remained between listeners’ descriptions and 
the example provided by the researcher. Representation styles ranged from very simple to relatively 
detailed. Figures 2.2.4 -  2.2.6 depict the three listeners’ graphical responses for the folk rock stimulus 
when they sat at the central listening location (seat 2) and the music was reproduced over the 
loudspeaker pair in the optimal location.
Figures 2.2.4 -  2 .2 .6  Listeners’ individual depictions of the folk rock stimulus from seat 2 
Figure 2 .2 .4  Listener 1 Figure 2 .2 .5  Listener 2
□
□ □
Figure 2 .2 .6  Listener 3
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Figure 2.2.4 is representative of the simple style used throughout by listener 1. At all times, other than 
when a specific instrument (for instance the guitar in the above depiction) was notable, listener 1 chose 
to use a single rectangular image to represent the attributes of the ensemble. In contrast, both other 
listeners chose more complex methods of depiction, where spatial characteristics of individual 
instruments within each ensemble were described independently. Like listener 1, listener 2 (figure 
2.2.5) used rectangles to depict his experiences, whilst listener 3 (figure 2.2.6) chose to represent the 
different instruments, and the audience heard on the recording, using circles and curves.
The most noticeable difference between listeners when depicting the various musical extracts was in 
the number of instruments represented. Two possible reasons were proposed for these differences. 
Firstly, instruments could have been omitted from the graphical descriptions as a result of listener 
uncertainty. For example, a listener could have avoided depicting an instrument when it was not known 
where it was, what it was, or how to represent it graphically. An alternative reason for these differences 
was provided by the complexity of the musical stimuli. Because each stimulus contained many 
instruments, it was feasible that listeners only focused on describing selected instruments within entire 
ensembles - those they believed to be important. After a brief inspection of their responses, it was 
possible to confirm that all listeners had indeed depicted the same select instruments for each ensemble 
(or at least they were labelling some instruments with the same verbal label). The instruments most 
commonly selected for inclusion in listeners’ graphical representations were the principal instruments 
within each ensemble (for example, the trumpet in the jazz ensemble, the voice in the blues ensemble 
and the lead guitar from the folk rock ensemble) and their analysis enabled further information to be 
gleaned from listeners’ responses.
Plots were constructed of the principal instrument in each ensemble as represented by all listeners. As 
depictions were recorded on tracing paper, the creation of principal instrument plots involved lining up 
the cues provided by the guide sheet and re-drawing all listeners’ responses, from all listening 
locations4, on a single piece of paper. Exemplary principal instrument plots are provided for the folk 
rock music (figure 2.2.7) and the voice from the blues ensemble (figure 2.2.8) - which were both 
reproduced over the optimal loudspeaker pair - and for the jazz extract (2.2.9) which used the rear 
loudspeaker pair. An examination of principal instrument plots suggested that listeners’ graphical 
responses were not as random as first believed, since listeners all appeared to be placing the same 
instruments at similar locations behind the curtain.
Similarities in listeners’ representations of principal instruments suggested that ambiguities in their 
responses to entire ensembles could be reduced if the selected programme material was less complex. 
Support for this assertion occurred in the form of listeners’ responses to the simplest music (in terms of 
instrument number) used in the pilot investigation.
4 Num bers on each plot refer to the seat from which that principal instrument was depicted.
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Figures 2 .2 .7  - 2 .2 .9  All listeners, all seats, responses for principal instruments within different ensembles  
Figure 2 .2 .7  guitar (folk rock) Figure 2 .2 .8  voice (blues) Figure 2 .2 .9  trumpet (j|azz)
m
Within the choral ensemble, only three groups of instruments were present; a choir, vocal soloist and 
organ. When this ensemble was reproduced over the loudspeakers in the sub-optimal ±60° location, the 
same instruments were represented by the listeners5, as illustrated in figures 2.2.10 and 2.2.11 
(listeners’ representations from the central listening location). Furthermore, when descriptions of the 
vocal soloist from this ensemble were plotted together for both listeners and for each listening location 
(see figure 2.2.12), a degree of correlation was visible in the location and general size of this source. 
Consequently, one initial conclusion of the pilot investigation was that the simplification of programme 
material would make the task of the listener less complex and their responses easier to understand. A 
second conclusion was that listeners’ graphical descriptions were being influenced by their listening 
location and that of the loudspeakers.
Figure 2 .2 .10  Listener 2 Figure 2.2.11 Listener 3 Figure 2 .2 .12  All listeners, all seats depictions
depiction of choral music (seat 2 ) depiction of choral music (seat 2 ) of the voice from the choral ensemble
Figure 2.2.12 provides a principal instrument plot of the vocal soloist from the choral ensemble when 
reproduced over loudspeakers in the sub-optimal ±60° (around centre) location. When listeners 
described the soloist from seat 1, graphical descriptions were skewed to the left of centre, yet the same 
soloist was described to the right of the graphical response sheet when listeners sat in either seat 2 or 
seat 3. Differences in location were less visible when the lead guitar (illustrated earlier in figure 2.2.7) 
and the voice from the blues ensemble (figure 2.2.8) were described, with both instruments depicted as 
more or less central from all three seats. The implication was that loudspeaker location (earlier
5 Only two listeners remained at this stage of the graphical investigation, the third having to leave due to other 
commitments.
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ensembles had been reproduced over the optimally located loudspeaker pair) was an influence on 
listeners’ graphical descriptions when combined with listening location. This interaction was more 
fully illustrated using ‘total image’ plots.
Analysing total image plots
After briefly examining individual listeners’ responses and farther clarifying these responses using 
principal instrument plots, a set of total image plots were created. Essentially, each total image plot 
provided an overview of all the graphical information that existed for the same stimulus. Within each 
plot all instruments from the same musical ensemble were depicted together, as described by all 
listeners from all listening locations. As with principal instrument plots, individual listeners were not 
identified (other than by their depiction style) and numbers on graphical descriptors within each plot 
provided a reference of the seat from which descriptions was elicited.
Although too complex to study in any detail (due to differences in the number of instruments being 
represented), what was again obvious from the total image plots was the influence of the participants’ 
listening location on their graphical description. When the plot of the folk rock ensemble (figure 
2.2.13) was examined, listeners’ responses from all three listening locations (seats 1, 2, and 3) were 
clustered around the centre of the response sheet. Since details were not known about how the 
programme material was recorded, it was impossible to state with certainty that the stability in 
listeners’ responses (the similarity in descriptions from all listening locations) resulted from the use of 
the optimally located loudspeakers. However, this was a definite possibility, as listening location was 
more influential when the jazz ensemble was reproduced over the loudspeakers at the rear of the 
listening room (figure 2.2.14) and when the same ensemble used the loudspeakers positioned at ±60° 
around the central listening location (figure 2.2.15). In both these sub-optimal situations, listeners 
depicted the ensembles towards the edges of the response sheet when they were sat in either of the sub- 
optimal listening locations (seats 1 and 3). The skew of listeners’ descriptions was particularly 
noticeable when listeners sat in seat 1 and were played the jazz ensemble over loudspeakers located at 
±60° (figure 2.2.15). It was likely (due to the precedence effect6) that the increased skew, occurred as a 
result of seat l ’s proximity to the left speaker.
6 The precedence effect can be briefly summarised as the influence of time on the perceived location of a sound. A  
sound’s perceived location will alter according to the proximity of a listener to the loudspeakers reproducing that 
sound. If the listener is equidistant from a pair of loudspeakers, the reproduced sound will appear as intended. 
However, with a listener positioned closer to one loudspeaker, sound will arrive earlier at the listener’s ears from this 
origin and the sound’s perceived location will shift towards the nearest speaker, (see Rumsey, 2001 , p26)
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Figures 2 .2 .13  - 2 .2 ,15  Total image plots for different ensembles, all listeners, all seats.
Figure 2 .2 .13  folk (optimal speakers) Figure 2 .2 .1 4  ja zz  (rear speakers) Figure 2 .2 .1 5  ja z z  (speakers at ±60°)
Numerical data analysis
The analysis of graphical descriptions had identified the need for simpler programme material and had 
illustrated how listeners’ representations appeared to be influenced by their listening location and that 
of the loudspeakers. It was decided that further information might be extracted from listeners’ 
responses if these were translated into numerical measurements and an uncomplicated data analysis 
conducted on these measurements. Because (with the exception of the very simplest stimuli) listeners 
had chosen to represent different instruments within each ensemble - and since this was only a 
rudimentary numerical analysis - measurements concentrated on the spatial characteristics of the whole 
ensemble rather than the individual instruments within each ensemble. The choice of which spatial 
characteristics to measure was determined from the analysis of listeners’ graphical descriptions.
Figure 2 .2 .16  Measuring ensemble location Figure 2 .2 .17  Establishing m easurable characteristics of
ensembles
□
Differences in where listeners were locating the various ensembles had already been indicated in the 
analysis of their graphical depictions. Thus, for each musical extract it appeared feasible to obtain a 
numerical measure of the amount of skew7 associated with a listener’s description when their listening 
position altered. Skew was calculated as an angle. The vertical line on the graphical response form 
(illustrated by the thick dotted line in figure 2.2.16) assumed the value of 0° and the skew angle was
7 For the purpose of this investigation, skew refers to the amount of shift a  description undergoes away from the 
central line on the graphical response sheet.
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calculated by drawing a line (the thick unbroken line in figure 2.2.16) between 0° and the centre of the 
depicted ensemble.
Several other spatial attributes were considered for this rudimentary numerical analysis. In addition to 
the graphical examination of listeners’ responses, the decision about whether or not to measure a 
spatial attribute was taken with respect to known verbal descriptors of auditory space8. Based on this 
combined evidence it was finally decided that two further spatial attributes should be measured, 
specifically ensemble width and ensemble depth; numbers 1 and 2 on figure 2.2.179 respectively. 
Ensemble depth appeared to differ from listener to listener when describing some ensembles (see 
earlier figures 2.2.10 and 2.2.11) whilst the width of an ensemble seemed to be influenced by listening 
location. It was therefore interesting to identify what a numerical analysis could reveal about listeners’ 
descriptions of these attributes.
For ensemble width and depth, the conversion from graphical response to numerical data was 
uncomplicated and achieved by measuring (in millimetres) the distance between the furthest limits of a 
listener’s depiction of an ensemble from left-to-right and front-to-back, illustrated previously in figure 
2.2.17. Once measures were obtained for all listeners in all listening locations, it was possible to 
establish trends in the data in terms of the width and depth of listeners’ descriptions. A statistical 
analysis was not conducted due to the limited size of the data set and the basic requirement of the 
analysis; to provide an overview of the numerical information that could be extracted from graphical 
descriptions. To maintain the simplicity of the numerical analysis, mean width and depth values were 
calculated for listeners’ responses to the different stimuli as described from the three listening 
locations. Since only two listeners completed the full set of runs, the numerical analysis is based solely 
on the responses for these listeners.
Figure 2 .2 .18  All listeners descriptions of ensemble width (m easured in mm)
When listeners described the width of 
the different ensembles from the 
various listening locations, the jazz 
extract (reproduced over loudspeakers 
in the rear comers of the listening 
room) emerged as the narrowest 
depiction from the central (seat 2) and 
rear (seat 3) listening locations. The 
same musical extract - reproduced over 
the loudspeakers positioned at ±60° 
around the central listening location -
8 S ee section 1.2.6 in chapter 1.
9 Although illustrations are performed here on a total im age plot, m easurements were taken for each listener 
independently.
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was described as narrowest from seat 1. As indicated in figure 2.2.18, listeners described the folk rock 
music (reproduced over loudspeakers in the optimal locations) as widest for all listening locations.
When these width measures were initially considered, it appeared that listeners might have been 
influenced by their knowledge of how the various ensembles should have sounded - with physically 
larger ensembles (for example the choral work in the reverberant environment and the live recording of 
the folk rock) being depicted as wider than the smaller drier recordings of the jazz and blues 
ensembles. However, this observation was not as straightforward as first thought, as listening location 
also appeared to influence the width of listeners’ representations; a finding that was anticipated by the 
previous graphical analysis of listeners’ descriptions. In general, representations from seat 2 measured 
wider than depictions from the two sub-optimal listening locations and, with the exception of the 
classical music reproduced over the rear loudspeakers, the narrowest depictions occurred when 
listeners were in seat 1. As seat 1 was situated nearest to the acoustically transparent curtain on the left 
of the listening space, this response was a possible consequence of the listeners’ proximity to the 
optimal and sub-optimal (±60° around centre) loudspeaker locations.
In addition to ensemble width, the distance between front and rear most points of each listener’s 
graphical descriptions were measured to provide an indication of how listeners were representing the 
depth of the various ensembles. However, unlike for the measurements of ensemble width, 
measurements for ensemble depth did not produce much in the way of easily understandable data.
Figure 2 .2 .19  All listeners descriptions of ensem ble depth (m easured in mm)
When mean measurements of listeners’ 
descriptions of ensemble depth were 
examined (see figure 2.2.19), few trends 
were noticeable. The most obvious 
SEAT finding was that listeners depicted the
■■ 1 choral ensemble as deepest from all
m  2 three listening locations. The deeper
I I 3 portrayal of the choral music could be
Va "Y  Y , Y  Qi(\  Y  %, attributed to the influence of one
\  Y  \  \  \  %
y ^  %, ^  listener (listener 2, figure 2.2.10), who
M n s i r .  O ) ^
consistently described the organ in this 
ensemble at the rear of the listening space. The jazz extract was described as shallowest from seats 1 
and 3 when this was reproduced over the rear loudspeakers. The classical music, reproduced from the 
same location for the first time, was described as shallowest from the central listening location. 
However, when described for a second time, the classical music was one of the deepest. Not only were 
there unexplainable differences in how listeners were describing the same stimulus but little sense 
could be made of listeners descriptions according to their listening location, with no individual seat 
associated with notably deeper depictions.
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The skew associated with the graphical description of each ensemble was converted into degrees using 
the procedure previously outlined in figure 2.2.16. The numerical analysis of these measurements 
indicated that (as predicted by an examination of listeners’ descriptions) ensemble skew was associated 
with listening location. Mean measurements for ensemble skew were plotted in a bar chart (see figure 
2.2.20), where negative values indicated a shift in listeners’ depictions to the left of centre and positive 
values a skew to the right. When listeners sat in seat 1, descriptions of all stimuli were consistently 
skewed to the left of centre. Conversely, and as expected, listeners described the musical extracts to the 
right of centre from seat 3. And, when sat in the optimal location (seat 2), a less obvious skew was 
depicted in any particular direction with all measurements clustered around the central axis (0°).
Figure 2 .2 .20  All listeners descriptions of ensem ble skew (m easured in degrees)
Mean Skew (degrees)
2.2.3 Summary of findings
The aim of this pilot investigation was to explore the potential of a descriptive graphical language for 
representing listeners’ experiences of spatial attributes in reproduced audio. A combination of graphical 
and rudimentary numerical analyses identified that listeners were able to describe differences in the 
location (skew) and width of complex musical ensembles from various listening locations when this 
material was reproduced from different loudspeaker locations. However, differences in listeners’ 
descriptions of other spatial characteristics (in particular ensemble depth) could not be explained by the 
manipulation of variables in this study.
It is possible that listeners did not consider ensemble depth when describing their experiences of the 
various ensembles. When, in the verbal part of this pilot investigation, participants were asked to 
describe what they had heard, depth was not mentioned as an attribute of the reproduced sound. The 
selected musical extracts were full of spatial infomiation, and since listeners were not asked to describe 
specific spatial characteristics, it is likely that they would have represented those attributes which were 
more pertinent to their experiences. Accordingly, if depth was not considered a primary spatial 
descriptor of two-channel stereo stimuli, the programme material’s complexity may have added to the 
ambiguities in depth description, with listeners focusing their attention elsewhere in the complex
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material10. The lack of coherent depth description could therefore have reflected listeners’ individual 
experiences, but it was equally possible that the response sheet may have caused problems for listeners 
when attempting to represent any front-back information. Whereas listeners could gauge the width of 
the room by acknowledging the position of the side walls, the rear wall of the listening space was 
obscured by the acoustically transparent curtain. The removal of this visual cue could have prevented 
participants from effectively scaling descriptions in this dimension. Whatever the reason, it appeared 
that several factors needed careful consideration before any further investigation of a descriptive 
graphical language.
Considerations for future graphical language investigations -  listening population
One obvious limitation which needed rectifying in subsequent investigations was the number of 
participants. Because only three listeners were used in the pilot study (and only two of these completed 
descriptions of all musical extracts) any understanding of auditory spatial experiences that could be 
graphically depicted was limited and elementary. In particular, the use of such a small (and specific11) 
set of listeners was problematic for the external validity of the results. Expressly, it could not be known 
whether the auditory spatial experiences described by this small sample of listeners were representative 
of a wider listening population.
Considerations for future graphical language investigations -  programme material
A second cause for concern was the programme material. Rumsey (1998) had previously noted how the 
complexity of material could prevent listeners from identifying what they were evaluating. As listeners 
in the pilot investigation responded better (representing the same instruments as one another) when the 
reproduced extracts contained fewer instruments, it appeared that complexity may indeed have caused 
problems for the listeners. A further concern when it came to the choice of stimuli was identified in 
chapter 1 (section 1.2.2). Here, the use of commercially available material was criticised for having 
unknown technical properties which could prevent the researcher from attributing effects to specified 
causes. Since the aim of the initial (and any subsequent) investigation was for listeners to describe their 
experiences rather than the properties of an external stimulus, as known by the researcher, this lack of 
knowledge did not present too great a problem. However, with the use of commercially available 
material came the potential for listeners to describe their experiences based on their existing knowledge 
of how a stimulus should sound, rather than their current auditory experiences, and this could present 
problems for the validity of the work.
Thus, for subsequent studies, the simplification of the programme material and the use of created rather 
than existing material was advocated. Since the focus of the research was one of obtaining an 
understanding of how listeners’ experienced the spatial attributes of reproduced audio through their 
graphical descriptions, the simplicity of the programme material needed to be balanced with its 
effectiveness for obtaining a representation of these experiences. From the outset, any type of noise
10 Depth is considered in more detail in section 3.3 o f chapter 3.
11 All listeners were students of sound recording at the University of Surrey
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was discounted as a suitable stimulus. Although noise was considered a simple stimulus - and one with 
no obvious spatial associations for the listener - noise was not typical of reproduced audio. It was 
finally decided that musical material would be created with limited numbers of instruments located in 
various positions within unconventional ensembles. It was believed that the creation of these ensembles 
would maintain the validity of the material whilst minimising its complexity. Furthermore, by placing 
instruments in different locations within unconventional ensembles, it was considered less likely that 
listeners would describe their existing knowledge rather than their current experiences. Consequently, 
with the listener unaware of the content of each stimulus prior to describing it, demand characteristics12 
were minimised.
Considerations for future graphical language investigations -  investigation procedure
The current investigation consisted of a limited number of runs which resulted in listeners only 
describing one musical extract twice. Although listeners’ experiences may differ (quite validly) over 
time, the inclusion of repeats in investigations is advantageous because the presence of consistency in 
repeated responses can suggest where a graphical medium is being used reliably. Consequently, it is 
considered important for subsequent investigations to contain a greater number of repeated runs. A 
further improvement to the investigation procedure is in the scaling of the response sheet. It was 
believed that accurate scaling would avoid any confusion which could be caused by the visual 
landmarks on the response sheet not matching listeners’ experiences when listeners translated between 
these three-dimensional egocentric experiences and the two-dimensional plan representation.
The aim of the pilot investigation was to establish the type of spatial infomiation that could be 
described graphically using a listener’s own descriptive language and to identify methods for 
evaluating graphical data. Even though results from the investigation were interesting, suggesting that 
listeners were able to describe some auditory spatial experiences using a graphical language - and that 
different analysis techniques could be used by the researcher when determining listeners’ experiences 
through their graphical representation - the elementary nature of the study limited any conclusions 
which could be drawn. Thus, the only true conclusion at this stage of the development of a descriptive 
graphical language was the necessity for further research to address the many limitations of this initial 
study.
12 Any cue that m ay reveal the experimental hypothesis (See Coolican, 1996, p33) 
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2.3  A  fo rm a l s t u d y  o f  g ra p h ic a l d e s c r ip t io n
The second investigation built on the work of the pilot study and, in particular, explored areas where 
limitations had previously been identified. Briefly, the 12 listeners involved in the study were asked to 
provide graphical descriptions of their auditory spatial experiences when musical programme material 
was reproduced over a multichannel audio system in a stationary vehicle. Employing their own 
descriptive graphical styles and paper response sheets, the listeners depicted selected spatial qualities as 
perceived from three different listening locations within the vehicle. Individual characteristics of 
listeners’ depictions were examined before a statistical analysis was conducted using numerical 
measurements taken from these depictions. Further details of the investigation setting and procedure 
are outlined in the following section.
2.3.1 Details of the investigation setting 
Listening location
Since listeners in the pilot investigation had demonstrated that a graphical language appeared capable 
of describing the auditory experience of how a reproduced scene skewed according to a listener’s 
location, it was decided that participants would once again be asked to listen from different positions. 
However, rather than listening within a room, the investigation was conducted within a stationary 
vehicle as, in this environment, the driver and front-seat passenger would necessarily be in off-centre 
locations; sub-optimal for conventional stereo listening13. As a result of the precedence effect (detailed 
earlier, but briefly, where a listener experiences a reproduced image steered towards the nearest 
loudspeaker) it was of interest to identify whether listeners would represent any differences in the 
spatial characteristics of programme material when sat at various positions within the vehicle. Three 
listening locations were investigated, namely the front left (driving seat), the rear centre location (for a 
more optimal, if less practical automotive listening location) and rear left location (to obtain 
information from a rear sub-optimal listening position).
Audio reproduction system
The influence of a second variable - the reproduction system within the vehicle - was also of interest in 
this investigation. The pilot investigation had identified how listeners’ descriptions were less likely to 
indicate a skew in the reproduced scene (when combined with listening location) when the programme 
material was reproduced over loudspeakers in an optimal location for two-channel stereo listening. 
Although loudspeakers within the vehicle were not moveable, the same stereo programme material 
could be reproduced in various ways over the vehicle’s audio system.
13 The decision to set all subsequent investigations within stationary vehicles was taken as a result of the interest 
shown by an audio m anufacturer in the embryonic graphical language when a paper detailing the pilot investigation 
was presented at the Audio Engineering Society’s 110th Convention (see List of Publications, Ford et al. 2001). Since  
the research objective centred around establishing the suitability of the descriptive graphical language for enabling 
the structuring, representation and communication of listeners’ auditory spatial experiences, the move from listening 
room to vehicle was not considered detrimental, indeed it offered the opportunity to conduct further investigation into 
graphical description of listeners' experiences from off-centre listening locations.
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The reproduction of spatial information proved a particular problem for automotive audio because of 
the lack of reverberation within the confined listening environment. The multichannel audio system 
employed throughout this investigation was developed to “enhance” the spatial reproduction of two% 
channel programme material within vehicles (Nind, 2001). Amongst the objectives for developing the 
audio system were the provision of “a wide, accurate stage and true sense of envelopment for each 
seat” (ibid. p5). One of the attributes of the audio system was to move the perceived location of 
reproduced sources away from the loudspeakers, in order that listeners would be “enveloped by the 
soundfield” and occupy “the same acoustic space as the material” (ibid. p7) rather than experience the 
sound as coming from the speaker closest to them. This effect was desirable within vehicles for 
“creating a larger listening space and a sweet spot14 that covers all seats” (ibid.).
For this investigation, the input for the multichannel audio system was a two-channel stereo signal, 
provided by a conventional CD of programme material. In one system setting, this signal was 
processed to derive different signals for each of the playback channels feeding the seven loudspeakers, 
located as illustrated in figure 2.3.1
Figure 2.3.1 Architecture of the audio reproduction system  
within the vehicle
RF RS R R
Figure 2 .3 .2  Default audio system setting
The default setting for the multichannel reproduction system - illustrated in figure 2.3.2, and referred to 
in more detail by Nind (ibid.) - was used in this investigation. To obtain an output signal at the centre 
loudspeaker (C), the left and right input signals from the two-channel stereo material were summed and 
each attenuated by 7.5dB (preventing any narrowing of the reproduced image) before being fed to this 
loudspeaker. The front left and right signals (reproduced over LF and RF loudspeakers) were then 
filtered and delayed to provide signals for the side channels (LS and RS) and further delayed and 
filtered for the rear channels (LR and RR). Nind believed this process created an ambient soundfield 
and the perception of natural envelopment.
Further to its spatially enhanced setting (hereafter referred to as the processed setting), the audio 
system was capable of reproducing two-channel material in its original format or stereo setting. With 
the audio system in a stereo setting, six loudspeakers within the vehicle were used (all except *C’ in
14 Optimal listening area
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figure 2.3.1) and no spatial enhancement was made to the material being reproduced over these 
loudspeakers15. As a result of the precedence effect (described earlier in this chapter) it was believed 
that for off-centre listening, spatial information would be compromised for material reproduced using 
this setting and listeners would describe stimuli towards their nearest door speaker. It was envisaged 
that the influence of the off-centre listening locations would be minimised when the audio system was 
used in its processed setting. Thus, the potential existed for listeners to describe differences in their 
auditory spatial experiences according to the setting used by the reproduction system.
Programme material
At the end of the pilot investigation, observations were made about the type of programme material that 
would be used in subsequent investigations. Ultimately it was decided that material would be kept 
simple - to ease the task of each listener when describing their experiences - and use real (as opposed to 
synthetically generated) instruments playing random phrases of music in unconventional combinations 
and locations. By creating unique ensembles it was believed that little precedent would exist in current 
repertoire, reducing the likelihood of listeners basing graphical descriptions on their existing 
knowledge of how an ensemble should sound, rather than their current experiences.
For the investigation, three items of musical stimuli were created using trios of instruments. The 
original instrumental extracts were taken from a CD of anechoic16 mono recordings used in the 
Archimedes project (Hansen and Munch, 1991). The recordings chosen from this CD were a cello 
playing a sustained passage, a female voice repeating text in Danish, and an extract of drums 
(percussion). The decision to use the three instruments was taken because of their timbral diversity 
(each was distinct enough to be audible in the collective ensemble) and more critically each was 
selected for its spatial attributes, ranging from the predominantly low frequency content and continuous 
nature of the cello music to the transient higher frequencies of the percussive extract. Three trio 
ensembles were created by amplitude panning 50-second extracts of the individual mono recordings to 
different locations within a two-channel stereo scene as indicated by table 2.3.1. To create more 
realism17 in the stereo scenes, an equal amount of artificial reverberation was added to each ensemble18.
15 In the stereo setting, the sam e two-channel programme material was reproduced in parallel left + right pairs 
throughout the vehicle. The only alteration was for the signal to be attenuated in the loudspeaker pairs towards the 
rear of the vehicle.
16 An anechoic environm ent is an artificially dry environment in which naturally occurring reflections are reduced to a 
minimum (see Rumsey, 2001, p2)
17 The extracts were taken from anechoic recordings and were consequently not typical of the two-channel stereo 
material available to listeners.
18 Programm e material was edited by Russell Mason at the University of Surrey.
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Table  2.3.1 Programme material for descriptive graphical language investigation II
N am e Location
Centre -20° Centre (0°) Centre +10°
1 percussion Cello Voice
2 voice Percussion cello
3 cello Voice Percussion
Programme material was recorded onto six CDs, each with its own running order. By manipulating the 
presentation pattern of the various extracts, the likelihood of listeners’ descriptions reflecting a specific 
sequence in the presentation of this material was reduced.
Participants
One of the major limitations of the pilot study was the number of participants. Accordingly, for this 
investigation it was decided that the number of listeners should be increased from three to 12. Although 
not a substantial increase in the listening population, the decision to involve 12 participants was taken 
with reference to section 1.2.3 of chapter 1 in this thesis. As noted in this earlier section, the number of 
listeners required within an investigation was correlated with their level of experience; the higher the 
expertise or previous experience of the listener, the lower the quantity required to obtain reliable 
responses. Since the 12 listeners selected to participate in this study all had an active interest in music 
and/or audio engineering - and a precedent had been set by Koivuniemi and Zacharov (2001) for using 
12 experienced listeners in a descriptive study - it was decided that this number would be sufficient to 
obtain a selection of spatial descriptions from listeners. However, by using only experienced (and in 
some cases highly trained) listeners, acknowledgement was made about the potential for their 
responses to be unrepresentative of a more generic listening population.
Spatial attributes
Participants in the pilot investigation had been presented with complex musical extracts and received 
no instruction about the spatial attributes to describe. This lack of restriction enabled a useful insight to 
be gained into the type of graphical descriptions that could be elicited from listeners. However, the 
sheer amount of graphical data provided by each participant - and differences in the number of 
instruments being represented - proved problematic when identifying the spatial characteristics that 
were being described. Accordingly, the analysis of listeners’ depictions was rudimentary since it was 
not known where attention should focus to obtain a fuller understanding of listeners’ experiences. It 
was therefore decided that this investigation would establish the characteristics participants were 
required to depict prior to its initiation.
Since listeners in the pilot investigation had described differences in the location of ensembles19 when 
sat in sub-optimal listening location - and since listeners in this investigation would be asked to listen
19 Ensem ble location refers to the amount of shift a reproduced ensemble undergoes away from a designated  
reference position. For the purpose o f this investigation, the reference position is taken as a line down the centre of 
the vehicle from front to back.
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from three different positions in the stationary vehicle - this location characteristics was the first to be 
selected for further examination. The second attribute to be selected as a focus for this study was 
ensemble width20. When responses from listeners in the pilot investigation were numerically analysed, 
differences had been identified between their descriptions of the width of various ensembles. Once 
again, this second investigation provided an opportunity for the width (in addition to the location) of 
reproduced material to be manipulated using the two settings of the vehicle’s audio system. It was 
believed that the width of reproduced material could be increased when listeners listened to the stimuli 
over the processed system setting from sub-optimal listening locations. Consequently it was of interest 
to identify whether listeners’ graphical descriptions would reflect these changes.
Restricting listeners to describing the ensemble width and location (skew from centre) of the various 
stimuli was believed beneficial in focusing listeners’ attention and obtaining a clearer indication of how 
these specific characteristics were experienced and represented. However, it was acknowledged that 
this constraint could result in more pertinent auditory spatial experiences being overlooked by the 
investigation.
Investigation procedure
Listeners were asked to participate in nine runs which enabled the three programme items to be 
reproduced using both audio system settings (stereo and processed) and also allowed for the 
presentation of three repeat runs. Repeats were limited because of the unknown time element. 
Specifically, this was the first formal investigation of the graphical descriptive language and it was not 
known how much time individual listeners would require in order to describe their experiences and 
complete the investigation. However, the inclusion of selected repeats went some way towards 
remedying the inadequacy of this factor in the pilot study. Repeats were included to establish 
individual listener consistency. Although a listener could (quite validly) change their experiences over 
time - and consequently a lack of consistency did not necessarily suggest a failing of either the 
graphical language or a listener’s ability to describe their experiences - where listeners’ descriptions 
were consistent, it was possible to suggest an element of reliability in their language use.
Listeners participated individually in the descriptive task. During each ran, listeners were asked to 
complete three (A3) response sheets, one for each of the listening locations; front left (driver’s seat), 
rear centre, and rear left. As illustrated in figure 2.3.3, the two-dimensional response form depicted a 
scaled representation of the listening environment (the passenger compartment of the car) and included 
visual cues to improve the translation from egocentric experience to external response. Space was left 
on the sheet so that listeners could also depict experiences outside of the vehicle should this be 
required.
20 Ensemble width can be defined as a measure of the distance between the furthest extremities of an ensemble of 
instruments (from left-to-right) as graphically depicted by a listener.
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Figure 2.3.3 Graphical response sheet
Before each run, the listener was given three response sheets with each 
sheet crossed at one of the three listening locations to indicate the seat 
order for the run. Listening location order was randomised to avoid 
listeners always starting a run in the same seat. During each of the nine 
runs, the CD was placed on track-repeat and the computer controlled 
reproduction system was set to the required mode (either stereo or 
processed) by the researcher whilst out of sight of the listener. Listeners 
were informed that there were no correct answers - the objective was 
merely for them to describe their experiences - and to spend as long as 
necessary completing the response sheets. Listeners could take a break 
whenever tired, which was usually around run seven.
A day prior to their participation in the investigation, listeners had been presented with written 
instructions (see appendix 2.A) containing full details of their task. Within these instruction were 
verbal definitions of ensemble width and location; the spatial attributes listeners were requested to 
focus their attention on. Unlike with the pilot investigation, listeners were not provided with any form 
of exemplary graphical description prior to their participation, and were told to draw their experiences 
of the two attributes using any depiction style. Since all listeners were new to graphical representation, 
it was common (at the end of the first run) for listeners to seek the researcher’s confirmation that their 
chosen drawing style was adequate; listeners were always informed that their graphical descriptions 
were fine so long as they enabled the description of their experiences.
2.3.2 Analysis of graphical descriptions
Listeners’ graphical descriptions were analysed using two methods. Firstly, individual responses were 
examined to establish trends in how listeners were describing the width and location of ensembles 
reproduced over the different audio settings and to identify when listeners were being consistent in 
their graphical description. Individual responses were then measured to enable the confirmation of any 
statistically significant differences between descriptions. Although listeners were not required to 
describe differences between stimuli when not experienced, the physical differences in listening 
location and reproduction system could have had an influence on listeners’ experiences and it was 
therefore of interest to see whether this would be reflected in their depictions.
Analysis of individual responses
Graphical descriptions to accompany this analysis are presented in appendix 2.B21. When these 
individual descriptions were examined, one visible improvement over the pilot investigation was that 
all listeners had chosen to describe the same trio of instruments in their responses, suggesting that the 
programme material was of a sufficiently simple nature to enable its description. It was also recognised
21 For ease of reference, specific figures will be included in the main text. However, readers are directed to appendix 
2.B for a more extensive selection of listeners’ responses
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that, as with listeners in the pilot investigation, this more extensive group of listeners (who had 
received no instruction about how to draw their experiences) predominantly used rectangles or circular 
graphical descriptors, exemplified by figures 2.3.4 -  2.3.7.
Figures 2.3.4 -  2.3.7 Individual responses from listeners to programme material reproduced using the stereo setting 
Figure 2.3.4 Listener 1 Figure 2.3.5 Listener 2 Figure 2.3.6 Listener 5 Figure 2.3.7 Listener 6
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Other than establishing basic stylistic details about the graphical descriptors favoured by listeners, the 
examination of individual responses highlighted how listeners’ depictions were modified according to 
their listening location. This occurrence (illustrated throughout appendix 2.B) was exemplified in 
figures 2.3.8 - 2.3.10, which depicted one listener’s responses to programme material reproduced using 
the ‘processed’ system setting. It was clear from these figures that the listener described the ensemble 
towards the front left of the vehicle when sat in the driver’s seat (figure 2.3.8), and towards the centre 
and rear of the vehicle when listening from the rear-centre and rear-left seats (figure 2.3.9 and 2.3.10). 
It could therefore be suggested that descriptions were being influenced by listening location for this 
(and many other) listeners. Another determination from the examination of listeners’ individual 
representations was that consistency was demonstrated in their graphical descriptions of the same 
stimulus. Although a lack of consistency did not necessarily reflect a failing of the listener or the 
descriptive process, if consistency was visible in a listener’s responses, the suggestion was that 
experiences were being reliably represented using the individual graphical languages. Consistency was 
illustrated by many of the depictions in appendix 2.B, and exemplified by listener 3’s descriptions from 
the rear-left listening location in figures 2.3.11 and 2.3.12.
Figure 2.3.8 Driver 
seat description
Figure 2.3.9 Centre Figure 2.3.10 Rear 
seat description left seat description
Figure 2.3.11 L3 
Extract 1 :1st time
Figure 2.3.12 L3 
Extract 1: 2nd time
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Although individual listeners appeared consistent when representing their own experiences, differences 
were visible between listeners’ graphical responses. One distinction was that certain listeners tended to 
position the cello (C) at the rear of the vehicle, as exemplified by figures 2.3.5,2.3.9,2.3.11 and 2.3.12 
above. The cello was primarily described in this manner when the processed audio system was used; a 
possible reflection of more information being reproduced over the rear loudspeakers in this setting. 
Nevertheless, descriptions could not always be classified according to the audio setting used. For 
example, regardless of the system setting in use, listener 2 (exemplified in figure 2.3.5 and appendix
2.B figures 2.B.7-2.B.12) chose to dissect most ensembles and represent copies of the same instrument 
at various positions around the vehicle, typically where loudspeakers were located. Another notable 
contrast was in the size of listeners’ descriptions. Experiences were represented using concise 
descriptors (for example figures 2.3.4 and 2.3.12) by some listeners whilst others covered larger areas 
of the vehicle with their depictions (for instance figure 2.3.9).
Thus it appeared that the reproduction system, listening location and even the listener themselves could 
have had an influence on the descriptions that were being elicited. It was therefore of interest to see 
what would be confirmed by a statistical analysis.
Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis was completed to identify whether listeners were describing differences in their 
experiences of ensemble width and location. In order to conduct this analysis, the selected attributes of 
listeners’ responses were first converted into numerical data. For ensemble width, this meant finding 
the left-most point on each listener’s depiction and measuring from this position to the right boundary 
of the ensemble to arrive at a width in millimetres. Measuring ensemble location was more complex 
and involved the creation of a transparent grid divided into millimetres. The vehicle’s outline, taken 
from a blank response sheet, was represented on the grid along with a line bisecting the car down the 
centre from front to rear. By placing the transparent grid over a listener’s response, the centre of the 
depiction relative to the central reference line on the transparency could be measured. A measurement 
of Omni indicated a response centred on the middle of the car, with negative values highlighting a left 
bias to the ensemble, and positive values denoting a right-of-centre skew. The larger the value in either 
direction, the greater the offset from centre. Due to the programme material being recorded with 
instruments positioned further to the left than right, there was automatically a lack of symmetry in the 
ensembles which resulted in a left bias being noted by the statistical analysis.
The next problem for the statistical analysis was identifying which factors to include in the evaluation 
of listeners’ spatial descriptions. Since both the listening location and reproduction system setting were 
believed to be of influence when listeners depicted their experiences, both was included as factors in 
each analysis22. Programme material was not included as a factor, for although the positions of 
individual instruments within each ensemble had been varied to prevent listeners relying on their 
existing knowledge of how instruments should be located, the width and location of the actual
22 Descriptions of ensemble location and ensemble width were evaluated separately.
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ensembles were not manipulated, and therefore differences were not anticipated in how listeners would 
describe the spatial characteristics of the various ensembles. The final factor to be included in both 
analyses was the listener, as the examination of listeners’ depictions had ascertained that differences 
were occurring in how individuals described their experiences.
Accordingly, numerical measures of listeners’ graphical descriptions were analysed to establish if any 
differences in ensemble width and location could be attributed to the various factors (listening location, 
reproduction system setting and listener). Although some of the numerical data violated the assumption 
of normal distribution, the evaluation employed a parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA) because;
(i) ANOVA was known to be robust to minor violations of assumptions (Howell, 2002, p340), (ii) the 
number of responses within each level (for example each seat) of each factor (e.g. listening location) 
were equal and (iii) there were at least 20 degrees of freedom for error in the univariate ANOVA23.
Statistical figures and tables referred to in the following section can be found in appendix 2.C. When 
ensemble width measurements were analysed using an ANOVA (table 2.C.1 in appendix 2.C), 
significant differences were identified between listeners’ individual depictions (F(l 1,144) = 33.571, 
p<0.001), between descriptions when listeners sat in different listening locations (F(2,144) = 6.836, 
p<0.01) and for an interaction between the audio system and listening location (F(2,144) = 10.954,
p<0.001).
For ensemble location, a greater number of factors and factor interactions were statistically significant. 
Amongst these influential factors were all individual elements (listener, listening location and 
reproduction system setting), the interaction of listening location and system setting (F(2,144) = 
24.279, p<0.001) and that of the listener and listening location (F(22, 144) = 2.470, p<0.01). This final 
interaction suggested that not only did listeners collectively describe the location of the programme 
material differently when sat in different listening locations, but that individual listeners chose to 
describe the ensembles differently from the various seats within the vehicle. Table 2.C.2 in appendix
2.C contains further details of the ANOVA when ensemble location was considered.
The individual factors of listening location, listener and system setting were identified as having a 
similar influence on ensemble location when considered with respect to the total amount of variance in 
the analysis model (table 2.C.2, values for Partial Eta2)24. However, differences between listeners had a 
greater influence on the description of ensemble width than where listeners were sat, or the 
reproduction setting used (table 2.C.I). The comparative strength of the listeners’ influence, over that 
of listening location or system setting, further supported the earlier suspicion that listeners were 
describing their experiences differently from one another.
23 According to Tabachnick and Fidell (1996, p71), if there are at least 20 degrees of freedom for error in a univariate 
ANOVA the F  test is said to be reliable to violations of normality of variables.
24 Eta2 (if) represents the squared correlation between the independent variables and any (dependent) variable 
influenced by the controlled manipulation of these variables (Howell, 2002). The closer rf is to T ,  the greater the 
correlation between dependent and independent variables.
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An additional indication of differences between listeners’ descriptions, and a visual example of how 
ensemble location differed for each of the reproduction settings, was provided when responses from all 
listeners (in all listening locations) were overlaid in exemplary plots. In figure 2.3.13, all listeners’ 
descriptions of the percussion (from programme item 3) were plotted together when this source was 
reproduced over the stereo system (figure 2.3.13:1) or the processed system setting (2.3.13:2). When 
the processed setting was employed, the majority of listeners (illustrated by the slightly darker shading 
on each figure)25 described the percussion at the centre of the vehicle. This implied that the processing 
may have succeeded in shifting the instrument away from the loudspeakers for some listeners; a 
proposal substantiated by the clustering of responses at the front left and front right of the vehicle in 
figure 2.3.13:1 when the stereo system was used. When depictions of the cello from the same stimulus 
were plotted together in figure 2.3.14, a greater spread of responses was visible across the vehicle and 
less clustering existed at specific locations - particularly when the cello was reproduced using the 
processed setting (figure 2.3.14:2). When individual depictions were analysed, some listeners appeared 
to have described differences in the size of this instrument and the percussion within the ensemble. 
However, listeners had informally mentioned that they had found it more difficult to localise the cello 
than the percussion. Consequently, the individuality in responses may have reflected difficulties when 
listeners described this lower frequency more sustained instrument, a difference between the 
instruments with respect to their perceived size, or a combination of both factors.
Figure 2.3.13 Descriptions of percussion from all listening Figure 2.3.14 Descriptions of the cello from all listening
locations over (1) stereo and (2) processed settings locations over (1) stereo and (2) processed settings
Further to the individual influences of the listener, it was originally ascertained in the ANOVA that 
listening location affected descriptions of ensemble width, (F(2,144) = 6.836, p<0.01). Yet a more 
detailed comparison of pairs of listening locations could not establish any significant differences in 
width when this listening location factor was altered.26 A brief revision of listeners’ individual
25 Although every effort was made when constructing these plots to represent listeners’ original descriptions, it should 
be noted that the cluster density of each plot was determined from listeners’ combined plots by the researcher.
26 Post hoc comparisons using the Games-Howell procedure (variance for ensemble width was not equal across all 
groups) did not identify any significant difference in the width of ensembles depicted from different listening locations
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descriptions confirmed that for many listeners, listening location made little difference to the width of 
their descriptions.
Although the analysis of individual factors provided an immediate indication of how listeners were 
describing their experiences, this analysis did not take into account how these factors interacted to 
influence listeners’ descriptions. Since the interaction of listening location and reproduction system had 
already been identified as significant in the description of both ensemble width and location, it was 
useful to look into this in more detail.
Figure 2.3.1527 Means and 95% confidence intervals for ensemble width 
depicted from different listening locations over different reproduction system settings
A graph of means and 95% 
confidence intervals for 
ensemble width as described 
from different listening locations 
and using the two system 
settings (see figure 2.3.15) 
determined that the interaction 
between rear-central seat and the 
stereo setting resulted in 
listeners widest descriptions. 
Nevertheless, when listeners 
moved off-centre to the driver’s 
Listening Location seat, their descriptions were
significantly narrower using the same reproduction system, whilst ensembles reproduced using the 
system’s processed setting were described with similar width regardless of listening location. This 
implied that listeners’ descriptions were affected to a greater degree when the stereo reproduction 
setting was used as the processed system was able to promote similar experiences in listeners 
regardless of their location in the vehicle. Thus, the processed system appeared to have achieved its 
objectives for these listeners, with the provision of a comparably wide image from each seat.
An ensemble's location with relation to the centre of the vehicle was also influenced by the interaction 
of listening location and system setting. As with ensemble width, the means and 95% confidence 
intervals for this interaction were plotted (see figure 2.3.16).
27 In figures 2.3.15 and 2.3.16, ensemble width (figure 2.3.15) and ensemble location (figure 2.3.16) are displayed as 
percentage values. In figure 2.3.15 100% refers to the width of the entire vehicle, whereas in figure 2.3.16 100% 
denotes an ensemble which was depicted on the right boundary of the vehicle. In the same figure, 0% indicates that 
an ensemble was depicted at the centre of the vehicle and ‘-100%’ defines an ensemble depicted with a fully left 
location.
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Figure 2.3.16 Means and 95% confidence intervals for ensemble location 
depicted from different listening locations over different reproduction system settings
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An examination of figure 2.3.16 
identified that listeners 
described a significantly greater 
skew to the left from the rear- 
left or the driver’s seat and 
auditioning material using the 
system in its stereo setting, than 
when the processed system was 
used in combination with these 
sub-optimal listening locations.
This effect was also demonstrated in listeners’ individual depictions, for example, figures 2.3.17-2.3.22 
below. In these figures, listeners’ responses from the off-centre driver’s seat illustrate how the auditory 
scene skewed further to the left when the stereo system setting was used than when the processed 
setting was employed. However, even though processing succeeded in reducing the amount of skew 
described by listeners, the difference in descriptions from the central listening location and the off- 
centre driving location was still significant.
Figures 2.3.17 - 2.3.22 Descriptive differences when system setting changed from stereo (s) to processed (p) mode 
Figure 2.3.17 L3s Figure 2.3.18 L3p Figure 2.3.19 L2s Figure 2.3.20 L2p Figure 2.3.21 L5s Figure 2.3.22 L5p
Since material reproduced using the processed setting was described as further away from the 
loudspeakers and of a constant width when participants were sat in all listening locations, the 
implication was that multichannel processing had reduced the influence of the precedence effect for 
listeners involved in this study and succeeded in enhancing the spatial characteristics being 
experienced.
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2.3.3 Summary of findings
The principal objective of this investigation was to address the limitations identified by the pilot study. 
Developments were required with relation to the number of listeners involved, the number of repeated 
presentations of the same stimulus and the choice of programme material. Accordingly, this first formal 
investigation used an increased number of listeners, from three to 12, and obtained representations of 
selected spatial attributes28 from these listeners. To address the ambiguities which appeared to have 
been caused by the programme material in the pilot investigation, novel (simpler) stimuli were created. 
The use of trio ensembles resulted in listeners describing the same number of instalments within each 
depiction (it was further noted that this more extensive group of listeners used predominantly similar 
styles of representation to those employed by the original listeners), making the analysis of listeners’ 
responses easier for the researcher. The final development prompted by the pilot investigation was the 
inclusion of a greater number of repeat ains. The analysis of listeners’ repeated descriptions established 
that, where experiences were stable, these could be consistently described using individual graphical 
languages (I-GAL’s).
The emphasis of the remaining analysis was on confirming whether listeners’ graphical descriptions 
reflected the differences in their listening location and the audio reproduction system. Descriptions 
were evaluated in their original graphical form and measured to obtain data which could be statistically 
analysed. Amongst other findings, it was determined that the interaction of listening location and audio 
system setting resulted in listeners depicting spatial characteristics differently. Specifically, when sat in 
sub-optimal listening locations, listeners’ descriptions were less skewed when material was reproduced 
over the audio system in its multichannel processed setting than in stereo. Moreover, although listeners 
described ensembles as widest from the central listening location when the stereo setting was used, a 
move to the sub-optimal listening locations resulted in a narrowing of their depictions which was not 
observed when material was reproduced using surround processing. The visible and significant 
difference in listeners’ descriptions of ensemble width and location led to the conclusion that the 
manipulation of the audio system and the listening location had influenced listeners’ auditory spatial 
experiences. Consequently, it appeared that the processed setting resulted in more stable descriptions 
from off-centre listening locations than the stereo setting.
Although participants were collectively describing differences when listening from different locations 
to material reproduced using the two system settings, the analysis of individual listener descriptions 
highlighted significant differences between listeners. It was noted that listeners, although using a 
predominantly similar depiction style, did use differently sized descriptors. A further examination of 
listeners’ responses identified that some of the differences may have been due to the cello instrument 
within the trio ensembles. The increased spread when selected listeners’ described this instrument 
originally suggested that the cello was being depicted larger to reflect their experiences. However,
28 The decision to describe the specific spatial attributes of ensemble width and ensemble location was taken as a 
means of focusing listeners’ attention. It is once again acknowledged that this decision may have prevented listeners’ 
from describing more pertinent aspects of their experiences.
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when the spread of the cello descriptions was coupled with some listeners’ informal comments, it 
suggested an alternative reason for the differences in listeners’ descriptions; that the low frequency 
sustained nature of the source was problematic for listeners when attempting to describe their 
experiences. Whatever the reason, this ambiguity made it difficult for the researcher to have confidence 
in the comprehension of listeners’ auditory spatial experiences through their graphical descriptions and 
confirmed the need for further inquiry.
In addition to addressing the potential for attributes of the programme material to cause ambiguities in 
the researcher’s understanding of listeners’ experiences, in the continued development of the 
descriptive graphical language, it was advisable to consider the limitations of the current listening 
population. Although more listeners were used in this investigation than the pilot study, it was still 
possible to censure this study for its use of a relatively small group of mainly experienced participants. 
Even though these more experienced listeners had demonstrated consistency when describing their 
experiences, it could not be known whether these descriptions would be representative of those 
obtainable from a more diverse, less expert, population and consequently, the external validity of the 
language was limited. It was also noted that ten of the 12 participants had played an active part in 
developing the automotive audio system used throughout the investigation, and although listeners were 
not familiar with the puipose or conditions of the study, their knowledge of the reproduction system 
could have informed their description. It was therefore concluded that any further investigation would 
attempt to establish how less experienced listeners (both in terms of their knowledge of critical 
listening and their awareness of the reproduction system) would describe their experiences using their 
own individual graphical descriptors.
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2.4  T h e  fu rth e r d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  a  d e s c r ip t iv e  g ra p h ic a l la n g u a g e  (G A L )
The third investigation in the continued development of a graphical language (GAL) sought to address 
the limitations and ambiguous elements from earlier studies. The listening population was increased to 
include 31 participants and the programme material was further simplified to identify how listeners 
were representing the lower frequency cello instrument compared with more transient sources. 
Although changes were made, several similarities remained between this and the earlier formal 
investigation. One similarity was in the use of a stationary vehicle equipped with the same audio 
system. However, differences between the reproduction settings were less obvious in this investigation. 
As a result, it was appropriate to ascertain whether listeners would still reflect these physical 
differences in their graphical descriptions. As with previous investigations, an examination of listeners’ 
individual depictions was conducted alongside a basic statistical analysis. Further details of the 
investigation setting, procedure and the analysis of listeners’ graphical descriptions are outlined in the 
following sections.
2.4.1 Details of the investigation setting 
Audio reproduction system
Although this investigation took place within a different vehicle, the same multichannel surround 
processing audio system existed. Rather than use this system in its stereo and processed settings (the 
previous investigation had already indicated that listeners were reflecting differences between these 
settings in their graphical descriptions), it was of interest to verify whether listeners would describe 
differences in their experiences when differences between the system’s settings were less obvious. 
Consequently, it was decided that the system would only be used in its processed setting, which up- 
mixed the two-channel information from a conventional CD into the different loudspeakers within the 
vehicle to obtain enhanced spatial information.29 This processed setting was further manipulated to 
obtain three distinct listening conditions: The first condition employed the centre loudspeaker with a 
full frequency range (the optimal setting for the audio system); the second restricted the signal that was 
reproduced by this loudspeaker so that only information above 1kHz was replayed; and the third 
removed this central loudspeaker from the system and relied on the generation of a phantom centre 
image from the front left and right loudspeakers.
Programme material and the creation of stimuli CDs
When trio ensembles had been reproduced in the previous investigation, the transient percussive 
instrument appeared to have been depicted within a smaller area of the vehicle than the lower- 
frequency continuous cello source by some listeners. It was therefore necessary to establish whether 
difficulties when localising the cello had caused the instrument to be described with greater variability, 
or whether listeners were simply describing the cello as less focused. The specific aim in determining 
the reason for the differences in description was to identify whether the choice of programme material 
could have caused listeners to represent their experiences differently from one another; a significant
29 The audio system’s processed setting was described earlier in section 2.3.1 and by figures 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
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source of variability in the previous investigation. Clarification was required because any ambiguity 
could prevent the researcher from understanding listeners’ experiences via their graphical depictions.
Four solo instruments (including voices) were used to create the two-channel stereo programme 
material employed throughout the investigation. As with the earlier automotive investigation, each 
anechoic mono instrumental recording was chosen from the Archimedes CD30. The extracts selected 
from this CD once again included the sustained cello melody (with its frequency spectrum 
predominately in the low frequency region) and the transient higher frequency percussion. But, rather 
than combine instruments into more complex stereo scenes, each instrument was amplitude panned to 
occupy a central location in its own two-channel stereo recording. The decision to place instruments at 
the centre of each stereo scene was taken with reference to the different audio system settings and how 
these could affect listeners’ descriptions. Specifically, the precedence effect appeared a likely reason 
for listeners shifting their descriptions towards the door speakers in the previous investigation when the 
centre loudspeaker was absent and listeners positioned in off-centre listening locations. Consequently, 
it was of interest to determine the cause of this effect when the centre channel was manipulated and the 
programme material had been edited so that individual instruments were at the centre of each stereo 
scene.
Individual programme items were edited to between 30 and 40 seconds in duration (depending on the 
melodic line) and, as in the previous investigation, an equal amount of artificial reverberation was 
added to all extracts so that they more closely resembled typical two-channel stereo material. A table of 
programme material is provided in table 2.4.1 below.
Table 2.4.1 Programme material for descriptive graphical language Investigation III
Programme Characteristics
Female speech Mid frequency female speech extract in Danish
Cello Low frequency continuous cello passage
Percussion Transient percussive extract consisting two drums
Male speech Low frequency male speech extract in Danish
Six CDs of programme material were recorded, each with its own running order to minimise the 
possibility that listeners’ responses would be influenced by the presentation sequence of the material. 
Specific tracks appeared twice on the different CDs so that the repeated presentation of these items 
could provide an indication of the listeners’ consistency in using their descriptive graphical languages.
Participants
To increase the external validity of any conclusions which could be drawn from the study, 31 listeners 
were asked to participate. Within this extended population, 12 listeners had been involved in the earlier 
descriptive study and therefore had (marginally) more experience of graphically describing their 
experiences than the 19 new listeners. Because a listener’s previous knowledge of listening and
30 See Hansen and Munch (1991) for details about the recording.
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familiarity with the automotive audio system could have affected their graphical descriptions, all 
participants were asked to respond to a set of questions31 which identified their relevant histories. 
Answers to the questions revealed that, of the 12 listeners who had participated in the earlier 
investigation, nine had experience as musicians or listeners32 and only one had a job which did not 
involve a practical understanding of the audio system or its component parts. Conversely, only six of 
the new participants played an instrument or had previous listening experience. Moreover, with the 
exception of two listeners, new participants worked as designers or administrators and had little hands- 
on involvement with the design or manufacture of the audio system. When compared with the listening 
population from earlier investigations, this expanded group of participants could be considered a more 
varied and less experienced population. Therefore, responses from these listeners would provide an 
indication of whether a descriptive graphical language could be employed by a more diverse listening 
population.
Investigation procedure
Prior to their participation in the investigation, and regardless of their familiarity with graphical 
description, all listeners were given the same instruction sheet (see appendix 2.D). The information 
sheet reminded listeners that no correct responses existed since it was a description of their experiences 
that was important. Listeners were also informed of the investigation process and the spatial attributes 
to focus their attention on; namely the width and location of the individual instrument stimuli. Since 
listeners had previously described differences in the spatial attributes of ensemble width and location33, 
it was believed that by asking listeners to describe instrument width and location, they would have 
appropriate spatial attributes to concentrate on. Further reasons for the selection of these spatial 
attributes existed: Firstly, by obtaining descriptions of both characteristics from listeners it would help 
clarify the ambiguity from the earlier investigation; namely whether difficulties localising the cello in 
the trio ensemble had contributed to the variability between listeners’ responses, or whether the cello 
was perceived - and subsequently described - as wider than the more transient instruments. The second 
reason for selecting these spatial attributes was to ascertain whether the comparatively small 
differences in audio system setting (the use of an optimal centre channel, a reduced bandwidth centre, 
or the generation of a phantom centre) would have an influence on specific features of listeners’ 
auditory spatial experiences.
In addition to varying the signal being fed to the centre loudspeaker, listeners were asked to move 
between two listening locations, namely the driver’s seat (front left) and the front passenger’s seat. 
Since both locations were off-centre, varying this factor was not expected to be influential with respect
31 Amongst other questions, listeners were asked if they play(ed) musical instruments, the requirements of their jobs 
and any previous involvement in listening tests (including any training they may have received).
32 Although it is acknowledged that the experience acquired via critical listening is distinct from that obtained through 
the practice of playing a musical instrument, an ability to listen is fundamental for the successful completion of either 
task and both have been found (Bech 1989) to be influential in the subjective evaluation of reproduced audio.
33 The single distinction between ensemble width / location and instrument width / location is the type of stimuli being 
described; an ensemble of instruments or a single source.
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to the width of listeners’ descriptions. However, the interaction of listening location and reproduction 
system setting had been influential when listeners had previously described ensemble location. The 
reduction in physical differences between the various system settings therefore provided a further 
opportunity to establish whether this (listening location and reproduction system) interaction would be 
statistically significant.
Figure 2.4.1 Graphical response sheet
Each listener participated individually in the study. At the start of 
each run, listeners were presented with their blank (A3) response 
sheets which consisted of a scaled representation of the vehicle (figure 
2.4.1). Other than to illustrate a different make of vehicle, the 
graphical response form was the same as previously employed. 
Moreover, listeners were once again asked to provide descriptions of 
their auditory spatial experiences on this two-dimensional sheet using 
their own descriptive graphical languages. Listeners were not 
prescribed a graphical depiction style, rather they were told to use any 
graphical descriptors they wished so long as this enabled them to 
describe their experiences. During each run, a single item of 
programme material from one of the six CDs was repeatedly 
reproduced using the same audio system setting. To complete a single run, each listener was required to 
listen to this one extract and provide depictions on two response sheets; one description per listening 
location. After completing descriptions from both driver’s and passenger’s seats, listeners were asked 
to leave the vehicle to give the researcher time to change the CD track and reset the audio system 
(controlled using a laptop computer) ready for the next run. Listeners were informed they could take a 
break whenever tired, however most listeners completed the investigation within one hour and so 
declined this offer.
2.4.2 Analysing listeners’ responses
A combined statistical analysis and examination of individual listeners’ graphical descriptions provided 
the means of evaluating listeners’ responses. The principal objectives of this combined analysis were to 
identify whether:
(i) listeners were describing their auditory experience of the cello extract wider then the more 
transient programme items;
(ii) there was any indication of listeners being unable to localise the more sustained cello source;
(iii) the choice of programme material had any other influence on listeners’ responses;
(iv) listeners reflected any of the (comparatively small) differences between audio system settings 
in their graphical descriptions;
(v) individual listeners demonstrated consistency in their descriptions;
(vi) any ambiguities existed in listeners’ responses which would prevent the researcher from 
understanding the listeners’ experiences through their individual graphical descriptions;
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Analysis of individual responses
The examination of individual listeners’ descriptions concentrated specifically 011 three of the 
requirements of the analysis, namely (i) whether sources of ambiguity existed which could prevent the 
researcher from understanding listeners’ experiences, (ii) whether there was any indication of listeners 
being unable to localise the more sustained cello source and (iii) if listeners were consistent in their 
graphical descriptions34.
An initial examination of listeners’ individual descriptions established that, as with the previous 
investigation, differences existed between listeners’ responses. For example, when listeners described 
their experiences of the same instrument (for instance the percussion using the unrestricted optimal 
centre channel in figures 2.4.2 and 2.4.3) visible differences existed in the size of the graphical 
descriptors being used. This finding led to the initial suggestion that listeners were employing different 
scales when representing their experiences on the graphical response form, or that their experiences 
were indeed different. A separate inquiry established that a few listeners were once again representing 
copies of the same instrument at various positions around the vehicle, and (as exemplified in figure 
2.4.4) descriptors were typically positioned where the loudspeakers were located. It was acknowledged
by the researcher that more clarification would be required to identify reasons for the variable size of
descriptors and the division in the description of individual instruments.
Figure 2.4.2 L5 Figure 2.4.3 L3 Figure 2.4.4 L2
Percussion (Optimal) Percussion (Optimal) Cello (Reduced)
As illustrated by figures 2.4.5 and 2.4.6, descriptors also varied within a listeners’ descriptions whilst 
their individual graphical languages were being developed, tending to simplify over time. The 
development of descriptors over the duration of the investigation did not necessarily prove problematic 
in the understanding of listeners’ auditory spatial experiences because listeners tended to maintain 
some consistency when portraying the location and width of an instrument. An exception to this 
statement was provided by a single listener who was unable to settle on a single graphical 
representation style (see appendix 2.E figures 2.E.38- 2.E.53). This particular listener also appeared to 
describe little difference in the width of any stimulus regardless of the listening condition. Moreover,
34 To accompany this analysis, exemplary graphical descriptions from individual listeners are included in appendix 
2.E. However selected descriptions are once again provided within the text for immediate reference.
Figure 2.4.6 L9 Late 
Cello (Optimal)
Figure 2.4.5 L9 Early 
Percussion (Optimal)
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additional descriptors in both this35 and a further listener’s36 descriptions suggested that something 
other than their experience of instrument width or location may have been prompting their responses 
(see figures 2.4.7 and 2.4.8). Further ambiguities were present in the responses of other listeners. 
Whereas the majority of participants described the various solo instrument stimuli at the front and 
occupying the same side of the vehicle as where they were sat, the examination of individual 
descriptions identified that a small group of listeners were drawing instruments behind them or on 
opposite sides of the vehicle. Examples of this occurrence are provided in figures 2.4.9 - 2.4.11 below 
and in appendix 2.E, figures 2.E.36 - 2.E.47.
Figure 2.4.7 L1 
Cello (Phantom)
Figure 2.4.8 L17 Figure 2.4.9 L11 
Percussion (Optimal) Cello (Optimal P)
Figure 2.4.10 L11 Figure 2.4.11 L8
Percussion (Phantom P) Cello (Optimal)
Where listeners’ graphical representations deviated from those of the listening majority, it was still 
possible that these listeners were describing their experiences. However, it was also possible that some 
other factor could have led to their ambiguous responses. Whatever the reason for the differences in 
description, ambiguities in listeners’ graphical representations were cause for concern, as the 
researcher’s understanding of the listeners’ experiences could be jeopardised when graphical 
representations were anomalous.
Figure 2.4.12 L13 Figure 2.4.13 L13 
Cello (Optimal) Cello (Optimal Repeat)
Although differences existed between listeners, an examination 
of individual responses suggested that, other than in extreme 
cases, listeners were able to demonstrate an element of 
consistency in their representations (see for example figures 
2.4.12 and 2.4.13). Furthermore, as exemplified throughout 
appendix 2.E, inconsistencies that did exist were not specific to 
the cello; listeners did not tend to systematically describe the 
cello source any differently to the remaining instruments.
35 As illustrated in figure 2.4.7 and appendix 2.E (figures 2.E.48 - 2.E.53) listener 1 included large and small circles, 
arrows and letters in his descriptions.
36 Listener 17 used text on his response sheet. This text not only indicated the width of the sound, but a ‘sound input' 
and the ‘direction of sound’ (see figure 2.4.8).
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Essentially, consistent listeners maintained their descriptive consistency throughout the investigation 
and, where ambiguous responses were elicited, these were elicited regardless of instrument.
Statistical analysis
To provide the means of conducting the statistical analysis, depictions from each listener were 
measured, with all measurements made in millimetres. Instrument width was measured as the distance 
between the furthest left of a listener’s depiction and its right most boundary. An instrument’s location 
was measured with respect to its displacement from a designated reference position; a line down the 
centre of the vehicle running from front to back. To obtain this measure, a grid (in millimetres) was 
placed over each listener’s description of an instrument, with the central reference position on the grid 
(Omni) aligned with the centre of the response sheet. A measure was then taken of how far the centre of 
each instrument description was displaced away from this central reference. Accordingly, instrument 
location was either a negative or positive value, depending on whether the listener had skewed their 
description to the left or right of centre.
The first requirement of the statistical analysis was to identify whether listeners were describing their 
experiences of the sustained cello stimulus wider than the more transient instruments. A second query 
requiring clarification was whether the programme material had any other significant influence on 
listeners’ responses (whether, for example, programme material affected listeners’ descriptions of 
instrument location) and a final concern was whether listeners were able to reflect the comparatively 
small differences in the audio system’s settings in their graphical depictions. A parametric Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) was therefore conducted37 for all factors (programme material, listener and 
reproduction system38) using the width measurements taken from listeners’ graphical descriptions. 
Results of this analysis indicated that, of these three factors, the listener caused the greatest variability 
in the description of instrument width, but all three factors were highly significant39. That the listener 
was largely responsible for the variability in the analysis was not surprising considering the differences 
and ambiguities that had already been identified when listeners’ graphical descriptions were examined. 
The significance of the listener in the statistical analysis did, however, confirm the need for a formal 
inquiry into the differences between listeners’ descriptions.
When a graph of means and 95% confidence intervals for the programme material factor (F(3,372) = 
48.153, pO.OOl) was plotted (see appendix 2.F, figure 2.F.1), it was clear that the cello was being 
described as significantly wider than the percussion and vocal material. However, this was something 
of a simplification. Results of the earlier investigation had ascertained that listeners’ ensemble width
37 Although some of the numerical data violated the assumption of normal distribution, the evaluation employed a 
parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA) because of the robustness of the method to minor assumption violations 
(Howell, 2002, p340). Moreover, the number of values within each level of each factor was equal and there were at 
least 20 degrees of freedom for error.
38 A second precautionary analysis was undertaken which confirmed the suspicion that the description of instrument 
width would not be influenced by listening location.
39 The ANOVA table is presented in appendix 2.F (table 2.F.1).
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descriptions were being influenced by the audio system. Even though differences between the system’s 
settings were less obvious in this current investigation, the system was still a potential influence on 
listeners’ descriptions of instrument width. The analysis of variance confirmed that not only was this 
system factor significant (F(2, 372) — 59.019, p<0.001)4°, but that the interaction of programme 
material and system setting was also found to be significant (F(6, 372) = 5.617, p<0.001). Accordingly, 
a graph of means and 95% confidence intervals for the system by programme interaction was plotted 
and is included in figure 2.4.14.
Figure 2.4.14 Means and 95% confidence intervals for instrument width depicted 
for different programme items over different reproduction system settings
From this graph it was determined 
that only when the reduced bandwidth 
centre channel was employed, or a 
phantom centre generated, was the 
width of the cello instrument 
described as significantly wider than 
the remaining instruments. An 
inspection of the graph also 
highlighted that the width of the cello 
was not being influenced by the 
system setting, but that the more 
P ro g ra m m e  M aterial transient instruments were being
affected; instrument width described as significantly narrower when the phantom centre, rather than the 
optimal setting was used. Even though the female voice and the percussion were described as 
significantly narrower than the cello in the reduced bandwidth setting, no difference in width was 
effected by the system when in either its optimal or reduced bandwidth setting.
The findings of the statistical analysis could also be illustrated in figures 2.4.15 - 2.4.18. Within these 
figures, responses for a selection of (the more typical) listeners were overlaid and plotted together, 
giving an indication of the density of responses at a particular location. These exemplary plots 
highlighted how cello and percussion descriptions from these listeners covered a similar area at the 
front of the vehicle when the optimal (full bandwidth centre) system setting was used. However, when 
the system was used with a phantom centre, the cello was described as covering a larger area than the 
percussion.
40 Instrument width was narrower when the audio system generated a phantom centre than when either a reduced 
bandwidth or optimum centre channel setting was employed.
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Results of the statistical analysis suggested that, with the exception of the cello, the width of listeners’ 
descriptions could be affected by the system setting, with the phantom centre resulting in a nanowing 
of individual instruments’ descriptions. Since all instruments had been described with a similar width 
when the optimal system setting was employed, it was not possible to attribute all ambiguities from the 
earlier investigation (where descriptions for the cello had appeared to cover a larger percentage of the 
vehicle than the remaining instruments within the ensemble) to listeners describing the cello as 
significantly wider than the more transient sources. Therefore, the possibility still existed for variability 
in listeners’ responses (F(30, 372) = 63.269, p<0.001) to be caused by something other than the cello 
occupying a larger space within the vehicle. The earlier examination of listeners’ responses had 
indicated that, in the main, listeners were not describing the cello with any more variability than the 
remaining stimuli. Since the cello was not always depicted as wider than the remaining stimuli, and 
listeners’ descriptions did not suggest any particular problems when localising this source, it was not 
possible to attribute differences in the previous investigation to the description of individual 
instruments within the programme material. Since the ambiguities in listeners’ responses could not be 
directly attributed to programme material, it was acknowledged that further specific analysis would be 
needed to identify why these anomalies were occurring, as any ambiguity in representation could 
prevent the researcher from understanding a listener’s experiences.
A second statistical analysis looked at listeners’ descriptions of instrument location. The first factor to 
be included in the analysis was the listening position. By itself, this statistic was of little interest since 
both driver’s and passenger’s seats were sub-optimal and equal in terms of their proximity to the 
nearest loudspeaker and distance from the centre. However, the interaction of the sub-optimal listening 
locations with the reproduction system setting was of greater interest to determine whether listeners 
were able to describe the comparably small differences between system settings when sat in off-centre 
locations. Finally, programme material was included as a factor in the analysis. Although all material 
had been amplitude panned to the same central location within each recording, it was of interest to 
establish whether the sub-optimal listening locations would affect positional differences in how 
listeners described the various programme items. Furthermore, the inclusion of programme material 
enabled the influence of the listening locations on the skew of the different programme items to be 
evaluated with respect to the reproduction system.
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The results of the ANOVA for instrument location are presented in appendix 2.F, table 2.F.2. Most 
variability within the ANOVA model could be attributed to listening location, and the factor was a 
highly significant cause of descriptive differences in instrument location (F(l,720)=1689.817, 
p<0.001).41 As previously mentioned, the analysis of instrument location with reference to a listener’s 
listening position was not particularly informative until this seating position was combined with the 
other factors within the analysis. The interaction of listening location with both programme material 
(F(3, 720) -  20.595, p<0.001) and reproduction system (F(2,720) = 71.929, p<0.001) was significant. 
However, the three way interaction of programme material, listening location and reproduction system 
setting did not significantly influence listeners’ descriptions. Graphs of means and 95% confidence 
intervals were plotted for both significant interactions.
Figure 2.F.2 in appendix 2.F illustrates how instrument location was depicted from different listening 
locations for different programme material. An examination of figure 2.F.2 (instrument location means 
and 95% confidence intervals for different listening locations and programme items) determined that 
the cello was being described significantly closer to the centre of the vehicle than the remaining 
instruments from the driver’s seat and closer to the centre (from all except the male voice) from the 
passenger’s seat. When combined with the earlier analysis of instrument width, it could be suggested 
that the increased width of the cello (when evaluated overall and not according to the individual 
reproduction system settings) was influencing the measurement of this instrument’s location.
Figure 2.4.19 Means and 95% confidence intervals for Instrument location depicted 
from different listening locations, for different reproduction system settings
The interaction of system setting and 
listening location (figure 2.4.19) 
confirmed that listeners were able to 
describe significant differences in the 
location of the programme material 
when this was reproduced using the 
different system settings. A review of 
figure 2.4.19 illustrated how listeners 
described significant differences 
between all reproduction system 
settings. Programme material was 
Means and 95% Cl Location (% Vehicle) described as significantly closer to
the centre of the vehicle when the optimal setting was used, whereas both reduced bandwidth and
phantom centre settings resulted in listeners’ descriptions being skewed nearer to the side of the vehicle
where they were sat and significant differences existed between these two sub-optimal reproduction 
system settings. Thus, even though the differences between system settings were smaller than in the
41 The influence of the listener was evaluated in a separate analysis of variance and found to be have a significant 
effect on the description of instrument location (F(30,496) =4.657, p<0.001).
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previous investigation, listeners were still capable of reflecting these differences in their graphical 
descriptions.
2.4.3 Summary of findings
The third investigation in the continued development of a descriptive graphical language (GAL) once 
again sought to address the ambiguous elements noted in earlier studies. The listening population was 
increased and the programme material further simplified to identify how listeners were representing the 
lower frequency cello instrument compared with more transient sources. It was appropriate to ascertain 
whether the more diverse listening population would describe differences in their experiences when 
comparatively42 small changes were made to the audio system used to reproduce the simplified stimuli. 
As with previous investigations, an examination of listeners’ individual depictions was conducted 
alongside a basic statistical analysis to provide answers to this and other queries. The combined 
analysis identified that:
(i) Listeners were only describing the cello wider than the more transient programme items when 
the sub-optimal audio system settings were employed. The listeners’ descriptions of the cello 
stimulus were not affected by the change in system setting (experiences of this instrument 
were described with the same width) rather, the vocal and percussion extracts were described 
as narrower when the reduced bandwidth centre channel and phantom centre were employed. 
Further to recognising that the cello was not uniformly described as wider than the other 
instruments, this analysis confirmed that firstly, listeners were able to describe differences in 
the width of instruments when relatively small alterations were made to the reproduction 
system, and secondly, that the full bandwidth centre channel setting appeared to produce the 
most stable graphical descriptions, as anticipated by Nind (2001).43
(ii) The examination of graphical responses was not able to provide any evidence of listeners 
systematically describing the cello with more variance than other instruments as a result of 
their inability to localise this stimulus. Therefore it could not be confirmed that programme 
material was specifically responsible for ambiguities in listeners’ descriptions.
(iii) When combined with listening location, the type of stimulus affected listeners’ descriptions of 
instrument location. The increased width of the cello (when evaluated overall and not 
according to the individual reproduction system settings) appeared to be influencing the 
measurement of this instrument’s location.
(iv) In addition to describing width differently when the programme material was reproduced 
using the various settings of the reproduction system, listeners also described the location of 
their auditoiy experiences differently according to the system setting employed. The 
precedence effect (detailed earlier in this chapter) appeared a likely cause of listeners 
describing instruments closer to their nearest loudspeaker when the reduced bandwidth and
42 Small when compared with the alterations m ade to the reproduction system in the earlier investigation
43 Section 2.3.1 contains details of the multichannel audio system ’s processed setting, and the supposed benefits of 
using this system within vehicles
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phantom centre settings were employed. When the optimal reproduction system was used, 
listeners described the programme material towards the centre of the vehicle. Once again, this 
finding was anticipated by Nind (2001) and confirmed that (even though it was not the main 
aim of this thesis) listeners’ experiences, when represented graphically, could provide useful 
information for audio manufacturers.
(v) Other than when they were developing the descriptive languages, many listeners were 
consistent in the graphical descriptions. Although only a brief examination of listeners’ 
graphical responses was made with respect to individual listener consistency, this finding 
suggested that when a listener’s experiences remained stable, a descriptive graphical language 
could be used reliably.
Many positive discoveries emerged from this third investigation; one of these being that a more diverse 
listening population appeared able to use their own individual graphical languages to describe 
differences in their spatial experience. However, to recapitulate the research objective: the aim of the 
descriptive language was to enable the structuring and representation of listeners’ auditoiy spatial 
experiences in order that these experiences might be understood by the researcher. Thus, the existence 
of (unexplainable) ambiguities in listeners’ descriptions was considered the most important finding 
from this study, since these anomalies could prevent the researcher from understanding the listeners’ 
experiences through their individual graphical descriptions.
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2.5  C o n c lu s io n s
The early development of the descriptive graphical language (GAL) sought to obtain an elementary 
understanding of the spatial characteristics of listeners’ auditory experiences that could be structured 
and represented graphically. To achieve this aim, the three investigations shared a common emphasis in 
asking listeners to describe their own experiences using their own graphical terminology. In their 
individual graphical languages, listeners had a meaningftil way of exploring and structuring their own 
experiences, and the descriptions elicited from individual listeners provided the researcher with 
inaugural evidence that auditory spatial experiences could be structured and represented graphically. 
Further to eliciting rudimentary graphical descriptions from individual listeners, each investigation 
sought to address limitations revealed by the previous graphical language studies, and in this way each 
continued to develop the investigation procedure, improving on the graphical descriptions that could be 
obtained from listeners and the means of analysing these responses. A brief summary of each 
investigation is provided below.
2.5.1 Summary of three initial investigations 
The pilot investigation
The small scale pilot investigation provided the first indication of the auditory spatial experiences that 
could be graphically represented by (an albeit restricted group of) listeners. The investigation required 
that the three listeners graphically describe their experiences of complex two-channel stereo 
programme material when the loudspeaker location and their listening location were altered. By 
manipulating these variables, the pilot investigation was able to identify whether physical differences 
would influence listeners’ graphical descriptions. Listeners were not provided with a definition of what 
constituted a spatial characteristic, although (due to uncertainty about how to draw their experiences) 
listeners were (reluctantly) provided with a sketch of a possible drawing technique.
Depictions were analysed by the researcher to obtain a preliminary understanding of the spatial 
characteristics of listeners’ experiences that could be represented graphically. Three methods of 
analysis were employed: (i) an examination of listeners’ individual responses (to determine trends in 
depiction); (ii) the creation of overlaid plots of all listeners descriptions (to ascertain whether listeners 
were describing their experiences similarly) and; (iii) selected attributes (based on the conclusions of 
the graphical analyses) were measured to provide data for a rudimentary numerical analysis. It was 
confirmed that listeners were able to describe differences in the location (skew) and width of complex 
musical ensembles from various listening locations with the material reproduced from different 
loudspeaker locations. However, differences in listeners’ descriptions of other spatial characteristics (in 
particular ensemble depth) could not be explained by the manipulation of variables in this study. It was 
implied that the lack of coherent depth description (although a possible reflection of listeners’ 
individual experiences) could have resulted from listeners lacking a visual cue as to the location of the 
rear wall in the listening room. It was therefore determined that the response sheet would be improved 
by providing a scale model of the listening environment, thus aiding in the translation between 
listeners’ three-dimensional egocentric experiences and the two-dimensional plan representation.
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An obvious problem at this early stage in the development of GAL was the limited listening 
population. As only two listeners were able to complete the fiill investigation (and both of these were 
experienced musicians) the results of this pilot study had severely limited external validity; it could not 
be known whether the auditory spatial experiences described by these listeners would be representative 
of a wider listening population. A second consideration was the complexity of the programme material 
as, other than for the simplest of material, listeners were not describing the same instruments as one 
another. Furthermore, the programme material in this study was commercially available, with the 
possibility that listeners’ descriptions were representing their pre-conditioned, rather than current, 
experiences. Thus, the simplification of the programme material and the use of created rather than 
existing material was advocated.
The final cause for concern identified by the pilot study was the investigation procedure itself. The 
investigation used only a limited number of runs, which only enabled listeners to describe one musical 
extract twice. Even though a listener was not expected to have the same experience each time they 
heard the same physical stimulus, the presence of consistency in listeners’ responses would have 
suggested a degree of reliability in the graphical medium for representing stable experiences. 
Consequently, it was considered important for subsequent investigations to contain a greater number of 
repeated runs.
Even though results suggested that listeners were able to describe some auditory spatial experiences 
using a graphical language, the elementary nature of the study was limiting and the conclusion at the 
end of the pilot investigation was that further research was required to address numerous causes for 
concern.
A formal study of graphical description
The second investigation addressed the causes for concern identified by the pilot study. Simple trio 
ensembles were created as programme material for this investigation and, to increase the listening 
population, 12 (mainly experienced) listeners were involved. Moreover, the graphical response sheet 
was designed as a scaled representation of the listening environment and included more visual 
landmarks to improve the translation from listeners’ experiences to response. To provide a focus for 
listeners’ attention when describing their experiences (and to reduce the amount of graphical data that 
would be elicited) listeners were asked to describe their experiences of ensemble width and ensemble 
location, the two attributes for which differences in listeners’ descriptions had been identified in the 
pilot investigation.
\
The investigation was the first to be conducted in a stationary vehicle equipped with an audio system 
capable of reproducing two-channel material over both multichannel stereo and surround processed . 
settings. With listeners sat in three different locations (only one of which was optimal for stereo
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listening) it was believed that their descriptions might reflect the different modes of the audio 
reproduction system.
Listeners’ graphical descriptions were examined to identify trends in responses and a statistical analysis 
confirmed if any statistically significant differences existed between listeners’ descriptions. It was 
identified that the same number of instruments were being depicted by each listener - a possible 
consequence of the simplified programme material - and that listeners used predominantly the same 
style of representation (either circles or rectangles). An examination of depictions established that 
listeners were consistent in the use of their own languages, suggesting an element of reliability to the 
descriptive medium. The statistical analysis determined that the interaction of listening location and 
system setting was significant. When sat in sub-optimal locations, listeners depicted the processed 
material closer to the centre of the vehicle than the stereo reproductions. Furthermore, other than when 
listeners were sat centrally in the vehicle, depictions were narrower using the system’s stereo setting. 
The visible and significant differences in listeners’ descriptions of ensemble width and location led to 
the determination that the manipulation of both the audio system and the listening location had 
influenced listeners’ auditory spatial experiences. The processed setting therefore appeared to result in 
more stable, spatially enhanced descriptions from off-centre listening locations than the stereo 
reproduction.
The examination of listeners’ descriptions also indicated that listeners were using differently sized 
graphical descriptors when representing their experiences, with the cello instrument from within the 
trio ensemble being described as spread over a larger area than the percussion. Since it was not known 
whether this spread resulted from listeners describing a physically larger source or, as suggested by 
informal comments, if it was caused by difficulties when listeners attempted to localise the instrument, 
it was difficult for the researcher to be confident in their comprehension of listeners’ experiences, and 
the need for further inquiry was confirmed. The listening population was, once again, cause for 
concern. Here, the use of a relatively small group of mainly experienced listeners meant that however 
promising the results, they might be found unrepresentative of a more generic sample of listeners.
The further development of a descriptive graphical language (GAL)
The third investigation in the continued development of a graphical language once again sought to 
improve on limitations and ambiguous elements from earlier studies. To increase the external validity 
of any conclusions drawn from the study, the number of listeners was increased to 31, of whom 19 
were new to graphical elicitation, 15 were experienced and 10 were knowledgeable about the audio 
system used in this and the previous study. Solo instruments were chosen as programme material to 
ascertain whether this choice would cause ambiguities in listeners’ descriptions. Although the vehicle 
used in this study was different from that used in the earlier investigation, the same audio system was 
used, but with less obvious variations between system settings. Since the conditions of this 
investigation could be considered a modification of the earlier study, it was appropriate to ascertain
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whether listeners would still experience, and therefore describe differences in instrument width and 
location when comparatively small differences existed between audio system settings.
As with previous investigations, an examination of listeners’ individual depictions was conducted 
alongside a basic statistical analysis. The combined analysis identified that:
(i) When programme material was reproduced using the frill bandwidth centre channel, all 
instruments were described with the same width. However, in the sub-optimal system settings, 
vocal and percussion extracts were described as occupying a narrower space in the vehicle 
than the cello.
(ii) There was no evidence of listeners describing the cello with more variance than other 
instruments. Accordingly, differences between listeners’ descriptions could not be attributed 
to the choice of programme material.
(iii) Instrument location was described differently by listeners according to the audio system 
setting and programme item; auditory scenes were depicted significantly closer to the centre 
of the vehicle as the system setting used became more optimal, and (regardless of system 
setting) the cello was described closer to the centre of the vehicle than the other instruments.
(iv) Many listeners were consistent in their graphical description, and although only a brief 
analysis of response consistency was conducted, this finding suggested that when a listener’s 
experience remained stable, a descriptive graphical language could be used reliably.
Although positive findings were obtained from this third investigation - specifically that listeners were 
representing differences using their individual languages when small differences existed in the external 
stimuli - the existence of (unexplainable) ambiguities in listeners’ descriptions was considered the most 
important discovery of the study as these anomalies prevented the researcher from understanding the 
listeners’ experiences through their individual graphical descriptions.
2.5.2 The necessity for further work
Results of the initial investigations had identified that listeners were describing differences in their 
experiences when external stimuli were manipulated. Improvements were also made to the 
investigation process, with programme material simplified throughout the studies and the listening 
population expanded to included a greater number of inexperienced listeners. Moreover the initial 
investigations had established that graphical responses could be examined, overlaid descriptor plots 
created and statistical analysis conducted using a numerical measure of these descriptions; all of which 
could provide the researcher with information about listeners’ graphical responses. Thus positive 
findings could be gleaned from the three initial investigations. However, the studies had not only been 
tasked with obtaining an elementary understanding of the auditory spatial experiences that could be 
structured and represented graphically, but also to identify any anomalies which might be occurring 
during the descriptive process.
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The initial investigations had indeed identified ambiguities in responses, with listeners not always 
responding similarly when presented with the same stimulus and their depictions not necessarily 
concurring with the descriptions expected by the researcher in response to the task set out in the 
investigation requirements. With the principal emphasis of the research directed towards an 
understanding of the listeners’ auditory spatial experiences, there was always the possibility that 
observed ambiguities were perfectly valid; relating to the different experiences of the listeners. 
However, the accomplishment of the research objective required the development of a descriptive 
language which would provide the researcher with an opportunity for obtaining a greater 
understanding of listeners’ experiences when these were communicated graphically. Consequently, 
even when listeners used their own individual GAL to represent their own auditory spatial experiences, 
the achievement of the research objective was not guaranteed, as ambiguities could be introduced at 
other stages of the communication which could still prevent the researcher from understanding the 
listeners’ experiences.
Figure 2.5.1 describes this problem graphically44. In GAL development model stage I, a listener’s 
experiences (Exp1) are able to be represented by the use of a listener’s own individual representations 
(IR). However, currently unexplained ambiguity (*?’) is introduced into the descriptive process which 
prevents the listener’s representations from being understood by the researcher. And, with the 
introduction of ambiguity, the possibility exists for the researcher to have an alternative comprehension 
(CM), a misunderstanding, of the listener’s experiences.
Figure 2.5.1 GAL developm ent model stage I: The initial GAL investigations
The researcher misunderstands (C M ) the listener’s auditory spatial experiences because (even  
though the listener is able to describe their experiences (Exp1) using their individual graphical 
representations - IR ) ambiguities elsewhere in the descriptive process hinder the researcher’s 
understanding of these graphically represented experiences. (Research objective no t fulfilled)
44 A key for the descriptive process model is provided in appendix 1
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Accordingly, with the validity of the evaluation determined by the “adequacy of the researcher to 
understand and represent meanings” (Banister et al., 1994, p i43), and in line with the questions posed 
at the start of this thesis, it was essential to identify what the ambiguities were, why these ambiguities 
were occurring and where in the communication process they were appearing, in order that such 
anomalies could be minimised.
As identified in chapter 1, an acknowledged method of obtaining this form of response clarification 
was to return any findings to investigation participants, since “An alert and observant actor in the 
setting is bound to know more than the researcher ever will about the realities under investigation...In 
that sense, local informants can act as judges, evaluating the major findings of a study” (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994, p275). Chapter 3 therefore provides details of an investigation which sought to 
clarify listeners’ individual graphical responses by returning descriptions to their originators.
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2.6  C h a p te r  s u m m a ry
Chapter 2 has provided a detailed summary of three separate investigations conducted at the earliest 
stage in the development of the descriptive graphical language.
The aim of each investigation was to obtain preliminary information about the auditory spatial 
experiences that listeners could represent graphically. Furthermore, each study provided an opportunity 
for establishing methods of evaluating the elicited graphical data and all contributed to the further 
development of the graphical language by highlighting considerations for the investigation procedure.
The rudimentary numerical analysis of the graphical responses from the small scale pilot study 
(detailed in section 2.2) ascertained that listeners were describing differences in the width and location 
of complex two-channel stereo programme material. However the complexity of this material and the 
simplicity of the response sheet appeared to cause problems for listeners and both were identified as 
considerations in the continued development of a GAL. A further cause for concern was the listening 
population, which required expansion to improve on the study’s limited external validity. A final 
consideration was the inclusion of a greater number of repeated runs in any further GAL investigations.
The second investigation (section 2.3) addressed the causes for concern identified by the pilot study, 
simplifying the programme material, increasing the listening population and number of repeated runs 
and improving the graphical response sheet. The examination of depictions identified that listeners 
were consistent in the use of their own graphical languages whilst the statistical analysis determined 
that the interaction of listening location and system setting was significant; with the processed audio 
system setting resulting in more stable, spatially enhanced descriptions from off-centre listening 
locations than the stereo reproduction. However, differences were identified between responses which 
made the task of the researcher more complex when trying to understand listeners’ experiences through 
their graphical representations. These descriptive ambiguities along with the use of a restricted (mainly 
experienced) listening population, were the main considerations in the design of the final investigation.
The third investigation once again sought to improve on limitations from earlier studies. The number of 
listeners was increased and included a greater number of inexperienced listeners and the programme 
material was further simplified to ascertain whether it could have contributed to the differences 
between listeners’ descriptions. A further manipulation was the audio system, which was used with 
comparatively small differences between the reproduction settings. The analysis of listeners’ responses 
established that listeners were still describing differences in the width and location of the solo 
instrument stimuli when the audio system was manipulated. However, the existence of unexplainable 
ambiguities in listeners’ descriptions continued to be problematic as these could prevent the researcher 
from understanding the listeners’ experiences through their individual graphical descriptions.
A further investigation was proposed to clarify listeners’ individual graphical descriptions.
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3.0 C h a p te r  o v e rv ie w
Chapter 3 is divided into two parts. In the first part of the chapter (clarifying individual listeners’ 
descriptions), a summary is provided of an investigation which sought to clarify the unexplainable 
ambiguities present in listeners’ individual graphical descriptions at the end of the initial 
investigations. Briefly, the clarification study involved two phases; (i) eliciting graphical descriptions 
from individual listeners and (ii) returning these responses to their originators to obtain a verbal 
clarification of what was being depicted, in order to identify sources of ambiguities.
Prior to detailing the clarification investigation settings (in section 3.2) and pertinent observations from 
this study (in section 3.3), the introduction of chapter 3 (section 3.1) summarises accepted causes of 
anomalies in subjective sensory evaluation. The most relevant causes (for a listener who uses their own 
descriptive language to represent their own auditory spatial experiences) are then referred to in the 
subsequent account of the clarification investigation.
In section 3.3, details are provided of the verbal descriptions that were offered by listeners when asked 
to explain (during the clarification process) what they were representing in their graphical descriptions. 
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 (the summary of findings) explain why - when asked by the researcher to describe 
the width of reproduced ensembles and solo instrument stimuli - listeners may have been required to 
represent attributes not readily experienced or easily represented using a graphical medium.
The discoveries identified during the clarification investigation are illustrated in the descriptive process 
model at the end of section 3.4.
Although the use of appropriate written instruction is identified as a means of reducing anomalies in 
listeners’ descriptions, section 3.5 presents a rationale for the continued development of the descriptive 
graphical language. Specifically, without a continual process of clarification, the researcher is always 
in a position where the misunderstanding of listeners’ experiences is possible, if experiences are 
communicated using an individual language.
To resolve this problem, the development (by listeners) of a mutually acceptable language of graphical 
descriptors to represent their individual auditory spatial experiences is proposed in section 3.5. The 
process of developing this universal graphical language (U-GAL) is summarised in the second part of 
chapter 3 (sections 3.6 -  3.8).
Listeners were initially asked to participate in small discussion panels to develop both the U-GAL and 
a set of accompanying verbal descriptors; this verbal language was evolved to enable to provision of 
suitable written investigation instruction by the researcher. An overview of the language development 
process is provided in section 3.6, along with a precis of the individual panel discussion sessions.
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Following the development of the individual panel languages, one listener from each panel was 
selected by their peers to discuss their panel’s graphical and verbal descriptors in the final stage of U- 
GAL’s development. The development process is summarised in section 3.7, and the universal 
language of graphical descriptors developed by these listeners is introduced in the same section.
Key elements and principal findings - from the clarification of listeners’ individual graphical 
descriptions to the development of the inter-subjective U-GAL - are outlined in the summary and 
conclusion of chapter 3 in section 3.8.
At the end of this final section, figure 3.8.1 illustrates the descriptive process model at this stage in the 
graphical language’s development.
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3.1 In tro d u ctio n
Conclusions of previous investigations established that many of the participating listeners were able to 
consistently describe their experiences of the selected spatial attributes1 using their own individual 
graphical descriptors. However, at this stage of the development process it is worth re-stating the 
research objective. Specifically:
To develop a descriptive graphical language which enables the structuring and 
representation of listeners ’ auditoiy spatial experiences in order that these experiences 
may be understood when communicated to the researcher.
Although many listeners demonstrated consistency when describing their experiences in the initial 
studies, ambiguities did exist in listeners’ graphical descriptions. Through the analysis of these 
descriptions it was identified that the representations of a selection of listeners did not match those of 
the remaining investigation participants; nor did these concur with the descriptions expected by the 
researcher in response to the task set out in the investigation requirements. Any ambiguity in a 
listener’s graphical descriptions makes the task of the researcher more complex when attempting to 
understand the listeners’ auditory spatial experiences through their representation. Consequently, with 
the existence of any ambiguity, the suitability of the graphical medium for fulfilling the objective of 
the research can still be disputed; it is therefore prudent to identify at this stage why ambiguities occur.
3.1.1 Identifying sources of ambiguity in graphical responses
Throughout the history of sensory analysis, researchers have been faced with the challenge of 
attempting to obtain descriptions of events (external stimuli or internal experiences) or statements of 
preference from individuals. However, individuals are precisely that - individual. And although there 
may be a communalisation of experiences within a group of individuals, ambiguities are more likely to 
occur when a response is sought from these mutable evaluators than from a calibrated measuring 
device. Using contemporary research as a reference, specifically ICoster (2003) and Meilgaard et al. 
(1999), the following sources of response ambiguity are acknowledged:
1) Differences in the experience of the individual: When provided with the same external stimulus, 
an individual may respond differently to their peers or than expected.
2) Differences in deciphering the requirements of an investigation: Individuals may understand the 
requirements of a study differently from how these were intended to be understood. Thus listeners 
may solve a different problem to that actually proposed.
3) Differences in responding in the language of the investigation: Although they may know what 
problem they are required to solve, a listener may find the response method difficult to use.
1 The spatial attributes requiring graphical description by listeners were ensemble width and location and individual 
instrument width and location
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4) Differences in how the investigation is completed: A listener may understand the problem they are 
required to solve and may be able to use the response language; however, they may solve the 
problem in a different way to expected.
5) Differences over time: It is possible that an individual will change their way of responding over 
the course of an investigation and consequently produce responses which are inconsistent.
Even though it is simpler to establish the reliability of a graphical language when a listener responds 
consistently to the same stimulus, it is worth noting that in response to this fifth source of ambiguity, 
inconsistency is not necessarily an indicator of a listener’s inability to represent their experiences 
graphically. Indeed Koster suggests that looking for consistency in an individual’s responses is one of 
the great fallacies in sensory science, as each individual:
Has a memory and therefore the second encounter with a stimulus may not mean the same to 
him or her as the first one. (Koster, 2003, p361)
Thus, although a listener’s representations may at first appear inconsistent, if inconsistencies in 
description are a result of differences in a listener’s experiences over time - for instance, a difference in 
the way the same stimulus is experienced each time it is encountered - a listener’s responses can still 
reflect their experiences. However, should the change in description be motivated by some other 
factor, such as the investigation setting itself, differences become more of an issue since a listener’s 
descriptions may no longer represent their experience. For example, to combat boredoni or tiredness 
(or as a result of their acquisition of knowledge and confidence) a listener may become more inventive 
in their use of language as an investigation progresses and consequently alter their description. 
Inconsistencies in description which occur as a result of the investigation setting can be reduced if 
listeners encounter stimuli in different orders and take breaks at regular intervals. But, as indicated by 
the five sources of ambiguity noted above, it is not just order effects which influence responses in 
sensory investigations. The first three sources of ambiguity are all cited in the work on Sensory 
Evaluation Techniques by Meilgaard et al. who declare:
The annals of sensory testing are replete with results that are unreliable because many of the 
panelists did not understand the questions and / or the terminology used in the test, did not 
recognize the flavor or texture parameters in the products, or did not feel comfortable with the 
mechanics of the test or the numerical expressions used. (Meilgaard et al., 1999, p2)
An individual’s inability to recognise attributes of a stimulus constitutes an obvious problem for 
descriptive analysis, when this stimulus - the product - is the external reference against which a 
panelist’s responses are validated. However, as Meilgaard once again asserts:
Through training and the use of references we can attempt to shape the mental process so that 
subjects move toward showing the same response to a given stimulus, (ibid. p3)
Shaping the mental process of an individual is advisable in situations where participants are required to 
evaluate an event which is external to themselves: Participants in descriptive studies can be taught how 
to respond to a particular event and in this way can learn to recognise a particular object and increase
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their consistency as part of a panel. However the shaping process is at odds with the aims of a GAL.
Put simply; training a listener to recognise an object influences the listener’s experience of that object.<
Thus, following training, a listener’s representations would be more likely to reflect the investigation 
process and the experiences of the researcher, rather than their own experiences. When establishing the 
success of a GAL it is of little consequence whether a listener is able or not able to recognise spatial 
attributes of a stimulus - so long as their graphical descriptions reflect their actual experience and are 
not an outcome of participating in the investigation.
Potentials for ambiguities in communication have been covered extensively in Chapter 1. Be these 
from researcher-to-listener or listener-to-researcher, ambiguities and anomalies are problematic for 
sensory research where conclusions are based solely on the responses of the participant. Should the 
respondent not feel comfortable with the terminology used in the question asked by the researcher or 
the mechanics by which they are required to respond, there exists the potential that; (i) the individual 
will be unable to describe their actual experience, or that; (ii) the experience described by the listener 
does not answer the question posed by the researcher - a problem since the researcher will look to this 
question when providing a descriptive account of the listener’s representations. Ambiguities can be 
minimised if the investigation uses language familiar to the respondent. But what constitutes familiar? 
As Guski declares:
It should be noted that individual human subjects in psychoacoustic laboratories still have 
their individual history and may use even common language in a slightly different way than 
the experimenter intends. (Guski, 1997, p767)
Kelly believes the terminology used by an individual - for instance a graphical description of an 
experience using their own representational style - will have meaning for them. However the meaning 
associated with this terminology may not be universally held and consequently the terminology may 
represent an alternative experience in another. He asserts:
Since constructs are primarily personal, not all of them are easily shared. The particular nature 
of a person’s construct or his unusual use of terminology may be misleading to his listener. 
(Kelly, 1963, pl 16)
Since individual listeners have been using their own individual graphical languages to represent their 
own experiences, it is believed that little ambiguity should have been introduced during the structuring 
and representation of their experiences. However, the possibility still exists for the researcher to 
misunderstand the experiences being communicated by listeners and for the listener to misconstrue the 
requirements of the investigation.
In GAL investigations to date, written instructions have been provided for the listeners. Although brief, 
these instructions have included verbal descriptions of the spatial characteristics to be focused upon 
and visually depicted. However the language used in this verbal directive may have resulted in listeners 
each choosing a unique way to solve the investigation problem and depicting experiences based on 
their own interpretation of the investigation requirements.
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Thus listeners may, or may not have a different experience when presented with the same stimulus. 
They may choose to represent this experience differently from one another using their own language 
and may even alter their descriptions mid-way through an investigation to reflect a change in their 
experiences. Although these are all valid reasons why differences may exist in a listener’s descriptions, 
it is not yet known whether current ambiguities are a result of a valid difference in a listener’s 
experience or a consequence of some unwanted variability; for example the listener failing to 
understand the requirements of an investigation. Since any unwanted ambiguity jeopardises the 
researcher’s capacity to describe a listener’s experience through their representations - and as a result 
threatens the realisation of the research objective - a further investigation was conducted to clarify 
where ambiguities existed in listeners’ individual representations and why these were occurring.
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3.2 C la r if ic a t io n  p r o c e s s
A two-part study was therefore devised and completed to understand more about each listener’s 
graphical depictions. In the first part of the study, individual listeners were once again asked to 
describe spatial attributes experienced when items of programme material were reproduced within a 
motionless vehicle. As with previous studies, listeners were instructed to describe their auditory spatial 
experiences using their own graphical descriptors. However, unlike in previous studies - where elicited 
responses were subject to statistical and graphical analyses2 - the second part of the clarification 
process required that each listener describe their graphical depictions using their own verbal 
terminology.
The clarification study involved 20 listeners who, through their participation in previous GAL studies, 
were practised in representing their experiences graphically. Listeners were selected for their 
descriptive diversity and included individual listeners who had not previously differentiated between 
stimuli and others who had produced responses which did not appear to fit with the question asked by 
the researcher or the responses of the remaining participants. Consequently, it was essential to establish 
for these and the remaining participants whether: (i) a listener’s experience was at variance with their 
peers or; (ii) if this experience changed over time; (iii) whether using a graphical communication 
medium caused the ambiguities or; (iv) if a variable such as the written investigation instruction was 
responsible for the listener’s responses. Should either the language or - more feasibly, since listeners 
were using their own graphical descriptors - the investigation instruction be found to give rise to the 
inconsistencies in listener responses, an opportunity would exist for the researcher to misunderstand the 
listener’s experiences when these were being described using a graphical communication medium and 
the research objective would remain unfulfilled.
3.2.1 Elicitation of individual graphical descriptors
The initial part of the study - the graphical elicitation exercise - was conducted within a stationaiy 
vehicle which, although different from the vehicle used in the previous investigation, was equipped 
with the same multichannel audio system. This audio system up-mixed a conventional (two-channel 
stereo) CD for reproduction over seven loudspeakers. In this investigation, the audio system was only 
used in its default processed setting3.
Creation of programme material
Since the aim of the elicitation exercise was to obtain a variety of graphical descriptors from the 
individual listeners, 16 items of two-channel stereo programme material were created from a selection 
of the mono anechoic recordings available on the Archimedes CD. To maintain some association with
2 Graphical analysis refers to any evaluation where conclusions are based on the visual inspection of a listener’s 
depictions.
3 See C hapter 2, section 2.3.1 for more details of the audio system
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the previous investigations4, eight solo instrument and eight trio ensemble stimuli were created. 
Moreover, in keeping with previous investigations, the solo stimuli used the same percussive extract 
and sustained cello melody. Solo instruments were amplitude panned to two different locations within 
the eight solo instrument stereo scenes; fully left and central. Further manipulation of the solo stimuli 
occurred when four of the extracts were made less focused through the addition of artificial stereo 
reverberation. An equal amount of artificial mono reverberation was added to remaining solo 
instrument stimuli.
Each of the trio ensembles consisted of the same three sources as used in the initial investigations; the 
sustained cello melody, staccato percussion extract and female speech. Speech was in Danish to 
prevent participants from listening to content rather than spatial characteristics. Again, these three 
sources had been selected for their timbral diversity (each was distinct enough to be audible in the 
collective ensemble) and more critically each was selected for its spatial characteristics, ranging from 
the continuous nature and predominately low frequency spectrum of the cello to the transient higher 
frequencies of the percussive extract. These diverse sources were amplitude panned to different 
locations within each ensemble. Further information about the programme material is provided in table 
3.2.1 below.5 To minimise any bias resulting from the presentation order of the programme material, 
six different CDs were created for the twenty listeners, each with a different order of presentation.
Table 3.2.1 Stimuli used in the clarification o f listener descriptions
Name Characteristics
1 Percussion Left (Perc L) Percussion : amplitude panned fully left
2 Percussion Left Wide (Perc LW) Percussion : amplitude panned fiilly left & widened using artificial stereo reverb
3 Percussion Central (Perc C) Percussion : amplitude panned central
4 Percussion Central Wide (Perc CW) Percussion : amplitude panned central & widened using artificial stereo reverb
5 Cello Left (Cello L) Cello : amplitude panned fiilly left
6 Cello Left Wide (Cello LW) Cello: amplitude panned fiilly left & widened using artificial stereo reverb
7 Cello Central (Cello C) Cello: amplitude panned central
8 Cello Central Wide (Cello CW) Cello: amplitude panned central & widened using artificial stereo reverb
9 Cello Percussion Voice: Narrow (CPVN) Ensemble : instruments closely spaced around centre
10 Cello Percussion Voice: Wide (CPVW) Ensemble : cello fiilly left, percussion central, voice fully right
11 Cello Percussion Voice: Left (CPVL) Ensemble : cello fully left, percussion centre-left, voice central
12 Cello Percussion Voice: Right (CPVR) Ensemble : cello central, percussion centre-right, voice fully l ight
13 Voice Cello Percussion: Narrow (VCPN) Ensemble : instruments closely spaced around centre
14 Voice Cello Percussion: Wide (VCPW) Ensemble : voice fully left, cello central, percussion fully right
15 Voice Cello Percussion: Left (VCPL) Ensemble : voice fully left, cello centre-left, percussion central
16 Voice Cello Percussion: Right (VCPR) Ensemble : voice central, cello centre-right, percussion fully right
4 Ambiguities in the previous studies led to this clarification phase
5 Programm e material was processed by Russell M ason at the University of Surrey
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Elicitation process
To participate in the elicitation phase, each listener were asked to sit in the (right-hand) driver’s seat 
within the motionless vehicle. When seated, individual listeners were asked to graphically describe 
their experience of the location of the instrument(s) present within each stimulus item, the width of solo 
instrument stimuli and the overall width of each trio ensemble. Before commencing the first run, each 
listener was asked to read a written information sheet detailing what would be required of them during 
the investigation. The information sheet listed the spatial attributes noted above, with a short verbal 
definition of each attribute. Verbal definitions used the same terminology as employed in previous 
GAL studies to avoid introducing any additional variability at this clarification stage. A copy of the 
instruction sheet is included in appendix 3.A.
Figure 3.2.1 Graphical response sheet
Listeners were provided with A3 paper response sheets for their graphical 
descriptions. Each response sheet featured a representation of the vehicle 
to aid listeners when scaling and transferring their egocentric experiences 
to a two-dimensional plan drawing. A blank response sheet is provided 
for illustration in figure 3.2.1. As with previous studies, listeners were 
encouraged to use their own graphical descriptive language and were 
informed prior to commencing the study that no correct response existed. 
The elicitation exercise was completed for each listener when each 
stimulus had been described once and eight stimuli described twice6.
Rather than being analysed by the researcher at this stage, responses from
individual listeners were collated in preparation for listeners to return in
the second part of the clarification study and clarify their own descriptors.
3.2.2 Verbal clarification of elicited descriptions v.
Verbal clarification took place two weeks after elicitation to allow time for the graphical responses to 
be collated. After this period of organisation, all twenty listeners were required to return individually to 
the investigation and clarify their graphical descriptions. As with the elicitation process, clarification 
was accomplished with the listener sat in the stationary vehicle in order that they could audition the 
programme material when required. The listener was joined in the vehicle by two others (the researcher 
and an assistant) whose task was to facilitate discussion and independently record any terminology
used by the listener. In addition to these accounts, an audio recording was made to provide a full
unbiased record of each listener’s discussion. To simultaneously structure and ease the clarification 
process for the listener, listeners were presented with triads of their descriptions and asked to describe
6 A full set of repeats was not possible due to the number of participants, the number of stimuli and resulting time 
constraints
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how two of these graphical representations were similar and yet different from a third7. When 
conducting verbal elicitation exercises using a similar triadic presentation of stimuli, Berg - in 
conversation with the author - advised that obtaining verbal descriptors from listeners was not always 
an easy task. Indeed, Kelly himself explained that many constiucts were not readily expressed by 
individuals using verbal terminology (1963). As the aim of the verbal clarification was for each listener 
to clarify their graphical descriptions in their own words, the two assistants present in the vehicle 
refrained from advising the listener when they had problems verbalising their experiences. 
Furthermore, any questioning by these assistants was limited to using only those terms already 
introduced by the listener. Each discussion with an individual listener continued until they were unable 
to articulate new verbal descriptions of their graphical responses.
7 This triadic method of eliciting and structuring an individual's constructs is favoured in repertory grid testing, a 
technique developed by Kelly (1963 ) and used by Berg in his work on the evaluation of spatial audio quality (2002).
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3.3 F in d in g s  o f  th e  c la r if ic a t io n  s t u d y
As a result of the verbal clarification process, a tape of the discussion session and list of associated 
verbal terminology existed for each listener. To understand why listeners were choosing to represent 
their experiences as they were, it was ultimately necessary to review these verbal sources of 
information alongside the graphical representations elicited from each of the individual listeners. Prior 
to this comparison, a brief inspection of listeners’ graphical descriptors was conducted to establish 
what was being depicted in these individual representations and where similarities and differences were 
occurring between listeners.
Figure 3.3.1 Listener 2 
initial description (C P V R )
r
Figure 3 .3 .2  Listener 2 
repeat description (C P V R )
Figure 3 .3 .3  Listener 16 
initial description (Perc C )
A graphical analysis of the repeated responses provided by the individual listeners indicated that most 
could consistently represent the same item of programme material on two different occasions8. 
Consistency was reduced when the first presentation of a stimulus was also the first of the elicitation 
exercise and an inspection of listeners individual graphical responses suggested that listener 2 may 
have been affected in this way9. When the CPV right (CPVR) ensemble10 was presented to listener 2 in 
the first run of the elicitation, this listener failed to record any information about the percussion 
instrument (illustrated in figure 3.3.1 above and appendix 3.B. figure 3.B.9). This situation changed 
when the listener was presented with the same stimulus a second time (figures 3.3.2 and appendix B 
figure 3.B.10) and suggests the omission was a result of the investigation setting rather than the 
listener’s experience. A second listener who appeared to develop their response style after the first run 
was listener 16 who used a more complex representational style in their initial description (figures 3.3.3 
and figure 3.B.61 in appendix 3.B) than in their remaining depictions of the same central percussion 
stimulus.
The brief inspection of listener descriptions highlighted that similarities existed between listeners’ 
representations of the percussion instruments, many listeners describing these sources as occupying a
8 Listener 15, one o f the eleven listeners whose responses are included in appendix 3.B, was not required to describe 
any of the exem plary stimuli twice. Consequently consistency information is not provided for this listener
9 Exemplary graphical plots for eleven listeners are presented in appendix 3.B
10 The C P V  right ensemble was created with the cello at the centre of the stereo image, the voice amplitude panned  
to the right and the percussion mid-way between these two instruments
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narrow space within the vehicle. Exemplary descriptions of the central percussion instrument are 
provided for immediate reference in figures 3.3.4 - 3.3.7 with further illustrations of both percussion 
instruments provided in appendix 3.B. figures 3.B.11 - 3.B.13 (listener 3); 3.B.21 - 3.B.23 (listener 9); 
3.B.41 and 3.B.42 (listener 13); 3.B.60 - 3.B.62 (listener 16); 3.B.80 - 3.B.82 (listener 18); and 3.B.100 
- 3.B. 102 (listener 20).
Figures 3.3.4 - 3.3.7 Selected descriptions of the central percussion stimulus
Figure 3.3.4 Listener 3 Figure 3.3.5 Listener 13 Figure 3.3.6 Listener 18 Figure 3.3.7 Listener 20
r  a
Although similarities in width also existed between descriptions of the narrow cello sources and the 
percussive instruments, a clear distinction was made between the width of the narrow central cello and 
the same stimulus when artificially widened. In appendix 3.B, figures 3.B.4 and 3.B.5 (listener 2); 
3.B.25 and 3.B.26 (listener 9); 3.B.35 and 3.B.36 (listener 11); 3.B.54 and 3.B.55 (listener 15); 3.B.64 
and 3.B.65 (listener 16); 3.B. 74 and 3.B.75 (listener 17); 3.B.94 and 3.B.95 (listener 19) and figures 
3.B.104 and 3.B.105 (listener 20) are all depictions which highlight the differences between both cello 
sources, with the widened source occupying a wider space within the vehicle that the narrower cello. 
Furthermore, although the width of the percussive source (and narrow cello) was similarly represented 
by the majority of the listeners, less unity existed between their descriptions of the widened cello.
Figures 3.3.8 - 3.3.13 Selected descriptions of the central cello stimulus, widened by artificial stereo reverberation 
Figure 3.3.8 L2 Figure 3.3.9 L9 Figure 3.3.10 L3 Figure 3.3.11 L19 Figure 3.3.12 L13 Figure 3.3.13 L15
&
For instance; listeners 2 (figure 3.3.8) and 11 (figure 3.B.36 in appendix 3.B) chose to represent the 
widened cello using two circles; listener 9 represented the same cello source as a curved box at the 
passenger’s seat (figure 3.3.9); listener 3 also represented the cello on the left of the vehicle but as a 
comparatively small source (figure 3.3.10); figures 3.3.11 above and figure 3.B.105 in appendix 3.B 
highlight how listeners 19 and 20 represented the cello across the front of the vehicle; whilst listeners
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13 (figure 3.3.12) and 18 (figure 3.B.85 in appendix 3.B) chose to describe the instrument using small 
central descriptors; finally listener 15 (figure 3.3.13) and listeners 16 and 17 (appendix 3.B, figures 
3.B.65 and 3.B.75 respectively) chose to use a single large circle which covered the listening position 
and extended into the rear of the vehicle’s cabin.
In previous investigations, disparities between depictions of the same instrument could be attributed to 
individual listeners using different scales when representing their experiences. Here, as many of the 
listeners described the remaining stimuli similarly, the use of different scales was an unlikely cause of 
the ambiguity. It was therefore necessary to identify what else could have caused the differences in 
listener responses.
Since listeners were using their own graphical descriptors to describe their own experiences, it was 
likely that these descriptors would be meaningfiil to the listener and not cause any ambiguity in 
response. Furthermore, other than when they were first starting the investigation, listeners were not 
changing their descriptions over time. Thus, of the five sources of ambiguity identified at the start of 
this chapter, three sources of ambiguity remained plausible:
1) Differences in listeners’ auditoiy spatial experiences of the same reproduced audio stimulus
2) Differences in how listeners were using graphical descriptors to represent their experiences
3) A difference in how listeners were deciphering the written investigation instructions
Throughout the initial analysis of listeners’ graphical descriptions it became apparent that, although 
asked to concentrate only on the width and location of the different sources, with the exception of 
listener 3 (appendix 3.B, figures 3.B.11- 3.B.20), listener 16 (appendix 3.B, figures 3.B.60- 3.B.69) and 
listener 20 (appendix 3.B, figures 3.B.100- 3.B.109), listeners favoured two-dimensional circular or 
box like shapes when representing their experiences of the different stimuli. Since it was expected that 
listeners would be concentrating on a single dimension of the reproduced events, the use of two 
dimensional objects in their graphical responses suggested that listeners may not have been responding 
as anticipated. Consequently it was necessaiy to turn to the listeners’ verbal descriptions to establish 
whether this ambiguity was a result of the listeners experiencing a reproduced event’s width 
differently, describing width differently, or not describing width at all. The verbal descriptors used in 
this clarification were extracted from the audio tapes of each listener’s discussion session. Verbal 
descriptor lists are provided for reference in appendix 3.C for the exemplary listeners whose graphical 
descriptors are illustrated in appendix 3.B.
3.3.1 Clarifying the attribute individual instrument width
When asked to verbally describe their graphical depictions of the different solo instruments 17 of the 
20 listeners involved in the clarification study used the term ‘width’. That the majority of listeners 
happily applied this term to their graphical depictions was unsurprising as width was introduced on the 
written instruction sheet provided for listeners to read at the start of the study11. Consequently, it was of
11 See appendix 3.A
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more interest to establish what was being depicted by those listeners who had not used the term width 
and how the term was being applied to graphical descriptions by those listeners who had. For some 
listeners, the term appeared changeable and could be applied to a single dimension of the reproduced 
sound either from front-to-back, or left-to-right in the vehicle depending on the direction the listener 
was facing. For others, ‘width’ was consistently interpreted as the ‘depth’ (front - back) dimension of 
their individual instrument descriptions and ‘length’ was the size of the depiction from left - right.
Width and area
For many listeners width was only discussed when references were made to the area covered by a 
particular solo source. Indeed listeners made use of multi-dimensional terms such as ‘area’, ‘field’ and 
‘envelope of sound’ far more readily than the individual dimensions of width and depth. The 
prevalence of terminology dealing with an ‘area of sound’ and the preference listeners had shown for 
depicting two-dimensional objects suggested that listeners may have experienced - and therefore 
depicted (even when required to do otherwise) - sound as having an area, rather than an obvious width. 
By asking listeners to depict instrument width, it was possible that listeners were being asked to 
represent an attribute that was not readily experienced or easily represented using a graphical medium. 
Consequently, the research question may have resulted in the ambiguities in listeners’ responses. 
Interestingly, one listener who did describe the single dimension of width by drawing a single line 
(listener 20, appendix 3.B, figures 3.B.100 - 3.B.109), was keen to point out after clarification that this 
was not what he had heard, only what he was being asked to depict: For instruments, when 
experienced, were not ‘flat’ but had a ‘shape’.
To clarify if uni-dimensional verbal terminology (for example width, depth, height) was incompatible 
with a listener’s graphical representation of their experiences, listeners who had used the term area 
were also asked to describe what they meant by this term with respect to their graphical descriptions. 
When describing area it was common for listeners not to mention depth; suggesting that although they 
had experienced solo instruments as occupying an area, this multi-dimensional area may not have 
comprised uni-dimensional attributes. In the pilot investigation (summarised in section 2.2. of chapter
2), listeners also appeared to give little thought to a depth attribute, however this was with respect to an 
ensemble and not a single instrument stimulus. When encountering a solo source, Rumsey (2002) 
proposed that the spatial attributes of “lateral location”, “width” and “distance” were more likely to be 
perceived than a source’s depth and stated that the concept of individual source depth had so far proved 
elusive in subjective investigation. Less than half of the participants in Berg and Rumsey’s initial 
verbal elicitation investigation (Berg, 2002, publication 1) perceived something which could be 
described as depth. Following subsequent analysis (Berg, 2002, publication 2) the extension of a source 
away from the listener and a perception of its shape were classified by the authors as “source depth”. 
Differences in the front-back extent of listeners’ descriptions were clearly illustrated by the participants 
in an investigation by Martens (1999) when asked to visually represent their experiences of percussive 
noise with varying levels of inter-aural cross correlation. However, it was Martens himself who applied 
the term depth to the differences in these representations. Listeners involved in the informal graphical
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description stage of Martens study were instructed to record the “spatial extent”, location and shape of 
each source rather than any specific uni-dimensional attributes of the “spatial imagery”. When eliciting 
descriptors from participants in their descriptive analysis exercises, Koivuniemi and Zacharov (2001) 
found that participants agreed on the existence of “syvyyden tuntu” in Finnish, or “sense of depth” 
when translated into English. This was linked with whether participants could discriminate between 
several sound events in terms of distance. The use of depth to describe an ensemble of instruments was 
supported by Rumsey (2002), as depth in this respect could refer to the front-back dimension of the 
ensemble. Indeed, in the clarification of GAL descriptors, some listeners chose to use the term depth 
only when describing the distance between themselves and the instrument or instruments being 
evaluated or when representing the ‘depth of field’ (figure 3.3.14, listener 17) associated with an 
ensemble. A ‘deep’ ensemble was visualised as occupying ‘more than a thin line of sound’ (listener 11, 
figure 3.3.15) with depth for many listeners referring to situations where instruments were ‘located’ or 
‘stacked’ behind one another. Similarly ensembles were described as having ‘depth with respect to 
other instruments’, where one instrument could be ‘further away’ or ‘taking a back seat to other 
instruments’ as demonstrated in figures 3.3.16 and 3.3.17; listeners 2 and 16 respectively.
Figure 3 .3 .14  
‘depth of field’
Figure 3 .3 .1 5  ‘more  
than a thin line of sound’
Figure 3.3.16  
‘further away' 
---------
Figure 3 .3 .17  'taking a back 
seat to other instruments’
3.3.2 Focus and localisation
When areas of instruments were described - either individually or as part of an ensemble - listeners 
preferred to define this area as either ‘tight’, ‘pinpoint’ or ‘precise’, or as ‘wider’ or ‘broader’ and 
filling a less ‘focused’, or less ‘precise’ ‘envelope’, ‘pocket’ or ‘boundary’ of sound. This widespread 
use of more multi-dimensional terminology indicated that area (rather than having distinct dimensions 
of width and depth) may have been perceived as a movement outwards from a precise core to a more 
‘fuzzy’, less focused sound. When providing a definition of the term ‘focus’, Martin et al. (1999b) 
suggested that the use of the term differed according to the modality in use. Whereas in an optical 
medium focus could be considered independently of size; referring to a “measurement of the perceived 
definition of the object’s boundaries and details” (Martin et al. 1999b, p9), focus within an audio 
should be related to the size of a single source. According to the authors, an image is perceived as 
being unfocused when a phantom image is larger or wider than the anticipated size of the source. For 
Martin et al., an informal discussion with their listeners identified that narrow image width, an increase 
in the perceptual distance to the image and less spread in the low frequency content of a source all
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contributed to a more focused image. “Individual source width” (ISW), defined by Rumsey (2002) as 
the perceived lateral extent of a single source, also appears to be associated with the area covered by a 
single source. Rumsey explains that a source perceived as having a small ISW will be easy to locate 
and may be perceived as a “point source”, whereas more diffuse sources - those with a larger ISW - are 
more likely to be poorly located.
The association between the apparent focus of a source and its ease of location was noted by listeners 
when clarifying their graphical representations. Terminology such as ‘hard to pick out where source 
was coming from’ was used when listeners felt themselves to be ‘enveloped by sound’ or the source 
appeared to be ‘coming from all areas’. Similarly a listener could be ‘bathed in sound’ when they 
couldn’t ‘pinpoint’ the source of the sound. Alternatively, sound could come from a ‘specific sound 
position’ a ‘specific area’ and have a ‘fixed local image’ or ‘fill the whole of the area’ and have a ‘less 
focused’, ‘non-specific’ image. In addition to being used to describe an easily localisable source, 
derivatives of the term ‘pinpoint’ were used by some listeners to describe a small source (or one 
opposite to a ‘wide’ source) with sources also being described as ‘bigger’ than a point. However, as 
large sources could be pinpointable it should be noted that pinpoint was not expressly related to the 
perceived physical dimensions of the source. In appendix 3.B., figures 3.B.41-3.B.50 (listener 13) and 
3.B.90-3.B.99 (listener 19) illustrate two listeners’ experiences of sound ‘spreading’ or ‘projecting’ 
away from a ‘focal point’ or ‘main’ area to cover a designated ‘pocket of sound’ or ‘area of volume’. 
The concept of sound spreading away from a ‘focal point’ was represented by these listeners through 
their positioning of a letter or icon at a ‘centre fill’ or ‘main’ location of a sound and surrounding this 
with an ‘area’. Examples include the use of small circles in figures 3.3.18 and 3.3.19 (listeners 13 and 
19 respectively) and the positioning of letters by listener 17 (see figures 3.B.70-3.B.79 in appendix 3.B 
and figure 3.3.20 below for immediate reference).
Figure 3.3.18 Figure 3.3.19 Figure 3.3.20 Figure 3.3.21
‘spread / projection’ ‘spread across’ ‘sound coming across’ ‘wrapped around’
(rr)5 5— Co)|
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3.3.3 Width and envelopment -  a continuum?
When describing their auditory experiences of the solo instruments, listeners would on occasions 
suggest that the sound began to ‘wrap around’ them, ‘involve’ or ‘surround’ them. For instance; figure 
3.3.13 from earlier and 3.B.59 in appendix 3.B were described by listener 15 as ‘spreading all around’; 
figures 3.B.75 in appendix 3.B and 3.3.14 from earlier as ‘enveloping’ (as if listener 17 was ‘sitting 
amongst’ what was happening); and figure 3.3.21 was described by listener 16 as ‘wrapped around’.
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That listeners clarified their graphical descriptors using such language suggests that for some listeners, 
if width was being considered at all, it was being considered on the same construct scale as 
envelopment; with well-focused point sources opposing sounds which curved around and enveloped 
the listener. This is not a novel theory. One of the attribute scales constructed by a group of Finnish 
listeners - under the guidance of Koivuniemi and Zacharov (2001) - was called “broadness”. This 
descriptor was defined as “how wide an area the perceived sound event seems to have” and a strong 
sense of broadness was equated with a sound perceived to come from all around the listener. Based on 
his research into spatial quality evaluation, Rumsey contends
At what point does the attribute we call source width become another one called 
envelopment? (Rumsey, 2002, p660)
With the benefit of graphical representation and subsequent verbal clarification, this conversion 
appears to occur when a reproduced source is positioned at a distance where it is possible to envelop 
the listener. And, since very broad sources - such as those depicted in appendix 3.B, figures 3.B.26 and 
3.B.36, the voice in figures 3.B.57 and 3.B.58, the entire ensembles of figure 3.B.77 and finally figures 
3.3.22 and 3.3.23 below - may remain at a distance from the listener and consequently not envelop 
them, it is possible to contend that envelopment is only specifically linked with broadness when there is 
this degree of association (in terms of distance) between listener and reproduced event.
Figure 3.3.24 Listener 15 Figure 3.3.25 Listener 15
‘coming from al! around me’ 'not coming up to me’
A distinction can also be made between an event considered enveloping and one where ensemble 
instruments simply surrounded the listener. When describing figure 3.3.24 and figure 3.3.14 from 
earlier, listeners 15 and 17 used terms such as ‘taking part’, ‘sound coming from all around me’, 
‘sitting amongst sound’, ‘wrapped up amongst sound’ and ‘being involved’ or ‘enveloped’. Whereas 
when describing figures 3.3.22 and 3.3.25 terminology was preferred which positioned the ensemble 
(figure 3.3.22) or the solo sources (figure 3.3.25) at a greater distance from the listener: For instance, 
‘not sitting amongst the sound’, ‘listening to a sound’ (rather than being part of it), ‘not coming up to 
me’ and ‘instruments going on at a distance’.
Thus, the combined analysis of graphical description and verbal terminology suggests that not all 
ensembles which surround the listener are close enough to involve or envelop the listener.
Figure 3.3.22 Listener 17 
‘listening from a distance’
Figure 3.3.23 Listener 20 
‘width is all over the front'
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3.3.4 T h e  d esc rip tio n  o f a lte rn a tiv e  a ttr ib u te s
Although presented with a two-dimensional response sheet showing a plan of the vehicle (without 
elevation information) a number of listeners represented an instrument’s position on the vehicle’s ‘z’ 
axis and described this position as ‘height’. During the discussion sessions it became apparent that 
height could be represented by placing an instrument at different horizontal positions on the two- 
dimensional plan. For example, a solo instrument could be depicted low by positioning it in the 
passenger’s foot-well and higher by positioning the source at the dashboard. Even though this appeared 
to be a means of solving the problem of representing height on a two-dimensional plan, a listener’s 
experience could be easily misinterpreted by the researcher who was without the benefit of verbal 
clarification; since an instrument represented 011 the dashboard could be interpreted either as further 
away from a listener or at a greater height in the vehicle than a source located in a foot-well.
Two circles were depicted by listener 2 when describing the widened central cello source of figure
3.B.5 (in appendix 3.B). When asked to describe this representation, the listener indicated that they 
were describing an ‘ambience’ which was distinct from the ‘main cue’ of the instrumental source. 
Listener 20 described their experience of the same widened cello instrument as possessing an audible 
‘fill’ which occurred alongside the sound, a situation visually represented using a sweeping line 
alongside the shorter arrow in figure 3.3.23 (presented earlier). A third listener, listener 11 described 
the presence of ‘reverberation’ when there was ‘something else to the sound’ and again represented the 
artificially widened cello source using two distinct circles in appendix 3.B, figure 3.B.36. That listeners 
were depicting these additional cues suggests, once again, that individuals were not simply illustrating 
the width and location of the reproduced stimuli but providing descriptive information more 
representative of their experiences.
3.3.5 A ttr ib u te s  specific to  ensem bles
Many of the verbal terms previously identified to describe a solo instrument source were also employed 
by listeners when describing instruments within an ensemble. For example, the area covered by the 
ensemble, its precision or specificity, the listener’s ability to localise the ensemble and the possibility 
for the ensemble to involve or come from all around the listener. To accompany these now familiar 
concepts, verbal descriptors were introduced which referred to the relative positioning of the individual 
instmments within each ensemble. When instruments within ensembles were depicted over the width 
of the vehicle (for example: figures 3.B.18, 3.B.47 and 3.B.97 in appendix 3.B and figures 3.3.26 and 
3.3.27 overleaf) these graphical responses were verbally described as having ‘well defined instruments 
within space’, or containing individual instruments which had their own ‘well localised’, ‘separated’ 
‘image’ or ‘envelope’ within the ensemble. Conversely, figure 3.3.28, and figures 3.B.37, 3.B.76 in 
appendix 3.B, represent situations where listeners could not differentiate between the various 
instruments within the ensemble. Here instruments were described by listeners as ‘joined’, ‘merged’, 
‘blended’ or ‘mixed’ into one sound with the same boundary. Figures 3.B.38 to 3.B.40, 3.B.56 and
3.B.57 illustrate conditions where instrument boundaries were perceived to ‘overlap’ within the
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ensemble. In these situations, even though sources were positioned very close together, listeners felt 
able to define these instruments as ‘distinct sounds’.
Figure 3.3.26 ‘well defined Figure 3.3.27 ‘clear Figure 3.3.28
instruments in space' separation between instruments ‘joined’
------------
Figure 3.3.29 ‘sounds 
can be distinguished’
n
For many listeners, the point at which a sound occupied a distinct space within the vehicle was the 
instance when it was said to occupy a different ‘ensemble’. Consequently for these listeners, the 
original ensemble of three instruments could itself be split into further ensembles according to whether 
or not instruments occupied the same space. For example, figure 3.3.29 could be interpreted as 
containing two ‘ensembles’ whilst figure 3.3.28 and figures 3.B.37 and 3.B.76 in appendix 3.B could 
be described as one single ‘ensemble’. The division of a reproduced scene into several ensembles was 
discussed by Rumsey (2002), who suggested that several levels of “ensemble width” may be required 
to describe the characteristics of “groups within groups”. However, ambiguities may still occur when 
trying to establish group membership for the different instruments. For instance, although located in the 
same position, does figure 3.3.30 (and figures 3.B.66, 3.B.96 and 3.B.106 in appendix 3.B) indicate 
one or more distinct groups? Are figures 3.3.31 and 3.3.32 (and figures 3.B.50, 3.B.69 and 3.B.109 in 
appendix 3.B) indicating two or three ensembles? And does the large envelope around the circles in 
figure 3.3.24 (from earlier) and similarly the large circle around the letters in figure 3.3.33 suggest 
these should be read as a single ensemble rather than as three distinct sources? It is clearly possible to 
misinterpret a listener’s auditory spatial experiences at this point.
Figure 3.3.30 
One or more ensembles?
Figure 3.3.32
Two or three ensembles?
Figure 3.3.33 
Single ensemble?
Figure 3.3.31
Two or three ensembles?
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3.4 Summary of the findings from the clarification process
In previous investigations, the communication of a listener’s auditoiy spatial experiences through 
individual graphical representation resulted in ambiguous responses. The aim of the clarification 
process was to establish why these ambiguities were occurring in order that a step could be taken 
towards fulfilling the research objective, namely: To develop a descriptive graphical language which 
enables the structuring and representation of listeners ’ auditoiy spatial experiences in order that these 
experiences may be understood when communicated to the researcher.
When individual listeners clarified their graphical descriptions using verbal terminology, it was 
identified that the verbal attributes of width and location were either being applied to their experiences 
in a manner other than expected, or listeners were avoiding describing the width attribute altogether, 
appearing to answer an alternative question to that asked by the researcher. Koster notes that:
Whenever one puts a question to a subject, one always gets an answer, even if the question is
in principle unanswerable (Koster, 2003, p7)
Support for the existence of an unanswerable question is evident in listeners’ preference for two- 
dimensional graphical shapes and the employment of two-dimensional verbal terminology when asked 
to describe their experiences. Further support is apparent in the use of verbal descriptors unrelated to 
width (for example ambience and height), and the specific statement by one listener that he was 
responding to the research question rather than representing his actual experiences.
Thus it may be that the uni-dimensional descriptive term width cannot be applied appropriately to a 
listener’s experience when this is to be represented graphically. Listeners themselves may merely 
perceive, and therefore depict sound as occupying a two-dimensional area or three-dimensional volume 
of space within a vehicle. The area may be well defined or less focused and likewise, instalments 
within this area may be easily located at a specific position or more diffuse. It is also possible that the 
listener perceives an ‘envelope of sound’ for each distinct instalment or group of instruments, the 
sound ‘projecting’ or ‘spreading’ away from the ‘focal point’ or ‘centre’ of this envelope. If, as it 
appears, a listener graphically represents sound in terms of more multi-dimensional attributes, asking a 
listener to graphically describe a uni-dimensional verbal attribute could result in: (i) the ambiguous 
attachment of this attribute to their experience; (ii) a listener’s inability to identify any experience 
which relates to the verbal attribute or; (iii) the listener ignoring the request of the researcher and 
focusing instead on describing attributes representative of their actual experiences. Aside from 
identifying the consequences of asking an unanswerable question, it is also worth considering why 
listeners in previous GAL studies were being asked to describe the width of an auditory spatial scene.
The decision to ask listeners to describe the width of an ensemble was made following the findings of 
the pilot investigation. As mentioned in chapter 2, the pilot study provided listeners with an exemplary 
descriptive style to use, should they wish, when graphically describing their experiences. Other than
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this provision, the listeners were not limited by a specific research question detailing which experiences 
to represent - the only obvious restriction being the A4 tracing paper used as a response sheet. When 
graphical responses were measured and quantitatively analysed, it was found that differences could be 
identified between the different left-to-right extents of the various complex musical stimuli. 
Considering width (or a differently named attribute with similar characteristics) has been - and 
continues to be - commonly elicited as a verbal descriptor of both ensemble stimuli and individual 
instrument sources12, no further confirmation was sought regarding the suitability of either descriptor 
for graphically eliciting from listeners their experiences of a reproduced audio event. Only now, 
following clarification, is it possible to contend that width, although an effective verbal descriptor of a 
listener’s experience and a useful quantitative measure of a listener’s graphical representations, ought 
not to be specifically linked with a listener’s experience when this is to be represented graphically.
In conclusion, since an individual’s own language is meaningful to them, a listener’s communication of 
their experiences within their own descriptive graphical language can be accepted as valid if what is 
being communicated is a representation of their experience and not an external factor (such as one 
introduced by the investigation setting). The clarification process has highlighted that posing an 
inappropriate question - one that fails to match with a listener’s experiences - is such a factor and can 
result in a listener either ignoring the question, or (more problematically) ignoring their experiences. If 
the researcher does base their comprehension - and any further descriptive communication - on a 
description which fails to represent the listeners’ experiences, there are obvious problems for the 
validity of this understanding and any ensuing descriptive account. Likewise if a listener chooses to 
respond to an alternative question, one which better matches their experiences, although the listener’s 
representations will communicate their experiences, the researcher’s comprehension will reflect the 
question and (once again) the objective of the research remains unfulfilled. A graphical representation 
of this explanation is provided in figure 3.4.1: GAL development model stage II13.
12 For a full description of the verbal attributes ensemble width and individual source width, plus details of their 
elicitation and use in subjective audio research, see Rumsey (2002)
13 A key for the descriptive process model is provided in appendix 1.
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In figure 3.4.1 ‘Q’ is used to refer to the written instruction provided at the start of the investigation by 
the researcher; ‘St’ denotes the specific reproduced stimulus; ‘Exp1 - Exp"’ the possible auditory spatial 
experiences of a listener; ‘IR’ a listener’s individual representations and; ‘C’ refers to the researcher’s 
comprehension of the listener’s experiences via this representation. Ambiguities in communication are 
indicated by a dotted line.
Figure 3.4.1 GAL development model stage II: Known ambiguities following the clarification of listener descriptions
O
The researcher misunderstands (CQ) the listener’s experiences because the listener represents 
(IRQ) the researcher’s written instruction (Q) and not their experiences (Objective not fulfilled)
Listener uses own graphical descriptors to represent their experiences in (IR1). Researcher has 
potential to understand listener’s experiences (CR1) (Potential for research objective to be fulfilled) 
The researcher misunderstands (CM1) the listener’s experiences because the researcher does not 
f fully understand what the listener is describing using their individual representations (IR1). 
(Objective not fulfilled)
The researcher misunderstands (CM2) the listener’s experiences because the listener represents 
their experience (IR2) rather than the researcher’s written instruction (Q) (Objective not fulfilled)
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3.5 Rationale for the continued development of GAL
Using figure 3.4.1 as illustration, it is clear from this model that ambiguities in graphical responses can 
be minimised by the careful selection of the terminology used in a written investigation instruction, 
ensuring that this terminology better reflects the actual experiences of the individual listener. One 
outcome of the clarification process was a set of verbal descriptors, a word list, for each listener 
(examples of which are provided in appendix 3.C) which could ostensibly be used by the researcher to 
communicate with the listener in a language more reflective of their auditory spatial experiences and of 
the graphical descriptors created to represent these experiences. Although two assistants made note of 
the verbal descriptors used by the individual listeners during the clarification process, only one 
assistant (the researcher) extracted terminology from the audio tapes of each listener’s discussion 
sessions for the descriptive account and individual word lists. Since no additional validation of either 
the account or the word lists was conducted, it was not possible at this stage to say whether the verbal 
terminology extracted by the researcher was truly appropriate for the communication of a listener’s 
experiences. Furthermore, as noted by Kelly in his Psychology) of Personal Constructs (1963), even if 
the question asked by the researcher in future investigations was able to reflect the listeners’ 
experiences by using verbal terminology collated from the clarification process, there would still exist 
the possibility that each listener would choose to use their individual graphical descriptors differently 
when responding to this appropriate question. As Kelly asserted:
Even those constructions which are symbolized by words are not necessarily similar just 
because the words are similar. Conversely, two persons may be using essentially the 
same constructions of their experience, although they express themselves in quite 
different terms. (Kelly, 1963, p92)
Consequently (as illustrated by the outcome CM1 in figure 3.4.1), even after the clarification process, 
there still existed the potential for the researcher to misinterpret a listener’s depiction of their 
experiences when this representation used individual descriptive language. To establish whether the 
verbal terminology extracted from the taped discussion sessions by the researcher actually reflected the 
auditoiy spatial experiences of the listeners, it was decided to return verbal descriptor lists and 
graphical representations to listeners for further description and validation.
3.5.1 T h e  co m m u n alisa tio n  o f experiences
Although it is crucial for any description of a phenomenon to be initially undertaken by the individual - 
so that this description reflects the phenomenon (the stimulus) as experienced by the individual - a 
more thorough understanding of the stimulus as experienced can be obtained if this individual 
description is shared with others. “Communalisation” or “inter-subjectivity” is possible because, as 
Koster asserts, even though each individual will have their own personal history, “people may have 
much more in common in the way they experience situations than it seems at first sight” (Koster, 2003, 
p370). Koster consolidates his assertion by stating “if situations were really completely individual and 
private, communication of feelings would be impossible. Literary books would not be published and
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the film industry would not exist” (ibid.). Koster exemplified inter-subjectivity as the ability of an 
individual to inquire of someone else the identity of an unknown object; a task which is only possible 
since the individual is “absolutely sure that he [the other person] sees the same shape of the object”. 
Koster continues by differentiating between recognising the same physical object and applying a 
universal meaning to the object; meaning being applied independently even when an object is 
universally recognised. For example “the fact that [the other person] notices something that you have 
overlooked although you can clearly see it when it is pointed out to you, is because he also sees 
meaning” (ibid. p368).
Although Kelly’s Psychology of Personal Constructs is based on the ‘individuality corollary’ that an 
individual construes events as experienced by themselves, the author posits what at first appears to be a 
contradictory ‘commonality corollary’. Commonality is defined: “to the extent that one person employs 
a construction of experience which is similar to that employed by another, his psychological processes 
are similar to those of the other person” (Kelly, 1963, p90). Thus, for Kelly, it is the construction of an 
experience that provides the basis for similar action and not the identity of the experience. Accordingly, 
both commonality and individuality corollaries are free to co-exist. Kelly clarifies his position stating:
Experience, as we have defined it, is a matter of successively construing events. To 
construe experience, then, is to take stock of the outcome of this successive construing 
process. Thus, if two people take similar stock of their successive interpretations, their 
behavior will exhibit similar characteristics. The historical development of their thinking 
need not be similar -  only the stock-taking need be similar. Hence it is not the similarity 
of experience which provides the basis for similarity of action, but similarity of their 
present construction of that experience (ibid. p92)
Kelly is adamant in his belief that individuality in experience does not rule out the possibility that 
events can be construed similarly: “To say that two things differ from each other in every conceivable 
respect is to express the ultimate in particularism and to leave one’s listener in a confused state of mind 
about the whole matter.” (ibid.)
For Civille and Lawless, commonality is required in the way individuals describe external stimuli. 
Here, the discussion of terminology and underlying perceptual structures has benefits for panelists 
involved in the development of a descriptive language which include; “the ability of individuals to 
monitor and check the inferences and reasoning of the others in the group which then speeds the 
process of concept attainment by all members” (Civille and Lawless, 1986, p211). According to 
Moustakas, “in the back and forth of social interaction the challenge is to discover what is really true of 
the phenomena of interpersonal knowledge and experience” (Moustakas, 1994, p57). Consequently it is 
believed that an individual’s knowledge may be influenced or “corrected” by looking at the 
phenomenon “from the perspective of another self’ (ibid. p94); this social interaction leading to the 
adoption of a more inter-subjective description of the phenomenon by the individual. For Moustakas:
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Following our own self-evidence of what appears to us, we check with others regarding what 
they perceive, feel, and think. In the process of this kind of careful checking we may revisit the 
phenomenon and discover something new that alters our knowledge of the thing (ibid. p95)
Husserl, cited in Moustakas (ibid.) stated that this process of communalisation alters validity through 
“reciprocal correction”; enabling each individual to obtain a more complete understanding of the 
phenomenon being revisited. Similarly, for Kelly it is the constant exposure to an event that causes the 
individual to challenge the constructions which are already in existence.
Successive revelation of events invites the person to place new constructions upon them 
whenever something unexpected happens. Otherwise one’s anticipations would become 
less and less realistic. The succession of events in the course of time continually subjects 
a person’s construction system to a validation process. The constructions one places upon 
events are working hypotheses, which are about to be put to the test of experience. 
(Kelly, 1963, p72)
Consequently it was decided that individual graphical representations and descriptive verbal 
terminology would be returned to small groups of listeners for further inter-subjective description and 
discussion. The objective of this group discussion was twofold; firstly; to facilitate a more 
comprehensive understanding of listeners’ auditory spatial experiences by both listener and researcher 
(improving the researcher’s ability to provide a valid descriptive account of these experiences); and 
secondly, to develop - through the consolidation of the individual word lists and graphical descriptors 
of the individual listeners - an inter-subjective (universal) graphical language appropriate for the 
representations of each listeners’ experiences and a comprehensive set of verbal terminology for use in 
any verbal communication between researcher and listener.
The decision to create a universal graphical communication medium - based on listeners’ inter- 
subjective knowledge of a phenomenon - was made to rectify the problem highlighted by CM1 in figure 
3.4.1. Namely that when a listener uses their own individual graphical descriptions to represent their 
experiences the researcher may not fully understand what is meant by the descriptors and in this way 
may provide an unrepresentative descriptive account of a listener’s experiences. By creating a 
graphical communication medium which could be used by all listeners to represent their experiences it 
was envisaged that the researcher would be able to base their explication on the listeners’ agreed 
application of graphical descriptors to experience, rather than having to identify how each listener was 
using their own unique descriptors to represent their own experiences.
Thus, through the process of returning an individual listener’s graphical and verbal descriptors to small 
groups of listeners, it was envisaged that known sources of ambiguity in communication from 
researcher-to-listener (the verbal terminology of the investigation instruction) and listener-to-researcher 
(the listener’s use of individual graphical descriptors) could be minimised.
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3.6 Developing a universal set of graphical descriptors : Part 1
The procedure for developing the descriptive universal graphical language (U-GAL), and associated 
verbal descriptors, conformed in part to the language development process of Quantitative Descriptive 
Analysis (QDA) outlined by Stone in Hootman’s Descriptive Analysis Testing (1992). The applicability 
of this process to subjective audio evaluation has previously been highlighted in Chapter 1 of this 
thesis, with an overview of the method presented by Bech (1999) and subsequently employed by 
Zacharov and Koivuniemi (2001a) in their development of the Audio Descriptive Analysis & Mapping 
procedure (ADAM). For Stone, the development process was one of panel training in which “panelists, 
as a group, meet with the panel leader and develop a common language that describes their perceptions 
of the products” (Stone, in Hootman, 1992, pl7). Although seen as a training process in QDA - with 
panelists creating a language to be used when describing the perceived attributes of external reference 
stimuli - the same process of group meeting and discussion could be used to create an inter-subjective 
descriptive language capable of representing listeners’ experiences on auditioning an external stimulus.
3.6.1 L an g u ag e  deve lopm en t p rocess
The validation of verbal terminology and development of the U-GAL required the participation of the 
same 20 listeners who had provided graphical descriptors and verbal accounts of these individual 
descriptions in the clarification study. In order that even the most reticent communicator would have a 
forum for discussion, listeners were divided into five small groups - a practice supported by 
Koivuniemi and Zacharov (2001). To promote discussion, each panel consisted of listeners with 
varying representation styles. To minimise any bias originating from placing a group of enthusiastic 
experienced listeners with an introverted novice, the previous listening experience of each individual - 
and their willingness to communicate in earlier studies - were also taken into account when listener’s 
were allocated to a panel. Individual discussion sessions were timetabled into 90-minute slots. 
However this time limit could be extended should panelists become involved in intense debate.
The task of each panel
When developing a descriptive language for use in the representation and subsequent evaluation of 
external stimuli, Meilgaard et al (1999) outlined the role of the panelists as follows:
I : Panel generates original list of descriptors to which all panelists are invited to contribute 
2: Original list, containing many overlapping terms, is rearranged and reduced into a working 
list in which the descriptors are comprehensive (describe the product category completely) 
and yet discrete (overlapping is minimised)
The task of each four-person panel involved in the development of the universal graphical and verbal 
languages was to construct two sets of descriptors (one verbal, one graphical) which could be used by 
the whole panel to represent their experiences. Individual word lists and graphical representations 
already existed for each panel member (as a result of the clarification process). Consequently, the 
descriptors for all listeners on a panel were made available to that panel from the outset, and step 1
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from the above list was replaced by a process of each listener revisiting and discussing with the 
remainder of their panel the auditory spatial experiences they were trying to represent with their 
graphical and verbal descriptors. Since verbal descriptors had been selected from taped discussion 
sessions by the researcher and not the listener, panelists were also instructed to remove words from 
their list which they considered to be of little relevance and to add words to their list where their 
experiences had not been folly captured by the researcher’s description. Towards the end of this initial 
discussion phase, descriptors for each panelist were grouped according to similarities in the experience 
being represented.
The initial explanation of experiences and descriptors by individual panelists led automatically to the 
discussion between listeners of possible overlaps in their application of terminology to their 
experiences. Panelists used this opportunity to further clarify their descriptive terminology, establishing 
whether the same terminology was being used by different members of the panel to represent similar 
experiences or if differences existed in their application of descriptor to experience. Following a 
lengthy discussion period - which often extended past the allocated 90 minute session - panelists 
attempted to consolidate their individual terminology into universal graphical and verbal languages. To 
be included in a panel’s language, a descriptor had to meet the criteria that it could be used by all panel 
members to comprehensively describe a distinct spatial attribute of a (selected) reproduced audio event 
as experienced by them. In addition to developing both graphical and verbal descriptors, panels were 
asked to indicate how differences in intensity could be described using their descriptors, for example: 
how would a focused area be communicated graphically and how would this compare with a less 
focused area?
Role of the panel leader
Each discussion session took place under the supervision of the researcher, whose role as ‘panel leader’ 
is defined by Stone as follows:
The panel leader facilitates the discussion, ensures that materials needed by panelists are 
available, keeps notes, but does not participate in the actual development of the attributes 
needed to folly describe the products. (Stone, in Hootman, 1992, p i7)
To assist in the description of their experiences, panelists were provided with blank A3 graphical 
response forms, the same as had been used in the clarification process and illustrated previously in 
figure 3.2.1. To further assist in their development of the graphical and verbal languages, the vehicle 
which had originally been used in the clarification study was also made available to listeners in order 
that they may re-audition the programme material which had prompted their initial experiences and 
subsequent descriptions. For the practical reason of limited space, discussion sessions themselves did 
not take place within the vehicle. Discussions were audio taped and transcribed (where possible 
between meetings) to provide panelists with an on-going record of their progress and to maintain an 
unbiased account of panel meetings.
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In accordance with Stone’s defined role for a panel leader, the researcher did not participate in the 
actual development of the graphical or verbal descriptors, but was available to provoke discussion and 
clarify the terminology being used by the panel. The involvement of the researcher was limited to using 
only the language of the panel to avoid biasing the development process. This is contrary to Stone’s 
later description of the role, which states that a panel leader may become involved in the development 
process and suggest attributes “when the panel is experiencing difficulty describing a particular 
sensation”, with the proviso that “the panel, as a group, must come to agreement as to inclusion of 
each attribute” (ibid.). As a further precaution against the panel leader biasing the language 
development, an additional (non-participating) panelist was present throughout the group sessions to 
monitor the contribution of the panel leader and to provide technical support.
The time taken by each panel to develop their graphical and verbal descriptors varied: Two panels each 
required a total development time of around three hours to consolidate their individual descriptors into 
a language which was mutually agreed upon by all panelists. A further two groups consolidated their 
graphical and verbal terms in four approximately 90-minute meetings, with the final panel requiring 
five roughly 90-minute sessions before finally arriving at a verbal and graphical language which was 
acceptable to all.
3.6.2 Id en tify in g  com m onality  in  experiences : P rec is  o f p an e l d iscussions
During each panel’s first meeting, panelists were re-acquainted with their graphical descriptions and 
introduced to the individual lists of verbal terminology constructed by the researcher as a result of the 
clarification process14. The period of explanation and refinement which ensued resulted in panelists not 
only clarifying and structuring their individual descriptors into more coherent lists, but identifying (as a 
panel) the common experiences requiring representation in their graphical and verbal languages. Since 
each panelist’s individual list of verbal terminology was divided into two separate sections - with 
descriptors representing solo sources separated from those used by individuals to represent trio 
ensembles - panelists were required to structure their experiences in such a way as to develop 
descriptive terminology which could be used to represent both distinct source types. Consequently 
panelists were required to identify the exact constituents of an ‘audio image’.
Deconstructing the audio image
When discussing how to describe their experiences of an audio stimulus (which could be either an 
ensemble or a solo instrument) similarities existed between panels in how their auditory spatial 
experiences were being structured and described. One panel decided that any stimulus could be best 
represented as a ‘soundstage’ or ‘audio image’. An ‘audio image’ was defined as an area which could 
be filled by any number of individual instruments occupying the same location within the vehicle. For 
the panel there existed the possibility that more than one audio image could exist simultaneously within 
a vehicle; should the same instrument be perceived to divide and occupy two different locations in the
14 Exemplary graphical descriptions and verbal terminology for individual listeners are provided in appendices 3.B 
and 3.C respectively.
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vehicle, or a gap exist between instruments within the same ensemble. A second panel used the term 
‘soundstage’ and one again cited the location of the different instruments within the ensemble as their 
means of differentiating between the different soundstages which could exist for the same audio event. 
One further panel used location as a means of deconstructing the audio stimulus, maintaining that when 
several ‘sounds’ were perceived as coming from one place a listener could just sketch these as having a 
combined, integrated ‘field’: However different fields should exist for auditory events at different 
locations. Relevant extracts from the transcripts of the taped discussion sessions for these three 
exemplary panels are provided in appendix 3.D: excerpts 1 - 315. By deconstructing an auditory event 
into distinct parts according to stimulus location, panelists from the above panels believed they would 
be able to describe each distinct soundstage, audio image or field in terms of its characteristics. These 
characteristics are outlined below.
Audio image position
After much debate, panels eventually decided that only the front-to-back and left-to-right position or 
location of an audio image, field or soundstage could be described graphically; due to the physical 
restrictions of the two-dimensional response sheet. However many panelists did discuss their 
experience of sound being located in three-dimensional space, with this third dimension being 
described as the ‘height’ of an event. Extracts from transcripts of two panels are provided in appendix
3.D (excerpts 4 and 5) and highlight how height was being described during the language development 
sessions. It should also be noted that many panelists suggested the creation of a three-dimensional 
response form to better enable the representation of this important elevation dimension. Further to 
describing the location of an audio image, field or soundstage, panels discussed how a sound could be 
positioned in relation to a listener. One panel believed it was possible to feel ‘amongst’, ‘enveloped’ 
and ‘involved’ by a sound when ‘surrounded’ by what was going on; a panelist from this panel stating 
that this was ‘the difference of sitting listening to someone playing a piece of music and the difference 
of actually being amongst the people playing’. The same panel distinguished between the experiences 
of being ‘surrounded by’ and ‘close to’ a source: It being possible for a listener to be close to an event 
without feeling part of (or ‘involved’ in) it. A second panel described a feeling of ‘envelopment’ as the 
feeling that ‘you are in the centre of the sound - sound is coming from all around’, with the possibility 
that a listener was either ‘involved’ with the image, or ‘not involved - outside of the image’.
Size and area
Many panels debated how best to describe experiences typically represented by the terms ‘area’ and 
‘size’ using graphical descriptors and verbal terminology. It was concluded by four panels that area 
consisted of two-dimensions (width and depth) which could also be described independently. Much 
debate was required by one of these four panels - as exemplified in the transcript extract (excerpt 6) 
provided in appendix 3.D - before agreement could be reached as to whether the depth descriptor could 
be applied to panelists’ individual experiences. Within the panel, depth represented either the front-to-
15 The term audio image is not mentioned in the provided extract for panel II (excerpt 1) as panelists only later 
decided to replace the descriptor ‘soundstage’ with 'audio image’
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back axis through an elliptical area of sound, or a measure of ‘projection’; the distance from a ‘centre 
of sound’ to its forward boundary. Another member of the same panel perceived ‘sound’ as having no 
associated ‘depth’ and consequently their only use for the depth descriptor was in representing the 
distance between the source of the sound (the loudspeaker) and the perceived location of the event. 
After much discussion, the panel decided that area could be described as a two-dimensional attribute 
ranging from ‘small’ to ‘large’, the attribute requiring no further representation (other than to describe 
the location where this area was experienced). For the fifth panel, although area was discussed in terms 
of its width, no mention was made of depth during the panel’s discussion sessions. Instead the panel 
decided that their experiences could best be represented by a distinct width descriptor and the ‘area the 
sound filled’; from ‘small (pinpoint)’ to Targe (whole car)’.
Source localisability
When discussing the ease with which they could locate their experience of the different audio events, 
four panels described the presence of an ‘origin’, ‘focal point’, ‘main part’ or ‘centre of sound’: The 
fifth panel describing an apparently similar experience using the verbal descriptor ‘localisability’ to 
distinguish between sources which were easy to localise, difficult to localise and those which couldn’t 
be localised. For all panels, descriptors were used to represent the focal point of any localisable source 
within a reproduced stimulus and could therefore exist for both solo instruments and any of the 
individual instruments within an audio image, field or soundstage. Around the ‘origin’ or centre of a 
localisable source, panelists from three of the panels described an ‘area’ which was ‘filled’ or ‘covered’ 
by the same sound. In one of these panels, the ‘origin’ could change size within the ‘area’ according to 
whether it was perceived to cover the whole vehicle or a specific point. For the other two panels, a 
‘focal point’ or ‘centre of sound’ only existed when the source was ‘definable’ or ‘focused’: Should a 
‘centre of sound’ be definable or ‘pinpointable’, one panel then specified the position of this definable 
centre. Although the fourth panel did discuss the existence of a main part, not ail members of this panel 
surrounded this main part with an ‘image’ or ‘shape’ which denoted the outer perimeter of the source. 
Instead the surrounding area was described by one panelists as an ‘area of confusion’ and was linked 
with how easily the panelist could locate the sound: The area increasing in ‘blurriness’ or ‘frizziness’ as 
an instrument's location became less precise and more difficult to ascertain. Although the panel 
eventually excluded ‘area of confusion’ from their descriptive language as a result of its ambiguity (it 
being impossible to differentiate between a large graphical description representing a ‘confused’ image 
and a similarly sized description which represented a physically larger area) the panel was not alone in 
likening a small area to a ‘focused’, ‘certain’ or ‘concentrated’ sound and a larger area with an 
‘unfocused’, ‘dispersed’ event.
Excluded descriptors
Throughout the process of developing their descriptive languages, panels were encouraged to exclude 
individual terminology which could not be used by all panel members to describe their individual 
experiences. In some cases discarded terminology was replaced by a descriptor which could be used to
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represent panelists’ experiences. However, if an actual auditory spatial experience was deemed too 
obscure, the experience itself would not be represented in the panels’ languages.
Ambiguity and lack of consensus as to how ‘area of confusion’ could be applied to a listener’s 
experiences led to the exclusion of this descriptor from one panel’s language. Within the same panel, 
‘hugging the space’ was again excluded from the verbal language as not all panelists were able to 
associate this descriptor (for a sound which ‘clung to the boundaries of the vehicle’ as a result of it 
lacking in ‘depth’) with their experiences. In a separate panel, ‘wall of sound’ was used by one panelist 
to represent a large, ‘unfocused’ elliptical sound which could exist either in front or behind the listener 
and ‘bathed in sound’ was similarly applied to an experience which included the listener. Both terms 
were excluded from the panel’s verbal language as panelists believed the descriptors represented the 
same experience as an ‘area of sound’ without a definable ‘centre of sound’.
The verbal descriptors ‘image shift’ and ‘sound stability’ were introduced by two different panels. Both 
terms were used to describe a moving source within the vehicle, but panelists could not develop a 
means of graphically representing this experience in a comprehensive manner and the two descriptors 
were therefore omitted from their languages. The descriptor ‘point source’ was omitted from one 
panel’s verbal language as panelists believed their experiences could be better associated with the 
verbal descriptor ‘easy to localise’. For the same panel, ‘soundstage’ - the term initially applied to the 
distinct groups of instruments created from a reproduced audio event when this was deconstructed 
according to instrument location - was eventually replaced by ‘audio image’. Soundstage was 
considered too technical a term by some panelists; others could use the term to describe the qualities of 
a physical stage but felt it had little bearing on their perception of an reproduced stimulus; and, for the 
remaining panel members, the term did not represent anything. Panelists believed ‘audio image’ was 
more reflective of their actual experiences.
Many panelists suggested the inclusion of a descriptor in their languages which could be used to 
represent the relative loudness of the individual instruments within an ensemble stimulus. One panel - 
close to including a representation of loudness in their graphical language - originally suggested this be 
denoted by changing the thickness of graphical width and depth descriptor lines, but finally decided to 
develop only verbal terminology. A second panel noted that it would be useful to rank individual 
instruments within an audio image according to their loudness. However, the remaining panels omitted 
loudness from their languages as they did not consider it to be a spatial attribute.
Ambience and ambiguity
Two panels concerned themselves with discussing the concept of ambience. The term was used by 
panelists to represent any experience which could also be described as a ‘feeling’ accompanying any 
sound: A ‘feeling of space’ or a ‘feeling of experiencing a live sound’. Although the experiences 
behind the terminology were relevant for all panelists, the actual descriptor ‘ambience’ was considered 
by both panels to be far too ambiguous to be including in their verbal languages. Extracts from the
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transcripts of the panels’ discussion sessions are included in appendix 3.D (excerpts 7 - 10). These 
extracts highlight the complexity of the term ambience and the disparate experiences being represented 
by the descriptor. Ambience was ultimately dropped from both panels’ languages in favour of the term 
‘feeling of space’ which represented the ‘spaciousness’, ‘size of the space’ or ‘the environment a 
listener felt themselves to be listening in’. A second distinct descriptor was also created by one panel 
for the ‘feeling of experiencing a live sound’. Although two panels discussed their experiences with 
reference to a feeling of space only one panel developed a graphical descriptor for this experience - an 
irregular cloudy shape - as the other panel was unsure of how to represent such a feeling (see excerpts 7 
and 8). Other experiences were more successfully converted into graphical descriptors by panelists.
3.6.3 C o n v ertin g  ex perience to  a g ra p h ic a l language
As previously identified, panelists deconstructed reproduced audio events into ‘audio images’ 
consisting of solo instruments or groups of instruments perceived to occupy the same location or area 
within the vehicle. Thus any number of audio images could exist within the vehicle and panelists were 
tasked with developing a graphical language which could reflect this possibility. Although the location 
of an audio image did not require the development of a graphical descriptor - as panelists were able to 
indicate the position of an image (and their involvement with this image) by placing descriptors on a 
response sheet - other experiences required the development of specific graphical descriptors.
As the concept of sound occupying an area was common to all panels, a graphical representation of this 
experience was amongst the first to be developed. Most panels decided that area could be depicted 
using different sized boxes, circles, or ‘race-tracks’ (boxes with rounded comers). For another panel, 
the decision was made to describe an instrument’s shape using front-back and left-right arrows. By 
dividing each instrument into these component dimensions the panel felt they would be able to describe 
any shape experienced; as instruments did not necessarily possess a conventional outline which could 
be described using a rectangle or circle. One further panel did use a circular outline to denote the 
boundaries of an image but also used arrows to determine the shape of the sound being delineated. 
Although the panel that used arrows to represent the shape and size of a reproduced stimulus employed 
different colours with these arrows to represent individual instruments, most panels decided to 
represent separate audio images using separate area descriptors. Two panels suggested that individual 
instruments at the same location should be represented by placing numerous area descriptors directly 
on top of each other. However, other panels employed a single area descriptor in these circumstances. 
As multiple instruments could exist within the same area, panelists recognised the need for identifying 
each instrument. Most panels believed this could best be achieved using a denotative letter for each 
instrument occupying an area.
The ‘focal point’ or ‘origin’ of each localisable source within an audio image also required 
representation by a graphical descriptor. In developing an appropriate descriptor for this experience, 
four different representations were proposed by the panels: a circle; a letter (which was also used to 
identify the type of instrument); a combination of letter and circle; and an ‘x’. The group who believed
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origin could change size created a scale of four different sized circles to represent this attribute. Other 
panels stated that either the descriptor was present when a sound was localisable, or removed from a 
listener’s depiction when there was no focal point. Once again - as multiple instruments could exist 
within the same audio image - there existed the possibility that multiple focal points could exist within 
the same area when this consisted of more than one definable instrument.
Thus to describe a single audio image in the simplest terms of its area and focal point five similar 
graphical lexicons existed; one for each panel. These graphical languages are illustrated in Figure 3.6.1.
Figure 3.6.1 Graphical representations
Panel 1 Panel 2
of area & focal point as developed by the five individual panels
Panel 3 Panel 4 Panel 5
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3.7 Developing U-GAL part II : Consolidating panel languages
At this stage of the language development process, five different graphical languages and associated 
sets of verbal descriptors existed - one for each panel. Further consolidation of these five languages 
was required to arrive at a universal graphical language (U-GAL) which could be used individually by 
all panelists to describe their auditory spatial experiences. The development of a universal set of verbal 
descriptors for describing panelists experiences was also required in order that the researcher could (i) 
use appropriate language when providing verbal information to panelists and (ii) provide a descriptive 
account of a listener’s experiences.
Five panelists - one per panel - were selected by their peers to discuss their panel’s languages in a final 
consolidation process. The process for developing the universal graphical language and associated 
verbal descriptors followed the same descriptive analysis format used when the panel languages were 
developed from listeners’ individual word lists and graphical depictions. However, panelists were this 
time presented with a precis of each panel’s individual discussion sessions and list of their graphical 
and verbal descriptors. The five remaining panelists were involved in three discussion sessions of 
approximately 90-minutes each, where they debated which of their descriptors most comprehensively 
described a listener’s experiences and would therefore be included in the U-GAL.
3.7.1 T he  u n iv ersa l g ra p h ic a l lan g u ag e  (U -G A L)
After much discussion about the merits of each panel’s individual graphical languages, panelists 
decided that a listener’s experience of a single instrument could be thoroughly represented using four 
complementary graphical descriptors as illustrated in figure 3.7.1.
Figure 3.7.1 Graphical language for describing a single instrument
Representing a Feeling of Space
Within U-GAL, the cloudy shape illustrated in figure 3.7.1 was developed to represent a ‘feeling of 
space’. Although panelists provided no explicit verbal definition of the experience being represented by 
this descriptor, it was linked in discussion with the ‘size of the environment’ the listener felt themselves 
to be listening in. Panelists suggested that the environment could range in size from a small room (for 
example a pub) to a large space such as a cathedral or arena. It was also possible for no ‘feeling of 
space’ to exist and in this situation the descriptor could be omitted from a listener’s graphical 
representation. Since it was possible for different environments to be experienced by a listener, the
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‘feeling of space’ descriptor was developed to change size from the size of a seat within the vehicle to 
the size of the vehicle itself. However, at this stage it should be noted that even though all panelists 
agreed to the inclusion of the ‘feeling of space’ descriptor in the graphical language, one panelist had 
reservations about how listeners were actually going to use the descriptor: Since listeners were actually 
sat in a physical environment - the vehicle - with its own dimensions, the panelist was unsure how 
listeners were going to differentiate between the actual space of the vehicle and the environment they 
felt themselves to be listening in. A second panelist voiced concerns about the researcher’s ability to 
accurately describe a listener’s representation which was without a ‘feeling of space’ descriptor: How 
could the researcher differentiate between the listener not experiencing a ‘feeling of space’ and simply 
forgetting to use the descriptor? These concerns were left unresolved at the end of the panel discussion 
sessions; panelists believing they would be settled through the process of validating the language.
Representing the Size of Sound
The ‘size of sound’ descriptor (the round-cornered rectangle in figure 3.7.1) caused few problems for 
the final panel since this concept had been described by all panelists in previous discussion sessions. 
The ‘size of sound’ descriptor was developed to represent the size of the area filled or covered by each 
separate audio image. After much discussion - and wary of how instruments could change in shape as 
well as size - the panel decided that the listener should be able to expand the ‘size of sound’ descriptor 
in any direction in order to represent their experiences comprehensively.
Representing the Centre of Sound
The ‘centre of sound’ - an interesting misnomer since this descriptor could be positioned anywhere 
within a ‘size of sound’ - was represented graphically using a small circle. Although panelists agreed 
on the actual graphical descriptor and the verbal term ‘centre of sound’ (with its accompanying 
definition of ‘core of sound; the main focal point of the sound’) the application of this descriptor to a 
listener’s experience was the subject of considerable debate for the panel. The discussion mainly 
centred around whether a listener would wish to represent a difference in the perceived magnitude of 
the ‘centre of sound’. One panelist stated unequivocally that his panel had required a distinction to be 
made between an ‘origin’ which occupied a ‘point source’ (originating for example, from the ‘left front 
of the vehicle’); an ‘area source’ (such as the whole front of the vehicle); or the ‘whole vehicle’. Yet 
the remaining panelists were content to describe a ‘centre of sound’ as either present or absent: Present 
when a source had a ‘localisable’, ‘focused’ or ‘definable’ ‘core’ or ‘centre’ and absent when the 
source was less easy to localise. A further contention with ‘centre of sound’ was how to graphically 
indicate when an auditoiy event was not localisable? Although most panelists agreed that this could be 
described by a listener omitting the graphical ‘centre of sound’ descriptor from their representation, it 
was again recognised that this omission could simply be the result of a listener forgetting to include the 
descriptor for a source which was actually localisable. Panelists decided that the process of validating 
the graphical language would resolve this issue; since asking listeners to repeatedly describe their 
experiences using U-GAL descriptors would highlight whether an omission was erroneous. Listeners
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decided that the requirement for different sized graphical descriptors could also be assessed during the 
language validation process.
Representing audio images
Panelists were required to reach a consensus on how best to represent the individual ‘audio images’ 
(‘separate sources’, ‘voices’ or ‘separate sounds’ as they had become known during the process of 
consolidation) within an auditory event. The process was not straightforward as more than one audio 
image could exist within a vehicle (when, for example a gap existed between individual instruments in 
an ensemble) and each could consist of more than one instrument with its own definable ‘centre of 
sound’ (when instruments from the same ensemble occupied the same location within the vehicle). 
From the outset it was decided that each instrument present within a reproduced stimulus should have 
its own descriptive letter. This letter could be positioned within the ‘size of sound’ descriptor 
representing the audio image, to indicate the instrument or instruments being represented at that 
location. Following further debate and exercises in which panelists were asked to either depict a 
possible scenario or to interpret an existing graphical representation, it was decided that audio images 
could be described as illustrated in figures 3.7.2, 3.7.3 and 3.7.4.
Figures 3.7.2 - 3.7.4 representing audio images
Figure 3.7.2 audio image with 2 FOCAL Figure 3.7.3 two audio images Figure 3.7.4 image with & without FOCAL
The three different scenarios illustrated in the above figures can be described as follows: Figure 3.7.2 
describes a situation where two localisable (with ‘centre of sound’) sources are present within the same 
audio image; figure 3.7.3 illustrates a situation where one localisable source is located at two distinct 
locations within the vehicle and therefore requires description using two ‘size of sound’ descriptors; 
and figure 3.7.4 uses one ‘size of sound’ descriptor to represent a single audio image containing two 
instruments where only one of these sources (P) is localisable.
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Even though all panels started with a disparate set of individual graphical and verbal descriptors, 
similarities did exist between panels when these descriptors were consolidated in the panel languages. 
Most panels chose to describe the ‘area’ or ‘size’, ‘filled’ or ‘covered’ by an ‘audio image’, 
‘soundstage’ or ‘separate sound’, with one panel describing the ‘shape’ of each source in terms of its 
left-to-right and front-to-back extent. When panels deconstructed the trio ensemble and solo instrument 
programme material into an audio image (or audio images), the locations of the sources within each 
auditoiy event were used to define the boundaries of a single audio image and only sources present at 
the same location were said to occupy the same audio image. A single ‘size of sound’ or ‘area’ 
descriptor was typically used to represent each audio image and within this, panelists developed 
graphical descriptors to represent the ‘focal point’, ‘main part’, ‘centre of sound’ or ‘origin’ of each 
localisable source.
Panels were in less agreement when it came to representing other attributes of their experiences. Some 
panelists believed it necessary to describe the ‘height’ (the position of a source on the vertical axis 
through the vehicle) of a stimulus; although most acknowledged the difficulty in representing height 
using a two-dimensional plan response form. Other panels spent time discussing the concepts of an 
audio image ‘involving’ or ‘enveloping’ the listener, the relative loudness of different instruments 
within an ensemble, and the depth of a solo instrument source. Two further panels spent considerable 
time discussing the concept of ambience or ‘feeling of space’, but only one went on to describe this 
experience graphically as a ‘cloudy’ ill-defined shape which could exist alongside the more definitive 
audio image. The cloudy descriptor was one of the few descriptors included in the universal graphical 
language - although (once again) there was much debate as to the existence and possible benefits of 
enabling listeners to describe a ‘feeling of space’ alongside the reproduced audio event. That said, the 
similarities between all panels’ languages made the development of the single, inter-subjective 
universal set of graphical descriptors (with associated verbal terminology) more straightforward for 
most of the auditory spatial experiences which required description. Finally, it was decided that a 
language of four distinct graphical descriptors could be used by a listener to describe all spatial 
attributes experienced when listening to the selected programme material. These were: A cloudy 
‘feeling of space’; rectangular ‘size of sound’; circular ‘centre of sound’ and the denotative letters for 
sources present within each individual ‘separate sound’ (see figure 3.7.1).
3.8.1 C onclusions
Results of previous graphical elicitation investigations highlighted ambiguities in listeners’ responses 
when communicating their experiences of the width and location of reproduced audio stimuli. 
Although ambiguities could be caused by differences in the experiences of the individual listeners, 
listeners choosing to tackle the descriptive task in different ways, or representing differences in their 
individual experiences over time, it was also possible that ambiguities were being caused by factors of
3.8 D iscussion and conclusions
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the investigation setting; such as the listener misunderstanding the written research instruction. As an 
elicited response could only be considered valid if this reflected the experience of the listener, it was 
important that the noted ambiguities were clarified. The clarification of listener’s individual graphical 
descriptions identified that the research objective (briefly - to develop a descriptive graphical language 
which would enable the graphical description of a listener’s individual auditoiy spatial experiences and 
the comprehension of these experiences by the researcher) had yet to be fiilfilled, since listeners 
appeared to be describing alternative descriptors to those requested in the investigation instruction. By 
asking listeners to describe the width of individual instruments and trio ensembles as perceived, it 
emerged that listeners were being asked to represent an attribute not readily experienced or easily 
represented using a graphical medium. Consequently listeners either attached this uni-dimensional 
attribute to their multi-dimensional experience with a degree of ambiguity; described the width 
attribute rather than their auditory experience or, conversely, described their experience rather than this 
attribute. In each situation there existed the possibility that the listeners’ experiences would be 
misunderstood by the researcher, thus preventing the research objective from being fiilfilled.
Via the process of asking listeners to revisit their individual graphical descriptions and verbal 
terminology within a group setting, a single - mutually acceptable - language of graphical descriptors 
and associated verbal terminology was developed. It was envisaged that this inter-subjective 
descriptive language would :
• Further both the researcher’s and listeners’ knowledge of the experiences which could be (and had 
previously been) represented using graphical and verbal descriptive languages; in this way 
improving the validity of the researcher’s existing and future accounts of listeners’ experiences.
• Provide the researcher with a set of verbal descriptors appropriate for; the definition of research 
questions; the provision of infomiation to listeners and; the composition of a descriptive account 
representative of the listeners’ auditory spatial experiences. By enabling the researcher to 
communicate in the same language as the listener, it was believed that the listeners’ 
comprehension of any provided verbal language would be improved. Consequently, it was 
envisaged that listeners would be able to correlate the researcher’s instructions with their 
(graphically describable) experiences. And, any subsequent explication by the researcher would be 
based on the listeners’ experiences rather than on an inappropriately worded instruction.
• Minimise the problem of misunderstanding which could still result from listeners using their own 
individual graphical descriptions to represent their own individual experiences even when written 
instructions were appropriate. With the use of individual descriptors it would always be possible 
for the researcher to misconstrue the graphical descriptors used by the listeners and arrive at a 
descriptive account unrepresentative of their experiences. In developing U-GAL it was envisaged 
that the researcher would be able to base their descriptive account of the listeners’ experiences on 
the listeners’ agreed use of a set of graphical descriptors rather than having to identify how each 
listener was using their own unique descriptors to represent their own experiences.
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Thus the development of a universal graphical language (U-GAL) and set of associated verbal 
descriptors was believed to have minimised the sources of ambiguity previously identified within the 
communication process from researcher-to-listener (by improving the verbal terminology of the 
investigation question) and listener-to-researcher (via the development of a universal set of graphical 
descriptors). Accordingly the development of U-GAL was thought to have made further steps towards 
satisfying the research objective.
Figure 3.8.1 illustrates this progression towards an effective descriptive process using the graphical 
language development model16. If, as suggested, the written instruction (Q) provided by the researcher 
reflects the experience of the listener, a listener will no longer have to choose whether to represent their 
experiences (Exp) or respond to the question of the researcher - thus minimising this previous source of 
ambiguity and improving the likelihood that the researcher will comprehend (CR) the listeners’ 
experiences when represented graphically. However, there exists one foreseeable problem for the U- 
GAL: that listeners may not be able to represent their individual experiences using the developed 
language. In this situation, the researcher will still run the risk of miscomprehending the listeners’ 
experiences (CM3). Thus, as eluded to in the previous section, although an initial inter-subjective 
language has been developed by the listeners for the description of their auditory spatial experiences, a 
period of language evaluation is required before the effectiveness of this language can be established.
The researcher misunderstands (CQ) the listener’s experiences because the listener represents 
(URQ) the researcher's written instruction (Q) and not their experiences (Objective not fulfilled)
Listener able to use U-GAL descriptors (as agreed) to represent their experiences in (UR). Hence 
researcher’s comprehension (CR) of listener’s experience good: (Objective fulfilled)
The researcher misunderstands (CM3) the listener’s experiences because the listener is not able to 
use U-GAL descriptors to represent their experiences (UR3) (Objective not fulfilled)
Figure 3.8.1 GAL development model stage Potential ambiguities following the development of U-GAL
16 A key for the descriptive process model is provided in appendix 1 
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3.9 Chapter summary
Chapter 3 has provided details of two studies which have aimed to further the development of the 
descriptive graphical language. Firstly, in the opening sections of the chapter (sections 3.1 -  3.5), a 
summary has been provided of an investigation which sought to clarify ambiguities in listeners’ 
individual graphical descriptions. The second part of the chapter has detailed the development of a 
universal graphical language (sections 3.6 -  3.8) for the representation of individual listeners’ auditory 
spatial experiences.
The clarification investigation determined that listeners were graphically representing multi­
dimensional auditory spatial experiences and using multi-dimensional verbal terminology (such as 
area) to describe their representations. Accordingly, the uni-dimensional descriptors of instrument and 
ensemble width (used by the researcher in written instructions to participants in earlier GAL 
investigations) were identified as a likely cause of the ambiguities in listeners’ graphical responses.
In section 3.5 it was determined that, even if the terminology used in the written instruction was 
relevant to listeners’ auditory spatial experiences, the use of individual graphical languages could still 
prove problematic, because the researcher would not necessarily understand this graphical terminology 
in the same way as the listener intended.
The second part of the chapter detailed how a process of inter-subjective small group discussions 
enabled listeners to develop a mutual language of graphical descriptors for the description of their 
individual auditory spatial experiences. The development of this universal graphical language (U-GAL) 
required all listeners to agree on the mutual descriptors and the individual experiences that would be 
represented by these common graphical terms. A language of verbal terminology was also developed 
by the listeners to enable the issuing of effective written instruction by the researcher.
Following the development of the U-GAL (and the associated verbal descriptors) chapter 3 concluded 
by stating how the descriptive process had improved from earlier investigations. For, rather than having 
to identify how each listener used their own descriptors to represent their own experiences, the 
researcher could now base their understanding on an agreed application of graphical descriptor to 
experience, minimising ambiguities in their comprehension of listeners’ auditory spatial experiences. 
Furthermore, the development of the associated verbal descriptors increased the likelihood of the 
researcher using appropriate terminology in written instruction for future GAL investigations.
However, potential improvements to the descriptive process (brought about by the development of U- 
GAL) were currently unproven. There was still the possibility that a listener would not be able to 
associate the written instruction with their experiences. Moreover, with the development of an inter- 
subjective language, one prospect was that listeners would not be able to represent their individual 
experiences using this universal language. Consequently, the next stage in the development of the 
descriptive graphical language was to return the U-GAL to the listeners for evaluation.
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4.0 Chapter overview
Chapter 4 recounts the process of evaluating the universal graphical language (U-GAL).
As detailed in chapter 3, the U-GAL had been developed by listeners for structuring and representing 
their auditory spatial experiences in a manner which could be comprehended by the researcher. Chapter 
4 is specifically concerned with evaluating the effectiveness of this universal language by providing 
answers to the following questions:
1) Will individual listeners be able to use the U-GAL in place of their own individual language to 
structure and represent their individual auditory spatial experiences?
2) Will the researcher be able to comprehend the listeners’ auditoiy spatial experiences when 
described in the universal language?
Details of the investigation setting for the evaluation of U-GAL are provided in section 4.2. Included in 
this section is infomiation about the listeners involved in the study, the programme material and the 
investigation procedure.
To establish the suitability of the universal graphical language, sections 4.3 and 4.4 offer an analysis of 
the graphical depictions elicited from listeners during the evaluation investigation.
In section 4.3, an examination of listeners’ individual descriptions identifies how the universal 
language was being used by the investigation participants. This analysis establishes potential sources of 
ambiguity for the researcher tasked with comprehending a listener’s auditoiy spatial experiences 
through their graphical descriptions.
The statistical and graphical analyses in section 4.4 determine the listeners’ ability to use the universal 
descriptors to represent differences in their individual experiences. Once again, ambiguities in 
listeners’ responses are identified and, where possible, clarified by the researcher.
Discoveries from both sections combine to provide answers to the two questions introduced above, 
and, correspondingly, ascertain whether the development of the U-GAL has enabled the research 
objective to be attained.
A brief summary of the findings from chapter 4 and conclusions based on these findings are offered in 
sections 4.5 and 4.6.
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4.1 Introduction
In developing the universal graphical language (U-GAL) it was assumed that improvements (with 
respect to previous stages in the language’s development) would be made to the descriptive process. 
Specifically, it was believed that the development of U-GAL would enable the researcher to 
comprehend listeners’ auditory spatial experiences when represented using this common medium. The 
reasoning behind this assumption was that the researcher would no longer have to understand how each 
listener was using their own unique descriptors to represent their own experiences. Instead, with all 
listeners using the U-GAL, it was believed that the task for the researcher would be less ambiguous. It 
was envisaged that, as each descriptor had been developed to represent a specific spatial attribute of an 
audio reproduction (as experienced), the researcher would be able to communicate the listeners’ 
experiences by describing their (the listeners’) use of the universal graphical descriptors. Furthermore, 
in developing an accompanying set of verbal descriptors, it was anticipated that the researcher would 
be able to communicate in the same language as the listener; one reflective of the listeners’ auditory 
spatial experiences and the graphical descriptors created to represent these experiences.
However, even though the language development process had provided listeners (and the researcher) 
with an opportunity for obtaining a greater understanding of their auditory spatial experiences via the 
inter-subjective description of these experiences and had underlined similarities between listeners’ 
experiences', the development of U-GAL brought with it one obvious question: Would an individual 
listener who had previously represented their own experiences using their own graphical descriptors be 
able to structure and represent their own experiences using the inter-subjeetive descriptive language? 
To answer this question, and to identify whether descriptions using the universal language did indeed 
provide the researcher with a means of unambiguously comprehending a listener’s experiences, U- 
GAL required a period of evaluation.
Defining the terms of the evaluation
When Berg (2002, p31) validated a selection of verbal attribute scales for the evaluation of spatial 
quality in reproduced audio, he hypothesised that the scales would be relevant (that is to say they 
would have “sufficient common meaning” for a group of listeners) if the listening group was able to 
use the scales to differentiate between “some or all of the stimuli in the experiment at a significant 
level”. In common with Berg’s hypothesis, a U-GAL user would be required to differentiate between 
their experiences of different audio stimuli using the inter-subjective descriptors in order that the 
language could be deemed relevant. However, in contrast with the aims of Berg and proponents of 
descriptive analysis techniques2 U-GAL’s evaluation concentrated on the appropriateness of the mutual 
language for representing individual listeners’ auditory spatial experiences rather than the experiences
1 See figure 3.6.1 in Chapter 3 - the similarities between the five graphical languages developed by the different 
panels.
2 See Bech (1999), Civille and Lawless (1986), Hootman (1992), Koivuniemi and Zacharov (2001), Meilgaard et al. 
(1999), and Zacharov and Koivuniemi (2001a, 2001b)
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of a group. The reason for this departure was that although all listeners may describe a common 
experience when presented with the same stimulus (especially following a period of inter-subjective 
description and discussion), the situation as experienced could still be different for different listeners. 
Thus evaluation of the U-GAL reflected this possibility and a hypothesis constructed as follows:
If a language of universal descriptors has sufficient meaning for a listener - in other 
words if U-GAL is a suitable medium through which a listener may communicate their 
auditoiy spatial experiences - the listener will be able to use the language to represent 
differences in reproduced audio stimuli where differences in experiences exist.
At the most rudimentary of levels, it was believed that U-GAL could be considered a suitable 
communication medium for listeners if it was established (through statistical analysis) that they could 
use the graphical descriptors to represent differences in the spatial characteristics of selected stimuli. 
However, as the listeners’ graphical depictions were required to represent their individual experiences 
of stimuli (the stimuli as it appeared to them) results of a statistical analysis, which would be based on 
stimuli as experienced by the researcher, were considered limited in their usefulness for determining 
the suitability of the U-GAL. Since listeners were not expected to describe spatial differences which 
were not experienced, results of statistical analysis had the potential for being misleading where non­
significant results (those where no appreciable spatial differences were being described by a listener) 
were reported. Further evaluation of non-significant responses was therefore required to establish 
whether these results were due to the unsuitability of the descriptive language, some other factor of the 
investigation setting3, or the listener not experiencing any differences.
Psychological literature (see Coolican 1996) cites reliability as an appropriate indicator of the 
robustness or stability of a measure; the measure, in this instance, being a universal graphical 
descriptor. Thus, the consistency of individual listeners when using the descriptive language was 
expected to provide a further indication of U-GAL’s suitability for the task of describing their 
experiences. Accordingly, the language could be considered reliable in situations where listeners used 
the universal graphical descriptors consistently to repeatedly describe a stimulus as experienced. 
However, this statement was, once again, made with a proviso: Since a listener could have a different 
experience of the same stimulus over time, they may consequently (and quite validly) change their 
graphical representation to correspond with this differing experience. Thus a situation was possible 
where descriptive inconsistency reflected the experiences of the individual and not the unreliability of 
the language. Provision therefore needed to be made for any consistency analysis to acknowledge the 
influence of the individual experience. It was decided that an examination - a graphical analysis - of 
each listener’s responses would provide the researcher with an indication of listeners’ consistency and 
a means of detecting where, and describing why, inconsistencies were occurring.
Two complimentary methods were therefore proposed to evaluate listeners’ ability to use U-GAL 
descriptors. These methods were: i) a statistical analysis of the spatial differences represented by the
3 The introduction to Chapter 3 outlines a list of the common causes of ambiguity in subjective sensory evaluation.
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individual listeners and ii) a graphical analysis of listeners’ individual responses - to establish reasons 
for any non-significant differences and to provide an indication of individual listener consistency. By 
evaluating the suitability of U-GAL descriptors for representing listeners’ experiences, it was possible 
to appraise the universal language for its ability to progress from experience to representation in the 
descriptive process model4 and to provide an answer to the first question identified in the overview to 
this chapter; whether individual listeners would be able to use the U-GAL in place of their own 
individual language to structure and represent their individual auditoiy spatial experiences.
However, as U-GAL was primarily developed to improve on the second part in the descriptive process 
(getting from listeners’ graphical representations to the researcher’s comprehension) it was necessary 
to evaluate U-GAL for its descriptive suitability in this respect, and to establish whether the researcher 
would be able to comprehend the listeners’ auditory spatial experiences when described using U-GAL.
Although the potential for misinterpretation by the researcher was assumed to have been minimised by 
the development and use of the universal graphical descriptors, there still existed the possibility that a 
listener would not use the developed descriptors (even if considered appropriate for the description of 
their experiences) to represent their experiences as had been agreed during U-GAL’s development. In 
such circumstances, the researcher’s comprehension of each listener’s experiences would not be 
appropriate (representative of the listeners’ experience) as this would be based on the agreed use rather 
than any alternative use of a descriptor.
A second supposition that required evaluation was that listeners involved in the U-GAL’s development 
would be able to understand what was being asked of them if their universal verbal language was used 
in the provision of any written instruction by the researcher. Previous studies had indicated that a 
listener unable to relate provided information back to their experiences would be more likely to mould 
any unsuitable question to fit their experiences rather than respond to this written instruction. This 
action could result in an increased level of ambiguity; with the listener representing something other 
than their experiences (a problem for both stages in the descriptive process) or representing their 
experiences and not following the investigation instructions; a specific problem for the researcher.
Consequently the assumption that listeners would be able to respond to the written instruction provided 
by the researcher using U-GAL descriptors as agreed needed evaluation before the research objective 
could be met. It was decided that these suppositions could best be assessed by looking at each listener’s 
individual use of the inter-subjective graphical descriptors. Only through this second graphical analysis 
would it be possible to identify whether listeners had understood the terminology provided and whether 
the inter-subjective descriptors were being used as intended by the individual listeners.
The processes and results obtained from the ensuing evaluation are discussed in the remainder of this 
chapter with supporting material (visual plots and graphs) included in the appendices of Appendix 4.
4 See, for example, Chapter 1, figure 1.4.1
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4.2 Evaluation process and investigation requirements
The evaluation of the universal graphical language (U-GAL) observed procedures similar to those 
employed when eliciting graphical descriptors from individual listeners within the clarification 
investigation5. One notable difference was that in this evaluation study, participants were asked to 
describe their experiences using the inter-subjective U-GAL descriptors rather than their own 
individual language. As with the clarification study, the listener sat in the (right-hand) driver’s seat of 
the same motionless vehicle. The vehicle was again equipped with a multichannel audio system 
capable of up-mixing the two-channel stereo stimuli into seven loudspeakers.
4.2.1 P ro g ra m m e  m a te ria l
Eight items of stimuli were used in the evaluation. These musical extracts originated from the 
Archimedes CD of mono anechoic recordings and were a subset of those previously used in the 
clarification study. Chapter 3 (section 3.2.1) and table 4.2.1 contain information about the stimuli.
Table 4.2.1 Stimuli used in the U-GAL investigation
Name Characteristics
1 Percussion Left (Perc L) Percussion instruments: amplitude panned fully left
2 Percussion Central (Perc C) Percussion instruments: amplitude panned central
3 Cello Left (Cello L) Cello: amplitude panned fully left
4 Cello Central (Cello C) Cello: amplitude panned central
5 Cello Percussion Voice: Narrow (CPVN) Ensemble: instruments closely spaced around centre
6 Voice Cello Percussion: Wide (VCPW) Ensemble: voice fully left, cello central, percussion fully right
7 Voice Cello Percussion: Left (VCPL) Ensemble: voice fully left, cello centre-left, percussion central
8 Cello Percussion Voice: Right (CPVR) Ensemble: cello central, percussion centre-right, voice fully right
The stimuli had been chosen and processed6 to emphasise different spatial characteristics. Although 
individual instrument sources within the four different trio ensembles (stimuli 5-8) were not 
manipulated in terms of their individual size, the total area covered by each ensemble was varied. For 
example, the area covered by the wide trio ensemble VCPW (stimulus number 6) was recorded to 
contrast with that occupied by the narrow ensemble CPVN (stimulus 5), with individual instruments 
amplitude panned to the far left, centre and far right of the reproduced stimulus for the VCPW 
ensemble and clustered around the centre for the CPVN extract. The four solo instrument sources did 
not explicitly change their size but (as with the clarification investigation) these were amplitude panned 
to different positions; far left and central. The decision to use a selection of the stimuli from the 
clarification study avoided introducing another variable into the language evaluation process and also 
meant that a informal comparison was possible between responses provided in listeners’ individual 
graphical languages and using the universal descriptors7.
5 See chapter 3 for full details of this study
6 Material was prepared by Russell Mason at the University of Surrey
7 It is accepted that by limiting the programme material and using the same stimuli throughout the development of U- 
GAL the validity of the language in other contexts (where different stimuli is used) may be somewhat restricted.
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4.2.2 Investigation  lis teners
Twenty-two listeners evaluated the suitability of U-GAL for describing listeners individual auditory 
spatial experiences. Eleven of these listeners had participated in the development of the universal 
descriptor set by attending initial or initial and final stage discussion sessions. These same listeners 
were also adept at representing their experiences using their individual graphical descriptors having 
participated in previous I-GAL studies. The remaining listeners had no experience of using graphical 
descriptors (either individual or universal) to represent their experiences. By including listeners in the 
study with no prior experience of using graphical descriptors, a measure of the external validity of the 
inter-subjective language could be established: In other words, it would be possible to identify if U- 
GAL could be used by listeners other than those involved in its development.
As existing GAL users were not necessarily trained listeners and conversely listeners new to U-GAL 
may have had previous training in listening or possessed relevant listening expertise (for example as 
practical musicians), different levels of expertise were possible within each listening group. Since the 
experience of listeners is acknowledged as an influential factor in listening investigations8 each 
listener’s level of expertise was identified using a simple questionnaire. Listeners were asked if they 
had received any training in how to listen to reproduced audio, whether they were able to play a 
musical instrument after following a formal training program or self-instruction, or if they possessed no 
such experience. Listeners were initially divided according to four groups - classifying that they had 
received: (i) specific training in how to listen to and evaluate reproduced audio; (ii) formal training in 
playing a musical instrument; (iii) no formal training, but a self-taught musician, or; (iv) no previous 
training in either evaluating reproduced audio or playing a musical instrument. However, listeners were 
eventually divided into two broad groups: (i) listeners with prior training of evaluating reproduced 
audio and (or) experience of playing a musical instrument and (ii) those who had never played a 
musical instrument or received any training in listening. The division of listeners into two groups was 
to ensure (for the purposes of statistical analysis) that a similar number of listeners was present in both 
groups. An indication of how listening groups were divided according to experience and the listeners’ 
prior acquaintance with a graphical descriptive language is outlined in table 4.2.2.
Table 4.2.2 Listening group composition
Listeuer Characteristics Number of listeners
Existing listeners with previous listening training or who play(ed) a musical instrument 6
Existing listeners with no relevant listening training or musical experience 5
New listeners with previous listening test training or who play(ed) a musical instrument 5
New listeners with no relevant listening training or musical experience 6
Although it is acknowledged that experience obtained through playing a musical instrument is different 
from the specific experience obtained when a listener is trained to evaluate audio products, an ability to 
listen is fundamental for the successful completion of either task. Furthermore, Bech (1989) includes
8 Authors who have written about the influence of listener experience include Kirk (1956), Gabrielsson (1974, 1975), 
Bech (1989, 1992) and Toole & Olive (1994)
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both experiences as factors which could potentially influence a listener’s ability to assess reproduced 
sound. Consequently, the division of listeners according to these two broad groups was deemed 
suitable for the task of identifying whether this listening experience would influence a listener’s 
responses.
4.2.3 E v a lu a tio n  p rocess
During the investigation, listeners were asked to provide graphical representations of their experiences 
using the developed U-GAL descriptors and a computerised response gathering form9. The response 
form was presented to listeners on a touch-screen which listeners could hold flat on their laps within 
the vehicle (as they would a piece of paper) and use a pen-like pointer or their finger to operate. Prior 
to starting the investigation all listeners undertook a tutorial which familiarised them with the 
computerised response method and the layout of the U-GAL screen. No specific information about the 
actual investigation was provided at this stage. Tutorial extracts are included on page 1 of Appendix 
4.A. (figures 4.A.1-4.A.6).
After completing the tutorial and prior to starting the investigation, listeners was required to read an 
instruction sheet detailing how each of the provided descriptors should be used to represent their 
experiences of what they were about to hear. The instruction sheet used only terminology developed 
alongside the universal graphical descriptors in order that the verbal language corresponded with the 
graphical task and the possible experiences of the listener. A copy of the instruction sheet is included in 
Appendix 4.A.2
Three trial runs were provided for each listener, in order that they could develop their representation 
style using the graphical interface and touch-screen before commencing the actual investigation. Trial 
runs were the same for each listener. The investigation itself consisted of 24 runs - one for each 
stimulus item, with each appearing three times to enable the evaluation of individual listener 
consistency. On commencing the actual investigation each listener was given a unique user ID which 
corresponded with one of six different randomised run orders. Each run order was linked with a visual 
grid of 24 boxes (see figure 4.2.1) with each box linked to one musical extract. By clicking on a grid 
box, listeners could access a U-GAL response page (figure 4.2.2) where they could use the provided 
graphical descriptors to represent the item of programme material being played. After describing the 
stimulus, listeners clicked on save and continue on the response page, responses were saved, the 
programme material stopped playing and the listener was taken back to the grid. Listeners could choose 
in which order to complete the grid and could return to a particular stimulus - to edit or review their 
representation - by clicking on a completed box which was denoted by a tick (see figure 4.2.3). To 
avoid encouraging listeners to match the stimuli within the grid and editing their representations based 
on this information they were not informed that repeats would be present. The task for the listener was 
completed when all 24 boxes contained ticks.
9 All programming for the computerised U-GAL response form (U-GALUI) was undertaken by Toby Newman of 
Harman/Becker Automotive, Bridgend.
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Figure 4.2.1 Grid at start of investigation Figure 4.2.2 U-GAL (blank) response page
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Figure 4.2.3 Grid displaying a number of completed runs
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Data collected from all listeners existed in the form of a computerised database. Information in the 
database could be recalled by run number and included (for each run) a record of the listener’s unique 
reference number, the programme material reproduced, which U-GAL descriptors had been used to 
describe the experience of the listener and the co-ordinates and two-dimensional size of these 
descriptors. With the data in place, analyses could be conducted to evaluate the universal language.
A statistical analysis of the spatial differences represented by each listener when auditioning different 
stimuli was conducted to provide an indication of whether the universal language could be used by an 
individual listener to describe their experiences. For U-GAL to be deemed appropriate for individual 
listener use, a listener was required to demonstrate sufficient consistency in their graphical responses to 
differentiate between the different stimuli when differences in their spatial attributes were experienced. 
Thus language evaluation also involved a graphical analysis of each listener’s descriptions to identify 
plausible reasons for inconsistencies in a listener’s responses when these occurred (in essence, why the 
same descriptor was being used differently over time) and providing, where possible, explanations 
when differences in the stimuli were not being represented by the individual listeners.
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A second graphical analysis also provided evidence about how each listener was using the descriptive 
language; whether U-GAL was being used as agreed, or if the listener were appearing to mould the 
language to represent alternative or additional experiences. Identifying how listeners were using the 
developed descriptors was essential for ensuring the research objective was met. If a graphical 
descriptor was being employed by a listener in a manner contrary to that intended, it could firstly 
indicate that the listener was unable to use the inter-subjective language to represent their auditory 
spatial experiences, and secondly, it could have repercussions for the researcher when attempting to 
comprehend the listener’s experiences through the listener’s descriptions. By creating visual plots 
which overlaid all three of a listener’s responses to the same stimulus, not only could the level of 
consistency achieved by a listener be explored, but it was also possible to obtain an indication of how 
each listener was choosing to use the different U-GAL descriptors to represent their individual 
experiences.
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4.3 Establishing how listeners used U-GAL : The graphical analysis of 
listeners’ descriptions
It is advantageous at this time to revisit the descriptors developed by the listeners, to understand their 
agreed use for representing a listener’s experiences, in order to establish how listeners should have been 
using the inter-subjective graphical descriptors to represent their experiences.
Rather than divide a reproduced stimulus into individual sources or complete ensembles and describe 
the spatial properties of each of these distinct auditoiy events, listeners developed U-GAL to describe 
the spatial attributes of ‘audio images’ or ‘separate sounds’ as experienced. A separate sound (also 
known as a ‘sound’ in this evaluation) was defined as being either a solo instrument, or group of 
instruments from an ensemble stimulus which occupied the same region in space at the same time. The 
spatial characteristics of each sound could then be described by the graphical descriptors outlined 
below.
Participating panelists10 agreed that the area covered by a sound could be represented using the (round-
cornered) rectangular ‘size of sound’ descriptor; ‘ ' ’, identified in this evaluation using the term
AREA. To represent listeners’ experiences of the size of the sound, the AREA was developed to 
change size in two directions; front-to-back and left-to-right.
A circular descriptor ‘ (Y ) (referred to in this language evaluation as FOCAL) was created to 
represent the ‘centre of sound’; a localisable centre or core which could exist within the AREA to 
indicate the main part of a reproduced stimulus. The number of FOCALs which could be used by a 
listener in the same sound was not restricted. The FOCAL descriptor could not change size.
If used as agreed, a third shape ' was exPecte^ to be positioned independently of, or surrounding 
the AREA to represent a ‘feeling of space’ within the vehicle; essentially whether the listener felt 
themselves to be listening in a small or large environment. This descriptor, known henceforth by the 
initials FOS, was developed to change size in two directions; front-to-back and left-to-right.
Graphical descriptors were introduced to naive listeners11 (and re-introduced to the existing listeners) in 
the Instructions for Listeners Using U-GAL sheet, provided for reference in Appendix 4.A.2. If 
listeners used the developed descriptors as agreed, representations similar to those illustrated in figures 
4.3.1 and 4.3.2 were expected12. If used as agreed, figure 4.3.1 could be interpreted as representing a 
focused cello at the centre of the vehicle with a ‘feeling of space’ covering the driver and passenger
10 20 panelists were involved in the development of U-GAL and associated verbal descriptors. Eleven of these 
panelists participated in the evaluation stage.
11 Naive listeners were categorised as those who had not participated in the development of U-GAL.
12 Listeners were not shown these exemplary depictions prior to participating in the language evaluation. However, 
they had previously participated in the U-GALUI tutorial. The tutorial demonstrated how listeners could manipulate 
the various descriptors, (see appendix 4.A.1 for extracts from the tutorial)
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seats. Figure 4.3.2 could be interpreted as representing an unfocused cello source, again at the centre of 
the vehicle with the ‘feeling of space’ surrounding this instrument.
Figure 4.3.1 Exemplary use of U-GAL descriptors: 
Focused cello with a separate feeling of space
Figure 4.3.2 Exemplary use of U-GAL descriptors: 
Unfocused cello with a surrounding feeling of space
When not presented for immediate reference alongside the following text, graphical plots are contained 
in appendices 4.B and 4.C.13 When visual plots for each listener were examined, it was identified that 
U-GAL descriptors were being used as agreed by some listeners.
Listener 2 (page 4.B.I, plots 1-8), Listener 10 (page 4.B.1, plots 9-16), Listener 1 (page 4.B.2, plots 1-8), Listener 
22 (page 4.B.2, plots 9-16)
The graphical descriptions of two existing listeners (listeners 2 and 10)14 and responses from two 
listeners with no previous experience of using a graphical language or developing the U-GAL (listeners 
1 and 22) exemplified that, regardless of their experience, U-GAL descriptors could be used as 
expected. For these four listeners the FOCAL descriptor (when used) represented a localisable centre 
within an AREA, and an FOS was used to surround this AREA on those occasions when a feeling of 
space was experienced. For these exemplary listeners, a letter identifying the instrument (a ‘P’, ‘V’ or 
‘C’) was positioned within a FOCAL where this existed. Figures 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 illustrate how a new 
listener (Ll) used the graphical descriptors as agreed, whilst figures 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 exemplify how the
13 The ten pages of plots in Appendix 4.B are named 4.B.1 to 4.B.10 and contain responses from individual listeners. 
On each page, 16 plots are presented: Eight each for two different listeners. Each of the plots is constructed from all 
the descriptors used by an individual listener when repeatedly describing the same item of programme material. The 
plots on each page are numbered from one to 16 with numbers one-to-eight referring to the descriptions of one 
listener and nine-to-16 to those of the second listener on the page. Consequently, when graphical plots are referred 
to from the main text, (typically in small italics at the start of a sub-section) both a page reference (for example 4.B.1 
or 4.B.2), and a plot number (1-16) will be displayed. A similar lexicon will be used when referring to plots from 
appendix 4.C. In this appendix, plots are separated by U-GAL descriptor use rather than by listener, with individual 
plots consisting of responses for all listeners who used the same descriptor to describe the same stimulus. Both 
appendix 4.B and 4.C have an introduction containing further information about their layout and contents.
14 Listener 2 was an existing listener with many years experience of engineering sound systems within vehicles and 
listener 10 was an existing listener, untrained musician and loudspeaker engineer
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existing listener, (L2) described the same stimuli; the central cello source and the ensemble of ‘cello, 
voice, percussion right’ (CPVR).
Figure 4.3.3 Figure 4.3.4 Figure 4.3.5 Figure 4.3.6
L1 (Cello C) L1 Ensemble (CPVR) L2 (Cello C) L2 Ensemble (CPVR)
4.3.1 Use o f U -G A L  le tte rs
Listener 3 (page 4.B.3 plots 5-8), Listener 6 (page 4.B.4, plots 1-8)
Not all listeners employed U-GAL descriptors as agreed. Several listeners separated the FOCAL 
descriptor from the identification letters. Exemplary responses for two such listeners, listener 3 (L3) 
and listener 6 (L6)15, are illustrated in figures 4.3.7 and 4.3.8 with further examples provided in 
appendix 4.B. The separation of the FOCAL and letter descriptors did not in itself represent a departure 
from the agreed use of U-GAL: Listeners were instructed to use FOCAL to indicate the presence of a 
localisable core within a region and to use letters to identify the instrument being described. No 
specific instruction was offered as to where identification letters should be positioned and although 
letters had been positioned within a FOCAL descriptor during the tutorial, this positioning was not 
essential. However, as letters were not expected to be positioned with any forethought, any consistency 
when positioning letters independently of the FOCAL descriptor was unexpected and did indicate a 
departure from U-GAL’s anticipated use.
Figure 4.3.7 L3 (VCPW) 
letters outside of FOCAL
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Figure 4.3.8 L6 (CPVN) 
letters outside of FOCAL
Figure 4.3.9 L13 (VCPL) 
consistency in letter use
Figure 4.3.10 L18 (VCPL) 
consistency in letter use
15 Listener 3 had no listening experience outside of participating in GAL investigations, whilst listener 6 was new to 
both graphical elicitation and listening investigations
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Listener 13 (page 4.B.3, plots 13-16), Listener 18 (page 4.B.5, plots 1-8), Listener 11 (page 4.B.6, plots 1-8) 
Consistency in letter placement did not only occur alongside empty FOCAL descriptors. For many 
listeners (including listener 13 (figure 4.3.9), listener 18 (figure 4.3.10) and listener 11) U-GAL letters 
appeared to replace the FOCAL descriptor, with letter placement mimicking the placement of FOCAL 
in other listeners.
The use of FOCAL and letter descriptors
This observation could be further supported by an examination of the graphical plots in Appendix 4.C. 
Similarities between plots 9-12 on page 4.C.1 (displaying the letters used by listeners without FOCAL 
descriptors) and plots 1-8 on page 4.C.2 (illustrating the use of FOCAL descriptors to represent the 
same stimuli) suggested that identification letters, rather than FOCAL descriptors, may have been used 
by some listeners to represent a localisable core or focal point within the region covered by a ‘separate 
sound’. An illustration of the similarities in the use of FOCAL and letter only descriptors is provided in 
figures 4.3.11 & 4.3.12.
Figure 4.3.11 Use of letters 
(without FOCAL descriptors) 
to describe (Cello L)
Figure 4.3.12 Use of 
FOCAL descriptor 
to represent (Cello L)
Figure 4.3.13 All listeners 
letter use within 
FOCAL (CPVR)
Figure 4.3.14 All listeners 
letter use without 
FOCAL (CPVR)
Further support for the theory that some listeners used letters in the place of the FOCAL descriptors 
was obtained via a comparison of the 16 plots on page 4.C.L In the first group of plots (Appendix 4.C, 
page 4.C.1, plots 1-8) plotted letters were used alongside a FOCAL descriptor to represent the different 
items of programme material. A comparison could be made between these eight plots and those where 
letters were used without a FOCAL descriptor to describe the same stimuli (plots 9-16 from the same 
page). If listeners were solely using letters to identify the instrument represented within a particular 
AREA, the placement of letters in plots 9-16 would be expected to be more random than in plots 1-8. 
However, for many stimuli, the letter locations in the two sets of plots were similar, as exemplified by 
figures 4.3.13 and 4.3.14; responses for all listeners who used letters within FOCAL descriptors to 
represent the ‘cello, percussion, voice right’ (CPVR) ensemble (figure 4.3.13) and those who used 
letters without FOCAL descriptors to represent the same stimulus (figure 4.3.14).
Rather than indicating an alternative use for the letter descriptor, similarities in letter positioning may 
have been due, in part, to the size of the AREA being described: If an instrument or ensemble without a 
localisable centre or core was deemed to occupy a small region within the vehicle, little difference
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would exist between the positioning of a letter within this small AREA and a similarly sized AREA 
with a FOCAL.
Figure4.3.15 L8 (CPVN) Figure4.3.16 L9 (Perc L) Figure4.3.17 L11(CelloL)
inconsistency using letters use of FOS without AREA use of FOS without AREA
Listener 8 (page 4.B.8, plots 10, 13, 15)
It should also be noted that not all listeners used identification letters in a structured way. Figure 4.3.15 
shows how listener 8, a new listener and trained musician, demonstrated little consistency when 
positioning letters. However, listener 8 also tended to represent experiences using the FOS descriptor 
without FOCAL or AREA. This in itself demonstrated a departure from the anticipated use of U-GAL 
descriptors and required further examination.
4.3.2 D escrib ing  th e  reg ion  a  so und  covers
Listener 9 (page 4.B.5 plots 9-16), Listener 11 (page 4.B.6 plots 1-8), Listener 15 (page 4.B.6 plots 13-16), 
Listener 8 (page 4.B.8 plots 9-16)
Although the FOS descriptor was used by some listeners alongside an AREA to represent a feeling of 
space (see, for example, earlier figures; 4.3.3, 4.3.6 and 4.3.7), it was not used in this way by all 
listeners. In addition to listener 8, many listeners chose to use a FOS without employing an AREA 
descriptor. Listener 916 chose to represent their experience of the percussion left stimulus using a 
FOCAL surrounded by a FOS descriptor in two of the three repeated presentations of this stimulus (an 
occurrence captured in figure 4.3.16), whilst listener 1117 used the FOS descriptor without an AREA or 
FOCAL to surround letters when representing all sources (for example, figure 4.3.17).
Another existing listener and participant in the final U-GAL development sessions chose to use a FOS 
surrounding either a FOCAL descriptor or a letter when describing the ensemble stimuli (see figure 
4.3.18). Within these ensembles, listener 15 represented the voice towards the rear of the vehicle inside 
a FOS, whilst other instruments were located at the front of the vehicle within an AREA. In previous 
GAL investigations, listener 15 had represented entire ensembles using circular descriptors (figure 
4.3.19 and appendix 3.B, plots 3.B.56 - 3.B.59). It therefore appeared likely that the development and 
use of two distinct descriptors (FOS and AREA) had enabled this listener to structure their experiences 
by differentiating between the spatial characteristics of the ensemble instruments. Similarly, since
16 An experienced existing listener
17 An experienced existing listener and participant in the final language development meetings
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listeners 9, 11 and 15 had, on occasions used both the FOS and AREA descriptors as agreed to 
represent their experiences, one possible conclusions was that - at least for these listeners - the FOS 
descriptor did not simply replace AREA as a means of describing the region covered by a sound. This 
possibility could be further substantiated by the fact that all three listeners were involved in the 
development of the inter-subjective descriptor set, with listeners 11 and 15 involved in the final 
development of U-GAL.
Figure 4.3.18 L15 U-GAL Figure 4.3.19 L15 GAL
depiction of VCPW depiction of VCPW
Thus it may be suggested that rather than mistakenly using the FOS descriptor to describe their 
experiences of the region covered by a ‘separate sound’, some listeners were intentionally developing 
the descriptive language to describe a difference in the experiences that could be represented by the 
FOS and AREA descriptors. Consequently a question needed to be answered, namely: How were the 
different descriptors being used? Essentially; how did spatial characteristics differ between stimuli 
when described by the FOS or AREA descriptor?
Differences between FOS and AREA regions
One explanation for listeners choosing to use a FOS rather than an AREA descriptor when representing 
a ‘separate sound’ was initially thought to be the size of the different descriptors. Because the FOS 
descriptor was designed to be able to cover a larger region of the vehicle than the AREA descriptor it 
was initially believed that listeners may have had to use the FOS descriptor in situations where an 
AREA was unable to meet their requirements. However an examination of visual plots indicated that 
the FOS was being used to describe regions which could equally have been represented using the 
AREA descriptor18. Furthermore, when asked in a post-investigation questionnaire19 if the provided 
descriptors allowed for the representation of the ‘size of the sound’ experienced, listeners who used the 
FOS descriptor did not mention that the AREA descriptor restricted their description.
Because the FOS descriptor was developed to represent a feeling of space rather than a definitive'body 
or area of sound, listeners may have been chosen this cloudy descriptor to represent stimuli perceived
18 Listeners who described small regions using the FOS descriptor included listener 9 (page 4.B.5, plots 9 and 11), 
listener 7 (page 4.B.7, plots 1, 3-5, 7- 8), listener 11 (page 4.B.6, plots 1- 8) and listener 15 (page, 4.B.6, plots 9 -12).
19 Comments made by listeners in response to the post-investigation questionnaire are included in appendix 4.E.
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as being enclosed by less rigid boundaries than those contained within a solid rectangular AREA; 
potentially using the FOS to represent instruments or ensembles experienced as being unfocused - 
themselves a ‘feeling of space’. To examine this theory further, density plots were created to help 
characterise the differences between regions which could be described by an AREA and those which 
required description using a FOS descriptor. An inspection of Appendix 4.C, page 4.C.3 enabled the 
comparison of solo instrument representations using the AREA descriptor (plots 1-4) and those 
represented using a FOS descriptor (plots 5- 8), with figures 4.3.20 and 4.3.21 providing an immediate 
reference of how AREA and FOS descriptors were being used to describe the percussion left stimulus. 
From the density of the plots it was possible to determine that the majority of listeners had chosen to 
use the AREA descriptor to represent the region covered by each solo instrument. It was also possible 
to ascertain that the FOS descriptor was being used in a similar way to the AREA, as the highest 
density of FOS (in other words the darkest shading on each plot) corresponded with the region covered 
by the AREA descriptors. Although listeners did appear to be describing less focused regions using the 
FOS descriptor, similarities in descriptor use suggested that size alone was not responsible for a listener 
favouring one descriptor over the other, and that perceived differences in the structure (boundaries) of 
the sound were just as likely to effect the use of the alternative descriptor.
In Appendix 4.C, pages 4.C.4 and 4.C.5 contain plots depicting the individual instruments within each 
ensemble when described by the AREA descriptor (page 4.C.4) and FOS descriptor (page 4.C.5) 
without an AREA. These plots not only highlighted differences in the focus of the particular 
instruments but also illustrated that, in most instances, the AREA descriptor was used to represent more 
focused sources at the front of the vehicle whereas the FOS was used to represent instruments which 
extended towards and even past the listening position. A useful example was provided in the 
description of the voice in the cello percussion voice narrow ensemble. When the AREA descriptor 
was used to describe the voice (figure 4.3.22) the instrument was represented as a focused source at the 
front of the vehicle whereas the FOS description of the same instrument (figure 4.3.23) indicated that 
listeners had experienced a far less focused sound throughout the vehicle. Although this ensemble 
provided a useful distinction between AREA and FOS use, the voice in the remaining three ensembles 
was described similarly by both AREA and FOS descriptors. Thus, even though some listeners 
appeared to be using the FOS descriptor to represent a less focused or a more fuzzy feeling of sound,
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others could have been mistakenly using a FOS descriptor instead of an AREA to represent the region 
covered by a sound.
Investigating an additional function of the FOCAL descriptor
The FOS descriptor was not alone in apparently having more than one purpose. In addition to its agreed 
role, representing a core or localisable centre within the region covered by a sound, the FOCAL 
descriptor was used independently of any surrounding AREA by a number of listeners.
Listener 18 (page 4.B.5 plots 1-4), Listener 16 (page 4.B.7 plots 9-12), Listener 11 (page 4.B.6, plot 6)
Figure 4.3.24 provides an example of how listener 1820 tended to use only the FOCAL descriptor when 
representing solo instruments. This method of representing the solo sources was also favoured by the 
new and inexperienced listener 16, and listener 9 (figure 4.3.25). The use of the FOCAL descriptor 
without a surrounding AREA was not restricted to describing solo instruments. Listener 9 (figure 
4.3.26), listener 18 (figure 4.3.27) and listener 11 used a FOCAL descriptor to represent the percussion 
source within the ‘voice cello percussion wide’ (VCPW) ensemble.
Figures 4.3.24-4.3.29 Descriptions favouring the FOCAL descriptor & overlaid plots of FOCAL use, describing the 
central percussion without (figure 4.3.28) and with (figure 4.3.29) AREA descriptor
Figure 4.3.24 L18 Figure 4.3.25 L9 Figure 4.3.26 L9 Figure 4.3.27 L18 Figure 4.3.28 Figure 4.3.29
^<5
That these (mainly experienced) listeners chose to use the FOCAL descriptor without an AREA to 
describe stimuli is not inexplicable. One explanation is that focused sources were perceived as 
occupying only a localisable core where no region existed outside of this centre. Four of the plots on 
page 4.C.2 of Appendix 4.C (plots 1-4) show occurrences of FOCAL descriptor use without the 
presence of an AREA when representing the four solo instrument sources. The remaining plots (plots 
5-8) on the same page reveal occasions when listeners used a FOCAL descriptor inside an AREA to 
describe the solo sources. When plots of the same central percussion stimulus item are compared in 
figures 4.3.28 and 4.3.29, there appear to be similarities between when a FOCAL was used 
independent of an AREA (figure 4.3.28) and when the descriptor was used within an AREA (figure 
4.3.29). These similarities further support the suggestion that listeners who employed a FOCAL 
independently of an AREA descriptor may have chosen to do so in order to represent a localisable 
centre or core of a sound where no surrounding region existed.
1 a highly experienced listener, GAL user and automotive audio systems engineer
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Representing the regions covered by different stimuli
Because of the different ways in which listeners were using U-GAL descriptors to represent the regions 
covered by the various stimuli, it was not only necessary to establish why listeners were using the 
graphical descriptors as they were, but also to ascertain whether differences between stimuli could still 
be described when listeners used their own interpretation of the language.
As the three instruments within the narrow ensemble (CPVN) had been amplitude panned to the centre 
of the stimulus and those in the wide (VCPW) ensemble panned to the far left and right as well as to 
the centre, it was anticipated that differences would be most likely to occur between the regions 
covered by these two ensembles: With instruments occupying distinct, well spaced ‘separate sounds’ in 
the wide ensemble but more likely occupying the same ‘separate sound’ in the narrow stimulus.
Figures 4.3.30-4.3.35 Differences in descriptions of the CPV Narrow and VCP Wide ensembles (listeners 2,1 and 13)
Figure 4.3.30 
L2 (CPVN)
Figure 4.3.31 
L2 (VCPW)
Figure 4.3.32 
L1 (CPVN)
Figure 4.3.33 
L1 (VCPW)
:
Figure 4.3.34 
L13 (CPVN)
Figure 4.3.35 
L13 (VCPW)
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Listener 10 (page 4.B.1 plots 13-14), Listener 15 (page 4.B.6 plot 13-14), Listener 7 (page 4.B.7 plots 5 - 6), 
Listener 16 (page 4. B. 7 plots 13-14)
For listeners 2 (figures 4.3.30 and 4.3.31) and 10 a difference in the clustering of FOCAL descriptors 
was immediately apparent when the narrow (CPVN) and wide (VCPW) ensembles were described. 
Both listeners positioned descriptors representing the narrow ensemble (see figure 4.3.30 for an 
immediate reference) at the centre of the vehicle but spread these FOCAL descriptors out when 
representing the VCPW ensemble (figure 4.3.31). For listener 1, descriptors were once again more 
clustered when describing the CPVN ensemble (figure 4.3.32) than the wider ensemble (figure 4.3.33). 
However unlike for listeners 2 and 10, where FOCAL descriptors were moved around within a single 
AREA descriptor, listener 1 used different AREA descriptors and clustered these together at the centre 
of the vehicle when describing the narrower ensemble and spread the descriptors out over the front of 
the vehicle to describe the wider trio. Rather than changing the clustering of descriptors, listener 13 
(figures 4.3.34 and 4.3.35) increased the size of the AREA, whilst listener 7 and listener 16 increased 
the size of the FOS descriptor when representing the VCPW ensemble. Similar changes in AREA and 
FOS descriptor size were represented by listener 11 (figures 4.3.36 and 4.3.37) and listener 15. Both 
listeners also changed the location of letter descriptors from clustered together when representing the 
narrow ensemble to further apart when representing VCPW.
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Figures 4.3.36-4.3.41 Differences in depictions of the CPV Narrow and VCP Wide ensembles (listeners 11, 21 & 20) 
Figure 4.3.36 Figure 4.3.37 Figure 4.3.38 Figure 4.3.39 Figure 4.3.40 Figure 4.3.41
L11 (CPVN) L11 (VCPW) L21 (CPVN) L21 (VCPW) L20 (CPVN) L20 (VCPW)
Listener 6 (page 4.B.4, plots 5-6)
Further differences in the clustering of instruments could be seen for listener 21 in figures 4.3.38 and 
4.3.39 and listener 6. Again the narrow ensemble was clustered around the centre of the vehicle for 
both listeners with the wider ensemble spreading out over the front of the vehicle. For listener 18, a gap 
was present between the percussion instrument and the remainder of the ensemble when the listener 
described the wider of the two ensembles (as illustrated in the earlier figure, 4.3.27). The location of 
the percussion at the far right of the vehicle suggested that the VCPW ensemble had been split into two 
distinct ‘separate sounds’ by the listener, with the voice and cello occupying one region and the 
percussion occupying its own distinct ‘separate sound’ within the wide ensemble. Listener 20 also 
represented differences between the two ensembles by moving the wide ensemble instruments further 
to the left and right of the vehicle and increasing the gap between these instruments. The difference 
between ensembles is illustrated in figures 4.3.40 and 4.3.41.
Thus, an examination of graphical plots for individual listeners indicated that, although not all listeners 
were using the language as agreed, differences were being represented between the region covered by 
the narrow ensemble and that covered by the wider ensemble. Differences were mainly visible in the 
clustering of instruments, with FOCAL descriptors spread over more of the vehicle for the wider 
ensemble than for the narrow ensemble. Occasional differences were visible between the size of the 
AREA or FOS descriptors used to represent the two ensembles. Size differences tended to occur when 
listeners used one descriptor to represent a single ensemble rather than dividing the stimulus into 
‘separate sounds’ and representing each instrument separately within its own AREA or FOS. In 
situations where listeners had chosen to represent individual instruments using separate AREA or FOS 
descriptors, these were more likely to overlap when representing the narrow ensemble. Further 
conclusions resulting from the graphical analysis of visual plots are presented in the following section.
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4.3.3 G ra p h ica l analysis conclusions
The primary concern of the graphical analysis was to establish how individual listeners were using U- 
GAL’s graphical descriptors. It was identified through this analysis that, although some listeners 
followed the instructions provided for them and used the developed language as agreed, other listeners 
appeared to derive a more individual approach when applying the descriptors to their experiences.
For many listeners it emerged that letter descriptors were taking on an alternative role to that agreed. In 
this alternative role, it appeared that letters were being used to represent a localisable centre or core 
within a region rather than simply identifying the instrument being represented.
Another departure from the agreed use of the language was in the apparent application of multiple 
functions to individual descriptors. Several listeners used the FOS descriptor to represent both a 
‘feeling of space’ within a vehicle and a region of sound where less definable, less obvious boundaries 
may have precluded the use of an AREA descriptor. The FOCAL descriptor also appeared to have two 
related but distinct roles: The first, as expected, representing a localisable centre or core within a less 
focused region of sound and a second describing a focused, localisable instrument.
Listeners who assigned multiple functions to the graphical descriptors tended to be those who were 
involved in the development of the language. Since these listeners also demonstrated they could use the 
inter-subjective descriptors as agreed, multiple roles for the descriptors appeared to result from 
listeners developing a more complex system for describing their experiences, rather than from their 
non-comprehension of how to use the existing descriptors. Furthermore, applying multiple roles to the 
same descriptor may have improved listeners’ representations of their experiences. For example, by 
describing one instrument within the ensembles using a FOS descriptor towards the rear of the vehicle, 
and the remaining instruments using the more rigid AREA descriptor at the front of the vehicle, one 
listener appeared to structure and describe his experiences better in this investigation than in previous 
studies.
Considering that a researcher tasked with understanding a listener’s experiences can only ever base 
their comprehension on the listener’s descriptions and not the actual experiences themselves, any 
individuality in U-GAL use could complicate this task. In the current investigation, when listeners used 
graphical descriptors as agreed, the task of the researcher was reasonably simple; as the descriptors 
used by the listener could be understood as representing certain experiences. But, in situations where 
listeners deviated from using descriptors as agreed, the researcher’s task became less and less 
transparent until it was no longer possible to comprehend a listener’s experience using a knowledge of 
how the descriptors should have been used. For example, the increased role of the letter descriptor did 
not greatly affect the researcher’s comprehension of the listeners’ experiences since letters appeared to 
have been used similarly to FOCAL descriptors. However in situations where FOS and FOCAL 
descriptors were used together but without an AREA, it was less likely that the listeners’ individual 
experiences were being comprehended by the researcher: In essence, were listeners using the FOCAL
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descriptor to represent the region and the FOS to represent a feeling of space around this? Or, 
conversely, did the descriptors indicate a ‘fuzzy’ region around a localisable centre? Thus when a 
listener chose not to use the developed descriptors as agreed, more interpretation was required by the 
researcher. And, without returning a completed descriptive account to the listener for validation, it was 
impossible to state with confidence that the researcher’s understanding of the listener’s experiences 
was representative of the listener’s auditory spatial experiences.
Although less ambiguity would be possible if listeners were limited to using the universal descriptors 
as agreed, this restriction could also present problems for the language’s validity at the start of the 
descriptive process when asking listeners to represent their experiences. Consequently, this restriction 
could have a knock-on effect on the provision of a satisfactoiy answer to the first question posed at the 
start of this chapter21 and the attainment of the research objective. If, for example, listeners were only 
able to use the AREA descriptor to represent the region covered by a sound, they would no longer be 
able to describe those more focused sounds perceived as not occupying an AREA. This restriction 
would also prevent listeners representing instruments experienced as occupying a more fuzzy or cloudy 
region rather than one possessing a noticeable boundary.
Thus, at this early stage of language development, it was considered unwise to restrict listeners in their 
use of descriptors. Rather, a process of modifying and further evolving the embryonic language was 
held to be more appropriate to ensure that any developed language would enable the structuring, 
representation and communication of a listener’s auditory spatial experiences.
Regardless of the apparent individuality in U-GAL use, it was still possible to evaluate the descriptive 
language for its suitability as a medium through which individual listeners could describe differences in 
their experiences. This evaluation is detailed in the following section.
21 whether individual listeners would be able to use the U-GAL in place of their own individual language to structure 
and represent their individual auditory spatial experiences
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4.4 Evaluation of U-GAL using statistical methods
The aim of the statistical analysis was to establish the suitability of the universal-GAL for describing 
individual listeners’ experiences by testing the hypothesis outlined in the introduction to this chapter, 
namely:
If a language of universal descriptors has sufficient meaning for a listener - in other 
words if U-GAL is a suitable medium through which a listener may communicate their 
auditory spatial experiences - the listener will be able to use the language to represent 
differences in reproduced audio stimuli where differences in experiences exist.
The first step in conducting the statistical analysis was to identify the elements of a graphical response 
which could be compared in order to establish the suitability of the language for describing listeners’ 
experiences: In other words, where should statistically significant differences occur within a listener’s 
responses?
Physical differences existed between the various items of solo instrument stimuli when presented to the 
listeners. Both of the percussion and cello recordings used amplitude panning to place the solo 
instruments at two different locations - centre and left of centre. It was therefore feasible that listeners 
would vaiy their placement of these solo sources when represented using graphical descriptors. 
Additional differences were anticipated between the region covered by the narrow and wide ensembles. 
The reason for this expectation was that the trio of instruments in the narrow ensemble had been 
positioned at the centre of the two-channel stereo scene when this stimulus had been created and the 
same instruments had been amplitude panned to the left of centre, central and right of centre for the 
wide recording.
At this time it should, once again, be explicitly stated that a statistical analysis of the differences in the 
stimuli was not considered a sufficient measure of a listener’s ability to use the inter-subjective 
descriptors. For although differences existed between the various musical stimuli, a lack of difference 
in listeners’ graphical descriptions could indicate that these physical differences were not experienced, 
rather that listeners were unable to describe the various stimuli using U-GAL. Thus, when significant 
differences could not be identified between stimuli, a graphical analysis of visual plots was also 
conducted to facilitate a greater understanding of the listeners’ responses. This graphical analysis was 
also an important indicator of a listener’s consistency when repeatedly describing the same stimulus.
4.4.1 P re p a r in g  th e  d a ta  fo r s ta tis tica l analysis
A consideration for the statistical analysis was how to measure the differences in the position and 
region covered by the various stimuli. Furthermore it was necessaiy to identify which U-GAL 
descriptor (or descriptors) should be used to facilitate this measurement. Providing answers to these 
considerations was not as straightforward as initially believed. The review of graphical depictions had 
shown listeners to be using the universal language in different ways. Because of this, an analysis based
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on a measure of (for example) the position of AREA descriptors (use to represent the size of a sound) 
would not prove equally appropriate for all listeners, as not all had chosen to use the AREA descriptor 
when describing a solo instrument’s position. It was therefore necessary to identify which descriptors 
would be most effective for highlighting individual listener consistency when using the language.
Establishing an instrument’s Location
One constant in the listeners’ use of U-GAL was in the placement of letters within either an AREA, 
FOS (feeling of space) or FOCAL descriptor to represent a stimulus. An examination of listeners’ 
responses further established that the majority of listeners had positioned these descriptive letters with 
a degree of forethought, rather than randomly as expected. In situations where a FOCAL descriptor was 
present, most listeners positioned letter(s) within this descriptor, and when not present, listeners 
appeared to be positioning letters in place of the descriptor. As the FOCAL descriptor was developed to 
describe a localisable centre or core within a sound - and since letters were present in all listener 
responses - differences in the locations of these letters were measured to evaluate individual listener 
consistency when describing the solo instruments. For all but two listeners this measurement was 
straightforward and involved determining the left-to-right position of the centre of each letter used to 
describe a stimulus. However, for listener 7 (where multiple letters had been used to describe the same 
stimulus) an average position was calculated from all the letters used, and - as responses for listener 8 
showed there to be little logic in descriptive letter placement - it was decided to base any statistical 
analysis on two measurements for this listener; the average position of all letters used to describe a 
source, and a measure of the central position within the FOS or AREA descriptor used to represent the 
region covered by the instrument. In the figures and tables which accompany this analysis these two 
measurements are known as 8a and 8b: Centre of FOS or AREA descriptor and the average letter 
position respectively.
Obtaining a measure of the region covered by an ensemble
Deciding which descriptor to use when assessing the region covered by the two different ensembles 
proved complicated. Letters representing instruments were not able to change size and were therefore 
not a suitable means of differentiating between ensembles. Further examination of listener responses 
indicated that a possible solution would be to measure the region covered by the descriptor used to 
describe each ensemble, be this an AREA, FOCAL or FOS descriptor. However, a further problem 
(one specific to ensemble sources) was identified when the graphical analysis of listeners’ responses 
was conducted: As each instrument within an ensemble could occur within its own distinct region - its 
own ‘audio image’ or ‘separate sound’ - more than one descriptor could be used to describe the same 
ensemble. Furthermore these ‘separate sound’ regions could overlap if instruments were perceived to 
occupy the same location and yet have their own distinct boundaries. Combining measurements of all 
the descriptors used to represent the region, or regions covered by one ensemble could therefore lead to 
a numerical measurement up to three times larger than the region actually represented in a listener’s 
graphical response. An additional ambiguity presented itself when a FOCAL descriptor was used 
within a FOS: Was the FOS describing the region covered by a ‘separate sound’ or should a
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measurement be taken of the FOCAL descriptor and the FOS descriptor disregarded as representing 
only a ‘feeling of space’ around this more defined region? The degree of interpretation required in 
obtaining a numerical measure of an ensemble’s region was deemed unsatisfactory for the provision of 
conclusions which could be said to communicate the listeners’ experiences. To maintain the correlation 
between listener’s response and researcher’s comprehension, conclusions already obtained from the 
examination of visual plots were favoured over those obtainable from a statistical analysis of 
differences. Thus the statistical analysis concentrated on evaluating the U-GAL’s suitability for 
describing differences in the location of solo instrument sources.
4.4.2 E v a lu a tin g  d iffe rences in  th e  d esc rip tio n  o f in s tru m e n t location
After measuring the location22 of each letter used to represent the four solo instrument sources, this 
data was divided so that responses could be analysed for each listener separately. Dividing the data 
meant that 12 locations would be analysed for each listener; three per stimulus. Although not by itself a 
sufficient measure of the language’s suitability for representing a listener’s experiences, the statistical 
analysis was required to identify where differences between the physically different stimuli had been 
described by listeners using U-GAL. Differences in description were only considered significant when 
there was a less than 5% likelihood that listeners had positioned the different sources at different 
locations by chance alone.
Before a statistical analysis could be conducted to ascertain if significant differences existed between 
the letter locations, the normality of the data distribution for each item of programme material was 
established. Results from the normality analysis identified that data from five listeners were found to 
have a non-normal distribution. Since only three locations existed for each item of programme 
material, parametric assumptions were violated by this non-normal data distribution. Consequently 
both lion-parametric (Kruskal-Wallis) and parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA) were conducted 
to identify if differences between solo instrument source locations were significant. Results from the 
non-parametric analysis concurred with the parametric results and since more information could be 
obtained about differences between factors using an ANOVA, this latter method is referred to in 
subsequent paragraphs.
Explaining variance within the ANOVA model
Pertinent results from the analysis of variance (ANOVA) table are included in table 4.D. 1 in appendix 
4.D. Within the ANOVA, Eta squared (if) was calculated to establish how much variance could be 
attributed to differences between the four solo instrument sources and how much (the remaining 
percentage) was due to an external factor, if  represents the squared correlation between the 
independent variable and any (dependent) variable influenced by the controlled manipulation of this 
independent variable (Howell, 2002): For example the correlation between a listener’s placement of a 
descriptive letter (dependent variable) and the manipulation of the programme material (independent
22 Although two dimensional co-ordinates were present for each letter, since only the left-to-right position of the 
programme material was altered, only the left-to-right position of each letter was used in the analysis.
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variable). The closer r|2 is to ‘1’, the greater the correlation between variables and the more likely it is 
that variance can be attributed to the independent variable. As the correlation between the variables 
decreases, variance in the ANOVA model is less likely to be due to the manipulation of the 
independent variable and more likely to be a consequence of an external factor; for example an 
increase in listener inconsistency when repeatedly describing the same stimulus. Figure 4.D.1 in 
appendix 4.D highlighted that, for all but two listeners (listener 16 and 8a23) a greater proportion of the 
variability in the ANOVA model could be attributed to the independent variable ‘stimuli’ than to any 
other factor. However it was not sufficient to assess the suitability of the language on the values 
achieved for r|2 alone, as will be demonstrated in the following paragraphs.
Identifying significant differences between factors
In addition to providing information about q2, the analysis of variance table (table 4.D.1), provided 
basic information about listeners’ responses to the different items of stimuli. In particular, the ANOVA 
identified that of the 22 listeners only three were unable to describe differences between the various 
external stimuli using U-GAL: These were listener 8: measurement a (F(3, 8)= 1.997, p= .193) & bu 
(F(3, 8)= 3.224, p= .082), listener 16 (F(3, 8)= .397, p= .759) and listener 19 (F(3, 8)= 2.780, p= .110).
For all listeners there existed the possibility that significant differences were being described between 
some of the stimuli and not others. ‘Post hoc’ comparisons were therefore completed as part of the 
ANOVA to ascertain where listeners were able to differentiate between the locations of the various 
stimuli with statistical significance. To perform the most appropriate comparisons, it was first 
necessary to establish whether variances for all stimuli were equal. Levene’s test confirmed that for ten 
listeners25, variance was not homogeneous and consequently, both Bonferroni (equal variance 
assumed) and Games-Howell (equal variance not assumed) comparisons were executed. Results of the 
post hoc tests, summarised in table 4.D.2 of appendix 4.D, revealed that not all listeners described the 
solo instmment sources with sufficient consistency to differentiate between the different stimuli. The 
best results were achieved for the two percussion sources, with 18 of the 22 listeners able to 
differentiate between the left of centre and central percussion. 13 listeners were unable to describe 
significant differences between the locations of the two cello sources. The fact that listeners showed a 
greater capacity for describing differences between the locations of two percussive sources than the 
cello stimuli was not entirely unexpected as listeners in earlier studies26 had mentioned how the cello 
was difficult to localise. It should be noted however, that there were no obvious differences in size 
when listeners described the region covered by the solo percussion and cello stimuli (see appendix 4.B,
23 Results for listener 8a are those where the centre of a FOS or AREA descriptor was used as a measure of source 
location for listener 8
24 Results for listener 8b are where the average position of letters used in the description of one stimulus was used as 
a measure of source location for listener 8
25 Levene’s test on responses for listeners 8b (p = .041), 9 (p = .013), 11 (p = .019), 12 (p = .013), 14 (p = .023),
15 (p =.013), 16 (p = .010), 17 (p = .010), 18 (p = .005) and 22 (p = .014) indicated unequal variance existed between 
stimuli.
2S See Chapter 2, section 2.3.2.
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individual listener consistency plots, all pages). The lack of difference between stimuli - when 
universal descriptors were used to describe the region they covered - reflected descriptions obtained 
when listeners were asked to describe the same instruments using their own individual graphical 
languages (see chapter 3, appendix 3.B27), with listeners once again describing the percussion and cello 
sources as occupying the same sized regions within the vehicle.
Since an inability to differentiate between instrument location did not automatically reflect a listener’s 
inability to use U-GAL descriptors, graphs of means and 95% confidence intervals were prepared to 
provide a method of visually assessing the results of non-significant comparisons. When compared 
with the plots of listener consistency from appendix 4.B, these graphs (appendix 4.D, figures 4.D.2- 
4.D.15) assisted in the explanation of listener responses.
Listener 13 (page 4.B.3 plots 9 -12), Listener 1 (page 4.B.2 plots 1-4), Listener 22 (page 4.B.2 plots 9-12), Listener 
15 (page 4.B.6, plots 9-12)
Means and 95% confidence intervals for listener 13 (appendix 4.D, figure 4.D.2) identified this listener 
as one of the thirteen who were unable to differentiate between the two cello sources. When figure 
4.D.2 was inspected alongside listener 13’s consistency plots (see figure 4.4.1), a left-bias was revealed 
in the description of the central cello source. Listener 13 was not alone in experiencing or representing 
instruments away from their recorded locations. Appendix 4.D figure 4.D.3 (and figure 4.4.2 below) 
illustrated how listener 1 described sources other than the central cello with a right bias. Furthermore 
graphs of means and 95% confidence intervals for listeners 22 and 15 (appendix 4.D; figures 4.D.4 and 
4.D.5 respectively) coupled with an inspection of visual plots (see figures 4.4.3 and 4.4.4), indicated 
that both listeners positioned the left-of-centre cello towards the centre of the vehicle. For the above 
listeners, a shift in the described location of the left-of-centre cello instrument, or the central cello 
source as exemplified by listener 13, provided a plausible explanation for the lack of significant 
differences between the left-of-centre cello and the central sources.
Figures 4.4.1 -  4.4.6 Ambiguities in descriptions of the solo cello stimuli
Figure 4.4.1 
L13 (cello C)
Figure 4.4.2 
L1 (cello L)
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L22 (cello L)
Figure 4.4.4 
L15 (cello L)
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Figure 4.4.5 
L17 (cello C)
Figure 4.4.6 
L18 (cello C)
27 Listeners who participated in the clarification investigation are known by the same listener number in this 
evaluation study. Therefore graphical responses in appendix 3.B and 4.B may be compared for the same listener to 
establish how individual (3.B) and universal (4.B) GAL were being used.
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Listener 17 (page 4.B.9plots 9-12), Listener 18 (page 4.B.5plots 1-4), Listener 9 (page 4.B.5 plot 11)
Neither listener 17 nor listener 18 were able to differentiate between the two left of centre sources and 
the central cello. For both listeners, locating the central cello instrument resulted in the comparatively 
wide confidence intervals visible in figures 4.D.6 and 4.D.7 of appendix 4.D. These intervals suggested 
the listeners had described this source with less consistency than the other instruments. An inspection 
of both listeners’ solo instrument graphical plots ascertained that each listener positioned one 
description of the central cello source to the left of centre (see figures 4.4.5 and 4.4.6). This one 
misplacement increased the level of inconsistency associated with the source and prevented significant 
differences being detected between the central cello and left of centre instruments. One further listener 
unable to differentiate between cello source location was listener 9. Although from figure 4.D.8 in 
appendix 4.D it appeared that listener 9 was differentiating between the four solo instrument sources, a 
paired comparison of cello representations indicated that differences in the locations of these two 
stimuli were marginally insignificant for this listener (p = .062)28. As with listeners 17 and 18, the 
misplaced description of one source on one occasion (when describing the left-of-centre cello) 
provided a likely reason for listener 9’s inability to differentiate between the two instruments.
Even though the above seven listeners did not describe differences between the locations of all of the 
stimuli, they were able to demonstrate a level of consistency in their representations sufficient to 
differentiate between some sources. Rather than suggest these listeners were unable to use U-GAL 
descriptors to represent their experiences, the ability to describe some sources (coupled with rational 
explanations for why they were unable to describe other sources) suggested that these listeners may 
have been using the inter-subjective descriptors appropriately, but describing alternative experiences. 
One possible explanation for these alternative descriptions could have been the stimuli.
The Influence of the stimuli and listening location
In most situations where the above seven listeners did not describe differences between the solo 
instrument stimuli, it was a cello stimulus which was either moved completely or misplaced when 
described in one representation. When reproduced within the confines of a vehicle, the low frequency 
content and continuous nature of the cello sources could have provided ambiguous cues as to this 
instrument’s location as a result of low frequency standing wave being set up within the vehicle29; 
something which was less likely to occur for the higher frequency, transient, percussion instruments. 
However, since both instruments (the percussion and cello) had been amplitude panned to their central 
and fully left positions, psychoacoustic localisation theory (and in particular the precedence effect30) 
would suggest that the listening position on the right of the vehicle would have had an influence on 
both sources; the listeners’ physical proximity to the right of centre loudspeaker meaning that any
28 It should be noted that data for both cello left and cello centre were non-norma!ly distributed for listener 9. Although 
both non-parametric and parametric analyses returned the same results (that significant differences existed between 
the solo instrument sources) and post hoc comparisons are normally robust to small deviations from normality (Field, 
2000, p275), there remains the possibility that a post hoc comparison of these two stimuli was inappropriate.
29 See Rumsey and McCormick (1994, p20) for further information about standing waves.
30A useful summary of the precedence effect is included in Rumsey (2001, p28)
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signal from this loudspeaker would be perceived earlier than that from the left of centre loudspeaker. 
Consequently, although stimuli had been amplitude panned to the centre and left of centre, the 
perceived location of the sources could have been influenced by the earlier arrival time of the signal 
from the right loudspeaker, potentially drawing the instruments back towards the listening position. 
The overlaid plots of appendix 4.C demonstrate how the off-centre listening position may have caused 
listeners to shift descriptions of all instruments towards the right of the vehicle.
Appendix 4.C, page 4.C.6, plots 1-12
Plots 1-12 on page 4.C.6 of appendix 4.C display the different instruments within the four ensembles 
when described by all listeners using the FOCAL descriptor. When, in the recording, the percussion 
was positioned at the right of the ensemble, all listeners represented this localisable source in front of 
their listening location (illustrated in plot 6 on page 4.C.6). In the ensemble where the percussion 
instrument was amplitude panned to a position mid-way between the centre and the right of the 
ensemble, there was a pull towards the listening position (see plot 8, page 4.C.4). Finally, when the 
percussion moved to the centre of the ensemble, greater variation could be seen in listeners’ placement 
of this source around the centre of the vehicle (illustrated in plots 2 and 12, page 4.C.6). The combined 
influences of listening location and stimuli on listeners’ responses were just as visible for the voice 
within the four trio ensembles. Although there was generally more variability when listeners depicted 
the voice than when they described the percussion, listener consistency was greatest for the voice when 
amplitude panned to a position in front of the listener (page 4.C.6, plot 9). More variability was 
introduced when the same source was located at the centre (plot 3 from the same page) or on the left of 
the ensemble (plots 4 and 10, page 4.C.6) and a noticeable shift to the right of the vehicle could be seen 
in the listeners’ placement of the left of centre source.
Differentiating between letters positioned outside of FOCAL descriptors
Listener 6 (page 4.B.4, plots 1-4), Listener 22 (page 4.B.2, plot 9)
Listener 6 was a further listener who failed to differentiate between the left of centre instruments and 
the central cello source. An examination of solo instrument consistency plots (for example figure 4.4.7) 
highlighted how listener 6 was positioning letters both inside and outside of FOCAL descriptors when 
describing the different sources. The means and 95% confidence intervals of figure 4.D.9 in appendix
4.D showed listener 6 to be most consistent when describing the central cello source and, for this 
instrument (figure 4.4.8), letters were positioned within FOCAL descriptors. Thus letters positioned 
outside of FOCAL descriptors may not have represented anything for this listener. Consequently non­
significant differences may have reflected the measure used in the statistical analysis rather than the 
listener’s use of the U-GAL descriptors themselves. Indeed, when FOCAL descriptors were examined 
in place of letter descriptors, consistency in the placement of these descriptors was identified. 
Furthermore differences were visible between the locations of FOCAL descriptors for the various solo 
instruments. Listener 22 also positioned letters outside of FOCAL descriptors when describing the 
percussion left source. Post hoc comparisons for this listener, although close to significant at p = 0.052, 
could not detect any differences between this source and the central percussion instrument. Since this
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listener used U-GAL descriptors as anticipated throughout the investigation it is possible that little 
thought was given to where the listener positioned letters outside of FOCAL descriptors and once again 
a measurement of letter position was inappropriate.
Figure 4.4.7 
L6 (cello left)
Figure 4.4.8 
L6 (cello centre)
r
Figure 4.4.9 
L5 (cello left)
Figure 4.4.10 
L19 (cello left)
Figure 4.4.11
L19 (VCPW) 
-------
Differentiating Between Close Sources
Listener 5 (page 4.B.9, plots 1-4)
Post hoc comparisons and means and 95% confidence intervals for listener 5 (figure 4.D.10 of 
appendix 4.D) indicated that no significant differences existed between responses when this listener 
described the location of the central cello source and the left-of-centre percussion and cello 
instruments. Solo instrument consistency plots for listener 5 (including the left-of-centre cello in figure 
4.4.9 above) illustrated that both left-of-centre sources were being represented towards the centre of the 
vehicle. When the influence of the right-of-centre listening location on both left-of-centre amplitude 
panned sources was once again considered, a possible explanation could be offered for the non­
significant differences in the depicted locations of the various instruments. Furthermore, since all 
sources were being reproduced to the left of the listener, it was possible that any ambiguity in listener 
5’s description of the locations of the instruments reflected the reduced ability of individuals (in 
general) to accurately judge the location of a stimulus when not positioned directly in front of them31.
Listener 19 (page 4.B.10, plots 1-8)
The results of the ANOVA, coupled with the overlapping confidence intervals of appendix 4.D figure
4.D.13, highlighted that no significant differences were being described by listener 19 when 
representing the locations of the various solo instrument stimuli. As with listener 5 (figure 4.4.9) 
listener 19 (figure 4.4.10) positioned all solo sources towards the centre of the vehicle. Although this 
central positioning could be interpreted as a demonstration of U-GAL’s unsuitability for describing 
listener 19’s experiences, an inspection of listener 19’s descriptions of the trio ensembles (for example 
figure 4.4.11) suggested otherwise. When describing the locations of the different ensemble 
instruments, listener 19 positioned FOCAL descriptors (and individual letters within these descriptors) 
at different locations within the vehicle; described locations being concordant with the instruments’
31 Although providing a plausible reason for ambiguity in description when listeners remained stationary in their seat, 
Moore (1997, p227) states that any head movement would reduce localisation confusion.
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locations in the physical stimuli. Thus it may be suggested that listener 19, in accordance with many 
other listeners, experienced (and consequently represented) little difference between the locations of 
the various solo instrument stimuli.
Listener 10 (page 4.B.1, plots 9-12)
Insignificant differences were also reported for listener 10. An experienced listener and previous GAL 
user (who employed the universal descriptors as agreed), listener 10 once again positioned the letters 
representing the left of centre programme material and the central cello stimulus very similarly. Figure
4.D.11 in appendix 4.D illustrated how, for this listener, a left of centre bias when describing the 
central cello could have prevented significant differences from being detected when coupled with the 
more central positioning of the percussion and cello left. The lack of described differences between the 
central cello source and the left of centre instruments prevented significant differences from being 
detected even though listener 10 was more consistent when describing the cello than the central 
percussion source; highlighting the reciprocal nature between listener consistency and described 
differences.
Listener 16 (page 4.B. 7, plots 9-12)
An examination of listener 16’s graphical description alongside figure 4.D.12 in appendix 4.D 
confirmed that this listener was able to position all but the left-of-centre cello stimulus (figure 4.4.12) 
with a high level of consistency. Further inspection of the listener’s depictions, coupled with the results 
of the analysis of variance, established that listener 16 did not differentiate between the locations of the 
different solo instrument sources, with all instruments located at the centre of the vehicle. For the 
majority of listeners, non-significant differences when describing the various solo instrument stimuli 
appeared to be a result of the listening position rather than the unsuitability of the inter-subjective 
descriptive language. However, for listener 16 this explanation looked less plausible. An examination 
of ensemble descriptions for this listener (for example figure 4.4.13) indicated that nothing was being 
represented to the left of centre. Although the description of all stimuli towards the right of the vehicle 
could suggest a possible influence of the listening position, listener 16 was the only listener not to 
depict anything to the left of centre for all stimuli. When the lack of difference between listener 16’s 
representations was coupled with the listener’s alternative use of the universal language (the use of 
both FOCAL and FOS descriptors independently of AREA descriptors) it appeared more likely that 
this new listener was unable to describe their experiences using U-GAL, or had not experienced any 
differences between the various stimuli.
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Figure 4.4.12 L16 (cello L) Figure 4.4.13 L16 (VCPW)
Representing alternative experiences
Listener 8 (page 4.B.8, plots 9-12)
When U-GAL descriptors were used to represent the experiences of all except listeners 8, 16 and 19, a 
level of consistency was demonstrated which enabled the detection of significant positional differences 
between at least one pair of solo instrument sources. Where listeners (including listener 19) failed to 
differentiate between sources, rational explanations could be offered and little evidence was presented 
which suggested listeners were simply unable to use U-GAL descriptors to represent their experiences. 
But, as with listener 16, listener 8’s responses were concerning as no significant differences existed 
between descriptions of any solo instrument sources (see figures 4.D. 14 and 4.D.15 in appendix 4.D) 
and because this listener chose to use the U-GAL descriptors differently from the remaining 
participants. Figure 4.D.15 compared mean locations of all letters used by the listener when 
representing the different sources. This graph revealed how listener 8 was more consistent when 
positioning the left of centre instruments (for example the left-of-centre cello in figure 4.4.14) than the 
central sources (figure 4.4.15). Only one letter was used by listener 8 when describing each repeated 
presentation of the left of centre sources, but multiple letters were used to represent the central sources. 
By using multiple letters, it was possible that listener 8 was not representing anything specific and 
consequently a statistical analysis based on letter locations was flawed for the central instruments.
Further light was shed on listener 8’s inability to differentiate between sources by their answer to one 
of the post-investigation questions32. When asked for any additional comment, the listener stated that it 
was “very easy to describe a sound's position and spaciousness". The use of the term spaciousness 
suggested that listener 8 may have been representing an alternative experience using U-GAL 
descriptors and indicated why the listener favoured the FOS descriptor when representing the region 
covered by each solo instrument and had not used any FOCAL descriptors. Furthermore, the listener’s 
comment, coupled with the physical properties of the different stimuli, provided an explanation as to 
why no differences existed in the left-to-right extent of each solo instrument description. Since a small 
amount of reverberation had been added equally to all stimuli, if listener 8 had in fact described the 
spaciousness of the reproduction using the FOS descriptor rather than the location and size of the 
various stimuli no differences would be expected in the resultant representations.
32 See appendix 4.E for a full list of questions asked in the post-investigation questionnaire and listeners’ responses
Figure 4.4.14 L8 (cello L) Figure 4.4.15 L8 (cello C)
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4.4.3 E v a lu a tin g  th e  use o f U -G A L  by  d iffe ren t listen ing  g ro u p s
Listeners 8 and 16 were included in the evaluation study as examples of listeners with no previous 
experience of using graphical descriptive methods or developing the U-GAL. Considering naive 
listeners were included to provide a measure of the external validity of the language, both listeners 
(seemingly alternative) use of the graphical language (with listener 8 moulding descriptors to fit their 
own experiences and listener 16 representing few differences with the language) suggested that naive 
listeners may have been unable to use the developed descriptors to describe their experiences and 
indicated a possible limitation of the language. As a result of this, a specific analysis was conducted to 
establish whether the eleven naive listeners were able to use the language developed by the remaining 
listeners in the study. This specific evaluation involved comparing responses obtained from both new 
and existing listeners, testing the theory that: If U-GAL provided all listeners with descriptors suitable 
for representing their experiences (and all listeners could understand their task within the investigation) 
no obvious differences would exist between naive and existing listeners’ responses.
Descriptions of the four solo instrument sources were once again compared using the location of the 
letter descriptor as a measure. Figure 4.D.16 in appendix 4.D, a graph of means and 95% confidence 
intervals for this comparison, highlighted that both listening groups responded to the different items of 
stimuli with a similar level of consistency. Furthermore since the confidence intervals for listening 
groups overlapped, it was possible to state that both groups were describing the locations of the 
different sources with no obvious differences. Consequently, when naive listeners in the study 
described the locations of the different stimuli, it was determined that U-GAL possessed a degree of 
external validity.
As revealed in section 4.2.2, regardless of whether or not they had been involved in the development of 
the U-GAL, a participant in the evaluation could be a trained listener, an experienced musician, or 
inexperienced in both respects. Consequently a further analysis of listeners’ responses was conducted 
to establish if prior experience - previously defined as any training in listening either as a musician or 
more specifically as a listener trained in the evaluation of reproduced audio - influenced language use. 
Descriptions of solo instrument location were, once again, compared but this time for two different 
levels of listening experience; some experience or no experience. From the means and 95% confidence 
intervals of figure 4.D.17 in appendix 4.D, a listener’s previous experience of playing a musical 
instniment, or their training in listening, was seen to have little bearing on their use of U-GAL’s letter 
descriptor. Furthermore, a listener’s consistency when describing the different sources was not 
influenced by this listening experience. Results suggested that a listener could use the inter-subjective 
descriptors to represent the location of a stimulus regardless of whether or not they had received any 
musical or listening training.
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4.4.4 A b r ie f  com parison  o f lis ten er desc rip tio n s
Because U-GAL was developed to represent an individual listener’s experiences, each listener’s use of 
the language was evaluated individually. Other than a brief analysis of how different listening groups 
were using the language, differences in the use of descriptors by different listeners were not formally 
assessed using statistical methods. That said, figures 4.D.18 - 4.D.21 in appendix 4.D provided an 
indication of how all listeners were describing the same stimulus. In these graphs, means and 95% 
confidence intervals of the left-to-right positions33 of the solo sources were plotted independently. By 
comparing means and confidence intervals within the same graph it was possible to identify similarities 
in listeners’ positioning of the same stimulus and to compare listeners’ consistency. Thus an individual 
listener’s responses could be put into context. For example, despite representing sources other than the 
central cello with a right bias, the consistency of listener 1 when describing the cello left was better 
than that of other listeners when representing the same instrument and suggested that, even if different, 
listener 1 was confident in their placement of this instrument at the centre of the vehicle.
Thus, even though between-listener analysis could not provide a fail-safe measure of U-GAL’s 
suitability (as listeners could be representing alternative experiences to one another) this comparison 
was still informative. By way of further illustration, an examination of figures 4.D. 18 - 4.D.21 in 
appendix 4.D, alongside figures 4.4.16 - 4.4.19 below (and FOCAL descriptor plots on page 4.C.2 of 
appendix 4.C) identified that consistency between listeners was greater when describing the two central 
sources (for example figures 4.4.17 and 4.4.19 and appendix 4.D figures 4.D.19, 4.D.21) rather than the 
two left-of-centre sources. As listeners appeared consistent when placing the central instruments at the 
centre of the vehicle, it was less likely that the lack of consistency (between listeners) when placing the 
left-of-centre sources resulted from their inability to use U-GAL than their representation of different 
experiences. Once again, an explanation for the between-listener differences could have been the right- 
of-centre listening position pulling the left-of-centre images towards the listener.
Figures 4.4.16 -  4.4.19 Letter locations plotted for all listeners
Figure 4.4.16 (perc L) Figure 4.4.17 (perc C) Figure 4.4.18 (cello L) Figure 4.4.19 (cello C)
33 source location was once again established by measuring the position (left-to-right) of the letter descriptors used to 
represent each solo instrument.
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4.5 Evaluating a listener’s ability to use U-GAL -  summary of findings
The aim of the combined statistical analysis and graphical analysis of visual plots was to establish the 
suitability of the universal-GAL for describing individual listeners’ experiences; in essence identifying 
whether listeners were able to use the inter-subjective graphical descriptors to represent individually 
perceived differences in various audio stimuli. The hypothesis tested was:
If a language of universal descriptors has sufficient meaning for a listener - in other words if 
U-GAL is a suitable medium through which a listener may communicate their auditory spatial 
experiences - the listener will be able to use the language to represent differences in 
reproduced audio stimuli where differences in experiences exist.
The combined evaluation of visual plots from appendix 4.B and 4.C and results of the statistical 
analysis of variance (appendix 4.D) identified that, regardless of listening experience or any prior 
knowledge of using 01* developing a graphical language, 19 of the 22 listeners were consistently able to 
represent significant differences between at least two solo instrument stimuli when describing source 
location using U-GAL descriptors. Within this subset of listeners, eight were able to differentiate 
between the locations of all the source items. For these eight listeners it could be concluded that a 
language of universal descriptors provided a suitable, reliable medium via which they could describe 
the perceived location of different stimuli.
Although the remaining listeners did not differentiate between all solo instrument stimuli, it was 
possible that the lack of differences in their representation reflected a lack of difference in their 
experiences, or some unwanted factor introduced by the investigation, rather than an inability to use the 
graphical language to describe the stimuli. Thus, when listeners failed to describe significant 
differences between sources, the evaluation process attempted to explain these occurrences using 
individual listener consistency plots from appendix 4.B and the means and 95% confidence interval 
graphs of appendix 4.D. Using these additional methods, several potential reasons for the description of 
non-significant differences were identified. These explanations can be summarised as follows:
4.5.1 E x p lan a tio n  1: T h e  in fluence o f p ro g ra m m e  m a te r ia l a n d  listen ing  location
The most common response which led to non-differentiation between stimuli occurred when listeners 
positioned the left-of-centre percussion or (more usually) the left-of-centre cello towards the vehicle’s 
centre. Also associated with this action was a listener temporarily misplacing a source; describing the 
same instrument in a different location for one repeat. Any perceived shift in location, towards the 
centre of the vehicle by a left-of-centre source, meant that greater descriptive consistency was required 
in a listener’s responses in order for significant differences between stimuli to be revealed. Similarly, 
one misplaced descriptor caused the 95% confidence intervals for the stimulus to widen, and 
potentially prevented significant differences from being identified between that stimulus and the 
remaining instruments.
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Where listeners misplaced stimuli, or positioned left-of-centre and central stimuli together, it was 
conceivable that the listening position on the right of the vehicle was affecting the listeners’ auditory 
perception of the spatial scene, influencing their description of the solo instrument stimuli. Since these 
stimuli were amplitude panned to the centre and left of the vehicle, it was likely that the listeners’ 
proximity to the speaker on the right of the vehicle caused the amplitude panned stimuli to shift to the 
right or to be ambiguously located when experienced. Thus, the effect appears to be one of the stimulus 
and listening location and not of the listeners’ inability to describe differences using U-GAL.
In descriptive analysis (DA), participants involved in the development of a precise lexicon for the 
reliable description and differentiation of food items, firstly discriminate between disparate samples on 
the developed attribute scales before moving on to describe and discern smaller differences. According 
to Meilgaard et al. the use of disparate samples at the early stage of descriptor development “allow the 
panel to see that the terms and scales are effective as descriptors and discriminators” (Meilgaard et al. 
1999, pl44). Although U-GAL differs from DA in its objectives (with U-GAL allowing for the non- 
differentiation of different reproduced audio stimuli if this is indeed a listener’s experience) it is 
possible that a lack of spatial differences between stimuli caused the descriptive ambiguity in listeners’ 
responses. Consequently, one consideration for further work would be that listeners describe their 
experiences of a more disparate range of stimuli using the inter-subjective graphical descriptors. This 
use of different stimuli would not only establish a better sense of the ‘difference threshold’34 which 
may be determined using the graphical language, but also provide an indication of the language’s 
external validity; stimuli having remained a constant feature in the development of U-GAL to date.
4.5.2 E x p lan a tio n  2: T he  in a p p ro p r ia te n e ss  o f th e  sta tis tica l m easu re
Although the letter descriptor was the only descriptor to be used by all listeners when describing an 
instrument, the position of this letter appeared more meaningful for some listeners than for others. For 
two listeners who used letters outside of the FOCAL descriptor, and for a further listener who used 
multiple letters to describe the same source, few significant differences existed when the left-right 
positions of these letters were analysed. Since the agreed role of the letter descriptor was as a label for 
the instrument being described, the use of an inappropriate statistical measure appeared a plausible 
explanation for the non-significant differences in listeners’ descriptions where letters had been used as 
labels rather than indicators of a source’s ‘centre’ or focus.
It is believed that the further evolution of the descriptive language should improve the researcher’s 
ability to find an accurate statistical measure of a listener’s responses. This belief is held because, in 
developing the inter-subjective descriptors to better structure and represent listeners’ experiences, there 
should be more agreement between listeners on how to apply descriptors to experiences. Consequently
34 the difference threshold was defined by Meilgaard et al. (1999, p124) as "the extent of change in the stimulus , 
necessary to produce a noticeable difference”.
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the researcher will be able to base a statistical analysis on a more appropriate, more communal, 
measure.
4.5.3 E x p lan a tio n  3: T h e  re p re se n ta tio n  o f a lte rn a tiv e  sp a tia l a ttr ib u te s
The two (naive) listeners who were unable to successfully differentiate between the locations of any 
stimuli using U-GAL had chosen to use the inter-subjective descriptors in roles contrary to those 
agreed when the language had been developed. For one of these listeners it was not possible to ascribe 
the similarities in their descriptions to anything other than a lack of difference in their experience or an 
inability to use the graphical language to represent any differences which did exist. For the other 
listener, the term ‘spaciousness’ was mentioned when providing responses to the post-investigation 
questionnaire35 and the feeling of space (FOS) descriptor was used without a ‘centre of sound’ 
(FOCAL) descriptor to represent the majority of stimuli.
The use of this alternative ‘spaciousness’ term by the listener when describing their responses provides 
an explanation for the lack of significant differences in the described locations of the different stimuli. 
If the listener was indeed describing an alternative spatial attribute named spaciousness, the lack of 
difference in stimuli location may therefore have reflected a lack of difference in the spaciousness of 
the solo instrument stimuli as experienced by this listener. Since no manipulation of spaciousness had 
been attempted when the stimuli had been created, a lack of difference in the description of this 
alternative attribute also reflected the properties of the external stimuli. However, a question remained 
following the above finding, namely; why did the listener choose to represent spaciousness and not the 
descriptors mentioned in the instructions for listeners sheet?36
Although many of the naive U-GAL users in the investigation were able to graphically describe 
experiences which appeared to satisfy the written instruction (suggesting an improvement to previously 
worded instruction), at this early stage of the language’s development it may have been that listeners 
were still misunderstanding verbal terminology and mistakenly describing different experiences which 
could be structured using the verbal terminology used in the written instruction. Alternatively, since 
previous GAL studies had indicated that a listener would mould unsuitable written instruction to fit 
their experiences (when unable to relate this to their experiences), the description of spaciousness may 
have reflected the listener’s actual experience of the stimuli better than a description of area or location.
Thus, the adverse influence of an inappropriate verbal language could not, as yet, be ruled out for 
listeners who had used the developed descriptors in an ambiguous manner. This finding further 
highlighted the necessity for the verbal language to reflect the experiences of the listener when 
structured and represented graphically in U-GAL, and indicated why the continued development of the 
verbal language should be considered alongside the evolution of the graphical language.
35 See appendix 4.E
36 Provided for reference in appendix 4.A.2.
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4.6 U-GAL evaluation conclusions
As a result of the statistical and graphical analyses of listeners’ descriptions, the universal-GAL was 
deemed an unsuitable medium for the description of the left-right location of solo instrument sources 
for two listeners due to the ambiguous nature of their descriptive responses. The rationale behind this 
decision was that it was not possible to attribute the lack of differences in these listeners’ responses to 
their individual experiences. Thus the possibility existed that these listeners were not able to structure, 
represent or communicate their auditoiy spatial experiences using the descriptive graphical language. 
However, for the remaining 20 listeners, the combined statistical analysis and evaluation of listener 
consistency plots suggested that an inter-subjective language (developed through discussion and the 
communalisation of listeners’ experiences) was a suitable medium for describing the spatial 
characteristics37 of solo instrument stimuli as experienced by an individual listener.
Although inter-subjective descriptors appeared suitable for describing the majority of listeners’ 
experiences, (thereby successfully progressing from the listeners’ experiences to their graphical 
representation in the descriptive process model38), in concluding this chapter it is worth recollecting 
why the universal graphical communication medium was being developed.
In developing U-GAL it was believed that the language would better enable the researcher to 
comprehend each listener’s experiences. This belief was held as existing listeners within the study had 
developed each descriptor within the universal language to structure their experiences and to represent 
specific spatial attributes as perceived. Less interpretation was therefore assumed to be involved for the 
researcher, since their understanding of a listener’s experiences would be based on a knowledge of how 
and why each descriptor had been developed and the experience it was representing. Essentially, rather 
than the researcher attempting to understand and communicate a listener’s experience described using a 
listener’s own language, both listener and researcher would have the facility of a mutual descriptive 
language in which to communicate. In developing an accompanying set of verbal descriptors, it was 
further anticipated that the researcher would be able to communicate in the same language as the 
listener; one representative of the listener’s auditory spatial experiences and the graphical descriptors 
created to represent these experiences.
Consequently it was assumed that the development of U-GAL and the accompanying verbal descriptor 
set would enable the researcher to arrive at a valid comprehension of a listener’s experiences and, in 
this way, it was envisaged that steps would be taken towards completing the descriptive process from 
representation to comprehension and correspondingly, fulfilling the research objective.
37 A formal statistical analysis was only conducted for listeners’ graphical representations of solo instrument location, 
however the graphical analysis considered entire depictions.
38 See figure 1.4.1 in chapter 1 for one instance of the descriptive process model or appendix 1 for a key to the 
descriptive process
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When the universal language was evaluated with respect to this second part in the descriptive process, a 
graphical analysis of listeners’ responses established that even when the universal language was 
appropriate for individual listener use (U-GAL enabling listeners to describe their auditory spatial 
experiences) ambiguity could still exist in how the language was being used.
For some of the listeners (capable of using U-GAL to differentiate between physical stimuli) the 
graphical descriptors were not always being used as agreed, since listeners apparently altered the 
existing descriptors to represent additional spatial attributes. One common departure from the agreed 
use of the language was for listeners to use both FOCAL and FOS descriptors in addition to the AREA 
descriptor to represent the region covered by a stimulus. A possible reason for this use of multiple 
descriptors was that each ‘separate sound’ region was not only being described in terms of its size. 
Instead each sound was being described with respect to its focus; stimuli ranging from very focused 
(described using the FOCAL descriptor), to fuzzy when the FOS was employed.
This development of the existing graphical language was not restricted to new listeners (a phenomenon 
which could simply have been attributed to these naive listeners misunderstanding how to structure 
their experiences using the various universal descriptors) but also involved existing, experienced 
listeners who were present when U-GAL was being created and were therefore responsible for the 
agreed use of each descriptor. That even existing listeners appeared to be developing the universal 
language further should not have been entirely unexpected due to the infancy of the universal graphical 
medium.
The comparatively early stage of the universal language’s development could have influenced 
listeners’ responses in different ways. Prior to the development of U-GAL, listeners had been using 
their individual descriptive terminology to graphically structure and represent their own experiences. 
With the introduction of U-GAL, initial steps away from this immediate, individual terminology were 
being made. However, the likelihood remained that listeners were still coming to terms with the 
augmentation of their familiar lexicon with the common language. Accordingly, even though U-GAL 
was developed through the mutual agreement of listeners, these listeners would still have had a 
comparative lack of familiarity with the common terminology when this was related to their own 
descriptors. In an attempt to return to more familiar descriptors, listeners could therefore have 
individualised the inter-subjective descriptors to such a degree that they were no longer recognisable in 
their universal agreed application.
A competing explanation for the development of the graphical descriptors could be a listener’s 
increasing awareness of the experiences which could be structured and represented using the language. 
This justification would also explain why the more experienced listeners tended towards developing the 
language rather than their more naive counterparts: The familiarity of these listeners with structuring 
their experiences in a graphical language necessitating the development of a more comprehensive 
descriptor set.
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Regardless of the reason, any individual development of the inter-subjective language could cause 
problems for the researcher attempting to comprehend the listener’s experiences through only their 
knowledge of how and why the inter-subjective descriptors had been developed. A useful example of 
this phenomenon occurs in the everyday use of language. Each individual has their own language taken 
from the language system that is available to them. Many different words exist which can be used to 
describe individual experiences and a greater chance of successfiil communication occurs when 
individuals use words from the language system in their defined role rather than alternatively to express 
their experiences. However, there is a degree of elasticity in how terminology may be used, allowing 
individuals the flexibility of applying language in their own way to their own experiences. It is only 
after a certain point that this elasticity causes the communication process to fail; when the experience 
can no longer be understood.
Accordingly, in the evaluation of U-GAL, the use of descriptive letters rather than the FOCAL 
descriptor (to represent a focal point within the stimuli) was not overly concerning, since the researcher 
could still comprehend the listeners’ experiences when descriptors were used in this way. However, the 
potential for ambiguity in the researcher’s comprehension (and any subsequent communication) of 
listeners’ experiences increased when listeners used the universal descriptors in a more individual way. 
This was demonstrated when listeners used both FOCAL and FOS descriptors without an AREA.
When attempting to understand the listeners’ experiences represented in this way, the researcher could 
not be certain which (if either) of the FOCAL or FOS descriptor represented the region covered by a 
stimulus and consequently ambiguity was introduced. Hence, the researcher’s ability to provide a 
comprehensive account of a listener’s experiences decreased as the individuality in language increased. 
Similarly, the potential for fulfilling the research objective diminished when the language’s actual use 
by listeners was contrary to its agreed use. Less ambiguity would be involved for the researcher if 
listeners were limited to using descriptors as agreed. However, restricting a language at too early a 
stage in its development was considered unwise since it may prevent the creation of a U-GAL more 
representative of listeners’ auditoiy spatial experiences, or restrict listeners to describing relatively 
naive experiences rather than those which could arise from the further communalisation of experiences.
Instead of restricting listeners to using the existing descriptors as agreed, a process of modifying and 
evolving the embryonic language was deemed to be more appropriate at this current stage of the 
research. The process of advancing the descriptive language’s development would involve asking 
listeners to clarify their graphical descriptors in much the same way as previously defined in chapter 3. 
This clarification process was also deemed advantageous, since the only evaluation of the listeners’ 
ability to use the U-GAL (when significant statistical differences had not been identified between 
stimuli) had been provided by the researcher. Thus the process of returning responses to listeners 
would aid in the continued development of the universal descriptive language and its concurrent 
validation.
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Fuller details of the work proposed to further the development of the universal language will be 
provided in chapter 5. But to better illustrate the current stage of the descriptive language’s 
development, figure 4.6.1 is included as a model of U-GAL following the evaluation investigation.
Figure 4.6.1 GAL developm ent model stage IV: Suspected ambiguities following the evaluation of U-GAL
The researcher misunderstands (C Q ) the listener’s experiences because the listener represents 
(U R Q ) the researcher’s written instruction (Q ) and not their experiences (Objective no t fulfilled)
The researcher misunderstands (C M 2) the listener’s experiences because the listener represents their 
experience (U R 2) rather than the researcher’s written instruction (Q ) (Objective no t fulfilled)
Listener able to use U -GAL descriptors (as agreed) to represent their experiences in (U R). Hence  
j f  researcher’s comprehension (C R ) of listener’s experience good: (Objective fulfilled)
The researcher misunderstands (C M 4) the listener’s experiences because the listener uses U-GAL  
descriptors contrary to agreed to represent their experiences (U R 4) (Objective no t fulfilled)
The researcher misunderstands (C M 3) the listener’s experiences because the listener is not able to 
use U-GAL descriptors to represent their experiences (U R 3) (Objective not fulfilled)
The researcher misunderstands (C M 5) the listener’s experiences because the listener is not able to 
use U-GAL descriptors to represent their experiences (U R 5). Moreover, the listener does not respond 
to the researcher’s written instruction (Q). (Objective no t fulfilled)
In conclusion, for the universal graphical communication medium U-GAL to be considered suitable for 
the task of communicating an individual listener’s experience (Exp) of a particular auditory stimulus 
(St), the language should firstly enable the listener to structure and represent (R) their experiences 
(whatever these may be) and secondly, with the existence of a graphical representation, enable the 
researcher to comprehend (C) each listener’s experience through this graphical description. Throughout 
each stage of communication, from experience-to-representation and from representation-to- 
researcher’s comprehension, the language should communicate the listener’s experience without 
introducing any ambiguity (indicated by a dotted line in figure 4.6.1) which would prevent the 
listener’s experiences from being comprehended.
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Until the development of the universal graphical communication medium, there invariably existed the 
possibility for ambiguity in the researcher’s comprehension of the listeners’ auditory spatial 
experiences since these individual experiences were being communicated using individual languages. 
The evaluation of U-GAL demonstrated how, by developing the universal language, there existed the 
possibility for the researcher to obtain from the listener a comprehensible graphical description without 
ambiguity when the language was being used to structure and represent listeners’ experiences as 
agreed. This possibility - illustrated in figure 4.6.1 by following a route from the listener’s experience 
(Exp1) through their description of this experience using the universal language (UR) to the 
researcher’s comprehension of the listener’s experiences in (CR) - meant that the research objective 
could be fulfilled when U-GAL descriptors were employed, and that (in these circumstances) the 
language could be deemed suitable for the task of communicating a listener’s experiences. However, as 
indicated by the multitude of possible routes in the same figure, this desired outcome was not attained 
for all listeners.
Alternative understandings (CM) of a listener’s experience occurred when listeners chose to use the 
developed descriptors in a manner other than that agreed to describe their experiences (CM4), or when 
listeners were unable to use the universal descriptors to represent their experiences (CM3 or CM5). 
When listeners were unable to use the universal descriptors, or were using these inter-subjective 
descriptors ambiguously, one possible explanation was that listeners were describing alternative 
attributes to those requested in the written investigation instruction (Q). Thus, there still existed the 
possibility that the verbal language developed alongside U-GAL was not providing appropriate verbal 
instruction and consequently listeners were still having to choose between representing their auditory 
spatial experiences or responding to the written instruction and not describing their experience. It 
should, however, be noted that no specific evidence of this last eventuality was identified during the 
evaluation investigation.
It is encouraging that, at this stage in U-GAL’s development, an unambiguous progression is possible 
through the descriptive process from the listeners’ auditory spatial experiences to the researcher’s 
comprehension of these experiences when graphically represented. In following this one route, it is 
possible for the research objective to be fulfilled. Nevertheless, anomalies in U-GAL use still suggest 
the language to be in its infancy, with further inquiry and development required before U-GAL can be 
regarded as an effective communication medium.
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4.7 Chapter summary
Chapter 4 has been concerned with the process of evaluating the universal graphical language (U- 
GAL). As a result of U-GAL’s development, it was believed that the second part in the descriptive 
process (the researcher’s comprehension of listeners’ experiences when graphically represented) would 
be less ambiguous and, consequently, it would be possible to ftilfil the research objective.
In section 4.3 a graphical analysis highlighted how, although many listeners (both new and existing) 
were using the graphical descriptors as agreed, other listeners appeared to adopt a more individual 
approach to applying the universal descriptors to their individual experiences. The more listeners 
deviated from the agreed use of the graphical descriptors, the more the task of the researcher was 
complicated. Section 4.3 concluded by stating that, although the researcher’s ability to comprehend a 
listener’s experiences would be improved by ensuring listeners used graphical descriptors as agreed, 
such a restriction at this early stage of the language’s development could pose a problem for the 
language’s validity, since the restricted language may no longer reflect the listeners’ experiences. 
Consequently it was suggested that the existing descriptors should be further developed to ensure their 
adequacy for communicating listeners’ auditory spatial experiences.
Chapter 4 was also concerned with establishing whether the use of universal (rather than individual) 
descriptors hindered the listener when structuring or representing the spatial attributes of reproduced 
audio stimuli as experienced. In section 4.4, it was established that 86% of the listening population 
were able to differentiate between the locations of at least two items of stimuli, confirming the 
suitability of the U-GAL. Since a lack of statistical significance could reflect a lack of difference in 
listeners’ experiences as well as an inability to use the graphical language, a graphical analysis was also 
conducted. Results from this analysis provided explanations where listeners were not able to 
differentiate between solo instrument stimuli.
The graphical analysis suggested that the choice of stimuli combined with an off-centre listening 
location may have resulted in listeners failing to differentiate between stimuli. It was also possible that 
the measure used in the statistical analysis (the location of the letter descriptor representing each solo 
instrument stimulus) was inappropriate when the placement of this descriptor was random. A third 
explanation for the lack of described differences was that listeners were representing alternative 
experiences to those requested; experiences which were not manipulated in the physical stimuli. The 
description of alternative experiences appeared to be a consequence of listeners either misinterpreting 
verbal instruction, or moulding the graphical language to fit their actual experiences.
Chapter 4 concluded by stating that the universal-GAL was still in its infancy. And although the 
language could be used as agreed by many listeners to successfully describe differences in their 
experiences (thus fulfilling the research objective) there still existed the possibility that listeners would 
not be able to use the language, or would manipulate the language until they were able to use the
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universal descriptors to structure and represent their own experiences. Thus, the potential for 
miscomprehension by the researcher still existed.
Further inquiry and exploration were proposed to increase the potential for U-GAL to fulfil the 
research objective. Proposed work included returning the current languages (both verbal and graphical) 
to listeners for clarification. An overview of this further work is included in chapter 5.
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The graphical representation of listeners' auditory spatial experience Chapter 5 - Conclusions
5.0 Chapter overview
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the research and outlines a proposal for the further development 
of the descriptive graphical language U-GAL.
Concluding remarks in section 5.1 summarise the language’s development, provide details of the 
context in which the attainment of the research objective should be considered, and propose why the 
current method for developing a listener-focused descriptive language can be considered an original 
contribution of the author to subjective audio evaluation.
Section 5.2 defines how ambiguities present at this stage in U-GAL’s development could be minimised 
by the future evolution of the descriptive medium using the current language-development method. The 
section concludes by proposing an amendment to the existing development method which allows for 
the validation of a descriptive language following its evaluation.
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5.1 Conclusions
The research presented in this thesis has endeavoured to engage with (rather than screen-out) the 
subjectivity of the listener, with listeners’ individual auditory experiences regarded, a priori, as valid. 
The acknowledgement that each listener has their own personal experience of a reproduced audio 
stimulus shifts the focus of the subjective evaluation and, rather than the listener attempting to 
understand what qualities of the stimulus the researcher would like them to measure, the onus is on the 
researcher to explore and understand the listeners’ individual experiences. This exploration ensures that
subsequent studies consider attributes relevant to the listener, thereby improving the validity of
subjective audio evaluation.
Figure 5.1.1 U-GAL: A descriptive graphical language
To enable the exploration of listeners’ individual auditory spatial 
experiences - and facilitate effective (unambiguous) communication 
between listener and researcher - a descriptive graphical language 
(U-GAL, see figure 5.1.1) was developed. As the purpose of the
language was to communicate listeners’ individual experiences, it
was not sufficient for the language’s effectiveness to be evaluated by correlating the listeners’ use of 
the developing graphical descriptors with the researcher’s experience of the stimulus. Accordingly, in 
situations where statistical and graphical analyses identified apparent inconsistencies in listeners’ 
responses (or where depicted differences did not correspond with physical differences in the 
reproduced stimuli) instead of dismissing listeners’ responses as outlying, it was necessary for these 
seemingly anomalous data to be investigated further. The process of going beyond conventional 
quantitative analysis methods - to focus on systematically identifying and minimising ambiguities in 
listeners’ responses - led to the employment of a novel method for developing the descriptive language. 
This method can be briefly outlined as follows:
Stage 1: Elicitation of individual descriptors (from naive and experienced listeners) Chapter 2
Stage 2: Clarification of listeners’ descriptors Chapter 3
Stage 3: Development of communal language based on listeners’ individual descriptors Chapter 3 
Stage 4: Evaluation of communal language (using new and existing listeners) Chapter 4
At each stage in the language’s development, the simultaneous evolution of a descriptive process 
model provided a means of visually illustrating different (either ambiguous or effective) descriptive 
routes between listener and researcher. For example, in this thesis, the clarification of listeners’ 
individual graphical depictions identified that the terminology used by the researcher when providing 
listeners with instruction was a source of ambiguity. The descriptive process model therefore included 
the question (Q) posed by the researcher as a potential source of ambiguity. As a means of minimising 
this ambiguity, a verbal language was developed alongside the graphical descriptors during stage 3.
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The chronology of developing U-GAL is visualised in figure 5.1.2, with each stage in the language’s 
development represented by one of the rectangular boxes in this figure. The proximity of each box to 
the bottom right of the diagram (the effective comprehension of listeners ’ experiences) provides an 
indication of the language’s effectiveness at each stage in its development. For example, although 
listeners’ experiences could be described using the individual graphical languages (I-GALs) elicited 
during stage 1 of the language’s development, the use of these individual descriptors was less likely 
than the development of U-GAL (stage 3) to result in the ultimate objective of the researcher 
comprehending the listeners’ experiences.
Figure 5 .1 .2  The language developm ent process
The descriptive language’s evaluation stage confirmed that the researcher was able to comprehend 
listeners’ individual auditory spatial experiences when graphically represented using the medium. 
Consequently, a positive statement could be made regarding the attainment of the research objective. It 
is, however, prudent to acknowledge where specific aspects of the language’s development may have 
restricted or influenced the direction and conclusions of the work.
5.1.1 Influences of the research context and other considerations
The language presented here has undoubtedly been influenced by the specific context of its 
development. For instance, different stimuli could give rise to different auditory experiences which 
would require representation using alternative graphical descriptors. The setting of investigations 
(within an automotive environment) should also be recognised alongside any declaration of the 
effectiveness of the graphical language for fulfilling the research objective. Furthermore, although the 
listening population was extended over the project’s duration from three to 31 people and included both 
experienced and inexperienced listeners (to improve the external validity of the descriptive language), 
an alternative population might have developed a different set of graphical descriptors.
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Although it is feasible to suggest that the same U-GAL could be effective when used in alternative 
contexts, it would be unwise to generalise the conclusions of this research without further investigation. 
Currently, the descriptive graphical language can be used for representing the selected listeners’ 
auditory spatial experiences of simple musical stimuli when reproduced over a multichannel audio 
system within an automotive environment.
Furthermore, although listeners developed their own graphical language to represent their experiences, 
it is acknowledged that the current language has inevitably been framed from the perspective and 
understanding of the researcher; it was the researcher who defined the research objective, analysed data 
and selected the listeners, programme material and the investigation procedures.
Considerations regarding the research ethos
In this thesis, a listener’s experiences are regarded as valid. However, in certain circumstances the 
participation of a particular individual in a subjective study may be inappropriate. Where, for example, 
the objective is the description of an external stimulus, a listener who does not experience any 
difference when that stimulus is manipulated (possibly due to a known hearing pathology) may be 
considered an unsuitable participant. Care should be taken to ensure that a prospective listener is not 
excluded as a result of anomalies elsewhere in the descriptive process.
Considerations regarding the use of language
With language, it is not possible to obtain an exact replica of an individual’s experiences. Rather, what 
is obtained is a representation of experience in a communicable form. Since language and auditory 
experience are not expressly linked, it is likely that the medium will have modified the message; with 
the listeners’ experiences moulded to fit the form of their communication. Due to the difficulties of 
structuring experiences in language, listeners will most likely have concentrated on describing the 
auditory spatial experiences most readily represented. Accordingly, the use of a graphical medium will 
have enabled a perspective to be gained on listeners’ spatial experiences, but the limitations of this 
graphically framed perspective are duly acknowledged.
The balance between retaining meaning & obtaining understanding
Quite ironically, in an attempt to understand more about a listener’s individual auditory spatial 
experiences, it has been necessaiy to employ a universal language, ensuring the accessibility (in 
communication) of each individual’s personal constructs. However, the inter-subjective discussion 
leading to the development of this universal language will have transformed (to some degree) the 
listeners’ ways of thinking about their experiences, affecting the infomiation graphically 
communicated to the researcher. Whilst the process of developing U-GAL may have altered the 
listeners’ understanding of their original experiences, these experiences will remain individual to the 
listener. Consequently, as with any common language (for example the English language), U-GAL 
should still enable the communication of listeners’ individual (if not original) experiences.
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5.1.2 Concluding remarks
In conclusion, the systematic development of a descriptive graphical language has enabled the listener 
to graphically describe their individual auditory spatial experiences in a manner which can be 
understood by the researcher. Accordingly, when the research conclusions are considered with respect 
to the original contributions summarised in section 1.6 of this thesis, it is possible for the author to 
claim that the particular descriptive graphical language developed during the research project provides 
a context-dependent contribution to subjective audio evaluation by (i) positioning meaning with the 
listener, (ii) using elicited or developed graphical terminology and (iii) enabling the investigation of 
perceived spatial characteristics in reproduced audio.
Whereas the validity of a particular language, for example U-GAL, is limited by the specific context of 
that language’s development, the method for developing a listener-focused descriptive language (by 
methodically investigating and minimising ambiguities in listeners’ responses) is not limited in this 
way. This independence allows for the method’s use in other contexts where the development of a 
listener-focused descriptive language is required. Furthermore, the four-stage elicitation, clarification, 
development and evaluation process is iterative, ensuring that a developing lanjguage can continue to 
evolve in response to findings from subjective evaluations or changes in context.
Thus, with the completion of the research, the evolution of a novel method for developing descriptive 
languages is claimed, by the author, as an important contribution to the field of subjective audio 
evaluation.
Although the current U-GAL enables the effective (if context dependent) communication of listeners’ 
individual auditory spatial experiences, ambiguities in the descriptive process are still possible (for 
example, where listeners have used descriptors in a manner contrary to that agreed) suggesting that a 
further period of language development might be necessary.
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5.2 Further development of the descriptive language
It is proposed that improvements to the current descriptive graphical language (U-GAL) are made 
using the iterative ianguage-development method evolved by the author and described in this thesis. 
Accordingly, further research is envisaged which comprises the following elements:
(i) Re-evaluate individual listeners’ use of the current U-GAL to obtain contemporary 
infomiation about how listeners are describing their auditory spatial experiences1. (It is 
proposed that re-evaluation employ the method detailed in chapter 4 of this thesis).
(ii) Clarify any ambiguities in the listeners’ use of U-GAL by returning graphical depictions 
to the individual respondents for comment. (The clarification method is described in the 
first section of chapter 3).
(iii) Develop the current descriptive graphical language based on the findings of the 
clarification stage. Improvements will be made during a period of inter-subjective listener 
discussion (the method for which is described in the second section of chapter 3).
(iv) Evaluate individual listeners’ use of the novel descriptors in a formal investigation.
Since language is context dependent, it is prudent that the effectiveness of U-GAL be re-evaluated 
when the context in which it is to be used changes. The iterative nature of the Ianguage-development 
method allows for the evolution of U-GAL in this situation or when the evaluation of novel audio 
devices necessitates the development of the language. Currently, a change in context is proposed with 
respect to the stimuli employed. Specifically, the listeners’ use of U-GAL to describe a disparate range 
of stimuli requires investigation. This modification is necessary in order to identify whether the lack of 
descriptive differences observed during the previous evaluation stage (see chapter 4) can be attributed 
to insufficient diversity between the programme material.2
Even though the iterative nature of the method ensures that a descriptive language can be modified 
according to context, this doesn’t necessarily guarantee the validity of the researcher’s comprehension. 
To verify that the researcher understands the auditory experiences being described using the developed 
descriptors, listeners should be provided with an opportunity to comment on any analysis undertaken 
by the researcher. Consequently, it is proposed that a fifth stage be incorporated in the Ianguage- 
development method. The final method can therefore be summarised as follows:
Stage 1: Elicitation of descriptors from individual listeners 
Stage 2: Clarification of individual descriptors by listeners
Stage 3: Development of common language via a process of inter-subjective discussion 
Stage 4: Evaluation of common language (including analysis by researcher)
Stage 5: Validation of analysis by listeners (to ensure the researcher’s comprehension of listeners’ 
auditory experiences is adequate)
1 Re-evaluation is required due to the time elapsed since the original evaluation of U-GAL.
2 In due course, consideration m ay also be given to the further developm ent of stimuli with respect to complexity. This 
proposal is tentative as the use of more complex material could potentially complicate the task of both listener and 
researcher and introduce a greater level of ambiguity into the descriptive process.
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Appendix 1 Key for the descriptive process model
The descriptive process model is a means of illustrating the different routes that can be taken between 
the listeners’ auditory spatial experiences and the researcher’s comprehension of these experiences. 
Firstly the process moves from the listener’s experience (Exp1) to their graphical representation of this 
experience (R) using either individual (1) or universal (U) descriptors. Secondly, the process progresses 
to the researcher’s comprehension (C) of the listeners’ experiences when communicated by means of 
their graphical representation. The researcher’s comprehension can either be representative of the 
listener’s experience (CR) or a mis-comprehension (CM). This determination is based on the presence 
of problematic ambiguities (any ambiguity which suggests the listener may have had difficulties 
graphically representing their experiences or one which could prevent the researcher from 
understanding the listeners’ experiences through their graphical representations) in the preceding stages 
of the descriptive process. As illustrated in figure Al, an ambiguity in the model is illustrated as a 
dotted line between ensuing stages. A progression which is without ambiguity is denoted by a solid 
line. Elements of the descriptive process which are not considered by the analysis are represented in 
grey. Specific elements of the descriptive process are presented in the accompanying table.
Figure A 1 : Exemplary descriptive process model illustrating a potential route with and without ambiguities
w
o
The written instruction provided by the researcher (typically a verbal definition of 
spatial attributes)
o
The audio stimulus which gives rise to a listener’s experiences
C £ )
The listener’s experiences that are being represented graphically
The experiences that are not being represented graphically
Cjl )
A listener’s representation which describes their experiences with no obvious ambiguity 
(can be achieved using either individual or universal graphical descriptors)
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C D
The successful comprehension of a listener’s experiences by the researcher
O
Unidentified ambiguities
C “D
Graphical representation in individual language which describes a listener’s experiences. 
However unidentified ambiguities are present
Graphical representation in individual language which describes the written instruction 
provided by the researcher and not the listener’s experiences
(j Y ) Graphical representation in individual language which describes a listener’s experiences
Graphical representation in individual language which describes a listener’s experiences. 
However, listener is not responding to the written instruction provided by researcher
c^s)
Graphical representation in universal language which describes the written instruction 
provided by the researcher and not the listener’s experiences
v  UR y
Graphical representation in universal language which describes a listener’s experiences
o
Graphical representation in universal language which describes a listener’s experiences. 
However, listener is not responding to the written instruction provided by researcher
o
Graphical representation in universal language which does not describe a listener’s 
experiences
Graphical representation in universal language which describes a listener’s experiences. 
However, listener is not using universal descriptors as agreed.
o
Graphical representation in universal language which does not describe a listener’s 
experiences. Furthermore, listener is not responding to the written instruction provided 
by the researcher
( ^ C R ^ )
A comprehension by the researcher which is representative of a listener’s experiences
o
A comprehension by the researcher which has the potential for being representative of a 
listener’s experiences (the use of individual language prohibits a definitive judgement 
from being made)
A mis-comprehension by the researcher resulting from the listener responding to the 
written instruction and not describing their experiences
( > m )
A mis-comprehension by the researcher resulting from unidentified ambiguities in 
earlier part of the descriptive process
f c M >
A mis-comprehension by the researcher resulting from how the listener has used their 
individual language
( > M >
A mis-comprehension by the researcher resulting from the listener representing their 
experiences and not the written instruction
( e r f  j
A mis-comprehension by the researcher resulting from the listener’s inability to use 
descriptors from the universal graphical language
( C M *  j
A mis-comprehension by the researcher resulting from the listener not using descriptors 
from the universal graphical language as agreed
( Y v > )
A mis-comprehension by the researcher resulting from the listener’s inability to use 
descriptors from the universal graphical language. Furthermore, the listener is not 
responding to the written instruction
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Appendix 2.A Information for participants (GAL Ii)
Information For Listeners
Please read the following instructions carefully, making sure you fully understand what is required 
during the investigation. Should you have any questions or queries, please ask!
Introduction
In a moment you will be asked to listen critically for spatial qualities (specified below) of car audio 
reproductions and respond by DRAWING what you have heard on the response sheets provided. You 
will be asked to move between three seats within a car and provide responses from each seat.
It is important to note that there are NO CORRECT ANSWERS, instead the investigation is looking 
for appropriate visual depictions of what YOU have perceived. Therefore, assume what you have heard 
to be correct and draw this as best as possible.
What you will hear & what qualities to depict
You will be played pieces of music specially recorded for the purpose of this investigation. Each piece 
consists of three instruments (voice, cello and percussion) positioned within an ensemble.
You are asked to provide the following spatial information on your response sheets:
• Location of instruments within space
Draw the three individual instruments on the response sheet at the location where YOU 
perceive them to be.
• Width of ensemble within space
Whilst placing the three instruments on the response sheet, think about the width of the 
ensemble (this is the total width of the three instruments) and draw the ensemble with this 
width.
Drawing Style
You may use any drawing style you wish to enable you to create an accurate spatial representation of 
what you have heard. You may label the individual instruments within the image to clarify your 
depiction as necessaiy.
Drawing Boundaries
You may draw outside of the car depicted on the response sheet as and when necessaiy.
Investigation Procedure & Completing the response sheets
• The investigation is split up into ‘runs’.
• For a single run you will be given three response sheets.
• You are asked to complete one response sheet for each of the three seating locations within the car.
• The three seats you will be listening from will be pointed out prior to you commencing each run.
• No time limit is placed on your completion of each run.
At the top of each sheet please record your listener number (1-12) and the ran number.
On the car depicted within the response sheet, mark with a cross the seat you are currently listening 
from. (There will be three crosses per run (one per seat), indicating the three different seats)
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Appendix 2.B Individual graphical descriptions for exemplary listeners 
(GAL II)
Appendix 2.B overview
This appendix contains graphical descriptions from eight of the 12 participants involved in the second 
GAL investigation. The six exemplary depictions provided for each of these participants illustrate how 
the same item of programme material was described from the three listening locations on two different 
occasions.
Twelve responses are illustrated on each page of the appendix, six each for two different listeners. 
Pages are organised in two lines with descriptions for one listener occupying the whole of one line. For 
each line of descriptions, a listener’s responses are arranged so that the two depictions from the driver’s
seat occur first, followed by those from the rear-centre listening location and finally the repeated
1
descriptions from the rear-left listening location.
Within the appendix, listeners descriptions are either of programme item 1 or programme item 3. 
Programme item 1 was a trio ensemble where the percussion occupied a location 20° left of centre, the 
cello was amplitude panned to the centre of the stereo scene and the voice occupied a location 10° riglit 
of centre. In Programme item 3, the same locations within the two-channel recording were employed, 
but the order of instruments was changed so that the cello was on the left, the voice at tfie centre, and 
the percussion to the right of centre.
When listeners were providing these exemplary descriptions, programme item 1 or item 3 were being 
reproduced using the audio system in its stereo or processed setting. Briefly, the stereo system used six 
of the seven loudspeakers within the vehicle and generated a phantom centre, whereas the processed 
setting used all seven loudspeakers and manipulated the two-channel stereo material in order to create a 
distinct signal at each of these loudspeakers. A note is made of the system setting in operation.
Even though the depictions in appendix 2.B do not show listeners’ responses to the same programme 
material (listeners did not describe the same stimuli in their repeated runs) it is possible to obtain an 
indication of each listener’s consistency when representing the same stimulus and to establish whether 
similarities and differences existed between listeners in terms of their depiction styles.
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Appendix 2.C Statistical figures and tables (GAL II)
Table  2.C .1 Analysis of variance table for ensem ble width with factors of listening location (SEA T), reproduction 
system (S Y S T E M ) and listener (L IS TE N E R )
Source Type III Sum of Squares df M ean Square F Sig. Partial Eta2
Corrected Model 7 7895 .813 71 1097.124 6 .675 .000 .767
Intercept 653727.522 1 653727.522 3977 .312 .000 .965
S E A T 2247 .705 2 1123.853 6.838 .001 .087
S Y S TE M 632.751 1 632.751 3.850 .052 .026
L IS TE N E R 60696 .795 11 5517 .890 33.571 .000 .719
S E A T  * S Y S TE M 3 600 .856 2 1800.428 10.954 .000 .132
S E A T  * L IS TE N E R 4508 .272 22 204.921 1.247 .219 .160
S Y S T E M  * L IS TE N E R 3139 .432 11 285 .403 1.736 .071 .117
S E A T  * S Y S TE M  * 
LIS TE N E R
3070 .002 22 139.546 .849 .660 .115
Error 23668 .440 144 164.364
Total 755291.775 216
Corrected Total 101564.253 215
R  Squared = .767 (Adjusted R Squared = .652)
Table 2 .C .2  Analysis of variance table for ensem ble location with factors of listening location (SEA T), reproduction 
system (S Y S T E M ) and listener (L IS TE N E R )
Source Type III Sum of Squares df M ean Square F Sig. Partial Eta2
Corrected Model 6 4363 .638 71 906 .530 4.966 .000 .710
intercept 61665 .342 1 61665 .342 337.821 .000 .701
S E A T 14977 .393 2 7488 .696 4 1 .025 .000 .363
S Y S TE M 12691 .787 1 12691.787 69.529 .000 .326
LIS TE N E R 11509 .007 11 1046.273 5.732 .000 .305
S E A T  * S Y S TE M 8863 .767 2 4431 .884 24.279 .000 .252
S E A T  * L IS TE N E R 9918.981 22 450 .863 2.470 .001 .274
S Y S TE M  * L IS TE N E R 3556 .716 11 323 .338 1.771 .064 .119
S E A T  * S Y S TE M  * 
L IS TE N E R
2845 .988 22 129.363 .709 .825 .098
Error 26285 .570 144 182.539
Total 152314.550 216
Corrected Total 90649 .208 215
R  Squared = .710 (Adjusted R Squared = .567)
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Appendix 2.D Information for participants (GAL III)
Information For Listeners
Please read the following instructions carefully, making sure you fully understand what is required 
during the investigation. Should you have any questions or queries, please ask!
Introduction
In a moment you will be asked to listen critically for spatial qualities (specified below) of audio 
reproductions and respond by DRAWING what you have heard on the response sheets provided. You 
will be asked to move between two seats within a vehicle and provide responses from each seat.
It is important to note that there are NO CORRECT ANSWERS, instead the investigation is looking 
for appropriate visual depictions of what YOU have perceived. Therefore, assume what you have heard 
to be correct and draw this as best as possible.
What you will hear & what qualities to depict
You will be played pieces of music specially recorded for the puipose of this investigation. Each piece 
of music consists of an instrument from the following list: male voice, female voice, cello and 
percussion.
You are asked to provide the following information about what you hear on your response sheets: 
Location of instrument within space
Draw the individual instrument on the response sheet at the location where YOU perceive it to 
be.
Width of instrument within space
Whilst placing the instrument on the response sheet, think about how wide the instrument 
appears to be, and draw the instrument with this width.
Drawing Style
You may use any drawing style to enable you to create an accurate spatial representation of what you 
have heard. You may label the individual instruments within the image to clarify your depiction as 
necessary.
Drawing Boundaries
You may draw outside of the car depicted on the response sheet as and when necessary.
Investigation Procedure & Completing the response sheets
• The investigation is split up into ‘runs’.
• For a single run you will be given two response sheets.
• You are asked to complete one response sheet for each of the two listening locations.
• The two seats you will be listening from will be pointed out to you prior to commencing each run.
• 110 time limit is placed on your completion of each run.
On each response sheet, mark with a cross the seat you are currently listening from.
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Appendix 2.E Individual graphical descriptions for exemplary listeners 
(GAL III)
Appendix 2.E overview
This appendix contains graphical descriptions from nine of the 31 participants involved in the third 
GAL investigation. Exemplary depictions illustrate how each listener chose to describe a selection of 
the programme material when reproduced over the various audio system settings.
Figures 2.E.1-2.E.6, 2.E.7-2.E.12 and 2.E.13-2.E.18 depict three listeners’ responses to the programme 
items reproduced over different system settings. Figures show how listeners described the cello and 
percussion when reproduced using the optimal audio system (with foil bandwidth centre channel) 
setting, the same instruments reproduced using the reduced bandwidth centre and finally a phantom 
centre. Exemplary descriptions for listeners 18, 5 and 3 illustrate how each described differences when 
the material was reproduced using the different settings; descriptors getting progressively smaller and 
more skewed as the system used a less optimal setting. Listeners’ responses were not ambiguous to the 
researcher as they matched the researcher’s own knowledge of the situation.
Figures 2.E.19 -  2.E.24 illustrate how one listener, (listener 13) demonstrated consistency when 
repeatedly describing the same instrument; the cello reproduced using the optimal and phantom system 
settings. Moreover, the listener described differences between audio system settings, with both cello 
and percussion stimuli described as narrower when the phantom rather than the optimal setting was 
used. Again, this listener’s responses were not identified as ambiguous.
Listeners 2 and 9 (figures 2.E.25-2.E.30 and figures 2.E.31-2.E.35 respectively) were amongst those 
listeners whose descriptive styles were not so straightforward to understand. Listener 2 was inclined to 
split their depictions of a single instrument and place these at various loudspeakers around the vehicle. 
Listener 9 took time to develop their individual language, starting with more complex descriptors as 
illustrated in figures 2.E.33-2.E.35 and ending with a far more simple descriptive style (figure 2.E.31 
and 2.E.32). Although more difficult, these descriptors could still be understood by the researcher.
The graphical representations of listeners 11 and 8 (figures 2.E.36-2.E.41 and figures 2.E.42-2.E.47 
respectively) were ambiguous. For these, and other listeners, descriptors were on the opposite side of 
the vehicle to the listening location and, for listener 11, descriptors were positioned to the rear of the 
vehicle. No obvious connection could be made between these representations and the stimuli, and there 
did not appear to be a recognisable pattern. Although the depictions could have reflected the listeners’ 
experiences, ambiguities prevented the researcher from understanding what was being described.
Figures 2.E.48 -  2.E.53 illustrate how listener 1 ’s descriptive style was not consistent. Furthermore 
descriptors covered the front of the vehicle regardless of audio stimulus. Again these representations 
could have reflected the listeners’ experiences, but the inclusion of various elements within each 
representation suggested that something other than width and location gave rise to these responses.
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Appendix 2.F Statistical figures and tables (GAL III)
Table  2.F.1 Analysis of variance table for instrument width with factors of programme item (P R O G R A M ), reproduction 
system (S Y S TE M ) and listener (L IS TE N E R )
Source Type Hi Sum  of Squares df M ean Square F Sig. Partial E ta2
Corrected Model 4 18006 .070 371 1126.701 7.424 .000 .881
Intercept 1403719.011 1 1403719.011 9249 .703 .000 .961
L IS TE N E R 288046 .947 30 9601 .565 63 .269 .000 .836
PR O G R A M 21922 .780 3 7307 .593 48 .153 .000 .280
S Y S TE M 17913.244 2 8956 .622 59.019 .000 .241
L IS TE N E R  * PR O G R A M 27804 .723 90 308.941 2.036 .000 .330
L IS TE N E R  * S Y S TE M 2 3467 .218 60 391 .120 2.577 .000 .294
P R O G R A M  * S Y S TE M 5114 .320 6 852 .387 5.617 .000 .083
L IS TE N E R  * P R O G R A M  * 
S Y S TE M
33736 .838 180 187.427 1.235 .047 .374
Error 56454 .078 372 151.758
Total 1878179 .159 744
Corrected Total 474460 .148 743
R Squared = .881 (Adjusted R  Squared = .762)
Table  2 .F .2  Analysis o f variance table for instrument location with factors of listening location (SEA T), programme  
item (P R O G R A M ) and reproduction system (S Y S TE M )
Source Type III Sum of Squares df M ean Square F Sig. Partial Eta2
Corrected Model 1481649 .908 23 64419.561 82.966 .000 .726
Intercept 870 .737 1 870.737 1.121 .290 .002
P R O G R A M 1741.343 3 580 .448 .748 .524 .003
SE A T 1312071 .827 1 1312071 .827 1689.817 .000 .701
S Y S TE M 2184 .317 2 1092.159 1.407 .246 .004
P R O G R A M  * SE A T 479 7 4 .3 3 5 3 15991 .445 20 .595 .000 .079
P R O G R A M  * S Y S TE M 817 .026 6 136.171 .175 .983 .001
S E A T  * S Y S TE M 111699.071 2 55849 .535 71.929 .000 .167
P R O G R A M  * S E A T  * 
S Y S TE M
5161 .989 6 860.331 1.108 .356 .009
Error 559049 .849 720 776 .458
Total 2 04 1570 .494 744
Corrected Total 2040699 .756 743
R  Squared = .726 (Adjusted R Squared = .717)
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Figure 2.F.1 M eans and 95%  confidence intervals for instrument width depicted for different program me items. 
60-
Female Voice Cello Percussion Male Voice
Programm e Material
Figure 2 .F .2  M eans and 95%  confidence intervals for instrument location depicted from different listening 
locations and different programme items
M eans and 95%  Cl Location (%  Vehicle)
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Clarifying individual listeners’ descriptions and developing U-GAL Chapter 3 - Appendices
Appendix 3.A Information for graphical elicitation study participants
Information For Listeners
Please read the following instructions carefully, making sure you fully understand what is required 
during the investigation. Should you have any questions or queries, please ask!
Introduction
In a moment you will be asked to listen critically for spatial qualities (specified below) of audio 
reproductions and respond by DRAWING what you have heard on the response sheets provided.
It is important to note that there are NO CORRECT ANSWERS, instead the investigation is looking 
for appropriate visual depictions of what YOU have perceived. Therefore, assume what you have heard 
to be correct and draw this as best as possible.
What you will hear & what qualities to depict
You will be played pieces of music specially recorded for the purpose of this investigation. Each piece 
of music consists of either solo drums or solo cello, or a combination of drums, cello and female voice 
playing simultaneously.
You are asked to provide the following information about what you hear on your response sheets:
• Location of iiistrument(s) within space
Draw the instruments on the response sheet at the location where YOU perceive them to 
be.
• Width of individual instrument(s) within space
Whilst placing the two solo instruments (drum & cello) on the response sheet think about 
how wide the instrument appears to be and draw the instrument with this width.
• Width of ensemble within space
Whilst placing the ‘ensemble’ instruments (tracks with simultaneous cello, drums & 
female voice) on the response sheet, think about how wide the ‘ensemble’ of these 
instruments appears to be, and draw the ensemble with this width.
NB: you do not have to provide a width for the individual instruments within the 
ensemble.
Drawing Style
You may use any drawing style to enable you to create an accurate spatial representation of what you 
have heard. You may label the individual instruments within the image to clarify your depiction as 
necessaiy.
Drawing Boundaries
You may draw outside of the car depicted on the response sheet as and when necessary.
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Appendix 3.B individual graphical descriptions for exemplary listeners
Appendix 3.B overview
Appendix 3.B contains a selection of graphical depictions from individual listeners involved in the 
clarification investigation.
Exemplary descriptions are presented in numerical order (from listener 1 to listener 20). The depictions 
of one listener occupy one page. For the majority of listeners, representations are illustrated for the 
listeners’ auditory spatial experiences of the same items of programme material, these items are:
Percussion L e ft  
Percussion Central 
Perc C entral (R p t)  
C ello  L e ft  
C ello  Central 
C ello  C entral (W id e )  
C P V  N arro w
V C P  W id e
V C P  Le ft
C P V  R ight
Th e  percussion extract am plitude panned fu lly  le ft in the two-channel stereo scene
T h e  percussion am plitude panned to the centre o f  the stereo scene
A  repeated depiction o f  the same percussion central stimulus as perceived
Th e cello  extract am plitude panned fu lly  le ft in  the two-channel stereo scene
Th e cello  extract am plitude panned to the centre o f  the stereo scene
Th e same central cello  stim ulus, but w ith  artific ia l stereo reverberation added
T rio  ensemble o f  cello , percussion and voice closely spaced around the centre o f  the
stereo scene in  the recording
T r io  ensemble w ith  the voice panned fu lly  left, cello  central and percussion fu lly  
righ t in the stereo scene
T r io  ensemble w ith  the voice panned fu lly  left, cello centre-le ft and percussion at the 
centre o f  the stereo scene
T r io  ensemble w here the cello  was am plitude panned to the centre o f  the stereo 
scene, the percussion m id -w ay  between the centre and fu ll righ t and the voice  
panned fu lly  right.
Not all listeners completed the same repeats. One listener (listener 15) did not repeatedly describe his 
auditory spatial experiences of any of the stimuli included in this appendix. Consequently no repeats 
are presented for this listener. Other listeners were required to repeatedly describe the CPV Right 
ensemble instead of the Percussion Central. For these listeners, their repeated descriptions of the 
auditory spatial scene invoked by this ensemble are included in the appendix.
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Appendix 3.C Individual verbal descriptor lists for exemplary listeners
LISTENER 2
Position
Width
Big (bigger)
S ize of the Im age (large) (small)
Im age shift /  Im age move
In front of m e /right /extrem e right/extreme left /centre  
V ery small
Coming from the sam e place 
S ize o f the circle (large)
Height
Further up in the car 
Am bience (no ambient information)
Behind m e (m ore behind, less behind)
Right around
Im age in front - instrument in front (main cue)
S ize o f the instrument behind (envelopm ent)
Normal sizes (no ambience)
Point source (small)
Bigger than point source
Listener 2: Ensembles
Tight together instruments 
Definite places
Detect where difference pieces in ensem ble are  
Easy to pick out (instruments)
Width (has width)
Sm all stage (tight) (doesn’t have width)
Envelopment 
Close together 
Im age shift
Centre /  side /  well over into side of car 
One circle /  overlapping circle 
Width of soundstage  
Size of soundstage
W ell defined (spaced) instruments within space
Joined /  not joined
Broadness of individual source
Positions
Bigger
W ider /  width (narrow)
Small soundfield 
Can pick out positions 
Across
Big im age /  big soundstage  
Phase (out of phase)
Fairly small (tight together)
Condensed
Depth (instrument further aw ay)
Instrument(s) in front of other instrument(s)
Spread out 
Overlapping circles
LISTENER 3
Specific sound position (com es from specific area) 
Area sound comes from
Couldn’t work out where sound coming from (difficult) 
W ide /  narrow (narrow a rea) (sam e width)
Broadness (broader) (not very broad sound)
Size of instrument 
Volum e
Middle = louder
Sound from centre /  sound towards centre
Sound from front of car
Down /  up /  high /  below the vent
Attention attracted towards speaker
Sound coming towards me
Specific vs. broad
Sound directly in front o f m e / coming directly at me 
Behind
Specific narrow sound (small)
Sound coming from above
Listener 3: Ensembles
Area
Broad (quite)
Specific (very narrow) (quite narrow)
Sounds coming from sam e place /  instruments all in
sam e area
Proximity
Coming from a broad area
Instrument(s) coming over the top
C an’t put finger on w here instrument is coming from
Instrument (not) coming towards m e
Individual width
Easily picked up (quite narrow)
W ider (broader)
Instruments behind each other 
instrument further away vs. instrument closer 
Instrument towards the front of the car 
Ensem ble wide vs. in specific area (narrow) 
Instrument isolated 
Nothing from centre of vehicle
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LISTENER 9
Positions
Location
W here the sound comes from  
Area
In a complete area
Can localise sound
Sound is not localised
Localised area (is or is not localised)
Area instrument covers
Sound fills space /  Instrument fills the whole space
Sound is coming from an area
Sound tied to a particular area /  (not) tied to speaker
Couldn’t pin sound to a speaker location
Sound coming from /  localised to a speaker
Source size I instrument size
Point vs. wide
Specific point (not spread) vs. spread 
Small instrument 
Width (wider)
Soundstage (wide soundstage)
Width of source 
Sound fills the space  
W ide area filled 
Bigger sense of width 
Depth (in front /  behind)
Deep sound /  Sound has some depth
Distance I D istance away from m e
C an ’t localise distance
Sound is much closer /  further away
Sound pointing towards m e / moving in towards me
Coming from behind m e/ coming toward m e (deeper)
Something coming out of the centre
In front /  behind
Sound in space out in front /  Im age out in front of me 
Sound along length of door
Listener 9: Ensembles
Width across boxes (ensem ble size)
Strong image
Sound covers a w ider area  
Size of source
Instrument covers a bigger area  
Very big image 
W ide images  
W ide source
Instrument spreads around
Im age moves around an area
Sense of spaciousness
Not very much width (localised sound)
Tight
Instrument (strongly) tied to speaker(s)
Instrument tied to an area  
Locked in to speaker 
Instrument spread out 
Instrument doesn’t expand  
Position of instrument 
Location
Instrument has own im age  
Well localised
Instruments in completely different locations 
Instruments next to each other / Instruments side by 
side
Instruments closely linked together 
Instruments overlap 
Instruments in sam e place
C an’t differentiate between instruments (localisation)
I am  sitting in the middle of the instruments on stage
Instruments in front of me
Instrument goes right back
Sound behind me
All the way around the seat
Instrument coming from a different angle
Instruments above one another
Depth
Thin source 
Distance
Instrument behind other instruments 
Instruments stacked behind one another 
Instrument closer 
Right there
Close sound /  bigger /  w ider 
Further away I far/  smaller 
instrument a long way aw ay  
Dominant part of piece
LISTENER 11
Sound in corner (steered into com er)
Sound comes across into centre 
Out of centre speaker / definitely from centre  
Locating /  located /  locality /  location 
Width (wider) (more width)
Louder (loudness)
Soundstage (wider)
Sound from door speaker 
Direction
Drop in image height (position)
Instrument up /  Instrument lower /  different level 
G reater distance
Broader soundstage /  larger soundstage
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Height of image (low height) (more height)
Volum e (Amplitude)
Volum e (Area)
Directional sound 
Corner image  
Narrow(er) im age  
Scattering
Specific source pulls the image 
Cone of sound
Depth (how much sound outside of car) (live sound) 
Poor depth (sound that hugs the space)
Depth towards me (from where the sound is coming 
from to where I am  sitting)
Sound to rear /  sound coming from behind 
Reverberation (something else to sound)
Sound further away  
Skew
Less information from centre fill 
Hard to locate vs. easy to locate 
Sound fills the space  
Sound coming from all around me 
Nothing from the rear 
Resonances
Information from left instrument panel /  from door
Confusing for locality
Clear
Precise
Listener 11: Ensembles
Instruments come from sam e location 
Concise unit /  concise ensemble  
Distinct location for instruments/ difference in location 
Width (ensem ble narrower (wide) /  broader im age) 
Depth of image visualise m ore than thin line of sound 
Instrument at back of sound /  central /  at front 
Instruments staggered in different locations (depth) 
Front - back width
Precise (narrower image) (precise ensem ble)
Sm all image (small depth of image)
Soundstage  
Width (wider)
S tage presence  
Everything to left
Ensem ble hugs the boundaries of the car 
Doesn’t give m e an impression of involvement 
Not involved /  more involvement (with soundstage & 
sound)
Am bience (overall) (links to depth)
I'm here, they are there
More information coming towards me
Instrument skewed by another instrument 
Centre fill (more information from centre fill)
Definite front - back image
Split in where ensemble image is (Left -  right split)
Mixed up (coming from sam e soundstage -  not
separated)
Separate /  separation
Instruments coming from the sam e location
Soundstage not wide
Easily localisable
Gap in centre
Instruments linked
More localised image (narrower)
Locality more precise (direction) vs. merging 
Gap in image
More information coming from centre 
More Front - rear location
LISTENER 13
Volum e (the way the sound com es out)
Soft vs. loud (volume)
Striking 
Powerful 
Clarity (sharp)
Density of volume (strength)
W here sound is coming from
Sound from centre /  from my side /  sound from front
Area
Sound comes out both sides (projected both sides) 
A rea of volume 
Spread  
Surround (full)
Instruments further down (height)
Projection (where sound is projected to)
W ider spread  
Loudness /  volume 
W here sound is (main)
Sound all around
Coming from (out of) sam e area /  different area /  
projected area  
W ider area
Instrument com es out to you 
W ider area (louder)
Projecting out from corner /projected over wider area
Sound goes further
Area volume spreads to
Sound covered the whole of the area
Listener 13: Ensembles
Powerful
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Instrument blending
Hard to distinguish instruments
LISTENER 15
Specific area (only in the one area)
Generally in this area
(Right) At the back
Only in the back /only in the front
Sound cam e around
Sound behind me
Sound comes out
Sound just around my head
Not coming up to me
Just one small area vs. bigger area
Fills whole width of the car
Fills whole of the back
Fills (covers) all of the front of the car
Filling the car vs. specific area in car
Fills the whole of the area (not specific)
Sound is everywhere
Sound covers all
Spreading all around
Spread further backwards /  right across
Spread (took up a bigger space)
Sound predominately (mainly) in one area 
Instrument is there /  instrument could be anywhere  
from here
Couldn’t say where instrument was
Specific place where instrument was being played
Precise (one little location)
Bigger
Loud
W ider (front - back) (fairly wide) (wider)
Width (left - right)
Deep (quite a big area)
Spikes across
Listener 15: Ensembles
Sounds are in the sam e spot together
Sound in a different location
Sounds can be distinguished
Instruments didn’t mix
Sound filling one area
Total sound fill
Spread right across
Sound totally in the back
Cannot pinpoint where sound comes from
Sound comes from som ewhere behind me
D eep (not as deep)
Full width
Three sounds together 
Covering whole area /  filled one area  
General (fill the area)
Sound coming forward /  coming out 
Sound coming from all around m e /  right across 
Sounds cam e closer together /  all at the front 
Sound stayed on one side 
Size of the fill
LISTENER 16
Directional /  direction 
W ide /  wider area  
Larger
Harder to localise 
Clearer
Louder /  quieter
M ore difficult to say where it comes from 
Easy to localise 
W ider space for centre 
Curved
W rapped around me 
Narrower
You can teii where it comes from
Instrument swamping you /  coming at you
C an’t tell which direction sound is coming from
All around /  surround
Bigger area
Something behind
Localisable
Listener 16: Ensemble
Narrow /  wider
Angle
Width
Taking a back seat to other instruments 
Directional
Instruments beside (behind) one another
Different directions
Instrument swamped
Instrument in front
Curved sound
LISTENER 17
Intense/ intensity of field (smaller)
How much sound is around /  coming from all around 
How far sound travels
Enveloping (coming right around /  out towards you) 
Sound coming from one area /  fills an area  
Source (where the sound is coming from)
Sound wrapping around listener
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Size of field
Listening from a distance {coming to you) vs. sitting
amongst what is going on around
Sound coming from certain direction
W all of sound
Sound coming across
Sound coming from point vs. filling up more of space  
Sound around (enveloping atm osphere) vs. at one  
point (a point source)
Sound coming from one place & broadening out vs.
coming from one area and staying there
Listening in large room (music m oves out through
whole space) vs. in a small room
Sound coming from side vs. coming from one point
Centre fill sound
Enveloping the front of the car
Hard to pick out where source was coming from
Enveloped by sound /  sound coming from all area
Amongst sound vs. hearing it from a distance
Tw o point sources but nothing wrapping you up
Depth of field
Coming from area (enveloped)
Field wrapping around
Didn’t feel part of w hat was going on /  sound not
coming around listening position
Source from two directions (corner to corner)
Listener 17: Ensembles
Sounds coming from different places in vehicle  
Taking part
Not sitting amongst sound vs. sitting am ongst sound 
(Greater) depth of field
Envelopment (feel of enveloping listener) (involved) 
All instruments coming from one source  
Ensem ble wraps a space 
W eaker area
Part o f the sound vs. listening to it
Sound predominates vs. at distance
Instrument next to you vs. going on a t a distance
Instrument(s) within the field /  outside the field
Instrument(s) not part of the main sound
Three distinct sounds
All instruments of equal intensity
Pick out where all instruments w ere coming from /
where sound was going
Listening to sound vs. being involved
Instruments from different areas
Instrument on periphery - not part o f main ensem ble
One sound vs. three sounds (in different areas)
Listening at distance vs. sitting am ongst instruments
Enveloped by whole sound 
Instrument not as intense 
Instrument overlapped
Sound coming from everywhere in the vehicle vs. 
particular point 
Bulk of sound
W rapped up amongst sound
LISTENER 18
Place
Width (wide) (wider)
Direction of the width 
Localised (highly)
Tight image (tighter)
Point image
Bigger
Epicentre
Has central core
Out of the speakers
Hard fixed local image
Not good image I less focused im age
Closer to me
in front of
M ore forward feel
Listener 18: Ensemble
Width I depth (depending on w here you are sitting) 
Unfocused (fairly)
Tight
Instruments come from the sam e place 
Fairly narrow  
Placed in front 
Further away
Depth with respect to other instrument
Small distance
Main direction
Clearer
Height
C lear separation between the instruments 
3-D  difference 
Apparent distance
LISTENER 19
Width 
Focal point 
Area of the sound 
Pocket of sound
Envelope of sound (bigger) (tighter)
Tight area
Tight band /  Precise band
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Acute
Spread across 
Sound fills an area  
Coming from everywhere  
No focal point 
Bathed in sound
Sound in front of m e /  (directly) behind m e
More rear speaker
Sound on bonnet /  in the corner
Couldn’t pinpoint sound
Quicker to discern /  Couldn’t discern
Difficult to pick out where it w as coming from
Listener 19: Ensemble
Width
Area
Breadth
Acute
Band
Saturation
Pocket o f sound
Fills front of the car
Instrument fills the area (Fills most of the area) 
W ide range  
W ider band 
Narrow area
Width of all instruments the sam e  
Most focused vs. widest 
More specific areas vs. lapping over 
Sound lapping across (sound overlapping)
Focal point
Focused (more or less)
Distinct sounds 
Localised areas  
Easier to pick out
Specific area sound is coming from (no overlap)
Could pick out definite sounds
Mixed up sound /  sound confusing (not focused)
Instrument difficult to pinpoint
Harder to pick out sound (because sound overlaps)
C an ’t distinguish banding
Sound merged
Blending of sound
Sound at centre of dashboard
Instrument sat next to me
Instruments coming from exactly sam e place (area) 
Sound coming from central area  
Centre fill dead
Nothing in front o f me /  Sound right in front of me 
Sound straight (right) across m e /  not across car
Instrument moves around  
Sound further back /  not as far forward 
Area of sound coming towards m e  
Sound comes into vehicle
LISTENER 20
Shifted
W ider /  narrower
Centre of the sound
Ambience of the sound (no am bience)
All centre channel 
Im age of sound narrow  
Equal
Goes around m e as a listener 
Extension to rear of front 
Position (uncertain of position)
Difficult to pinpoint
Difficult to locate (simple to locate)
W idth is all over the front
Different location
Fill
Centred towards a source (mid point of source)
W ider than a point
Scaling
Level
Listener 20: Ensemble
Position (sam e)
Difficulty in positioning instrument
Ambience
Clear
Less am bience /  m ore ambience  
More difficult to get exact location 
Down (height)
Moves back
All towards the centre
W ider
Harder to locate
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Appendix 3.D Excerpts from transcripts of taped panel discussions 
Lexicon used in transcription
The transcription symbols used in the included excerpts are taken and adapted from the transcript 
conventions referred to by Silverman (1993). Symbols are as follows:
Symbol
2: R:
Example
2: 1,=
2: l,=
14: = or is it like this 
[ or is it like this [sort of
(.) 14: Y e e e s (.)  the only thing,
.hhhh 17: hhhh I don’t think
( ) 4: ( )  you'd have arrows
(( )) 5: this one ((area bubble))
naturalness 11: um, naturalness
Explanation
Numbers identify the panelist currently speaking. ‘R ’ indicates 
the panel leader is speaking
Equal signs at the end of one line and beginning of subsequent 
line indicate no gap between the two lines
Left brackets indicate the point at which a current panelists talk is 
overlapped by another's talk
Indicates a pronounced gap between the panelists words
A row of h’s prefixed by a dot indicates an ‘in’ breath, without a dot 
indicates an ‘out’ breath. The number of 'h’s’ indicates the length 
of the in or out breath
Empty ( )  indicates an inability (by the researcher) to hear what 
was being said
(( )) contain researcher’s descriptions rather than transcription
Italics indicate a stress on a particular word
Ellipsis between text indicates a break in the transcription
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Excerpt 1 Panel II (Meeting 5) - discussion about ensemble soundstage
2: Do you, do you understand what we m ean by soundstage?
9: Yes
2: Right
R: Describe it
9: I would describe the soundstage o f  an ensembles as (.) the (.) area filled by the complete range o f  instruments
2: Fine, yes
9: Or the width or w hatever
2: Yes, that’s right and is that what it means to you?
14: Yeees (.) the only thing, the only, well 1 can see what you are saying, the only problem I had is with, is with (.) For
instance if  you’ve got (.) I can understand it say if  you’ve got the sound all coming from  a sim ilar (.) aaah, from  a
similar area, then it is across that width: You make the dram s here, you may have the cello o r something a bit more
across here, so that is the soundstage. But if  you’ve got, say you’ve got a sound coming from back here = ((at the rear
o f  the vehicle))
2: =  Yes that’s fine =
14: = that’s like separate from this ((the remaining instruments)), then is the soundstage the whole car?
2: I ,=
14: =  or is it like this [sort o f  shape ((indicates on response sheet)) ? I dunno
2: Well it could be, it’s possible
9: O r it, or it could be that the soundstage is this ((indicate a location on the response sheet)) and there is another
instrument over here =
14: =  so that is a separate then [there are two soundstages is there?
2: that would be, that w ould be [a point source
9: that would be, yes
2: See that would be a point source there then, w ouldn’t it? =
9: =  mmm =
2: - But =
14: =  alright well say this, say there are, there are two things here, instruments [here
2: But, there is no reason w hy you couldn’t have the soundstage do that ((indicates a soundstage w ith two locations))
R: Can you, I think, could you have two soundstages in one? =
2: = yes, why not, yes
9: Yes
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Excerpt 2 Panel I (Meeting 3) - discussion about ensemble soundstage
R: Is there anything else you need for ensembles?
11: (.) Soundstage
R: Yes, a soundstage, would you indicate (.) soundstage in some way?
11: (.) Then, well you need to look at the um, (.) the width and depth o f  the soundstage
4: ( ) you’d have arrows across and their location point, w ith an indication o f  what you heard =
20: [yes
5: what I found was, those three in there ((instruments)), they were all close together ((looking at response for a
particular ensemble)) and a lot o f  them  overlapped each other, so how are we going to stop them  being, having the 
confusion o f  ((5 is looking through the pile o f  graphical responses as he speaks)) (.) are they here?
R: Yes they are there ((referring to 5’s response sheets)), they are there somewhere
5: Something like that ((referring to another ensemble source which overlapped)), how are we going to (.) separate them
out?
4: You don’t want to, do you? You want to indicate it was a =
5: =  ( ) That’s veiy confusing and I had to explain to ((the second researcher)) what I meant by that
R: W hat do you mean by that?
5: W ell he thought the V  ((female speech source)) was in this one ((area ‘bubble’)), when it was actually in this one
((different area ‘bubble’))
R: Right (.) [Yes
5: And I know, I know we are not drawing bubbles, we are drawing lines, but lines [ ( )
11: You could, you could have different colours for each (.) for each [instrument
5: You could yes, yes
20: I f  uh =
11: = ( ) worried about confusion
4: Different coloured arrows? or
11: And letters?
20: Yes
5: Or loudness as well? W e are having different colours for loudness are we not!
((general laughter))
11: You could have boldness, the boldness. How (.) is it a thin line, or =
R: Ah yes, cause o f  course loudness is going to come in for your ensembles
20: Oh yes
R: So you could have different colours representing different instruments, now will each individual instrument (.) could
this (.) I ’m going back to what ‘5 ’ has got here and his individual letters indicating the source (.) o f  the sound, would 
you put these little markers ((graphical indication o f  the presence o f  a ‘main’ part to the sound)) where you thought 
the source was?
20: Yes
11; Yes
R: Now what would happen i f  you didn’t think it had a source, cause there are some that you can’t find, you can’t
identify the source o f  the sound, you ju st know it is there 
4: You mean like a  location just, a larger location then, rather than a pinpoint location
11: Then, then you could leave the source out
R: Just have a coloured line?
11: Just have a coloured line yes
4: If  you can’t localise on it, then you don’t put it in
11: D on’t put it in yes
4: Rather than guessing
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R: ((briefly recaps w hat has occurred up until now, then continues)) The soundstage, we need to, Is it important then to
do the w hole soundstage?
11: 1 think so, because once you’ve done the individuals, you then say that (.) collectively they set up a soundstage so you
can visualise where the ensemble is, or the baud is, you’ve got width and depth and height and ambience, everything 
else associates with that soundstage 
4: Are we allowed to, are we allowing it to overlap as well, run into each other?
11: Yes (.) the individual ones like ‘5 ’s got. ‘5 ’ had, um m  individuals overlapping =  ((‘individual’ refers to individual
sources))
4: =  w e all have that I think
11: Its, its total width and depth w ould be the, the soundstage for that [ensemble say
4: uhhu
20: I f  w e have the possibility to have a mono signal or w hatever o f  a person speaking at the same tim e as a band plays in
the left com er 
11: Yes, yes, so then you’d, [that
20: so what is the soundstage?
((Interrupted by someone entering the room))
11: W ell shall we ju s t finish o ff what w e were ju s t talking about? Urn, does everybody agree on soundstage? ‘2 0 ’ just
said, you could have an ensemble in one corner and somebody speaking in the other com er, then (.) you potentially 
could have a hole in the centre between the two (.) so where they don’t overlap there are two distinct soundstages. So 
you’d have a soundstage on the left say, where you’d got an ensemble and a single source com ing from  the right 
4: Yes, so w e only allow it to overlap i f  it needs to but we don’t w ant everything to overlap
11: No, we don’t fill in the space, if  there is no sound coming from  that =
20: =  no, no ((agreeing))
R: I f  a space exists w e are going to allow them to put a space in? =
4: =  yes, have a space, yes
11: Yes
((R recaps what has ju st been discussed and then asks how they are going to deal with the ‘space’))
11: It is down to location, i f  you see that there is somebody speaking in the right and he ’s got his own width and depth,
and there is an ensemble on the left which individually they have got a soundstage with width and depth, then you 
treat it as two sources, from an ensemble (.) or how ever else you’d like to describe it as
((another interruption, session closes))
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Excerpt 3 Panel III (Meeting 4) - discussion about ensembles
17: When I did it, I considered the thing ((the ensem ble)) as a whole really
R: Right, rather than the individual instruments?
17: Yes, but if  I could hear instruments com ing from  different sources, I’d ju st put where they were coming from
R: Ok
17: And if  (.) two combined, cam e from the same source, w ell then mark it as the same source and then consider the
group as a whole
10: Well 1 did consider each individual instrum ent sound (.) I’d sort o f  pinpoint the cello and then the drums and then the
voice (.) but you didn’t do it like [that?
17: No
10: You ju st sort o f  said; there it is?
R: So it may be that you don’t necessarily need individual instrument w idth and depth when dealing w ith ensembles, but
you have an individual instrument origin?
17: M aybe (.) i f  you look at what ‘8 ’ has done there, he’s highlighted individual ones, but then you could almost group
that together as a whole sort o f  thing, couldn’t you?
8: You wouldn’t extract much information i f  it w as ju st a big circie, would you?
17: No
8: Your width (.) your area would be (.) effectively gone then wouldn’t it? for each instrument (.) your width and your
depth.
17: 1 think, I think you ju st listen to the ensemble and i f  you pick up several sounds coming from one place and it all
sounds like a combined integrated feel you ju s t sketch it as one field ( ). Say you’ve got, from my point o f  view,
say you’ve got like a voice, cello and a drum (.) and the dram  and the cello are combined in the front here ((drawing 
on a response sheet as he talks)) and you hear that as one group sound. But you hear (.) a voice coming from 
somewhere else and you do two fields, one being the com bined o f  the one (.) and one being the other. I f  you hear 
them all from the same place then you do one field (.) you ju s t need to [highlight which one is which
8: yes, I agree with that, yes
17: Because sometimes you might hear, you know a group (.) say you’ve got a singer with a band, you might hear the
band playing from one place and the voice com ing from  another (.) like, you are not going to go through every 
individual instrument in the band and say - oh well they are all coming from here
10: No, ah but we are only talking about three, two instruments and a voice aren’t we?
17: Yes
R: At the moment, yes
17: I mean if  somebody hears them as three individual, then, put them down as three (.) i f  they hear it is one put it down
as one, everybody is different, we all hear things in a different way.
R: So we could have a possible, the only thing I am  really checking is, could w e have this possible thing occurring where
you have this instrument ((drawing)) or set o f  instruments there ((on one side o f  the vehicle)), this instrument here, 
which is next to this instrument here ((on the other side o f  the vehicle)). Is that ever going to be the case where you 
would put those two ((sets o f  instruments)) together?
8: Well that’s what, yes, that’s what you were describing ((to ‘17’)) isn’t it, i f  that does happen?
17: Yes, I mean I’d say, if  you heard that, i f  those two ((instruments together)) seemed to be coming from the same
source and you do that as one only (.) w ith w idth and depth. And that one ((the single remaining instrument)) remains 
a single source, because you hear them differently. But you hear that ((the two instalm ents together)) as a combined 
sound.
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Excerpt 4 Panel 111 (Meeting 2) - discussion about height
3: Height?
R: Height?
3: Hmmm
R: How about height?
3: Hmmm, height (.) that was something I mentioned yesterday. W hether it was coming sort of, from above (.) from
above the dashboard =
17: =  but wouldn’t that ju s t be a function o f  where you are able to stick the speakers in the vehicle?(.) I mean if  you could
stick a door w oofer - instead o f  being down at the bottom as traditionally they are - up a t the top and then they ((the 
speakers)) would all be at the same level, they’d all be like ear level or eye level. But physically it is impossible to put 
it in the car. So does height (.) affect much?
3: I don’t know, I found m yself (.) listening to the foot-well (.) on some o f  those
((general - good humoured - laughter from remaining panelists))
3: My, my attention was specifically towards the passenger foot-well
10: So you’d like your speaker in the floor (apparently)!
3: Well, yes!
8: God that foot-well sounds good! ((more laughter))
3: But, but the sound was com ing from there (.) as opposed to coming sort o f  (.) =
17: = y e s  =
3: =  above the dash, I could, 1 could distinguish that quite easily
17: But you can’t put a - well you could put - you generally put a centre a fill at eye-level (.) and the door speaker, kind o f
foot-well level w ouldn’t you?
3: mmm
((Brief discussion about speaker location within vehicle and ram ifications for reproduced audio))
17 :. hhhh I, I don’t think I would like to include height (.) m yself
R: Do we want to leave it in there until w e’ve had a listen? ((panel is about to trial their language, describing the current
source material reproduced inside the vehicle))
8: Yes, 1 think so
3: Height is also an e l . .., its like also an element o f  the surround isn’t it?
17: Could be
((pause in discussion))
8: How would you describe height then?
3: Its ju s t the z axis isn’t it? -
17: =  big and little? =
3: = in terms o f  the surround
10: High, low?
3: (oh right, ok, yes) high or low
8: Its very hard isn’t it? Cause it is there, or is it there ((referring to a graphical response sheet))?
3: I found it very easy, like if  my head like w ent to the floor ( ) basically
17: I noticed sometimes that you could hear the sound coming from there (door speaker) but I put that down to the fact
that that was where the speaker was located, and that is how it is going to be 
3: But isn’t that the same as saying its specifically on the (barrier) but it is coming from over there because it is the
speaker over there, its the same thing isn’t it?
17: I don’t know, i f  you go to the cinema and something crashes over your head, do you generally go ((demonstrates
looking up)) ( if  the) speaker’s above you, or do you hear =
3: = everything’s above me!
8: Yes we wilt leave it ((height)) in, but what words can w e use for it (,) high and low?
3: High and low
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Excerpt 5 Panel II (Meeting 2) - d iscussion  about height
14: The other thing is, is the height we mentioned (.) and how you’d depict that. The only thing 1 can think of is maybe
have a figure - say ‘one’ to ‘three’ - so ‘one’ stays at the top, ‘two’ is in the middle and ‘three’s’ on the bottom 
9: (.) I think that’s (.) over complicated =
2: =.hlihh, uh I’d prefer not to bother with height
14: 1 can’t see you can (.) How can you ignore it though? 1 can’t. I couldn’t ignore it! Perhaps [I am overcomplicating ()
R: Could you have a word (scale) for height?
14: You could, you could (.) [it could be ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ or whatever it is
9: maybe you need two pictures? (.) Maybe you need two, maybe you need a top view and a side view?
2: Well, or just a comment if you want to put a comment on (.) [you know?
14: But you know like you’ve got speakers up in the top post or something, you may just hear that (.) Well obviously it’s
going to come (.) there is a difference in the height isn’t there? (.) Or you may have, you may have a speaker on the 
floor, that you just hear a sound from 
2: Yes, but what I am saying is you can, a single instrument can have different heights [depending on
9: yes, as you go through the [frequency bands
2: = the frequency that it is operating at (.) uh
14: What, so it maybe go across [( )
9: door to door =
2: = yes well, I can’t see, you’d have to have a three dimensional[ ( )
14: oh alright, ok
R: Could you do it with two, [two-dimensional?
2: I can’t see how you could
9: What two, two-dimensional pictures?
2: Yes
9: You [have it like that ((plan)) and then you have it that way? ((elevation))
14: Yes 1 think you could
2: How?
9: Well basically [( )
2: you show [me a picture
14: well by, by putting a, [by putting a figure on it like we said: ‘One’, ‘Two’, ‘Three’ ((drawing))
9: basically, what you’d do is, in this picture you’d depict the area looking from above where it is, and then from that
side you’d depict how high in the car it is 
2: No, I can’t (.)
14: If you heard it (.) from the floor to the middle and the top - right the way through - then you’d put the figures ‘one’,
‘two’ and ‘three’ down. If you just heard it from the bottom (.) perhaps you’d just put the ‘one’ in, you could put, you 
know, you could have a combination =
((2 talks for a while about why he doesn’t think ‘height’ can be depicted graphically...))
2: But you can’t depict it ((height))!
9: But that’s what I am saying, if you had it [ on this
14: but you can! =
2: = if you had another [drawing you could
9: = if you had on this, another drawing (.) of the car, blah, blah, blah ((drawing)) you could then put (.) right, you’ve put
the position (.) and then you could put the height in the car (.) And because its like another section of the car =
2: = so, so what if we had three then? and, and a centre?, where are we going to put height on those then?
9: Well I still think you can do that
2: How? (.) Because it will all be in the same plane?
9: Different colours?((general laughter))
R: Um, we are agreed that height is important though [yes?
14: I think so yes, I don’t think you can ignore it
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Excerpt 6 Panel IV (Meeting 1) - d iscu ssion  about area
R: Can you explain your picture to other people?
13: That’s where the instrument, 1 found, well thought where the instalment was ((central circle)) and that’s the, how far
the sound, the way the sound was coming out, projecting out ((lines around the central circle))
R: Has anyone else dealt with projection?
((Pause))
7: Yes
16: No
7: ((Looking through own graphical responses)) That was (.) often they were circular but (.) as well as the width (.) then
(.) basically the boundary is the overall (.) so it is projecting (.) That’s more of an example: ((shows his circular 
description to remainder of panel)) So it is projecting (.) that way ((front-to-back)) (.) It has some depth as well ( )
R: Depth? So would you say, depth is the thing that goes from front-to-back in the instalment yes? =
7: = (m mm) =
R: = would you say that, that ((looking at the outer part of ‘ 13’s’ graphical descriptor)) (.) could be a similar thing?
13: Yes(.)yes
R: ((to ‘19’)) Are you dealing with depth at all?
19: Uh (.) not (.) well (.) in a, in a way yes, but that’s, that’s what I’d say ((indicating on graphical response)) there was
my depth (.) Depth towards, yes, distance from the focal point to where I perceived the boundary to be, as it were.
R: Right, ok. So you are all pretty much, with the exception of ‘ 16’ who has got very simple ‘width’ and ‘direction’
16: Cause you ask me, how deep is a cassette, uh sound say, and I’d say: Does it really sound like its got any depth?
((pause))
R: Ok, ‘19’ cany on down your list ((individual verbal tenninology list)) so we can just [get an idea ( )
19: uh, the area of the sound, which is basically what is encompassed in there ((inside the triangle)) (.) so that’s where ‘7’
has got a pocket on his (.) and ‘13’ has got like a =
13: =area
19: Area on hers as well
R: So you are happy with using ‘area’ as a descriptive term for what you are up to?
13: Yes
16: Mnim, to a point
R: Yes? explain your reservations
16: Well in my particular case, people say they hear depth to it, soriy 1 don’t really
R: You hear it as a flat sound?
16: Yes
R: Right
7: I use the word envelope and that’s got (.) basically two dimensions
19: Yes, I use that later on actually, well there are another two here ‘R’ which are nigh on the same: I’ve got pocket of
sound which is the same as area I suppose, as is envelope of sound
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Excerpt 7 Panel I (Meeting 2) - d iscussion  about ambience
11: What did we describe ambience?(.) we called it um (.) scattering, reverberation
((pause))
4: I dunno, maybe a bigger shape in two different colours. The ambience being (.) darker or lighter, or something
R: Describe ambience then, as a group, come up with a definition of this word ambience so that I know you are all using
it the same (.) A description that you can come to a consensus on.
11: Ambience to me is um (.) live sound (.) um (.) a sound that fills the space, um (.) reverberation, um (.) a feel
R: What’s its opposite, or what are the opposites on a scale of ambience?
11: Dry sound, um (.) dead (.) devoid of life
((general muttering))
R: What’s on the other side of this? So if you have dead and diy
11: If you have dead and dry, if you want to describe a dead and dry sound (.) um
20: Its smaller, more located to the (.) this point source (.) that’s how I see it (.) At home, if you have a stereo recording
and you have, you can hear all the instruments but just from the speakers (.) that’s quite dead, but with ambience and 
stuff you (.) you get a picture of=
11: = of placement
20: Yes, a little bit more (around it)
4: (.) Surely we are measuring that (.) with length and the breadth?
20: No no, no, the length and width of the (.) instrument is not the same (.) as far as I see it anyway
4: I understand what you are saying [( )
11: it is all to do with the space it was recorded in and where it is played [back
20: yes, exactly =
11: = like you could have a (.) where it was recorded could be in a, in a vety dead space (.) But you could still play it back
and still have a (.) a relatively (.) live or ambient feel (.) depending upon where (.) if you had a number (.) a number of 
locations where it was coming from. (.) There would still, there might be some dry characteristic to the sound but, you 
might get a feeling for (.) a space =
20: = oh yes (.) if you were playing it (.) in a warehouse with a load reverberation [and stuff
11: Yes, yes, and then you’ve got the opposite
4: So how do you draw that then, in this car?!
20: The warehouse?
((general nervous laughter))
5: Shade in the area?
((R provides the panelists with more blank car representations and more pens for drawing))
11: Scattering? (.) The scattering of sound maybe? A live =
20: = I am not very happy with (.) the word scattering
11: Well I mean, its, its all other words that you’d use to describe ambience (.) But you might say that ambience is the (.)
the word that we all agree on. But there might be other meanings. Just to help describe ambience really
((‘11’ is busy drawing ‘ambience’))
4: ( ) That’s good!
11: Ambience!
R: So something not straight (.) not, not (.) defined [as such? ((referring to the drawing ‘11’ is doing))
11: Yes (.) you know just something that um (.) well we’ve got to think of something haven’t we!
((Everyone laughs))
R: And would that be a whole (.) shape, or would you have a lot of those squiggly (.) [lines?
11: It could be any shape and it could be any size and (.) in any location (.) but (.) well, maybe not location but any shape
and size -
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4: = So, all we’ve done really then is this, there is ‘20’s’ shape isn’t it? ((draws a smooth line over the top of ‘ll’s’
squiggly line)) Like that? All we’ve done is just taken (.) the edges and made them squiggly, effectively!
11: Yes and [you could describe width in that, and depth
4: = what would be wrong with, lets say, having a shape ((draws a shape using multiple straight lines to define it’s
dimensions)) like this (.) and then having the ambience outside that? Lets say that’s like that ((draws some squiggly 
lines)) and then maybe using a highlighter to go on outside it ((uses highlighter to outline shape))?
11: Yes
5: So are you saying that (.) I’ve drawn this (.) large circle now (.) are you saying I’ve heard a lot of ambience (.) in this
and I can’t lo.. (.) you know, I can’t say its coming from here, here, or here, I’ve just drawn it in. Whereas (.) if I’ve 
drawn something really small, then I (am, [ )
11: Possibly, yes, yes
5: So anyway, instead of drawing something huge like that, I’d say it was a bit by here, bit by here or bit by here,
((pointing to distinct positions within an ensemble)) rather than saying, well I don’t know ( )
R: But an ambience in there as opposed to?
5: As opposed to being an area of contusion, then I’d say it was looking like there was something here, here [ ( )
R: So would you have a very (.) very narrow width and a veiy narrow (.) depth and then just (.) and then just a blob of
ambience?
5: Must have got confused see!
20: Ha ha!
11: You are describing two things there,
5: Yes, yes I can see now
11: You know, you see where your ‘C’ ((letter representing the centre of the ‘cello’ instrument)) is (.) you know you
could say there is width and depth and location there (.) but (.) you may have also drawn, maybe what you have also 
interpreted as ambience? =
5: = ambience, yes
R: It’s a good get out clause!
20: Yes, the blob of contusion! It’s a, a big black, like a circle that you put over there (.) a get out of jail card
((general laughter))
R: ((Bringing proceedings back to order)) But we have to know (.) is ambience distinct from this confusion? Is ambience
distinct from confusion, is ambience a certain thing that is related to the liveness or the deadness of a sound?
20: Ambience at least for me could he a little bit of (both)
((Tape runs out & re-starts))
11: It is almost between live and dead sound (.) You know? (.) Is it (.) can you see (.) the, the sound like a live band
playing (.) or (.) does it seem (.) um, studio and veiy precise (.) a studio sound or a very precise sound (.) with no feel? 
[with feel, without feel?
20: For a single instrument (.) it is hardly ever (.) confusion, I think, its more ambience, But when you start to mix it all
11: But you can also get ambience (.) for feel of space, depending upon (.) the number of locations you’ve got in the car
(.) and you’ve got a feel for a space that is maybe bigger than the environment you listening to
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11: So, what is another word for ambience then? (.) say, urn =
4: = I think live sound is good, I do
11: Yes, live sound, yes (.) we’ve used that
4: Close to the point, yes (.) I’d like to stick with that, I think that’s, that’s pretty good
11: I agree
((pause))
R: So we will use that as a (.) could there be any ambiguities in the use of live sound? What kind of description of live
sound would you use?
11: I think live sound might be the extreme (.) where you say that, that’s ambience (.) um, an opposite to live sound
would be (.) um, a dead sound, or a um (.) synthetic sound or something like that 
R: Where you’ve used live sound, where is it? ((looking back through transcript of previous meeting))
20: Its on the second page in the middle
R: Live sound ((reading)) ‘feeling that you are involved in the sound’, do you think that that is a useful definition (.) or is
that a different attribute altogether?
11: I think what you (.) what (.) ambience is, is (.) its a feeling of (.) you are in a live gig, say, a live music concert,
whatever type of music it is, you get that feeling of, of (.) um, music and sound (.) that you are experiencing live 
music (.) Whereas if it was, if it was (.) the more reproduced it is, the more (.) um, or the (.) how the space (.) sounds 
to you, if its, if its less like (.) uh, sounds coming from all around you and it is coming from one direction then its (.) 
its got less of a feeling of, of a concert and that’s how I, [I 
4: I agree with you entirely ‘4’, in the vehicle that is what they want to reproduce isn’t it?
20: Yes
R: So we want the feeling of experiencing live music then?
20: Uhhu
11: Yes
R: ((R recaps on what they have got already, then.,.)) Anything else you want to add to live sound to make it, make the
point?
11: Um (.) quality? (.) um (.) naturalness isn’t it! It’s a natural sound
4: Well, what happens if the listener hasn’t experienced a live stage? They are not going to be able to (define the live
stage) =
11: = well he has heard something, whenever he walks into a building, [he hears
5: it is still all around you though isn’t it? =
20: = well, you can [always
11: if you walk into a building you are going to [hear people talking
20: you are live, just hearing you taking, if, if you sit in the car and get a feeling of a person really sitting on the
dashboard talking to you, that’s (.) a little bit of a ‘live’ sound
R: Take on board ‘4’s’ points that, if you haven’t been to an orchestra, or, you don’t know what it sounds so
11: But its that feeling of space isn’t it? so (.) you know, you could walk into one room and its very diy and dead (.) but
the next room you could have a very live and reverberant room 
20: But it could, it could go beyond natural reverberation, so where are we then?
11: Beyond natural reverberation?
20: Yes, for a concert hall for example, if the concert hall were to be a reverberant space, then its not going to be an
ambient live sound
4: So how do you measure that? (.) You know, the biggest concern I’ve got is how do you measure ambience?
Everything else we can more or less cope with, but, uh, trying to tackle this one is going to be the biggest problem I 
think.
20: Yes to try and put that ‘live’ feeling into an arrow!
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Excerpt 9 Panel II (Meeting 1) - d iscussion  about ambience
2: I think we are agreed that ambience is something
9: Yes
14: Ambience is one end of a scale to me
6: Ambience is everywhere
2: We need to find out how ambient it is
9: Its not the end of a scale, I disagree with you [‘14’
6: Around?
9: I think there should be a separate scale for ambience, its either ambient or its not ambient!
6: Dead? Not ambient is a dead sound, not moving?
2: Well does it have ambience or not? Lets just boil it down to that?
14: Mmrn ah no, what is ambience?
9: Ambience is like the [feeling of space
6: Around everywhere
9: Do you feel like you are sitting in this little car, or do you feel like you are sitting in a hall?
14: No that is not ambience to me, ambience is another sound or like a background sound, someone coughing over there,
or some shuffling =
2: = Ah that is not ambience
9: Its part of ambience
2: No, What he’s saying is if someone coughs behind [you
14: Ah well its difficult then, that’s a specific point, I know what you are saying
2: That’s a point source behind you =
9: = But it adds to the ambience
R: When you said ‘the feeling of space’
14: That is what it is
R: Can someone coughing behind you come into a feeling of space?
14: Of course, that is what generates a feeling of space
9: That is what I mean, it is part of ambience
14: Say you’ve got 2000 people coughing all around you
14: Are you saying that ambience cannot be positional, A cough or something?
9: That adds to ambience, but it is not ambience
14: To me, we are in this room and I can hear that thing and I think that’s ambience
9: No it adds to ambience, the reflections off the wall behind you, you don’t get much [ambience
14: No I don’t say you get much but you do get something in the background definitely
9: You get a lot more ambience in a church hall or something, like the echo and stuff (.) in a big space
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Excerpt 10 Panel II (Meeting 2) - d iscussion  about am bience
14: I’ve got a problem with ambience because I don’t understand [it
9: Because it’s the end of a scale isn’t it?
14: My interpretation of ambience is different from eveiybody else. [To me, ambience is
R: Its not different to eveiybody else, its different from =
14: = Its different from [these two ((referring to ‘2’ and ‘9’))
2: From what, from?
2: So, yes but, you, you know (.) find a (.) what other (.) ambience is a term that we use, I know where you are coming
from, you (.) you are taking the literal meaning of ambience to mean, something like a mood even, like if you go into 
a club and say that’s got ambience, yes?
14: Well (.) hhhh [yes
2: I think
14: Well no, I am talking about sound (.) I’m not talking about, you know, anything else. I am purely talking about sound,
but to me its just background, its, its (.) background [sound 
R: Ok, you ((‘14’)) would say that you could pick up one of these ((existing shapes)) shove it at the back of the car? Or,
would you have to describe an intensity level, something to say that it is background?
14: No, uh, I, I, there is only (.) To me there is only one (,) there would be one symbol for ambience [ ( ) for
2: So you think its, that all ambience is the same size?
14: Yes
2: And its full?
14: It covers yes, it would cover the space (.) but you see, if its not, if its positional or directional (.) to me then it
wouldn’t be ambience 
2: Yes that’s true
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Evaluating U-GAL Chapter 4 - Appendices
Appendix 4.A.1 Extracts from the U-GALUI tutorial
Figure 4.A.1Tutorial 1st page. Introduction to the screen Figure 4.A.2 Tutorial 2nd page. Introducing descriptors
Thankyou for taking tha time to help u» today.
Thia short guide will Introduce you to the screen you arc holding and show you how to use It
This screen is a 'touchscreen*. You can press buttons on tha screen just by touching them with your pointer.
Try this now: Press and release the KKwocamr button to continue.
You can move ahapaa around on this screen. Oo this by holding the pointer down on a shape and dragging it across the screen.
Have s go at moving around the shapes on the right Familiarise yourself with moving them back and forth, up and down. Also, try moving the C, V and P. Once you think you’ve got the hang of M, press -unuaocornu- to continue.
Throughout thfa tutor lot you wfd often ih  uxmfid bps down hon (Tip; You wiO find thiw oaaimr if you prwsg q
o
. Don't worry about 4
Figure 4.A.3 Tutorial 3rd page. Moving descriptors Figure 4.A.4 Tutorial 5th page. Changing descriptor size
Now try matching tha two shapes on the right to the red template on the left. You will need to change their the, and move them Into piece. You will be able to continue once you have correctly placed both shapes.
Afolcfr tho fefecA otdhms b ths nd sbopis.
Figure 4.A.5 Tutorial 7lh page. Creating descriptors
□ O  * v cC |S ]iL
Figure 4.A.6 Tutorial last page. Combining all actions
From now on, you will hava to create your own ahapaa. To create shapes. Just tsp the shape you need in the box at tha top of ths screen. Try this now: Sss if you can create one of each shape type. Make a 
a .a p ,a v ,a c andafy).
Once you've created the shapes, you can move them around and trash them Just like before.
Press ■»*« mbi move on. when you are ready to r ■ Wfl
f i p  lf># sb o p is tn d u  n d  box s i the b p  of d u  sc ru n .
This time, drag ths outlines from the right onto the red template on the left. Try to place the shapes exactly on top of tha tempiale.You will be able to continue once you have correctly placed ail the outlines over thslr red counterparts. If you got in a mess, you can re-start this screen using ths wnMitwr button In ths lop right corner. —n/
Create tom shapss you m id  urinp th i box at dm tap o f  w em ni
You’ve almost finished! This time, using the skills you’ve learnt so far, you need to:1) Crest# tho shapes you need to match the red template below.2) Adjust the shape sizes accordingly.3) Move ths shapes so that they fit over the template.
□ O  * v cO|3L|
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Appendix 4.A.2 Instructions for listeners using U-GAL
C; kp '• vUsing the provided shapes ( 
of the sounds you hear
) describe the spatial characteristics
The sounds will consist of either :
A solo percussion instrument 
A solo cello instrument
An ensemble of three ‘instruments’ (percussion, cello and female voice) playing simultaneously
Spatial characteristics describe the space occupied by a sound. Use the provided descriptors to describe 
this space as follows:
Use I "j to describes the area covered by a sound.
Drag a j~~ j to the car to cover the area where you hear the sound to be (alter its size where necessary) 
(NB: Sounds can come from anywhere within the vehicle or be heard outside of the vehicle)
If a sound fills more than one area within the vehicle you can use more than one 
You can use onej j if two different sounds occupy the same area
You may feel a sound has a localisable centre, a ‘core’ where you hear the main sound coming from.
, useIf you hear this anywhere within 
Note: Different instalments in the same
If the sound is not localisable (the sound just fills an area) don’t use^J)
U  to describe where this localisable centre is. 
may each have their own localisable ( )
You cannot change the size of  /n
Can be used to describe a feeling of space. Does it feel like you are listening in a space that is 
bigger than the vehicle (for example a cathedral or arena) or in a very small environment?
You can re-sizet /to describe feeling of space, or not use it if you don 7 experience feeling of space
to identify the sound you are describing.? 0 P ; V Can be placed anywhere inside the 
If you are describing the solo percussion instrument (this may sound like bongos) use P 
If you are describing the solo cello (this may sound like a general string sound) use C 
Use all three shapes to describe an ensemble of the percussion J3 , cello  ^ and female voice: ^
If you can’t identify the instrument, just describe its spatial characteristics and don’t use C P or \
You can use a \ C > , P > or V ; more than once
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Appendix 4.B Individual listener consisten cy plots 
Appendix 4.B overview
Graphical plots within this appendix indicate the level of consistency achieved by individual listeners 
when using U-GAL descriptors to describe their auditory spatial experiences. Plots display all U-GAL 
descriptors used by a listener when representing a single stimulus. Each figure was constructed by re­
plotting together all responses provided by a listener to three repeated inns of the same stimulus. Eight 
plots are included for each listener. Visual plots for two listeners are presented 011 the same page, each 
page containing plots numbered from 1 - 16. Each page is laid out as follows:
Plot i and 9 : Percussion left 
Plot 2 and 10: Percussion central 
Plot 3 and 11: Cello left 
Plot 4 and 12: Cello central 
Plot 5 and 13: CPV Narrow 
Plots 6 and 14: VCP Wide 
Plots 7 and 15: VCP Left 
Plots 8 and 16: CPV Right
Percussion amplitude panned far left in the two-channel stereo scene 
Percussion amplitude panned central 
Cello amplitude panned far left 
Cello amplitude panned central
Cello, Percussion, Voice (closely spaced around centre of the stereo scene) 
Voice (left), Cello (central), Percussion (right)
Voice (left), Cello (centre left), Percussion (central)
Cello (central), Percussion (centre right), Voice (right)
An instillment’s position (left to right) within an ensemble is the same as the ensemble’s name. E.G. 
the ensemble CPV Narrow positions the cello left of the percussion and the voice right of the 
percussion, with all sources closely spaced around a central location in the two-channel stereo scene.
When pages from this appendix are referred to in the main text they will be preceded by the figures 
4.B. Hence page 1 from this appendix will be referred to as 4.B.I.
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Appendix 4.C Overlaid descriptor plots
Appendix 4.C overview
Appendix 4.C contains graphical plots illustrating how the individual U-GAL descriptors were used to 
represent the spatial characteristics of different items of programme material. In contrast to the 
individual listener plots of appendix 4.B, this appendix plots the descriptions of all listeners together 
where the same U-GAL descriptor appears to have been used to represent a similar experience. U-GAL 
descriptors were developed to represent a listener’s experience as outlined in Appendix 4.A
An instrument’s position (left to right) within an ensemble is the same as the ensemble’s name. E.g. the 
ensemble CPV Narrow positions the cello left of the percussion and the voice right of the percussion, 
although all sources are closely spaced around a central location in the two-channel stereo scene.
When pages from this appendix are referred to in the main text they will be preceded by the figures
4.C. Hence page 1 from this appendix will be referred to as 4.C.I.
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Appendix 4.D Statistical graphs and tables
Table 4.D.1 Extracts from the Analysis of Variance table for the variable stimuli, including an estimate of effect size
Listener Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. Partial Eta2
1 STIMULI 8930.000 3 2976.667 26.918 .000 .910
Error 884.667 8 110.583
Corrected Total 9814.667 11
2 STIMULI 10938.250 3 3646.083 35.717 .000 .931
Error 816.667 8 102.083
Corrected Total 11754.917 11
3 STIMULI 15867.000 3 5289.000 16.857 .001 .863
Error 2510.000 8 313.750
Corrected Total 18377.000 11
4 STIMULI 23602.917 3 7867.639 158.942 .000 .983
Error 396.000 8 49.500
Corrected Total 23998.917 11
5 STIMULI 16805.667 3 5601.889 9.781 .005 .786
Error 4582.000 8 572.750
Corrected Total 21387.667 11
6 STIMULI 22668.667 3 7556.222 8.004 .009 .750Error 7552.000 8 944.000
Corrected Total 30220.667 11
7 STIMULI 30947.729 3 10315.910 536.472 .000 .995
Error 153.833 8 19.229
Corrected Total 31101.563 11
8a STIMULI 3501.283 3 1167.094 1.997 .193 .428Error .4675.720 8 584.465
Corrected Total 8177.003 11
8b STIMULI 11502.401 3 3834.134 3.224 .082 .547
Error 9514.002 8 1189.250
Corrected Total 21016.402 11
9 STIMULI 28396.667 3 9465.556 46.801 .000 .946
Error 1618.000 8 202.250
Corrected Total 30014.667 11
10 STIMULI 8513.667 3 2837.889 12.488 .002 .824Error 1818.000 8 227.250
Corrected Total 10331.667 11
11 STIMULI 30446.000 3 10148.667 234.200 .000 .989Error 346.667 8 43.333
Corrected Total 30792.667 11
12 STIMULI 13516.667 3 4505.556 58.704 .000 .957
Error 614.000 8 76.750
Conected Total 14130.667 11
13 STIMULI 16496.250 3 5498.750 94.806 .000 .973Error 464.000 8 58.000
Corrected Total 16960.250 11
14 STIMULI 31875.583 3 10625.194 196.460 .000 .987Error 432.667 8 54.083
Conected Total 32308.250 11
15 STIMULI 9378.917 3 3126.306 34.074 .000 .927Enor 734.000 8 91.750
Corrected Total 10112.917 11
16 STIMULI 104.917 3 34.972 .397 .759 .129
Error 705.333 8 88.167
Corrected Total 810.250 11
17 STIMULI 18433.583 3 6144.528 15.953 .001 .857Error 3081.333 8 385.167
Corrected Total 21514.917 11
18 STIMULI 28167.333 3 9389.111 8.643 .007 .764
Error 8690.667 8 1086.333
Corrected Total 36858.000 11
19 STIMULI 2605.583 3 868.528 2.780 .110 .510Error 2499.333 8 312.417
Corrected Total 5104.917 11
20 STIMULI 73044.250 3 24348.083 29.582 .000 .917Enor 6584.667 8 823.083
Conected Total 79628.917 11
21 STIMULI 26580.667 3 8860.222 133.404 .000 .980
Error 531.333 8 66.417
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Corrected Total 27112.000 11
22 STIMULI 10694.667 3 3564.889 21.032 .000 .887
Error 1356.000 8 169.500
Corrected Total 12050.667 11
Figure 4.D.1 Graph illustrating the proportion of the total variability in described location that can be accounted for by 
the variation in the independent variable stimuli. Reference line denotes 50% of the total variability.
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Table 4.D.2 Table of non-significant differences from post hoc comparisons of programme material location. (* 
indicates results were obtained using the Games-Howell and not the Bonferroni procedure)
Stimuli Number of listeners Listener ID
Percussion Left and Percussion Central 4 8(a (p = .422), b(p = .184)*), 16 (p = .842)*, 19 (p = .493), 
22 (p = .052)*
Percussion Left and Cello Central 10 1 (p = .347), 5 (p = .684), 6 (p = .242), 10 (p = .234),
8(a(p= 1.000), b(p = .670)*), 13 (p= 1.000), 16(p=,859)*, 
17 (p = .390)*, 18 (p = .416)*, 19 (p = .224)
Cello Left and Percussion Central 5 8(a (p = .383), b(p = .256)*), 15 (p = .200)*, 16 (p = .865)*, 
19 (p = 1.000), 22 (p = .723)*
Cello Left and Cello Central 13 1 (p =1.000), 5 (p = .057), 6 (p = .330), 9 (p = .062)*,
8(a (p = 1.000), b(p = .878)*), 10 (p = . 130), 13 (p = .234),
15 (p = 1.99)*, 16 (p = .994)*, 17(p = .257)*, 18 ( p = .565)*, 
19 (p = .511), 22 (p = .675)*
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 8a 8b
Listener
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The following graphs (figure 4.D.2 -  4.D.15) illustrate means and 95% confidence intervals for 
individual listeners when describing the various positions of the different stimuli. In the graphs, the
centre of the vehicle (positioned at 0) is indicated by the reference line  , the left boundary of the
vehicle is referred to by and the right boundary of the vehicle is denoted by  . Graph are
displayed with units of pixels.
Figure 4.D.2 Means and 95% Cl for listener 13 when 
describing the position of different stimuli
listener 13
Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli
Figure 4.D.4 Means and 95% Cl for listener 22 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
listener 22
Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli
Figure 4.D.6 Means and 95% Cl for listener 17 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
listener 17
Figure 4.D.3 Means and 95% Cl for listener 1 when 
describing the position of different stimuli
listener 1
Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli
Figure 4.D.5 Means and 95% Cl for listener 15 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
listener 15
Means and 95% Ci: L-R position of stimuli
Figure 4.D.7 Means and 95% Cl for listener 18 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
listener 18
Means and 95% Ci: L-R position of stimuli Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli
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Figure 4.D.8 Means and 95% Cl for listener 9 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
Listener 9
Figure 4.D.9 Means and 95% Cl for listener 6 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
listener 6
Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli
Figure 4.D.10 Means and 95% Cl for listener 5 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
listener 5
Figure 4.D.11 Means and 95% Cl for listener 10 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
listener 10
Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli
Figure 4.D.12 Means and 95% Cl for listener 16 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
listener 16
Figure 4.D.13 Means and 95% Cl for listener 19 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
listener 19
Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli
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Figure 4.D.14 Means and 95% Cl for listener 8 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
(measured using centre of FOS or A R E A  descriptor)
listener 8a
Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli
Figure 4.D.15 Means and 95% Cl for listener 8 when 
describing the position of different stimuli 
(measured using position of letters)
listener 8b
Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli
Figures 4.D.16 and 4.D.17 compare responses for different listening groups when solo instrument 
source location is described. In both means and 95% confidence interval graphs, the centre of the 
vehicle (0) is represented by the reference line.......
Figure 4.D.16 Means and 95% Cl for existing and na'i've 
listeners describing solo instrument sources
Figure 4.D.17 Means and 95% Cl for experienced and 
inexperienced listeners describing solo instruments
Means and 95% Cl: L-R position (0 = centre) Means and 95% Cl: L-R position of stimuli
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The following graphs (figure 4.D.18 -  4.D.21) illustrate means and 95% confidence intervals for 
positions of each item of programme material when described by all listeners. In the graphs, the centre
of the vehicle (positioned at 0) is indicated by the reference line , the left boundary of the vehicle
is referred to by  and the right vehicle boundary is denoted by .
Figure 4.D.18 Means and 95% Cl for the left of centre 
percussion source as described by all listeners 
Percussion Left
Figure 4.D.19 Means and 95% Cl for the central 
percussion source as described by all listeners 
Percussion Central
Means and 95% Cl: L-R stimulus position
Figure 4.D.20 Means and 95% Cl for the left of centre 
cello source as described by all listeners
Cello Left
Figure 4.D.21 Means and 95% Cl for the central 
cello source as described by all listeners
Cello Central
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Appendix 4.E U-GAL questionnaire resp on ses
Questions posed:
1 Did you find it easy to use the user interface? (If not, why not?)
2 Did the provided shapes allow for the size of the sound that you heard? (If not, why. not?)
3 Were there any spatial characteristics you heard but found yourself unable to describe using
the provided shapes?
4 Were there any other characteristics that you would have liked to describe?
5 Anything else you would like to mention?
Listener responses:
Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Question 4 Question 5 
(comments)
1 YES YES NO NO -
2 NO: Problems
moving
shapes
NO: space bubble 
difficult to get to right 
size; maybe need more 
increments
NO Height
3 YES YES NO Height Easier having 
carried out test 
previously. New 
users may need 
further explanation.
4 YES YES NO Triangle shape -
5 YES YES NO NO NO
6 YES YES NO NO Didn’t use the cloud 
shape at all because 
I felt like I was in 
small space 
throughout
7 YES YES Sound may be 
louder on one part 
of region/ shape
Shape/location change as 
you hear same sample 
couple of times
8 YES YES NO NO The system is a 
veiy comprehensive 
test. Veiy easy to 
describe a sound’s 
position and 
spaciousness
9 YES YES NO Height of sound within 
vehicle
10 YES YES NO NO Very Good - user 
friendly
12 YES YES NO Liked to have heard 
music from behind me 
not just all from in front
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13 YES YES NO NO -
14 YES YES NO NO Easier to drag a 
shape directly from 
library rather than 
tap then pick up 
from somewhere 
else on screen
15 YES YES NO NO Because it was 
visual it was far 
easier to see that the 
sound,shapes and 
positions were as 
you wanted them
16 YES NO: crescent shape 
would be more useful
NO NO
18 YES YES NO NO Ability to drag 
shapes straight from 
toolbar rather than 
click and drag
19 YES YES/NO: When resizing 
would have liked to 
change shape more
NO NO
20 YES: but can’t 
pick up letters 
under a shape
NO: Need to be able to 
rotate sound area
21 NO: Too 
many options
YES NO NO
22 YES YES NO NO NO
Note: Comment sheets were not completed by listeners 11 and 17.
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